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ELECTRICITY-
as experts know it 
yOU do not have to take time off from work and spend several 

hundred dollars in tuition in order to master the practical 
side of electricity. The whole subject is now covered in a low-
priced set of books, flexibly-bound and handy pocket-
sized. Just a few minutes of your spare time spent 
with the Croft Library of Practical Electricity 
each day will give you a knowledge 
which could otherwise be gained only 
in years of practice. 

Earn a big salary 
The salaries of electrical workers are 

high and constantly going up. And the 
demand for properly trained men is 
more insistent than ever before in the 
history of electricity. 

Don't be content with $38 to $50 per week 
Don't be content with just a fair knowledge of electricity. Don't be 

s.itistied with the average electrical worker's salary of $311 to $50 per 
,eek. Know electricity as experts know it. 'Ferrell Croft will tell 
)ott how. 

The only library of its kind--There never has been a set of books or a course on electricity 
t:iat adhered so closely to actual electrical practice. The 
author, Terrell Croft, procured his knowledge with his sleeves 
rolled up. Ile was trouble shooter, draftsman, wireman, cen-
tral station operator—then electrical engineer for the West-
inghouse Company. Ile is a practical man and knows the 
exact wants of his fellow workers. Ile tells of the short 
cuts to bigger pay, of the why and how of everything in 
electrical practice of today. 

8 Volumes 
Flexibly bound 
Pocket Size 
3000 pages 

2100 
illustrations. 
Everything 

you must know 
about 

electricity at 
the finger's end  1 

A letter that means something to YOU 
McGRAW-HILL BOOK COMPANY, 
Inc., 239 W. 39th St., New York, N.Y. 
Gentlemen:—In an attempt to ex-

press myself about CROFT'S NEW 
LIBRARY OF PRACTICAL ELEC-
TRICITY, I have never seen, and do 
not believe there was ever printed in 
the English language, a more corn-
,rehensive set of books. It is a 
'ibrary that is just as valuable to 
the novice as to the expert, becausz 
it is all practice. 

Respectfully, 
GUY H. PEIFER, 

Chief, Doplan Silk Corporation, 
HazeIton, Pa. 

McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc. 
239 West 39th Street New York 

"Your spare 
time is your 
capital." 

NOT ONE CENT 
IN ADVANCE 

Merely fill out the coupon below and return to 
us for ten days' absolutely free examination of 

the CROFT LIBRARY OF PRACTICAL ELEC-
TRICITY. Use the books in connection with your 
work for ten full days. See how the hundreds of 

problems in electrical practice are cleared up in simple 
language and illustration. If thoroughly convinced 

that the books will enable you to know electricity as 
experts know it, send us only $2 in ten days, and $3 

per month for six months. You pay only $20 for a com-
plete electrical education. Return the books at our ex-

pense if not entirely pleased. 
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1 (AMINATION COUPON 

McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc. 
239 W. 39th St., New York 

Gentlemen:—Please senil me the Library of Practical Electricity (ship-
ping charges prepaid), for 10 days' free examination. If satisfactory 
I will send $2 in ten (lays and $3 per month until $20 has been paid. 
If not wanted, I will write you for return shipping instructions. 

Name   

Home Address  

City and State  

Where Employed  

Occupation  ED 
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THE VIBRATING WORLD 

EVERYTHING vibrates; everything is eternally busy. The 
air vibrates, the ether vibrates, molecules and atoms 
vibrate. Nothing is still, nothing dead. True, many of 

the vibrations are quite beyond our senses, but science assures 
us that the whole world is a mass of vibrating particles. 

Q.OUND waves, wireless waves, heat waves, light waves, visible 
l•-•1 and invisible, are made up of vibrations. Vibrations pro-
duced in air we call sound waves. In the ether the properties 
exhibited by waves depend upon their length. The real long 
waves are called Hertizan or wireless waves. The next short-
est are heat waves, the next infra-red waves, and from this 
point they develop into visible red light with a frequency of 
vibration in the neighborhood of two billion per second. As 
the waves become shorter and shorter the sensations of 
orange, yellow, green, blue, etc., are produced until the zone 
of the invisible is approached. Beyond this point, our senses 
fail us, and we must rely upon instruments to tell us of the 
presence of such rapid etheral vibrations as those necessary 
for the production of ultra-violet and X-rays. There may 
be many other invisible rays in the "ultra*. zone of the 
spectrum. Present-day scientists claim that but a small part 
of the invisible spectrum has been discovered. What the 
future holds for those working in this promising field of 
investigation no one knows. One. thing remains certain: 
We must increase our knowledge of vibration before the 
great problems that confront us today will be solved. The 
problem of atomic energy, heat, electricity, mental telepathy— 
all are wrapped up in the Mystery of vibration. 

RAYMOND FRANCIS YATES, Editor. 
..... 41 ...... mimoommommeommommimUMMII ............................. 11111111111111111111111111mmuMummomole ............................................... 111111.1“1. 

Price of Everyday Engineering Increased 
PEGINNING with this number, the price of EVERY-
" DAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE will be increased 
to 20 cents per copy and to $2.00 for the yearly subscription. 
However regrettable this step is, it has become necessary 
through the increased cost to us of paper, engravings, press 
work, drawings, binding, etc., etc. During the last few 
months EVERYDAY has been increased greatly in volume. 
The space devoted to editorial matter has been increased 
through the well-deserved support the magazine has re-
ceived from its readers and the publishers feel that the new 
price, which is strictly a matter of necessity, will not in-
terfere with the development and progress of the only 
periodical in its field that closely adheres to a policy of 
practicability in the dissemination of information for those 
interested in mechanics, electricity, radio, aviation, automo-
biles and model engineering. 

.................................. ......... mv.M.MM ........ Imo ..... ..... M ..... ! 
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EVERY PRACTICAL MAN'S LIBRARY 
SHOULD CONTAIN THE FOLLOWING BOOKS 
The Modern Gasoline Automobile, Its Design, Con-

struction, Operation. 
By VICTOR W. PAGE, M.S.A.E. This is the most complete, practical 
and up-to-date treatise on gasoline automobiles and their component 
parta ever published. In the new revised and enlarged 1920 edition, 
all phases of automobile construction, operation and maintenance are 
fully and completely described and in language anyone can under• 
stand. 1,000 pages. 1,000 illustrations. Price, $4.00 

The Model T Ford Car, Its Con-
struction, Operation and Repair, 
Ipcluding the Fordson Farm Trac-
tor. The F. A. Starting and Light-
ing System and the Worm Drive 
1-Ton Truck. 

By Vic-ros W. PAGE. This is the most com-
plete and practical instruction book ever pub-
lished on the Ford car and the Fordson Trac-
tor. Illustrated by specially made drawings 
and photographs. All parts of the Ford 
Model T Car are described and illustrated in 
a comprehensive manner—nothing is left for 
the reader to guess at. The construction is 
fully treated and operating principle made 
clear to everyone. 425 pages, 150 illustrations. 

Price, $1.50 

How to Run an Automobile. 
By Victos W. Pant. This treatise gives concise instructions for 
starting and running all makes of gasoline automobiles, how to care 
for them, and give distinctive features of control. Describes every 
step for shifting gears, controlling engines. 178 pages. 72 illus. 
tions. Price, $1.25 

Automobile Welding with the Oxy-Acetylene Flame. 
By M. KEITH DUNHAM. Explains in a simple manner apparatus to 
be used, its care, and how to construct necessary shop equipment. 
Proceeds then to the actual welding of all automobile parts, in a 
manner understanable by everyone. 167 pages, fully illustrated. 

Price, $1.50 

Abrasives and Abrasive Wheels. 
By FRED B. JACOBS. A new book for everyone interested in abrasives 
or grinding. A careful reading of the book will not only make me-
chanics better able to use abrasives intelligently, but it will also tell 
the shop superintendent of many short cuts and efficiency-increasing 
kinks. The economic advantage in using large grinding wheels are 
fully explained, together with many other things that will tend to 
give the superintendent or workman a keen insight into abrasive 
engineering. 340 pages, 200 illustrations. This is an indispensable 
book for every machinist. Price, $3.00 

Automobile Repairing Made Easy. 
By VICTOR W. PAGÉ. A thoroughly practical 
book containing complete directions for making 
repairs to all parts of the motor car mechanism. 
Written in a thorough but non-technical man-
ner. This book also contains Special Instruc-
tions on Electric Starting, Lighting and Ignition 
Systems, Tire Repairing and Rebuilding. Auto-
genons Welding, Brazing and Soldering, Heat 
Treatment of Steel, Latest Timing Practice. 
Eight and Twelve-Cylinder Motors, etc., etc. 
You will never "Get Stuck" on a Job if you 
own this book. 1,000 specially made engravings 
on 500 plates. 1,056 pages (5;4x8). 11 fold-
ing plates. Price, $4.00 

Machine Shop Arithmetic. 
By CoLvin-Cliensy. Most popular book for shop men. Shows how 
all shop problems are worked out and "why." Includes change gears 
for cutting any threads; drills, taps, shrink and force fits; metric 
system of measurements and threads. Used by all classes of 
mechanics and for instruction in Y. M. C. A. and other schools. 
Seventh edition. 131 pages. Price 60e 

Steel: Its Selection, Annealing, Hardening and Tem-
pering. 

By E. R. MARKHAM. This work was formerly known as "The 
American Steel Worker," but on the publication of the new, revised 
edition, the publishers deemed it advisable to change its title to a 
more suitable one. This is the standard work on hardening, temper-
ing, and annealing steel of all kinds This book tells how to select. 
and how to work, temper, harden, and anneal steel for everything on 
earth. It is the standard book on selecting, hardening, and tempering 
an grades of steel. 400 pages. Very fully illustrated. Fourth 
edition. Price, $3.00 

Saw Filing and Management of Saws. 
By ROBERT GRIMSHAW. A practical hand book on filing, gumming, 
swaging, hammering and the brazing of band saws, the speed, work, 
and power to run circular saws, etc. A handy book for those who 
have charge of saws, or for those mechanics who do their own filing, 
as it deals with the proper shape and pitches of saw teeth of all kinds 
and gives many useful hints and rules for gumming, setting, and 
filing, and is a practical aid to those who use saws for any purpose. 
Third edition, revised and enlarged. Illustrated. Price, $1.25 

Brazing and Soldering. 
By JAMES F. HOBART. The only book that shows you just how to 
handle any job of brazing or soldering that comes along; it tells you 
what mixture to use, how to make a furnace if you need one. }still 
of valuable kinks. The fifth edition of this book has just been 
published, and to it much new matter and a large number of tested 
formulas for all kinds of solders and fluxes have been added. 

Price, 35c 

Drafting of Cams. 
By Louis ROUILLION. The laying out of cams is a serious problem 
unless you know how to go at it right. This puts you on the right 
road for practically any kind of cam you are likely to run up against. 
Third edition. Price, 35e 

House Wiring. 
By THOMAS W. Popes. Describing and illustrating up-to-date meth 
ods of installing electric light wiring. Intended for the electrician, 
helper and apprentice. Contains just the information needed for suc-
cessful wiring of a building. 125 pages, fully illustrated, flexible 
cloth. Price, 75c 

Electric Wiring, Diagrams and Switchboards. 
By NEWTON HARRISON. with additions by THOMAS POPPE. This i> 
the only complete work issued showing and telling you what you 
should know about direct and alternating current wiring. It is a 
ready reference. The work is free from advanced technicalities and 
mathematics, arithmetic being used throughout. It is in every respect 
a handy, well-written, instructive, comprehensive volume on wiring 
for the wire-man, foreman, contractor or electrician. Second revised 
edition. 303 pages, 130 illustrations. Cloth. Price, azoo 

High Frequency Apparatus, Its Construction and Prac-
tical Application. 

By THOMAS STANLEY CURTIS. The most comprehensive and thor 
ough work on this interesting subject ever produced. The book is 
essentially practical in its treatment and it constitutes an accurate 
record of the researches of its author over a period of several years, 
during which time dozens of coils were built and experimented with. 
248 pages. Fully illustrated. Price, $3.50 

The Lathe—Its Design, Construction and Operation, 
With Practical Examples of Lathe Work. 

By Oscan E. PERSIGO. A new revised edition, and the only complete 
American work on the subject, written by a man who knows not only 
how work ought to be done, but who also knows how to do it, and 
how to convey this knowledge to others. It is strictly up-to-date in 
its descriptions and illustrations. A number of difficult machining 
operations are described at length and illustrated. The new edition 
has nearly 500 pages and 350 illustrations. Price, $3.00 

Henley's Twentieth Century Book of Recipes, Formu-
las and Processes. 

Edited by GARDNER D. Hiscox. The most valuable techno-chemical 
formulœ book published, including over 10,000 selected scientific, 
chemical, technological and practical recipes and processes. This 
book of 800 pages is the most complete book of recipes ever pub-
lished, giving thousands of recipes for the manufacture of valuable 
articles for everyday use. Hints, helps, practical ideas and secret 
processes are revealed within its pages. It covers every branch of 
the useful arts in every respect. Contains an immense number of 
formulas that every one ought to have that are not found in any 
other work. New edition. Cloth. Price, $4.00 

Starting, Lighting, and Ignition Sys-
tems. 

By VICTOR W. PAGÉ. A practical treatise on 
modern starting and ignition system practice. 
This practical volume has been written with 
special reference to the requirements of the 
non-technical reader desiring easily understood 
explanatory matter relating to all types of auto-
mobile ignition, starting and lighting systems. 
It can be understood by anyone even without 
electrical knowledge. Nearly 500 pages. 297 
specially made engravings. New _pages. 

Price, $2.50 

Mr Any of these books sent prepaid on receipt of price. FREE—Our new 1920 Catalog of Practical Books sent free on request 

THE NORMAN HENLEY PUBLISHING COMPANY 
Dept. E. E. 2 West 45th Street, New York 

a 
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Get Bigger Pay 
:ELECTRICITY 

Flexible Covers 

Handy Pocket-Size 

10 Volumes 

3500 Pages 

4700 Pictures $1 a NUMBER 
$1 a MONTH 

REAL) THIS PARTIAL LIST OF CONTENTS 
Ni. I Contains 348 pages. 388 illustrations. Electrical signs and 
symbols—static and current electricity—primary cells—conducto, 
and insulators—resistance and conductivity—magnetlam—indu-
non coils—dynamo principles—classes of dynamos—armatures— 
windings—commutation—brushes. etc. 
No. 2 Contains 348 pages, 394 illustrations. Motor principles - 
armature reaction—motor starting--caloulations—brake hors-
power—selection and installation of dynamos and motors—gal 
vanometers — standard cells — current measurement — resistance 
measurement—voltmeters—wattmeters—watthour meters—operation 
of dynamos—operation of motors. etc. 
No. 3 Contains 300 pages, 423 illustrations Distribution systems 
—wires and wire calculations—inside, outside and underground 
wiring—sign flashers—lightning protection—rectifiers—storage bat-
tery ¡systems, etc. 
No. 4 Contains 270 pages, 379 illustrations. Alternating current 
principles — alternating current diagrams — the power factor — 
alternator principles—alternator construction—windings. etc. 
No. 5 Contains 320 pages, 614 illustrations. A. C. Motors--sri-
chronous and induction motor principles—A. C. commutator 
motors — induction motors — transformers: losses, construction, 
oonneotIona tests--converters--rectifiers. 
No. S Contains 293 pages, 472 illustrations. Alternating current 
systems—switching devices—current breakers—relays—lightning 
protector apparatus—regulating devices—synchronous condensers 
—indicating devices—meters—power factor indicators—wave form 
measurement—seritch boards, etc 
No. 7 Contains 315 pages. 379 Illustrations. Alternating current 
wiring power stations—turbines: ntanagement. selection, location. 
erection, testing, running. care and repair—telephones, etc. 
No. 8 Contains 332 pages. 436 illustrations. Telegraph—simulta. 
norms telegraphy and telephony — wireless — electrolysis bells — 
eleotrio lighting—photometry. etc. 
Ne. 9 Contains 322 pages, 627 illustrations. Electric railways--
electric locomotives—car lighting,-trolley car operation—mis-
oelianeous applications—motion pictures—gas engine ignition— 
automobile self-starters and lighting systems, electric vehicles. etc 
No. 10 Contains 513 pages, 599 illustrations. Elevators—cranes 
—pumps--air compressors—electric heating—electric welding— 
soldering and brazing—industrial eleotrolyels—electro-plating— 
electro—t here ton tl te—K s. etc. 
Also a complete 126 page ready reference index of the complete 
library. This index has been ',tanned to render easily accessible 
all the vast information contained in the 10 electrical guides 
There are over 13.500 cross references You 
find what you want to know Instantly 

..011.1113111111.11111111M1 

by using your set of 
HAWKINS Electrical 
Guides Every Day. 
They tell you just what 
you need to know. 

AWKINS 
Electrical Guides 

place electricity at your fingers' ends. They 
cover every subject, principle, theory, prob-
lem, trouble, and way of doing things electri-
cally. Every subject is indexed so that you 
can turn right to it. They are a study course and 
a reference guide in one, written in plain every day 
language—no wasted words—only what you need to 
know—full of up-to-the-minute electrical knowledge. 
The guides are a complete course in electrical en-
gineering. 

They will help you in every detail of the day's work. You can't ask an 
electrical question that Hawkins Guides can't give you help on. 

The WHOLE SET sent 
for your inspection FREE 
The books are small enough to slip into your coat pocket 

handsomely bound in flexible black covers. 
You can carry each volume with you until you have mastered its con-

tents. 3,500 pages of actual information and 4,700 illustrations. Once you 
see these books and put them into actual use you will never again want to 
be without them. Try it at our expense. 

TO EARN MORE LEARN MORE 
It will cost you nothing to receive these books—to look them over—ask 

them all the questions you can think of—use them in your work—study them—pick 
tip some information that will increase your earning ability. We will ship you the 
,iitire set of 10 volumes entirely FREE. 
This is a sign of our confidence in the guides. Pure gold does not object to being 

tested. Keep them for seven days and if you do not decide that you can't get along 
,..ithout them, return them to us and owe us nothing. 
When you decide to keep them you only have to pay $1.00 down and remit the 

',alance of $9.00 on the easy payment of $1.00 a month till paid for. 
Use the coupon to get the books. It will pay you many times over. 

What Users Say: 
Become • Sugerinte nnnnn 
Hawkins Guides are worth double their 

price I have been able to secure higher 
t'as' and a better position with their aid. 

K. W. Monard. 
Supt. Erskine Light A Power Plant.. 

Erskine, Minn. 
15,000 Saved 
The ten dollars I Invested In Hawkins 

Electrical Guides netted the COMUIL,IY 
by whom I am employed somewhere 
around $5,000. 
The knowledge gained from your books 

enabled me to save a transformer house, 
whereas a year ago t should have 
thought myself In great danger and 
have run. 
Use this letter as you please as t am 

truly thankful for having the little won-
ders. A. L. Foster, Opher, Colo. 
Handy to Carry 
The great beauty of them is that you 

can carry them in your pocket. That 
suits me for I never want to be without 
them F. S. Collins. 
Richardson Engineering Co., Hartford, 
Conn 

SEND NO MONEY- USE THE  COUPON 

THEO. AUDEL 8c CO. 
72 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y. 

THIS COUPON BRINGS THE GUIDES 

I— — — 

THEO. AUDEL is COMPANY 
72 Fifth Avenue, N. Y. 

Please submit me for examination 
Hawkins Electrical Guides (price 91 

each), Skip at ones. prepaid. the 10 flute-
hers. If satisfactory I agree to send you 

within seven days and to further mail you gi 
each month until paid. 

Signature   

Occupation   

Employed by 

Residence   

Reference   51ar. 
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POCKET SIZE 
LEATHER COVER 

GILT EDGES 

LEARN WIRING 
Earn $50.00 to $75.00 a Week 

THE NEW 
EDITION 1920 COMPLETELY 

REVISED 

"STANDARD WIRING" 
Will Make You an Expert Wireman 

GENERATORS—How to install them, care for them and 
operate them; all their troubles and how to prevent and cure 
them; all diagrams showing connections for compound, 
series and shunt wound machines. How to operate them in 
parallel or in series. How to protect them and wire them 
in accordance with the underwriters' requirements. 

MOTORS—How to install them, how to protect and operate 
them. The required amperes, volts or horse power when any 
two factors are known. How to take care of hot boxes, 
sparking commutators and other troubles. How to change 
the direction of rotation when desired. How to start and 
stop any kind of motor in any class of service. All diagrams 
of motor wiring. How to find the proper size of wire for any 
motor for direct current or for A. C. single. two or three-
phase. 

OUTSIDE WIRING—Pole line construction, line wires, service 
wires, roof structures, poles and their dimensions and weights, 
and how to erect and protect them and wires they carry. Insula-
tors, guard arms, guy anchors. Tree wiring, splicing, service 
and entrance wiring. How to install Lightning arresters. Trans-
formers with diagrams and instructions. 

INSIDE WIRING—When and where to use rubber covered, slow 
burning and weatherproof wire. How to find the proper size of 
wire to use for lamps, motors or heating devices for any current, 
voltage and drop, either by formula or by the many tables that 
are given in this section of the book. How to wire for two-wire 
or three-wire systems. Direct current, two-phase and three-phase 
with formulae and tables, with examples worked out for each 
system and in a simple manner that anyone can understand and 
use. How to run wires on walls, ceilings, floors, through par-
titions and walls and in concealed places, damp places and 
where dangerous surroundings exist. When and where to install 
Switches, Cut-outs and Circuit Breakers and just how to do it. 
How to wire for high and low voltage systems and the precau-
tions .to be taken. The proper way to install Knife and Snap 
Switches, Cabinets and Cut-out Boxes, Outlet, Junction and 
Switch Boxes, Panel Boards, Wooden and Metal Raceways. How 
to install complete interior conduit jobs either for rigid metal, 
flexible metal or flexible non-metallic conduit. Concealed knob 
and tube work or armored cable. How and where to install 
and wire electric and combination lighting fixtures. How and 
where to use flexible cord and where not to use it. How to 
install arc lamps and gas filled lamps and the fixtures and rules 
required. 

LIGHT AND ILLUMINATION—What is meant by proper and 
efficient illumination, the latest data on Mazda and gas filled 
lamPs of every candle power and wattage. Direct, indirect and 

semi-indirect illumination and where each should be used. Illumi-
nation required for various classes of service from show window 
lighting to public halls and from factories to small residences. 

SPECIAL SECTIONS—House and residence wiring with dia-
grams; how to wire garages; how to wire theatres and moving 
picture houses; electric organs; marine wiring for ships and 
vessels; how to install and care for watt-hour meters; electric 
ranges, etc. 

STORAGE BATTERIES—Both lead and Edison types and how 
to install, charge, discharge and care for them to get the best 
results. 

250 ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL TERMS AND UNITS 
—Giving their definition, values and what they mean in your 
work together with the complete metric system of weights and 
measures. 

TABLES—Fifty-two tables giving every dimension, carrying 
capacity, resistance, weight and strength of every size of wire 
and cable of copper, steel and iron. All the necessary dimensions, 
capacities, weights, and other data on conduits, fuses, insulators, 
lamp sockets, motor efficiencies, current per horse power of 
motors. Proper size of wire for all classes of power, light and 
heating installations. The proper symbols to use to indicate 
on plans just what is wanted from a motor to a small snap 
switch with all necessary diagrams. 

APPARATUS AND SUPPLIES—A classified list of the lead-
ing manufacturers of officially approved wires and wiring de-
vices. Engines, generators, motors, appliances, fixtures and all 
supplies necessary for any complete installation from a Central 
Station to a small cottage. 

The only complete and accurate Book on Wiring and Construction published. 
Over twice the useful information ever contained in any previous edition. 

440 PAGES - LEATHER COVER - GILT EDGES - POCKET SIZE, $3.00 

Sent Postpaid to Any Address on Receipt of Price by 

H. C. CUSHING, Jr., 6 West 40th Street, New York 
Every Electrical Inspector in the United States will approve your work 

if done in accordance with the simple rules given in “Standard Wiring" 

PiCaSe Mt'lltiOD EVERYDAY ENGINEERING INI .V;.\ZINE 
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Can You Answer these 
Questions on Shop Work? 
Test Yourself NOW 
A surface of Cast iron is to be P.iished in 

one eut on a milling machine. The casting is 
8 inches long and 5 inches wide. The milling 
cutter has a diameter of 3 inches and a width 
of 2 inches. How long will it take to do the 
work? Assume a feed of 21,4 inches. 

For what purpose is a magnetic chuck used? 
Slow many processes for cutting gear teeth? 
how do you determine the ratio of two 

gears, when the numbers of teeth are given? 

The lead screw has a pitch of V. inch. What 
Is the ratio of gears to be used to cut a screw 
with 18 threads per inch? 

What determines the cutting speed in a mill-
ing machine? 

Give a short description of the thermit-
welding process. 
What is essentially the first step In making 

any tool from a tool-maker's standpoint? 
Why is it advisable to cut the threads of an 

adjustable tap somewhat smaller than the de-
sired size for the tap to cut? 

Under what circumstances would you con-
sider it advisable to use • counter-bore, rather 
than a drill, when enlarging a hole? Why? 
Why should undue accuracy never be In-

dulged in when making drill jigs and similar 
tools? 

What Is the practical way to test the temper 
of molding sand? 

How does the riser on a steel casting differ 
from one for Iron? 

What are some of the precautions neciessay 
in pouring a mold in order to obtain the best 
results/ 

flow are the sides of deep molds vented when 
a flask Is used? 

What point carbon steel should be used for 
machine tools, milling cutters, drills, and taps? 
Why is it necessary to reheat large pieces 

after they have been hardened? 
What must be the outside diameter of the 

original wooden pattern for the rim of a pulley 
with six arms, the diameter of the finished 
pulley to be 30 inches and the width of face 
9 Inches? 

What are the allowances for shrinkage In the 
construction of a wooden pattern of a shaft 
hanger bearing cap? 

A Few of the Subjects Treated 
Machine Shop 

Practice 
Machine Shop 
Management 

Production 
Manufacturing Forging 

Metallurgy Pattern Making 
Welding Mechanical 
Tool Making Drawing, etc. 

Tool Design 
Die Making 
Metal Stamping 
Foundry Work 

TIE skilled mechanic tod n a\ is a specialist. He has o i.plairtunit) ti• 
build a complete machine or even a small part of one. His active work 
is carried along rather limited lines. But to make the best success in 

his work—to secure promotion to more responsible duties or to go into busi-
ness for himself—it is absolutely necessary that he have a broad and compre-
hensive knowledge of machine work and shop practice. There is only one 
really feasible way for the mechanic to familiarize himself with other shop 
lines outside his own individual work—and that is to have specialists in all 
lines give hint all they have learned in a form that will be readily accessible. 
There you have the reason for the famous standard reference work, called 
"Modern Shop Practice." 

Thousands of Dollars' Worth of Shcp Information 
"Modern Shop Practice" is a wonderful reference work in Machine Shop 

Practice and Management, Production Manufacturing, Metallurgy, Welding, 
Tool Making, Tool Design, Die Making, and Metal Stamping, Foundry Work. 
Forging, Pattern Making, Mechanical Drawing, etc. It has been tested 
through six editions, bought by thousands of mechanics, consulting engineers, 
shop superintendents and owners, production managers, etc. 

. New Edition Only 7c a Day 
Six magnificent volumes, flexibly bound in American Morocco, gold 

stamped. 2,300 pages. 2,500 illustrations—photographs, drawing, explanatory 
diagrams, tables, etc. Here you have at your finger tips up to date labor-
saving methods that big manufacturers have spent thousands of dollars to 
develop. Facts that you can use in your everyday work. Information that 
fits you to earn bigger pay. All this is now yours in the new 6 volume set of 
"Modern Shop Practice," on payments so easy as to average only 50c a 
week or only 7c a day! 

SHIPPED FREE 
No money in advance. Not a cent. See the books in your own home or 

shop absolutely free at our risk. Read them, examine them, study them for 
7 whole days before you need decide whether you want to keep them or not. 
Send no money to get the books for free examination. Make no deposit. 

Assume no obligation. Simply sign and mail the coupon herewith and the books books will be promptly shipped to you for 7 days' free examina-

tion. If you are not more than delighted with the books and do not • 
consider them a wonderful investment, just send them back to 
us, and you won't owe us a cent. 
If you prize the books and consider them worth many times their price 
to you, send only $2.80 within 7 days and then $2 a month until the 
special introductory price of $21.80 has been paid. 

Extra Feature Free 
To those who order promptly, we will give free a con-
sulting membership in the American Technical Society 
for one year. This gives you the right to ask our ex-
perts any question regarding shop practice for an 
entire year. You may ask as many questions as 
you plrave 

SEND NO MONEY 
Merely sign and mail the coupon and 

the books will be shipped to you at our 
risk. Get the coupon in the mail at 
once, before this special offer is 
withdrawn. Send it today— NOV! 

AMERICAN TECHNICAL SOCIETY, efri Chicago, III. 
de Name 

4110  Address  

 400. Itch-rover  

American 
Technical 

Society 
Dept. PA-353 

Chicago, U. S. A. 
Please send me set 

of Modern Shop 
Practice for seven days' 

free examination, ship-
ping charges collect. lf I 

Aeon> to buy. I will send 
82.80 within seven days and the 

balance at $2.00 a month until 
$21.80 has been paid. Then you 

send me a receipt showing that the 
set of books and $12.00 consulting mem-

bership are mine, and fully paid for. It 
I think that I can get along without the 

books after the seven days' trial, I will return 
them at your expense. 

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE 
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Model Railroad Materials 
Standard parts designed by Mr. Henry Greenley, of 
W. H. Jubb, Ltd., Sheffield, England, now available for 
distribution in America. 

All the parts mentioned in Mr. Greenley's articles in 
Everyday Engineering can be supplied. 

Look for our permanent address next month. 

F. DEY 
Sole American agent for W. H. Jubb, Ltd., Sheffield, England 

P. 0. Box 497, City Hall Station, New York, N. Y. 

Pattern Work in Wood and Metal 

Prompt Service 
Guaranteed 

Mail Order Work 
Solicited 

Perfect wood or metal patterns made for any of the machines or model 
engines described in Everyday Engineering Magazine. • 

BRING YOUR PATTERN PROBLEMS TO US 

We solicit the work of experimenters, inventors and model makers. 
Quotations gladly made upon the receipt of drawings and specifications. 
Patterns both large and small made for any part no matter how intricate 
or complicated. 

Have you had the sad experience of taking a set of home-made pat-
terns to the foundry only to have the foreman laugh and tell you that 
they are made wrong? Let us save you this embarrassment. 

Our charges are reasonable, our service prompt and courteous. 

U. S. PATTERN AND MFG. CO 
64-66 High Street, West. Detroit, Mich. 

Speed Lathe $7 Complete Swing 7 ins. 24 in. metal bed 
head has a three step cone. Spindle le hollow. 
Centers aro No. 1 Morse taper shank. Tail stock has 
a seyew feed spinelle and No. 1 Morse taper shank 
center. Spur center la furnished for wood turning. 
Bearings are of high grade bearing metal and are 
adjustable to wear. Rest is adjustable to all posi-
tions. Lathe to complete at the above price. Longer 
bed $1.00 per additional foot. 

M. & J. SPECIALTY CO. 
252 S. Parka St., Pontiac, Mich. 

MR. INVENTOR! Let us assist you with that 
idea that you can't Just work out. or let us construct 
• model of your patent. We develop ideas, and are 
exports ta MODEL and MXPERIMMNTAL work. We 
specialize in designing and building special LABOR 
SAVING MACHINES. Or perhaps your device le 
ready for manufacturing. If so. get in touch with 
us. It would be to our mutual advantages 

ELK MFG. CO., INC. 
1926A Broadway, New York 

MODEL SUPPLIES 

ENGINE—Finished as shown above. 
Special price of $12.50. Ready to 
run when received. 
PUMPS —Double power and hand 
pump combined. Especially designed 
for model boats. Made with bore of 
1/4, 5/16 and Yg". Stroke 1/2". Cast 
in bronze with packing glands and 
mushroom valves. 

Price $4.00 
WATER GAUGES—Made with 
bronze castings and water-tight 
packing glands. Ready to attach to 
boiler. 

Price $1.00 
GLOBE VALVE—Cast in kronre 

with hand wheel. 
Price $0.90 

Get Acquainted With Us 

MODEL MACHINE SHOP CO. 
415 East 71st St. New York, N. Y. 

LIGHT BENCH DRILL 
Capacity — to i/4" 
Rough or finished 
castings of thi-
small, practical and 
sturdy drilling ma 
chine. 

'tough castings ar fin 
lobed niachines—il" 
lathe, hand power 
shaper and plane] 
Drawings f o r Model 
Boats. Stamp fier eat 
alogue. 

HUHN MFG. CO. 
588 Elm Street Arlington, N. J. 

THE HURD 7 INCH 
HAND SHAPER 

Rough Castings or 
Finished Machine 

Send 25e for eteistruction 
blue prints or $1.00 for com-
plete set uf detailed titi,' 
prints. This amount will lie 
deducted from first ot.der. 
Said stamp for elreolnr. 
MODEL TOOL WORKS, 

908 West 3rd St., 
Plainfleld, N. J. 

ORDER YOUR APRIL 
NUMBER OF EVERYDAY 

ENGINEERING MAGAZINE NOW 

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE 
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How to Take Care 

of Dynamos and 

Motors 

All About the 

Newest Wireless 

Apparatus 

How to Wire 

Theatres and 

"Movie Houses" 

All About the 

National Electrical 

Code 

How to Under-

st and Under-

writers' Require-

ments 

How to Run Alter-

nators in Parallel 

How to Install 

Transformers 

How to Design 

and Install Switch-

boards 

How to Select 

Material and Get 

the Best 

All About the 

Newest Electrical 

Appliances 

How to Build 

Small Motors and 

Generators 

A Thousand Things 
You Ought To Know! 
UVERY day in yourwork you get up-against new problems—sometimes it is 

4 fl only some old "sticker" coming in a new way. Just the same though it takes 
a lot of time to figure them out. Don't do it. Here's everything worked 

out for you. Every problem, big or little, that you will meet in a day's work. 
Hundreds of new ideas and better ways of doing things. Hundreds of ways the 
other fellows are making money. Hundreds of ways you can make more out of 
the same work you are doing now. 

The old days of hit-or-miss experience are passed. You have got to know 
if you want to keep in the running now. A little of your spare time and the 
Cyclopedia of Practical Applied Electricity will put you 'way ahead of the rest 
See our FREE trial offer and easy payment plan below. 

Practical Applied 
ELECTRICITY 

Eight great big volumes bound in genuine American Morocco with 3,800 pages and more 
than 3,000 blueprints, plans, pictures and wiring diagrams. It is the newest, most complete, 
most practical work of its kind ever published. Twenty-five well known experts prepared these 
great books, gathering the material from hundreds of different sources. Every man in the shop 
and on the job shouid have them. Over 50,000 sets of earlier editions have been sold. This 
is the new 1920 edition—new from cover to cover. 

FREE Examination 
No Money Down--Pay Only $2 a Week 
Send the coupon for these great Electrical books TODAY. You can't afford to bc ‘sithout 

them and you don't take any risk at all. The coupon brings the whole set by express collect 
for a week's free examination. Use the books a week and return them at our expense if they 
don't please you. If you like them, send us only $2.80 and $2.00 each month until $24.80 is 
paid. If you prefer to pay cash with order, send only $22.30. The return privilege holds good 
Just the same. Send the coupon NOW and get a consulting membership in our Society free. 

This part of the offer 
will be withdrawn when 
the membership is filled. 
Remember—sending for 
the books does not obli-
gate you to buy. 

All About Railway 

Car Lighting 

How to do Weld-

ing by Electricity 

All About Elec-

• trical Meters and 

How They Work 

American 
Technical 
Society 

Dept. E 353 - Chicago 

IAMERICAN TECHNICAL SOCIETY, 
Dept. E-353, Chicago. 

IPlease send me the 8 volume set of Practical 
Applied Electricity, shipping charges collect. I Iwill send you $2.80 in seven days and $2.00 
each month until $24.80 is paid or return the 
books at your expense. If I buy the books I 
get a membership in your society free. ' 

How to Estimate 

the Cost of Elec-

tric Wiring 

How to Repair 

and Charge 

Storage Batteries 

How to Design 

and Make Induc-

tion Coils 

How to Determine 

the Proper Size of 

Wire 

How to Wire 

Residences an d 

Apartments 

IFREE TRIAL COUPON 

Naine   

IAddress   

City St  te   

'Reference  IPlease till ,iut all of these lines , 

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE 
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How Columbia Students 
Succeed 

MORE LETTERS ON REQUEST) 

"I have accepted a position as drafts-
man, paying $2,640.00 a year to start. 
I had no previous drafting experience 
aside from my training with you, 
which has proven all that was needed 
for me to become a professional 
draftsman." Lawrence P. Johnston. 
(Mr. Johnston expects to be ad-
vanced to $3,300 a year in a few 
weeks.) 

"Several firms have offered me $40 
and $45 a week to start. As I am 
doing nicely as draftsman up here 
and about to receive my second in-
crease in salary have decided to stay. 
I find there are hundreds of openings 
for draftsmen and if I quit where I 
am I could secure another position in 
three hours' time. There will be a 
still greater demand for Draftsmen." 
Geo. Murray, Jr. 

"I wish to express my appreciation 
for your courteous treatment and sin-
cere interest in the progress of my 
studies and for aiding me, upon com-
pletion of your course, to secure a 
very desirable position at $140 a 
month to start. I am getting on well 
and the chances for advancement are 
excellent." A. L. Gash. 

"I have accepted a good position with 
a large manufacturing concern in 
Chicago and wish to thank you for 
the training your school has given 
me." Emil B. Johnson. 

A few of our many other successful 
graduates are R. Fowkes, $3,700 a 
year; G. Tangorra, $2,800 a year; T. 
R. Brown, $2,860 a year. 

You Can Learn Quickly by Our 
Practical Method 

Through our famous Home Study Course, if you are a 
person of even average ability, you can master this 
profitable profession in your spare time at your own 

home. You can become a first class Drafts-
man through our Home Study Course be-
cause of the fact that our training is most 
thorough and practical, the work being 
given to you in as practical a way as you 
would get it in a drafting room, and because 
you will be PERSONALLY instructed and 
coached by the President of the School, Roy ROY C. CU Fl IN, Preshleal 
C. Claflin, whose long experience as a The Columbia School 
Draftsman and a teacher especially qualifies of Drafting 

him to give you the kind of training you need. 

Draftsmen Cet $35.00 to $100.00 a week 
Every mechanical idea must be drawn out by the Draftsman be-
fore it can become a reality. Therefore, on account of the im-
portance of his work, he is paid a good salary and is always in 
line for advancement. Drafting is not only one of the best paying 
professions, but is the stepping stone to bigger opportunities. 
Many men, receiving up to $40,000 a year, and over, in technical 
positions, owe their success to their knowledge of Drafting as 
the starting point. 

General construction companies, manufacturers of machinery, 
locomotives, and automobiles, designers of tools and special 
equipment, makers of aeroplanes, large engineering companies, 
in fact all branches of industry need DRAFTSMEN today in 
greater numbers and at better salaries than ever before. 

"Columbia" Graduates are the Kind of Draftsmen 
That Are Needed 

The properly trained Draftsmen, such as those graduated by the 
COLUMBIA SCHOOL OF DRAFTING, are the ones who get 
the preferred positions and best salaries, and are the ones who 
are most greatly in demand. The success of our students demon-
strates this fact. Columbia Graduates are filling important posi-
tions in big concerns throughout the country. We would like to 
send you a book of testimonials from many of our hundreds of 
students and graduates whose present highly paid positions as 
Draftsmen are the result of their practical training with us. A 
few of these letters are here reprinted. 

Drawing Outfit 
Furnished Students 
We furnish, without 
extra charge, an in-
dividual drawing outfit 
to all our students for 
use throughout the 
course. This becomes. 
your property as soon 
as the course has been 
paid for. 

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY 
The success of your 
future depends upon 
what you do TODAY. 
If you are interested in 
learning this interesting 
and big paying profes-
sion send the following 
coupon WITHOUT 
DELAY for our Free 
catalog of particulars. 
Columbia School of 
Drafting Dept., 1095 
14th & T Sts. NWT., 
Washington, D. C. 

No Previous Training Required 
As our students are given practical Drafting work 
from the beginning of our course, they grasp the 
essentials quickly, so that no previous training or 
drafting experience of any kind is required to 
take up this work wie us. You do not even need 
a high school education to learn Professional 
Drafting as taught by this school and the training 
we give you is all that is needed to secure a posi-
tion as Draftsman (Read Lawrence P. Johnston's 
letter). 
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Columbia School of Drafting, 
▪ Dept. 1095 14th & T Sts. N.W., 

Washington, D. C. 
▪ Without obligation to me, please send nie FREE your 

illustrated book of particulars, testimonials from stu-
• n dents, rates and liberal terms. 

• 
• Name   
• 
• Street and No  

City  State  
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T seems to me most every healthy, 
red-blooded man or boy living near 
the water some day gets the "boat 

bug", and if this happy disease is al-
lowed to develop sooner or later he 
invests. The purpose of this article is 
that he may invest wisely; by investing 
we mean building or buying. If he be 
enough of a mechanic to build for him-
self so much the better, he then knows 
exactly what is in the boat. 

If you decide to build your own boat 
do not attempt to "design it" unless you 
have had training along the lines of 
technical or practical experience. Se-
lect a design that is suited for the 
waters in which you intend navigating, 
and for your own desires and pocket-
book one that has actually been built if 
possible, and do not depart from the 
design in the least, for I am sure you 
will regret it if you do. Successful 
designers are not alone technical men 
but experienced yachtsmen, and a suc-
cessful design seldom if ever represents 
one single masterpiece, but invariably 
a series of boats of that particular type, 
each one an improvement over the oilier. 

A boat that is able to run in water 
not much deeper than that required for 
an ordinary row boat is given herewith. 
The advantages of this type of boat for 
shallow, somewhat protected waterways 
will be obvious to those living upon or 
near some beautiful stream wherein 
there is not sufficient depth to float an 
ordinary power boat. When this little 
craft is afloat and running over bars 
and other shallow points the reason for 
this paradox is not apparent, for in ap-
pearance I have purposely designed her 
to convey the effect of a classy little 
power boat, of possibly V-bottom con-
struction, with an air of "go" to her, 
seldom seen in ordinary flat bottom 
boats, which in reality she is. I have 
given plans for a flat bottom boat capa-
ble of running in about six inches of 
water, but with the above water ap-
pearance of a graceful little speed boat, 
with the advantages of the simple 
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A Sixteen-Foot Shallow Draft Power Boat 
A Simple, Easily Built Craft That Can Be Constructed 

by the Handy Man at Relatively Small Cost 
and with Limited Tool Equipment 

By A. C. Leitch, N. A. 
and cheap construction of the former. 

Tunnel for Propeller 

The secret of this boat's success is 
in a tunnel housing for the propeller 
wheel, the said tunnel extending in a 
fore and aft direction, being shaped as 
shown on the plans forming a part of 
this description. This boat is not de-
signed for rough water use, it is only 
suited for operation upon a somewhat 
protected stream, where due to bars and 
riffles the ordinary type of power boat 
is useless; and is designed for a mod-
erate powered, light weight motor, say 
from three to six-hp., with the average 
revolutions per minute of an ordinary 
two-cycle motor, say about 800. With 
this power the boat will show a speed 
of from 6 to 9 actual miles per hour. 
The tunnel housing as here shown is 

at its highest point 1 ft. 1/8 in. above 
the bottom edge of planking. This is 
about the size that would be necessary 
for the propeller wheel of the largest 
size • of motor to be used in the craft. 
I would suggest before laying the curve 
of "Bottom of tunnel planking" down, 
you decide upon the size of motor you 
are to use and ascertain from the build-
ers of the same, what size and style of 
wheel they recommend using in com-
bination with their motor. 
By informing the engine people what 

type of boat you are building, giving 
them the principal dimensions, etc., you 
will have a much more satisfactory out-
fit than if anyone else attempted to 
give you theoretical data for the same. 
You will then know how high to hold 
your greatest height of tunnel; arrange 
this point so you will have about PA 
in. clear all around your propeller, that 
is sides and top. Hold the after point 
of height, viz. 73x8 in. above base line 
and the point on section 2 of 2 in. 
and gradually flatten the curve of "Bot-
tom of tunnel planking" until your 
highest point intersects the point about 
1Y2 in. clear of the wheel, not forget-
ting to change the half breadth of the 

2 in. chafing strips down on plan to 
also be 7;1; in. The reason for hold-
ing the tunnel only about in. larger 
all around than the wheel is not to 
drag any more water than necessary. 

• Boat Construction Simple 

It will be seen by reference to the 
illustrations that the construction of 
this boat is extremely simple, the most 
difficult part being the tunnel or hous-
ing for the wheel, but which by the way 
enables the craft to lay upon the beach 
as well as upon the water without in-
jury to any of the motor parts. You 
should be able to build and finish the 
entire boat exclusive of engine for forty 
dollars. I should suggest, if possible, 
to build the boat under cover and 
preferably in a shed or shop having as 
good and level a floor as possible, and 
that the boat be constructed upside 
down. See sketch marked "Setting up 
diagram", an explanation of which will 
be taken up later. 
The first step is to mark out full size 

sections of your stations; transom to 
No. 5 inclusive, making use of the table 
marked "Molded figures". For this 
you should have large sheets of stiff 
paper and upon them erect vertical cen-
ter lines and near the bottom draw at 
right angles a base line (using a large 
steel square, making your lines exactly 
at right angles and taking your dimen-
sions accurately, because upon the ac-
curacy of this laying out depends the 
success or failure of your boat). This 
base line will be the bottom edge of 
your planking from sections 1 to 4 in-
clusive. We will lay out, for instance, 
frame three. Having drawn center l'ne 
and base line at right angles thereto, 
by the use of the steel square, we next 
draw a line parallel to the base line 

in. above the same, this being the 
moulded height of bottom. Out from 
the center line on the moulded bottom 
line lay off the half breadth of moulded 
chine at station No. 3 or 1 ft. 84 in. 
See table of moulded figures. 
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Next measure up from the base line 
(not the moulded line 54 in. above the 
base line) the moulded height of deck 
at station No. 3 or 1 ft. 93/2 in., then 
measure out from the center line the 
moulded half breadth of the deck at 
side or 2 ft. 4 in., and at the points of 
intersection of the two latter mentioned 
points erect a line from the spot on 
the moulded bottom line. This will 
form the moulded side of 
half of your boat, next 
measure up from the base 
line on the center line 
6 in. and draw a line 
parallel to the said base 
line through the said 
point, this is your water 
line and will be used 
later on as a check. Fol-
low this same operation 
for all of your sections transom to No. 5 
inclusive, if your paper is not wide 
enough glue two sheets together, so you 
can lay the entire frame down (both 
sides). Mark each drawing clearly, 
giving the station numbers, the base 
line, the center line and the •water 
line. 

The lines you have now drawn will 
not be the exact width of both forward 
and after sides of the frames due to 
the bevel, but will in all cases except 
frame No. 3 where there is practically 
no bevel, be the largest side of the 
frame, except at the transom where the 
forward side will be about Ya in. wider 
than the after side, due to the boat's 
beam increasing as we go forward up 
to frame No. 3, and from this point 
forward the forward side of the frames 
will be the smaller. When making the 
transom cut the same about 3/4 in. 
larger all around on the forward sec-

tion, the exact bevel may be determined 
when fitting the planking. 
Be sure to have the exact finished 

line marked clearly and sharply on the 
after side of the transom. The tran-
som may be made of oak in. thick 
and in two pieces joined as shown in 
the drawing by a seam batten 54 in. x 
15/2 in. Mark out a deck beam mould 
for the data given on a thin piece of 

Diagram showing how tunnel for propeller makrà a ,napp.\ 'hart 
design possible 

pine or template board. By the use of 
this template you can mark off the ex-
act crown of the deck at the different 
points, always having the center lines 
of the template and your frame or 
mould in line and being sure to have 
the curve just pass through the two 
spots of your moulded deck at sides, 
draw this in on all sections. Assum-
ing all sections are clearly marked on 
the stiff paper the next point is to as-
semble your frames or moulds. No. •1 
can be built up of cypress or pine, the 
size of materials being shown in the 
drawings. Mould No. 1 being through 
the tunnel it would be wise to fasten a 
temporary connecting strip across the 
tunnel gap to hold the mould in proper 
shape, this strip may be removed when 
fitting the tunnel in place. In frame 
two, run the bottom members continu-
ous and cut it out afterwards to receive 
the shaft log. 

How to Construct Frames 

Frames 3, 4 and 5 should be made 
up as per drawing, omitting the deck 
beams, but in their place securely fasten 
a temporary cross piece to hold them 
in shape. The proper way to construct 
the frames is to place your paper tem-
plate upon the floor, tacking the four 
corners, then finish your floor timber, 

which by the way are 
llso cypress, and may be 
ordered from the mill the 
exact size, that is, width 
and thickness, 4 in. x 34 
in., saw off about the 
length required, then get 
out your uprights or sides 
which as seen are X3 in. 
thick and 3 in. at bot-
tom tapering to 2 in. at 

top. When all forms are made up as 
shown in full lines on sketch "Setting 
up diagram cross section", secure the 
temporary bracing as shown in same 
diagram in dotted lines which is the 
specific construction for frame three. A 
center brace is tacked on with the exact 
center line marked thereon, the said 
brace in the case of frame 3 to extend 
below the line of moulded deck at side 
1 ft. 454 in.; side and cross bracing 
also to be fitted as shown. 

Boat Built Upside Down 

The boat is to be built upside down 
so if on each frame the center and side 
braces are extended exactly the dis-
tance below the line of moulded deck 
at side as indicated on "Setting up dia-
gram". Longitudinal section, the water 
line, check lines, placed on the frames, 
should all measure about 2 ft. 734 in. 
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above your floor line. The temporary 
tracing may be of any material you 
have on hand, but the form should be 
followed substantially as shown, and 
be strongly fitted because there is a con-
siderable tendency to rack and change 
the shape of the sections when betiding 
on the sides. If any of the sections 
shift you will not have a fair boat. Be-
fore setting your frames up test them 
all over your full size drawings; the 
permanent fastenings in the frames 
should be either screws or rivets, well 
set up over washers, and I should men-
tion the material used for frames 
should be straight grained material 
without any warp or other blemishes. 

The stem may be made as shown, of 
oak having secured to its fore side after 
the planks are fitted the false stem, the 
seam having the outward curve as 
shown to give the boat a graceful ap-
pearance. You will notice by reference 
to the cross section of "Setting up dia-
gram" that there are no notches shown 
to receive the chines, clamp or seam 
battens, so the next step is to divide 
the length of each side into three equal 
parts, and temporarily tack your seam 
battens to cover the spots, shifting them 
until they fair up nicely, the battens 
are to be 172 in. x Y8  in. white pine 
or spruce. 

Having faired the battens, mark their 

top and bottom surfaces with a sharp 
instrument upon the frames and saw 
out the notches to receive them, being 
careful to cut them deep enough to 
allow their outer surface to come flush 
with the outer surface of the after part 
of frames 3, 4 and 5, and the fore 
part of Nos. 1 and 2; space the battens 
on both sides exactly alike, now by 
planing off the portion of the after side 
of frames 1 and 2 and the forward side 
of 3, 4 and 5, the amount that shows 
outside of the battens after they have 
been seated to their exact depth, all 
frames will have the exact bevel. The 
outside of the battens forward come 
flush with the outside of the stem prop-
er and may be secured to the same by 
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sufficiently long screws set at an angle. 
At the transom the battens must 

come flush with the forward face of 
same, remembering the after side of 
transom is the true moulded side, the 
forward face may now be trimmed to 
the exact bevel by laying a straight edge 
on the battens, after the battens are all 
secured to the frames by either copper, 
brass or galvanized fastenings the 
planking may be gotten out and secured. 

Taking a "Spiting" 

As shown, there will be three planks 
to a side and the seams must come ex-
actly on the fore and aft center line of 
each batten. In order to do this prop-
erly you must take a "spiling". This 
is done in the following manner: Mark 

of your spiling batten and the center 
line marked on your seam batten. Say, 
for instance, this distance is 3 in., next 
place your center point of the dividers 
on the fore and aft center line of your 
seam batten and swing in a line with 
the pencil end of the said dividers on 
your spiling batten, repeat this at every 
frame, and say at one point midway 
between every frame. 
Now repeat this operation on the bat-

ten edge and you will have a set of 
marks near the top edge and a set near 
the bottom edge of the spiling board, 
remove the board from the frames and 
lay it flat upon your planking for side 
of boat (better clamp it). Then with 
the same dividers set at the same spac-
ing, use the lowest point of the curve 
for the center of your dividers and 

-STEM DEI AIL & SPi LING BORRO 

clearly the fore and aft center line of 
the seam battens on each batten. Se-
cure a thin piece of straight grained 
wood that will fit between the battens 
when bent on naturally, temporarily se-
cure this to the frames, next secure a 
pair of pencil dividers and open them 
to a point just a little wider than the 
maximum space between the upper edge 

swing in a curve on your side plank. 
Repeat this for every spot, then un-
clamp your spiling board and with a 
stiff frame batten connect the spots with 
a fine line, and saw the plank out, leav-
ing the line for trimming afterwards 
with a plane. If you do this work 
carefully you will find the plank when 
bent on naturally as was the spiling 

batten will come exactly te the tore 
and aft center line as marked upon the 
seam battens. A diagram of the spiling 
board arrangement will be found with 
the drawings. 

Fastening Side Planks 

Side planks are to be of cedar pre-
ferred—pine or cypress will do, and 
should be screwed to the transom, 
frames and stem. Use either galvan-
ized or brass screws. The edges of the 
planks should be secured by screws or 
clinch nail fastenings, spaced about 4 
in. centers, fastenings to be galvanized 
or copper. The bottom longitudinal 
and the chines may be fitted and se-
cured in a similar manner to the seam 
battens, they are preferably of yellow 
pine but may be of white pine or 
spruce, spaced and fitted as shown on 
the cross sections. 
The tunnel sides may be cut accord-

ing to the data shown, not forgetting 
to cut them high enough to allow for 
the el in. top and the in. fore and 
aft clamp, making a total extension of 
274 in. above the moulded line shown 
on line drawing. From the highest 
point of the tunnel aft to the transom 
carry the sides about level so as to give 
ample fastening for the bracket piece 
shown; to make a good connection to 
the transom. The transom being made 
of two pieces joined by a seam batten 
as shown and further stiffened by ver-
tical cypress strips 3 in. deep 1 in. 
wide, well screwed up and so disposed 
as to take the sides of the tunnel; all 
as shown. 

Bottom Planking 

The bottom planking 6 in. x el in. 
cedar is run crosswise and should be 
carefully fitted and held to the chine 
and longitudinal battens by screws 
(three to each end of plank), planks to 
run continuously from side to side of 
boat, the tunnel top should be care-
fully fitted and secured in the same 
manner. The outer longitudinal rub-
bing strip of 2 in. x et in. yellow pine 
may now be fitted, either riveted or 
screwed. Run an occasional rivet 
through inner and outer longitudinal to 
tie both well together. Now finish off 
the bottom and trim the overhanging 
edges of the bottom planking to follow 
the tumble of the sides. Cut away the 
temporary framing and turn the boat 
over. Set the 2 in. x 172 in. clamps as 
shown to the upper inboard edge of the 
frames, use spruce for the clamp, white 
pine or cypress; rivet through plank 
frame and clamp, set up on washers 
and between the clamp and the sides of 
the boat fit blocks every 6 or 8 in to 
fill up the space left there, use through 
rivets here also. The half round bead 
ing M in. x 172 in. of oak may be 
secured by screws. The deck beams 
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cut to suit the curve of deck beam 
mould may now be fitted, they are 
notched into the clamp. The sides of 
the boat and the head of the frames 
and clamp may be cut to the proper 
level by use of the beam mould. The 
shaft log as shown is about from 2 in. 
to 3 in. thick oak fitted as shown, care 
being taken to have the bottom surface 
fit perfectly to the bottom curve of the 
tunnel screw thorugh the planking into 
the log, first smearing both surfaces 
well with white lead. 

Simple Shaft Log Construction 

I believe the simplest way to con-
struct a shaft log is in two pieces, that 
is, with a vertical longitudinal seam, 
the inner surfaces being nicely dressed, 

batten, all as shown on the longitudinal 
inboard section, the bed may be en-
tirely of yellow pine. 

Fit a 32 in. round galvanized or 
brass bar around the forward edge of 
stem running same well down on cen-
ter chafing strip. The rudder is oak 
1 in. thick, shaped and hung as shown. 
The tiller should be substantially as 
shown in order to allow the ensign staff 
to be stepped as far aft as possible, the 
tiller may be made up or purchased. 
The strut is to be cast bronze V-shaped 
haying either side pads for securing to 
the sides of the tunnel or top pads for 
securing to top of tunnel, in either case 
the fastenings must be through bolts 
well set up on a doubling strip, secured 
to the inside of the boat. 

to cool and remove the clay. It may 
be necessary to use a Stilson wrench to 
start the shaft, work a little oil in with 
it and it should turn easily in a short 
while. The purpose of applying the 
lamp black to the shaft is to prevent 
the babbitt from adhering to the shaft. 
The fine black dots on the deck plan 

indicate that the deck is to be canvas-
covered. If you do cover with canvas 
you may use a poorer grade of deck-
ing, paint the deck with a priming coat, 
then thoroughly paint the bottom side 
of the canvas; stretch it in place while 
the paint is wet, bringing it down along • 
the sheer and tacking same with cop-
per or galvanized tacks, then put your 
half round beading over the portion ex-
tending down over the sides. The top 
may then be painted. 

Strut Construction 
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then bolted together, care being taken 
to keep the line of bolts clear of the 
line of shaft and also the base line to 
which the log is to be finished, then 
after finishing to curve of the boat as 
explained above, take out of boat and 
open up and after marking center line 
for angle of shaft, instead of boring 
hole gouge out half the diameter in 
each half of the log, smear the sides 
well with white lead and replace your 
bolts, galvanized iron or brass, and se-
curely set up nuts on washers, or bet-
ter still, rivet head over washers in-
stead of using nuts. The location for 
the hole in the bottom of the boat may 
be readily found and bored with an 
auger. 
The exact shape of motor foundation 

will depend upon the particular motor 
you select, but in general it should be 
two fore and aft members extending a 
little beyond frames 2 and 3 and 
notched into them and having two cross 
timbers joining them together at the 

In designing the strut make your pat-
tern for the inside of the boss for re-
ceiving the shaft at least Xi in. larger 
than the shaft, then after the strut is 
secured and the shaft placed into the 
shaft log and the inboard stuffing box, 
and the shaft nicely lined up, babbitt 
the bearing. This may be done by coat-
ing the shaft well with lamp black 
previously filing the inside of the boss 
fairly bright and cutting one or two 
good grooves into it, place a ball around 
the other end, leaving a good size open-
ing at the top for pouring. 

It is assumed you have some means 
for 'melting the babbitt metal (white 
brass), the metal should be heated un-
til it will nearly char pine, but before 
pouring your hot babbitt, heat your 
bearing and clay with a gasoline torch 
and be .sure there is no water in the 
boss, then pour your molten metal until 
it runs out of the vent at the top, allow 

On the outboard profile of this little 
boat a canvas spray hood is indicated, 
this need not be fitted, it simply being 
indicated to show the boat, though flat-
bottomed, to have the same classy ap-
pearance as the V-bottom boat design. 

In a boat of some speed where now 
and then choppy water is encountered 
the spray hood keeps the engine dry 
and makes the boat more seaworthy, in 
as much as you are not at all apt to 
ship a head sea. It should not be neces-
sary to caulk the boat. Run a little 
water into her before launching to swell 
the seams. If you find she makes too 
much water at any time it is an easy 
matter to "haul out on the beach" and 
drive the necessary cotton as caulking 
into the seams. 

In Transylvania natural gas has been 
cracked by heat and a mixture of tar and 
soot obtained. This mixture was used as 
the basis for the manufacture of arc light 
carbons. 
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The Story of Artificial Abrasives* 

AN old bi-polar dynamo strained 
to the limit of capacity to main-
tain an arc in a furnace made 

up of an iron bowl and electric light 
carbon played a very large part in the 
industrial history of this country and 
gave to the world a substance so hard 
and sharp that it takes its place next 
• to the diamond. The man who placed 
a little mud and coke .in the bowl with 
the hope that a new substance would be 
formed was Dr. Edward Goodrich 
Acheson; the place, Monongahela. City, 
Pa.; the time, in the late '80s. When Dr. 
Acheson removed the mass of heated 
material from his "furnace" nothing 
was present that would have received 
the attention of the average man. Dr. 
Acheson was an experimenter; he was 
not satisfied with a superficial examina-
tion of the material he had taken from 
his improvised furnace. He looked 

By Raymond Francis Yates 

that would have brought a pound of it 
to the magnificent figure of $800. So 
runs the story of Carborundum. Today 
this substance is being produced by the 

A few years ago the world sharpened 
its tools, ground its dies and polished 
its work by the aid of emery. The 
emery wheel could not cut fast, was 
unable to hold its shape and wore 
away rapidly, but it was the best' 
article available at that time. The 
whole tool and machine industry of 
the world depended upon the emery 
wheel. With the discovery and cheap 
production of Carborundum, the ma-
chine industry was revolutionized. 
Carborundum bows only to the dia-
mond in point of hardness. Its keen, 
brittle crystals cut fast and clean. The 
advent of Carborundum made possible 
many things that were theretofore 

unattainable.—EDITOR. 

One of the great furnaces used in the production of 

closely and found a few little crystals 
clinging to the carbon electrode. The 
crystals were taken off and rubbed 
across a piece of glass; they scratched. 
Further experiments showed that these 
tiny crystals were so hard that they 
could scratch the surface of a diamond. 
These crystals were carefully collected, 
and placed in a vial. The substance was 
called Carborundum and sold to a dia-
mond polisher in New York at a price 

Carborundum. 

borundum furnaces are long, trough-
like structures with graphite electrodes 
arranged at each end. These electrodes 
carry the current to a central core made 
up of carbonaceous materials. During 
.the operation of the device the tem-
perature of this core reaches 4060 de-
grees Fahr. The raw materials (coke 
and sand) are placed about the core 
and the terrific heat of the core is corn-
Municated to them. Each furnace has 
a capacity of 2000 electrical horse-
power and this amount of energy is 
expended for. a period of 36 hours be-
fore the complete chemical transforma-
tion has taken place. The walls of a 
Carborundum furnace are of a collapsi-
ble nature and at the end of each run 
they are taken down to facilitate the 
removal of the Carborundum crystals 
which are present in great iridescent 
masses about the carbon core. 

The interior of this furnace reaches a temperature of over 4000° Fahr. 

ton—by the carload. It is made into 
grinding wheels, powders, coated 
papers, etc. 

Carborundum is born within the 
blinding whiteness of the electric •fur-
nace. It is here where the elements 
silicon (in the form of sand) and car-
bon (in the form of coke) are caused 
to unite chemically, the resulting sub-
stance being Carborundum which is 
recognized by the expression SiC. Car-

The Carborundum crystals taken 
from the furnace are crushed under 
great revolving stones after which the 
particles are thoroughly washed and 
graded. The grinding of the grains 
is brought about by a very ingenious 
device. A long incline is made up of 
screens with various meshes; starting 
with very fine screens at the top and 
ending with a very coarse screen at the 
bottom. The screens are oscillated and 

*Photographs for this article were furnished through the courtesy of the Carborundum Co., Niagara Falls, N. Y. 
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Puddling Carborundum uhetlà. he 
mixture of grains and bond are 

placed in the large forms 
shown 

A row of great vitrifying 
kilns in which the abrasive 

wheels are placed. The kilns are 
brought to the required tempera-

ture by a coal fire which is placed 
underneath them 
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the grains starting at the top gradually 
bound down the incline until they reach 
the screen that permits their passage. 

Abrasive wheels are made up of 
grains held together by means of what 
is known as a bond. The bond may be 
a vitrifying clay, sodium silicate, rub-
ber or shellac. The vitrified process 
is the most widely used. The grains 
are first thoroughly mixed with the 
fusable clay in the proper proportions. 
The smaller wheels are pressed to shape 
under the ram of a hydraulic press 
while the larger wheels are formed by 
what is known as the "puddling" 
process. In this proc-
ess the grain-clay mix-
ture is puddled with 
water and cast into 
moulds where it is al-
lowed to dry. After 
the mass has dried suf-
ficiently, it is mounted 
and turned true on 
an especially designed 
lathe. 
The puddling proc-

ess produces a wheel 
with a greater porosity 
than those made by the 
pressed process. This 
is to be expected owing 
to the fact that pres-
sure is not applied in 
the former case. 

After the grinding 
wheels are formed by 
one of the two processes 
mentioned above they 
must be packed in 
sagers and placed in 
the vitrifying kiln 
which is then hermeti-
cally sealed and 
brought to the required 
temperature. Under 
this treatment the clay 
that forms a part of the 
wheel fuses or vitrifies 
and forms a hard mat-
rix which incases the 
abrasive particles. 
After the baking proc-
ess is over, the kiln is 
allowed to cool slowly 
and the wheels are removed to the 
lathe room, where they are again 
mounted on a lathe and trued up, this 
time with a diamond-pointed tool as 
the wheels are in a more finished 
condition and exhibit their abrasive 
properties more than before. 

After being trued, the wheels are 
tested for speed. They are mounted 
upon a spindle and brought to a speed 
which is consistent with their size and 
weight. This speed is always con-
siderably above that for which they 
are guaranteed. This is done to elimi-
nate accidents due to bursting wheels 
when they are placed in use. During 
the speed tests the wheels are entirely 
covered so that should they burst no 

one will be injured by flying pieces. 
Silicate wheels are made by mixing 

the silicate of soda with the proper 
amount of grain. This mixture is 
placed into moulds and put into a bak-
ing oven, which brings about almost 
complete dehydration. After being 
trued and inspected the wheels are then 
ready for shipment. 
The physical nature of abrasive 

wheels can be carefully regulated in 
the manufacturing process. The grit, 
grade and bond are under almost pe - 
fect control and wheels can be pro-
duced with properties that suit them to 

Loading a kiln with wheels. 
quired temperature, the clay 

When the kiln is sealed and brought to the re-
mixed with the abrasive particles fuses, forming 
a hard matrix 

almost any task they may be called 
upon to do. In the case of vitrified 
wheels, ceramic experts are employed 
to keep watch over the clays used and 
to choose the proper clay for each dif-
ferent grade of wheels. The grade of 
a wheel is really determined by not 
only the nature of the clay but by the 
mixture of clay and grain. The larger 
the percentage of clay, the "harder" 
the wheel will be. The greater the mass 
of clay in a wheel, the more difficult it 
will be for the abrasive particles to 
break away from their seat after they 
have become dull. Thus, the wheel is 
said to be hard. "Soft" wheels are 
made by using a comparatively low 
percentage of clay so that the abrasive 

particles leave their setting when they 
become dull or partially so. In this 
way wheels can be made that are suit-
able for practically any kind of work. 
From the fore-running it will be seen 
that the grade of a wheel is important. 
The grit of a wheel is the size of the 

particles that go to make it up. This 
is always designated by a number. If 
a wheel has a grit of 60, this means 
that its particles are capable of passing 
through a screen with 60 meshes to 
the square inch. 

Shellac • wheels are made by using 
shellac as the bonding material. After 

the grains are thor-
oughly mixed with the 
shellac in the proper 
proportions, the wheels 
are pressed to shape and 
placed in an electric 
oven and baked. These 
wheels are used for 
special operations. 

Rubber wheels are 
made by pressing abra-
sive particles into rub-
ber sheets as they pass 
under heated rollers. 
When heated, the rub-
ber is capable of im-
bedding the grain in its 
fibre. When the rub-
ber has been filled with 
the specified amount of 
grain, the wheels or 
discs are punched out. 
By means of this proc-
ess wheels can be pro-
duced with remarkable 
thinness and owing to 
their elasticity they can 
œ revolved at very 
high speeds. 
.Grinding stones are 

made in much the same 
manner as wheels. The 
grain, or powder, is 
thoroughly mixed with 
the bond, pressed to 
shape and baked. After 
the baking process is 
completed, the stones 
are squared by holding 
them against large 

discs revolving in a horizontal plane. 
A mixture of Carborundum powder and 
water is used upon the surface of the 
disc. The stones are manipulated by 
hand, several workmen being stationed 
at each disc. 
• Abrasive grains of all sizes are pre-
pared for the market. They range in 
grit from 6 to 220. Beyond this the 
grains are sold in powder form. In 
place of being graded by screen, pow-
ders are graded by floating them on 
water. The powder that floats the 
longest is the finest. These powders are 
represented by the letters F, FF and 
FFF, which is the finest. Powders finer 
than those mentioned above are known 
as minute powders. 
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The Heat Treatment of Tool Steel 
By Warren S. Dunlap 

IN the average magazine article pur-porting to offer instruction to the 
experimenter, model maker and 

mechanic, in the art of treating the 
various tools he has to work with, we 
usually are able to sum the instruc-
tions up to the following: "Heat the 
tool to a cherry red and draw to a dark 
purple." 

In times long since passed, such a 
rule may have answered most purposes 
for at that time only the ordinary 
straight carbon steels were used. Even 
then it must have been of a doubtful 
value to the mechanic as a reliable rule 
to follow; for what looks like a dull 
red to one man will appear to another 
as a dark yellow and so on. Another 
factor having much to do with proper 
heat to be applied is the percentage of 
carbon contained in the steel. 

It will be patent then to anyone fa-
miliar with the action of heat on steel 
that if a piece containing 1.5 per cent 
carbon were heated to the same tem-
perature that a piece containing .55 
per cent would require, the first piece 
wored be burnt and worthless as far 
as its cutting qualities were concerned. 
It necessarily follows that in order to 
get the best results and the longest ser-
vice from a piece of tool steel it is of 
paramount importance that the carbon 
content be ascertained, and the proper 
heat be applied, most suitable to that 
content. Also, that the tool be quenched 
or plunged in the most suitable medium. 
This will also depend on the carbon 
content of the steel, and a suitable table 
is given elsewhere in this article, show-
ing the proper heat and the proper 
quenching bath for different types of 
steel, including the chrome-nickel, 
chrome-vanadium, and the tungsten (or 
high speed) steels. 

However, the purpose of this article 
is to offer some definite and reliable 
information for practical work and not 
to go into the intricate and technical 
principles involved. It is a matter of 
long and persistent study and research 
for those interested in the theory and 
metallurgy of steel. 

It must not be forgotten that if the 
steel to be treated contains other hard-
ening agents such as chrome, silicon or 
tungsten, we aire obliged to look at the 
work from a slightly different angle 
and this will be the subject of a future 
article. 

In treating steel there is no set of 
hard and fast rules by which to be 
governed, as the character of work to 
be performed, the temper of the steel, 
the kind of service to he used in, will 
all necessitate different processes in 
treating the tool. But, in all cases it 

.Drills 

Reamers, Taps  

Springs   

must be remembered that the steel 
should be brought up to the proper 
heat, and should be the same tempera-
ture clear through, and not have any 
dark spots. Plenty of time should be 
consumed in heating, and the instant 
it reaches the proper temperature it 
should be withdrawn from the fire and 
plunged in the bath and left there until 
cold. If the proper heat has been ap-
plied there is little or no danger of 
cracking except in very high carbon 
steel and these should be quenched in 
oil which will not cause breakage. 

In treating long reamers or other 
tools, never lay them in the water or 
oil length-wise, b.ut end-wise and as 
quickly as possible, otherwise it will 
warp and distort the tool so that it will 
be worthless. In fact, all tools should 

the muffle furnace and protects the tool 
from harm. In addition it enables you 
to see the correct color of the steel. 

If a nice finish is desired on the 
hardened tool, dip it in water when 
cold, and roll in powdered boracic 
acid. Then place in the fire until it 
has been heated to about 400° Fahr., 
take out of fire and again dip in the 
acid, making sure every part is covered 
by the glass-like film. Replace in the 
fire and treat in the regular manner. 
The acid will fall off in the quenching 
bath. The tool should be of a frosted 
silver color and very nice looking when 
this is done properly. 

Below is given the most suitable 
steels to be used for the different classes 
of tools and they may be obtained from 
any reliable steel manufacturer: 

Name of 
Tool 

Chisels   .60— .75 Bright Water D rk Straw 
Cherry Red (480 F.) 
(1400 F.) 

  .85-1.5 Dull Water** Pale Yellow 
Cherry Red Oil (460 F.) 
(1350 F.) 

Color of 
Temper* HardeWng Heal 

Quenching 
Bath 

Draw to 
(Color) 

.75— .90 Medium Water** Straw Yellow 
Cherry Red (470 F.) 
(1375 F.) 

.50— .65 Red 
(1425 F.) 

*Carbon. **Water for low carbon. Oil for high 

Oil 

carbon. 

Dark Straw 
(480 F.) 

be dipped in the bath end-wise whether 
long or short. 

If a tool to be treated has any holes 
in it for bolts or screws, always fill 
these holes with fire clay or asbestos 
before treating as breakage is almost 
sure to follow if this is not done espe-
cially in the case of the very high car-
bon steels (most drill rod is in this 
class). 

Some shops use tools made of ma-
chinery steel (.25 to .40 C.) and put 
them through a case-hardening process, 
hut this is a doubtful procedure and 
the tools .are not as strong or reliable 
as those made from the correct steel. 
However, case-hardened steel has its 
field of usefulness elsewhere, aside from 
the fine tool field, and it justifies itself 
there. 

Last, but not least, never place a 
piece of fine steel in a coal or coke 
fire so that it comes in contact with the 
fuel. If you do, it will be ruined as 
the thin edges will be blistered and 
burnt and there will, in all probability, 
be a soft skin of de-carbonized steel 
formed on the surface. Always lay a 
piece of pipe in the fire and the tool 
in the pipe. This gives the effect of 

If th 2 steel, contains chrome or sili-
con, it will heed .a somewhat lower 
hardening heat than those given above, 
about 2 per cent, but the draw will be 
the same. If it is a vanadium or 
nickel steel the heat should be raised 
about 3 per cent, and draw the same. 

If it is desircd lo treat tungsten or 
high speed steel, the proper method is 
to pre-heat the tool to a bright red 
(1500 Fahr.) then bring to a white 
heat quickly (1975 - 2100 Fahr.) 
quenching in oil until cold; next re-
place in the fire and bring up to a very 
dull red (900 Fahr.) and allow tool to 
cool off in the open air. This makes 
a very hard, tough tool with unexcelled 
cutting qualities, and while the better 
grades of high speed steel cost from 
five to ten times more than carbon steel 
it is more economic 1 for scme classes 
of work, as a properly treated tool made 
of it will hold an edge when smoking 
hot and is capable of doing a tremen-
dous amount of work. 

Ih the case of a tap or hand reamer 
it would be folly to make them of this 
material as one could not commence to 
operate the mat anywhere near an 
efficient speed by hand. But where a 

(Continued on page 421) 

• 
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Makeshift Crankshaft Repairs for 
Obsolete Engines 

W HEN the crankshaft of an auto-
mobile engine breaks, the best 

method of repair is to replace the injured 
member with a new one, as most repairs 
are very costly and not at all certain. 
Sometimes the car is an old model no 
longer manufactured or it may be a 
foreign car for which repairs would be 
difficult to obtain. The oxy-acetylene 
or thermit welding methods may be 
used for repairing, or the crankshaft 
may be made to serve for a time by a 
mechanical repair. 

The four throw crankshaft is shown 
at A, Fig 1, has broken in one of the 

Fig. 1. Showing steps in turning off broken main journal pin and replacing with new main journal shaft 

main journals. The first step is to 
turn off the broken parts flush to the 
crank webs in a lathe. To prevent 
springing of the shaft under the tool 
cut, blocking may be clamped between 
the webs as shown at A, Fig. 2. The 
end of the shaft is gripped in a chuck, 
or centers are used and the shaft steady 
rested and turned by a dog, whichever 
method is considered preferable by the 
mechanic doing the work. Holes are 
then drilled in the webs as shown at B, 
Fig. 1, and two keyways are cut in, 90 
degrees apart. The hole should be 
about el the diameter of the new jour-
nal piece which is turned from a piece 
of 50 carbon steel or special chrome-
vanadium alloy steel if available. The 
piece is shown at C, Fig. 1. The di-
mension E conforms to the length of 
the bearing; the turned down portions 
G are as long as the web is thick. The 
diameter F should be about .002 in. 
larger than the hole in the web so it 
will be a force fit. Keyways are cut 
in the ends of the pin to correspond to 
those cut in the crank webs and keys 
are carefully fitted. 

Before assembling the crank webs 
are heated to enlarge the holes some-
what and the cool pin is drawn in place 
by the special fixture shown at D, Fig. 
1. The construction of the fixture is 
clearly outlined at E, Fig. 1. It con-
sists of two forcing plates drawn to-
gether by substantial bolts. After the 
crank webs are forced in place against 
the shouldered portions of the new 
crank journal and allowed to cool, as a 
further precaution; holes can be drilled 
through the web and pin-reamed for 
taper pins, which are driven in and 
headed over. The keys insure that the 

webs will not turn relative to the jour-
nal, the taper pins insure against 
spreading, though if the force fit is 
properly made, this is a remote con-
tingency. 
The built-up.crankshafts of some en-

gines, notably those used on motorcycles 
employ the method of crankpin reten-
tion shown at B, Fig. 2. The holes in 
the webs may be reamed tapering and 
the replacement pin machined to fit. In 
this case, nuts on the pin itself may be 
used to keep the crankshaft parts in 
place. The nuts must be thin enough 
so as not to interfere with any parts 
as the crankshaft revolves. If the break 
comes in the rear main journal, as at 
C, Fig. 2, the repair is made in a sim-
ilar manner. In this case the part for 
replacement may be shouldered or 
tapered and drawn firmly into the hole 
in the crank web by a clamp nut, care 
being taken to key it in a positive man-
ner. If autogenous welding apparatus 
is available, the most satisfactory and 
really permanent repairs may be made 
by this method. 

SQUARING THE CIRCLE 

BY PROF. T. O'CONNOR SLOANE 

THERE are certain problems 
which in past ages have occupied 
a peculiar position in science. 

For many generations finding the longi-
tude at sea was an unsolved problem. 
The sextant, or rather its predecessors, 
the old wooden and ivory quadrant, the 
astrolabe and other crude instruments 
enabled the approximation of the lati-
tude to be obtained, but not the longi-
tude. At last the problem was solved 
by no new scientific discovery or mathe-
matical calculation, but simply by the 
production of a clock which would 
either keep time, which it rarely does, 

or which would run day in and day out 
with a uniform rate of error. 

Lunars, as observations of the moon 
for longitude are termed, had a certain 
vogue, but their complication and the 
fact that small instrumental or observa-
tional errors were greatly magnified in 
the final result, have caused their gen-
eral abandonment. 

What the future of wireless teleg-
raphy has in store for the navigation 
of ships is open to conjecture. There 
is every reason to believe that it may 
take the problem of the longitude to a 
great extent out of the clockmaker's 
hands and give it to the electrician. It 
is fascinating to think of what radio-
telegraphy may have in store for the 
sea navigator as well as for the aero-
plane pilot. 

One of the most famous of the un-
solved problems of the world is the 
squaring of the circle. This means a 
method of finding the side of a square 
whose area will be equal to that of a 
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thousands of years. Archimedes, before 
the Christian era, put it between 3 1/7 
and 3 10/71. The first of these is a 
little over the mark about 13/30,000 toa 
big. The second one is too small by 
about half the same error, so by averag-
ing them a reasonably close approxima-
tion would have resulted. 

Another of the old-time factors was 
the square root of 10 V10, which is 
worse. The Arabians attribute this ap-
proximation to the Hindus, so it is fair 
to say that it goes back into remote 
antiquity. If you want a square root for 
a factor try V 9.87—this is quite dose. 
The Chinese K is 3 7/50, about as bad 
as the Hindu factor. Copernicus, a few 
hundred years ago, put it at 3 17/120, 
which is a very good approximation, 
whose error is about 17/300,000. 

It was at the end of the 16th century 
that a Netherland mathematician, Peter 
Metius, evolved the fraction 355/113, 
which is extremely close to the mark— 
so close that its use is to be highly 
recommended for those who prefer vul-
gar fractions to decimals. It is com-
puted that the error for a circle of 100 
feet diameter would be less than 1/12 
inch of the circumference; the error by 
Archimedes figures would be between 
one and two inches. A later mathemati-
cian, Ludolf Van Ceulen, calculated the 
value of K to 35 places of decimals and 
in his honor the Germans call x the 
"Ludolfian number." The error with 
35 places of decimals is inconceivably 

circle of a given diameter. This re-
solves itself into finding the ratio be-
tween the diameter and circumference. 
One of the lessons of childhood touches 
on this ratio. How many of us have 
been taught that three times across the 
circle is once around it, which would 
be a very valuable and interesting fig-
ure except that it isn't so. 
The factor by which the diameter is 

multiplied is symbolized or designated 
by the Greek letter K , pronounced pi; 
it is supposed to be the initial of "peri-
phery." The efforts to find it go back 

small. The reader can cipher it out, if 
he is so disposed. 

It is said that Metius distinguished 
himself by evolving his fraction 355/ 
113 to surpass a rival, Simon Van 
Eyck. The error comes in the 7th deci-
mal place; the comparison below shows 
the astonishing approximation by so 
simple a fraction: 
Metius's factor 355/113 3.1415928 
True value of K 3.141592+ 
The value of K can never be fully 

determined as it involves an endless 
decimal which can be extended as far 

A 

Wood Blocks 
•Chuck 

-4 
Broken Shaft End: 

:Steady Rest 

Lathe Bed 

Break in •." 
Shaft 

type, and the alternations in railway 
and motor costs have greatly improved 
the relative position of the automobile. 
The author of an article in Canadian 
Machinery describes a standard omni-
bus for twenty passengers set on a 
flanged wheel chassis. Two of these 
motor-buses are running on a standard 
gauge railway 15 miles long. A three-
times-a-day service used to be main-
tained with a steam propelled mixed 
train, now the service has been in-
creased with a greatly reduced staff. 
On another system two cars have 

Fig. 2. Method of supporting damaged crankshaft in lathe for turning off broken main bearing 
construction at B 

as desired without ever reaching an end. 
For practical use 3 1/7 or 22/7 is fre-
quently close enough-355/113 is close 
enough for anything short of astronomi-
cal dimensions. It would give the 
moon's orbit within about 200 yards if 
it were a circle. A very usual decimal 
is 3.1416. This is less than 1/30,000 
wrong and is applicable to about all 
mechanical calculations of the more 
exact kind. Never use the factor 3—it is 
too far off the mark. 

If you like to use percentages multi-
ply the diameter by 3 and add to the 
result 4.7%. This is fairly close. A 
circle 1 foot in diameter would measure 
approximately 3 feet + 3 X 4.7% or 
3.141 feet in circumference by this 
method. This is closer to the truth than 
the 22/7 factor would give it. 

MOTOR CARS FOR RAILROADS 
er HE use of motor cars in connec-

tion with railway transporation 
has developed very slowly. Of the vari-
ous disadvantages which kept the in-
ternal combustion engine off the rail-
ways, the chief were the limited effi-
cient speed range of the engine, itself, 
the absence of a satisfactory means of 
building up a train speed from a dead 
stop, and the high cost of operation 
and maintenance. 

During recent years, however, war 
conditions have greatly improved the 
standard and efficiency of motor ve-
hicles of the motor omnibus and truck 

shaft shown at A. Built-up crankshaft 

been coupled together at the back to 
obviate the necessity of turning round 
at the end of the journey. In this way 
one car is alternately the engine car 
and the trailer, and the speed between 
stations is 40 miles per hour. A very 
slow and inefficient service has thus 
been converted into an excellent one. 
A third type of rail motor-car is 

driven off the track at the terminus and 
turned like an ordinary motor-bus, this 
being preferably on a square paved with 
stone, to prevent damage to the road 
from the wheels. The rail car is then 
driven on to the rails again. These 
methods of eliminating the expense of 
turntables or similar devices have 
proved expeditious and satisfactory. 

The scarcity of tin during the war has 
had the effect of drawing attention to cad-
mium as a substitute in the making of sol-
der. 20,000 tons of tin are needed annually 
for this purpose in the United States. It 
is believed that 600 tons of cadmium could 
be recovered from the dust of zinc smelters 
alone, instead of the trivial amount, 100 tons, 
now recovered annually. Germany is sup-
posed to have used the comparatively rare 
metal for this purpose during her blockade 
early in the war. One pound of cadmium 
goes as far as three to five pounds of tin in 
the manufacture of solder. 

Another odd instance of the killing of 
germs is to the effect that lemon juice, 
vinegar, white wine or alcohol have the 
power of killing in five seconds the coli 
bacilli in the oyster to the extent of 40% 
to 80% of the organisms present. The epi-
cure in flavoring his oysters kills the germs. 
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DESIGNED VC E.MULLER M.A E. 
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Building A Two-Passenger Seaplane 

CONTROL ELEMENTS 
PART 7 

THERE are three kinds of stabil-
ity necessary to consider in the 
design of an airplane. Dynamic 

stability, that which maintains the 
equilibrium of the airplane in flight. 
Static balance which is necessary to 
manipulate the machine from its posi-
tion at rest to its flying speed and vice 
versa. To the layman this is perhaps 
overlooked but to the pilot it is an es-
sential that constitutes the greatest 
flying problem. Its influence is de-
cidedly felt when adverse conditions 
arise, that is, in maneuvering over the 
ground and when accelerating to take 
off and in landing, especially in forced 
landings. Aside of the very rare acci-
dents in the air such as fire, failure of 
over-stressed parts and those due to 
combat, the only real problem is that 
of landing. This will be explained in 
the last article of the series. 
The static balance has been care-

fully considered in the design of this 
airplane in that the pontoons have been 
lengthened and are more than 100 per 
cent. over capacity for flotation. The 
wheel landing gear has been strength-
ened and placed well forward of the 
center of gravity to prevent nosing over. 
Inherent stability is that which tends 
to balance the machine automatically 
as is to be explained in a later article. 
Of course inherent, static, and dynamic 
balance operates on the X-Y- and Z 
axis as depicted graphically in the 
fuselage diagram in the January edi-
tion of this magazine and in figure 5 
of this issue. A study of the diagram 
in figure 5 will show that these, singly 
or some combination of them, constitute 
all the movements of any body in the 
three dimensions. It is a movement on 
one axis, more often a combination of 
two and frequently on all three axis 
that requires immediate adjustment or 
manipulation of controls when doing 
the so-called "stunts." 
The movement on the X axis is called 

Rolling and is similar to a ship in a 
side sea. This is known as Lateral 
Stability. On the X axis it is called 
"Pitching" as it nautically and aero-
nautically is known as Longitudinal or 
Fore and Aft Stability, controlled by 
the elevators. The motion about the 
Z axis is called Yawing and is known 
as the Directional Stability attended to 
by the rudder. The Lateral Stability 
is controlled by the ailerons, as shown 
in Fig. 1, which are actuated by a 
5/32nds of an inch cable easily traced 
and clearly defined in illustration. All 

By Charles E. Muller 

Consulting Aeronautical Engineer 

control cables are usually in duplicate 
for a very high safety factor which is 
required by the government. However, 
it is not considered necessary in this 
machine as the single cables are suffi-
ciently over-size. All control wires are 
always kept taut, i.e., one wire takes up 
the stresses applied while the compen-
sating wire is played out in such a 
manner that as little slack as possible 
is permitted. 

Caution must be observed that no 
control wires aré ever tensioned highly 
enough to cause a binding tendency, 
especially of the ailerons. In the early 
days, the Farman type had large 

tails of this horn appear in plate 4, 
Fig. 21.) A turn-buckle is placed in 
this cable between the pulley on seat 
sills and the outer wing section approx-
imately a foot from fuselage covering. 
The upper and lower horns are 

bolted through blocking attached to the 
framework supported by brass or tin 
strap bindings well braded with es-
cutcheon pins by 4 3/16" steel bolts as 
shown in Figs. 7 and 8, plate 10. They 
are braced by 3 No. 12 hard-.drawn 
wires, as shown. These are anchored 
to the trailing edges where they are 
braced by ribs that act as compression 
members. A study of the components 
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ailerons on top and lower wings con-
nected together only on the respective 
sides. They were held horizontally by 
air pressure during flight, actuated by 
units independent of the opposite side 
acting as lifting surfaces only. In 
modern practice they are compensating 
while one side lifts the opposite side is 
depressed. Tracing the aileron cable 
from the Joy Stick quadrant Fig. 2, 
on through the pulleys on the seat 
sills, thence to the under pulley attached 
to the main wing bar in the outer wing 
section on to the lower aileron pylon 
shown at Fig. 8, plate 10. (The de-

in plate 11 with instructions for mak-
ing wire terminals should suffice for all 
wire work required. You will observe 
that all control cable terminals are 
attached to shackles. All other wires 
are attached to small anchorage plates, 
shackles and fitting lugs. The wire 
connecting the overhead aileron pylons 
is called the compensating wire. It 
should have a turnbuckle near its center 
for adjustment and for convenience in 
disassembling the machine. 
The Joy Stick actuates the ailerons 

by a side-wise motion and the elevators 
by a fore and aft motion. If the Joy 
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Stick be considered as rigidly fixed, one 
may liken the stick as an integral bar, 
pushing it in the direction in which he 
wishes the machine to go. Pushing for-
ward to descend, pulling backward to 
ascend, to the right to lower the wing 
on that side, etc., remembering the ma-
chine normally pivots on the axis as 
shown in Fig. 5, plate 10. 
The rudder, however, is directly op-

posite in its movement; you push the 
bar on the side to which you wish to 
turn. This is just opposite to the bob-
sled, as you may readily see in Fig. 4. 
l'he reason this is done is to obviate 
the need of crossing the wires. How-
ever, it is optional, one may cross the 
wires and the same relative motion may 
be applied to the rudder that applies to 
the Stick. The mastering of these 
movements are absolutely necessary be-
fore flight is attempted. It is usually 
acquired by the student holding the Joy 
Stick lightly while the pilot manoeu-
vers the machine in dual control types. 

Later the rudder bar is likewise 
learned, then combinations are tried as 
frequently and instinctively, some com-
bination of all three are required to be 
executed almost instantaneously, espe-
cially during gusty weather when near 
the ground. This will be explained 
thoroughly in the last article of this 
series. I shall try to convince the 
readers that there is absolutely nothing 
in flying that a normal man or woman 
with steady nerves, machine and 
weather right, may not acquire. 
The Joy Stick may be made of a 

straight grained piece of reliable hic-
kory, white oak or ash, 1Y4" at the butt, 
which must be bolted in the socket, 
tapering to about 1 inch with a knob 
at the top or rubber taped. A piece of 
1%" tubing with a hardwood core may 
be used. The fittings shown in Fig. 2, 
plate 10, quadrant bearings, yoke 
sockets, etc., may be aluminum castings 
or built-up steel fittings, as the builder 
wishes. • 

Wiring 
Aviation cable is used where there is 

excessive vibration or wear over the 
pulleys, principally because of the 
warning it gives by broken strands if 
over-stressed. Vigilant inspection should 
be given as instructed later. Hard 
drawn wire may be cracked or badly 
stretched without detection, so there-
fore are not used for the more important 
wires such as lift wires. It is recom-
mended that the four main wing lift 
wires be 3/16" cable, approximately 
4,200 pounds tensile strength, for a 
safety factor of 10 or on double wires 
20. The landing cables will be ample 
if of 1/8" diameter, approximately 2,000 
pounds. The landing gear cables should 
be 7/32" cables. The stagger wires 
may be of No. 12 hard-drawn' wire 
Turn-buckles are recommended for all 
wire to make the necessary adjustment 
required after hard landings. 

A close study of Fig. 6 will show 
how the wire and cable terminals are 
made. The cables are spliced and sol-
dered as shown or turned back to at 
least 12 diameters of the cable over a 
thimble and wound with soft steel wire, 
then soldered. Sometimes the loop, 
which must be ample, is wound with a 
copper wire serving in lieu of the 
thimbles. 
The hard wire is looped over a pin 

or bolt three or four times the wire 
diameter with a bend free from any 
kink with sufficient length to take hold 
of the end to bend back over the coil, 
Fig. 6. The surplus may be easily 
snapped off by filing a nick in it and 
then flexing it. The coil must be of 
hard drawn wire tightly and closely 
wound at least ten times. The loop is 
then dipped in soldering paste (acid is 
tabooed by experts), then in a pot of 
molten solder. 

It is urgently recommended that sev-
eral of these terminals be made for 
practice before attempting to cut the 
wires to length. A certain allowance 
must be known before it is safe to cut 
the wires to length. Make up the 
largest ones first, as, if there is any 
discrepancy or error, they will make 
the shorter ones by cutting to the re-
quired length. 
A very easily and satisfactory made 

loop is accomplished by placing a fer-
rule sawed from a piece of copper tub-
ing (16 gauge) whose diameter will 
permit its being flattened to an oval 
that will just admit the wire and the 
turned-back end. The same dimen-
sions and method is shown in Fig. 6 
(hard drawn loops) will suffice. This 
method is now nearly obsolete and not 
recommended. A cheap substitute for 
a turn-buckle will be diagrammatically 
explained next issue. 
The framework of the control mem-

bers, shown on plate 11, are of the 
general standard type and sufficiently 
clear to guide one in the designing of 
these components for the Seaplane. 
The rudder of the Seaplane is a bal-
anced one. The general construction is 
the same as shown with the exception 
that the top trailing edge does not stop 
at the rudder post, but continues to 
form the section that is usually occu-
pied by the vertical stabilizer or fin. 
This fin is located underneath the 
fuselage and is rigidly braced to form 
a solid anchorage for the lower rudder 
hinge. These hinges may be made of 
16-gauge sheet brass similar to that 
shown on plate 11, and the same con-
struction may be used for elevators and 
ailerons. 

At Fort Worth, Texas, there is being estab-
lished a new helium plant to extract the gas 
from natural gas. The latter is to be piped 
ninety-six miles, and the pipe-line is to have 
a capacity of forty to fifty thousand cubic 
feet a day. 

INFLUENCE OF AVIATION ON 
ENGINE DESIGN 

Experience gained in connection with 
aircraft engines will have an important 
influence on future automobile engine 
design, writes Charles Faroux in La 
Vie Automobile. "I am convinced," 
he says, "that we shall see the overhead 
camshaft type of engine become popu-
lar on the regular touring car, as well 
as on the speedster. This arrange-
ment of the valves is the most rational 
from every point of view, and the ob-
jections which could be raised against 
it at the start are no longer valid. There 
are some very nice constructions, and 
some of these have already been de-
scribed. Hemispherical combustion 
chambers also have a great future be-
fore them, and are destined to become 
the standard construction. 
"The remarkable increase in mean 

effective pressure will also become evi-
dent in touring vehicle motors, and the 
specific output will increase proportion-
ally. In the approaching races, we will 
see the output of 30 h.p. per liter (61 
cu. in.), where we left off in 1914, im-
proved upon, as well as speeds of 3,000 
r.p.m. Touring vehicle motors will fol-
low the same ascending path, and will 
exceed 20 h.p. per liter." 

SIMPLE COFFERING METHOD 

When clean iron or steel is dipped 
into any copper solution that is neutral 
or acid, the copper is deposited upon 
the surface by simple substitution. The 
iron dissolves and the copper takes its 
place. This fact has long been known 
and this method preceded that of elec-
tro-deposition by many years. Use is 
made of this property to coat small iron 
and steel goods with copper and it is 
still employed for the cheapest classes 
of hardware which will not admit, be-
cause of cost considerations, of electro-
plating with copper in the usual man-
ner. Large amounts of iron and steel 
wire are coppered in this way and near-
ly everyone is familiar with the well-
known coppered steel rods and wire so 
extensively used. While the amount of 
copper on the surface is very small, 
it acts beneficially in protecting the steel 
against rust, and for this purpose it is 
the cheapest process that can be used. 
A very general use is in machine shops 
where steel and iron surfaces are cop-
pered with a simple "bluestone" solu-
tion to provide a surface on which di-
mension lines, circles, etc., as a guide 
for machining are easily scribed. 

A receipt for liquid glue gives 500 parts 
of glue, 400 parts of water, and 100 parts 
of resorcine or though not so good of phenol, 
if the former is not to be had. The usual 
system of making liquid glue by the use of 
strong acids is in many cases objectionable. 
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INSTRUMENT TO AID IN 
AIRPLANE CONTROL 

ACOMBINATION recording in-
strument to aid the pilot in navi-

gating aircraft under conditions that 
are not favorable to ordinary observa-
tions owing to lack of a horizon such as 
in clouds and darkness or when caught 
in a fog, has been developed in Ger-
many. All three motions, climbing, 
turning and banking may be indicated 
simultaneously on a single dial. To 
ascertain if the airplane is banking or 
climbing when it is difficult to see the 
earth, a pendulum and a level are used. 
A miniature reproduction of the air-
plane is rigidly connected to the fuse-
lage and is visible in the dial of the in-
dicator, the amount of climb or bank 
being easily seen at a glance. For de-
termining whether or not the machine 
is turning the use of the gyroscope is 
introduced. 
A level, designed to show very small 

inclinations of the axis of the machine 
to the horizontal, consists of a fluid in 
an endless tube. The pendulum oscil-
lations are damped in glycerine. , The 
gyroscope frame is restrained so it 
moves about one axis only, at right 
angles to the axis (horizontal in nor-
mal flight) of the gyroscope, and par-
allel to the direction of the motion of 
the machine. Even this freedom is re-
stricted, the motion being controlled by 
springs. A pointer attached to the 
frame passes over a scale to the "pic-
ture" of the airplane on the dial, and 
shows at a glance the angle of bank. 
The instrument is staed to be reliable 
in action. 

SMALL FARMAN MONOPLANE 
"VIM Farman "Mosquito"—a di-
i.  single-seater monoplane, 

equipped with a two-cylinder engine of 
about 20 horse-power is announced by 
that prominent French maker as a type 
of single seat sport machine that will 
supply a popular demand. It is small 
enough to be stored in the average gar-
age and its upkeep should be a simple 
matter, because of the simplicity of its 
construction. It is said to make a speed 
of about 65 miles an hour and land to 
at a speed of about 25 to 30, so that it 
can start or land on an ordinary road, 
if necessary. In flight, however, such 
small planes do not possess the stability 
of the larger machines. It pitches and 
swerves from side to side, which would 
seem to indicate that the pilot must be 
constantly on the alert to avoid acci-
dents. 

The sinking of a well, twelve miles deep, 
for purposes of scientific investigations and 
for determining the constitution of the 
earth's crust, was advocated at the last meet-
ing of the British Association for the Ad-
vancement of Science. A period of eighty-
five years and the expenditure of five million 
pounds was estimated for the carrying out 
of the investigation. 

Making Cable and Hard Wire Terminals 
By Machinery 

ONE of the most difficult obsta-
cles to overcome in aeronautics 
has been the making of secure 

terminals on cables. A plane up in the 
air with the engine gone dead is in dan-
ger only to the extent of choice of land-
ing. To be in the air with broken cable 
terminals is fatal, as control of the 
plane is impossible under such condi-

Fig. 1. Work turned out by the Edstrom machine 

tion. 
To serve terminals by hand, a very 

soft wire, of low tensile strength, must 
be used—copper wire is used in most 
cases—to enable the wrapping to be 
done by hand. This 
wire, when used under 
full tensile strength, 
falls short of a strong 
terminal, as is clearly 
illustrated by test, Se-
rial No. 646, taken at 
McCook Field, Day-
ton, where it was 
shown that cables 
served with copper 
wire stood 71 per cent, 
against 100 per cent 
whenserved by special 
strength wire, both 
samples being made 
on the Edstrom ma-
chine. This, again, 
comparing with 32 
per cent, being the 
best test on hand-
served terminals, 
clearly shows the dif-
ference between hand 
work and machine, 
soft wire and a strong, 
springy wire that cannot be handled by 
hand. 
The illustration at Fig. 2 clearly 

shows how tension is obtained by the 
Edstrom machine. First the spool is 
tensioned with lock-nut and spring, the 
wire then is dragged around the sta-
tionary drum, giving it the most uni-
form tension possible. By tightening the 

lock-nut, tension can be had that will 
break the strongest wire made, and 
what makes it possible to drag the wire 
to this high degree is, as will also be 
noticed in illustration Fig. 2, the con-
tinual wrapping up against the right-
hand chuck, which is geared to work 
back just fast enough to permit the new 
turn room between the chuck and the 

last turn. 
To save time, 

as well as im-
prove the work, 
the company also 
has a machine 
to automatically 
clamp a metal 
flange on the ca-
ble, to keep it 
from flaring when 
cut; also a ma-
chine for cutting 
the cable, shown 
at the top, in Il-
lustration No. 1. 
To do away with 
the expense of 
ferrule and sol-

dering for hard wire, also greatly re-
ducing the weight and cost, a machine 
has been built to turn out work, as 
shown at the bottom, in Fig. 1. Added 
to these, a test machine makes it a full 

Fig. 2. How cable wrapping machine serves cable ends with 
wire under tension 

and complete set of wire serving ma-
chine. 
The value of machine-made wraps 

to the aircraft is the fact that safer and 
better looking work is turned out, at a 
much lower cost of production, and, as 
the machine work will have a large in-
fluence in standardizing of cables, this 
will make still lower cost of production 
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The Kitchen Reversing Rudder 

THE Kitchen rudder is fairly en-
titled to be called a curiosity in 

motor boat appliances. It is a double 
rudder, whose blades can be moved 
simultaneously to right or left, and 
which blades can also be brought close 
together at their rear ends. In one 
position they act exactly like an ordi-
nary everyday rudder. But by bringing 
their ends together. the boat can be 
brought to a slower rate of speed or to 

an have their aft ends brought to any 
degree of closeness. There are two con-
centric shafts. The outer one is fixed 
as regards longitudinal motion; the 
inner one can be moved back and for-
wards by the screw mechanism in the 
forward end of the tiller. It will be 
understood that this double or telescopic 
shaft is the tiller of the boat. As the 
inner shaft is forced aft by the screw 
it forces aft the two oblique pivoted 

Fig.I 
Showing Rudders 
in Perspective 

t 

t 

Fig.? 
Position for Full 
Speed Ahead,Rudders 

Parallel 

Fig.5 
Position for Full 
Speed Astern 
Rudders Closed 

Fig3 
Position for Half 

Speed Ahead,Rudders 
Partly Closed 

Floe 
Position for Remaining 

Stationary,Rudders 
Partly Closed 

Fig.? 
Position fo Revolve 
Ship without 

Progression 

d,'5s 

Fig.6 
Position for Full Speed 
Ahead to Port(or Starlid) 

Fig.8 
Position for Going Aster 

to Port(or Starboard) 

Figs. 1 to 8. Showing various positions of Kitchen Reversing Rudder 

a dead stop or can be made to go back-
wards and all this without touching the 
engine, which continues to go in the one 
direction. No reversing gear or feather-
ing blade propellor is required; the 
rudder does everything. 

The first series of eight illustrations, 
Figs. 1 to 8 inclusive, explain the con-
struction and operation of the rudder, 
and gives the various positions used for 
the different operations of the boat. 
The arrows indicate the water currents. 
The only thing to bear in mind in the 
cuts is that the rudder is astern of the 
screw. Thus in Fig. 5 the rudder forms 
a closed chamber astern of the screw, 
into which the latter drives a stream of 
water whose reaction forces the boat 
backwards. In all the cuts of this 
group except Fig. 1 the hull of the 
boat is supposed to lie below the screw 
and rudder as they are placed on the 
page. 
The next cut, Fig. 9, gives a rear 

view or view from astern of the screw 
and the rudder blades, the line of the 
boat's counter showing above. 

The manipulation of the rudder is 
simplicity itself. It is effected in dif-
ferent ways. In the illustration, Fig. 
10, is shown an arrangement by which 
turning the hand wheel will rotate the 
two blades on their common axis so as 
to be parallel as for forward work, or 

arms whose inner ends are connected 
to its aft end. Diverging therefore like 
a letter V, each has its other end pivoted 
to one of the rudder blades by an arc 
and sleeve. Going towards the stern 
these arms force together the after ends 
of the blades. When moved in the for-
ward direction they separate the ends. 

Each blade has its own stock or 
rudder-post concentrically arranged, 

Port 
Rudder 

Rudders Open Full 
Speed Ahead 

Starboard 
- -Rudder 

Fig. 9. Rudders open for full speed ahead 

and the whole can be turned together in 
one piece, as it may be expressed, by 
swinging the forward end of the tiller 
to right or left, exactly as in the ordi-
nary hand tiller in use on smaller boats. 

There are a number of ways of work-
ing the rudders; what we have described 
is one of several that have been in ac-
tual use. In one mechanism the blade 
manipulation is effected by raising and 
lowering the tiller's forward end, steer-
ing with it in the regular way. In an-

other arrangement a smaller wheel to 
one side manipulates the blades, while 
the steering is done by a regular pilot 
wheel. This disposition is shown in 
the next cut, which is supposed to show 
the bridge of a power boat or the helms-
man's place. Here the steering ap-
paratus perhaps nearly the boat's length 
distant is operated by chain and wire 
gear. 

Records of various official trials of 
boats fitted with a Kitchen rudder are 
given below: 

Pinnace, 20 ft., 7 brake horsepower 
(Admiralty, 1919). 
Ahead speed: 6.2 knots (same as 

with ordinary rudder). 
Astern speed: 2.02 knots (propeller 

full speed ahead). 
Full speed ahead to moving astern: 

7 sec. 
Full speed ahead to dead stop: 4 sec. 

(in less than half boat's length). 
Full speed astern to moving ahead: 

4 sec. 

Diameter of turning circle at full 
speed ahead (helm hard over) : About 
one length of boat. 

Launch, 25 ft., 16 brake horsepower 
(Air Ministry, 1918). 
Ahead speed: 9.80 knots. 
Astern speed: 3.5 knots. 
Full speed ahead to dead stop: Boat 

pulled up in 23 ft. (four men aboard). 
Full speed ahead to dead stop: Boat 

pulled up in 16 ft. (one man aboard). 
Time taken turning complete circle 

on own axis without progression in any 
direction: To starboard, 33 sec.; to 
port, 26 sec. 

SCHOOP METAL SPRAYING 
PROCESS 

APROCESS for covering articles 
with a metal spray has been in-

vented by M. U. Schoop. In this, the 
ends of two wires are brought to the 
melting point by passing a heavy am-
perage current through them, the cur-
rent density being from 40,000 to 50,-
000 amperes per sq. in. The liquid 
metal globules thus formed are carried 
off by a jet of air or gas and deposited 
on the article to be coated. If continu-
ous current is used the wire connected 
with the negative pole melts more rap-
idly and must be fed forward 1.6 times 
as fast as the other one. In the case 
of alternating current the fusing of 
both wires is at the same rate. A 
careful study has shown the melting 
and spraying phenomenon to consist 
of a quick succession of uninterrupted 
spark discharges which are accompanied 
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by a special arc. The current density 
during the rapid succession of short 
circuits is so great that the particles of 
fluid metal would be thrown explosive-
ly in all directions, if they were not 
carried in a definite path by the air jet. 

In order that no excess of metal va-
por be present, the potential differ-
ence between the wires must not be too 
high. With the special metal spraying 
pistol a pressure of 30 volts is used. 
To lower it still further is inadvisable 
as the wires then melt away too slowly 
With a wire diameter of 0.032 in. this 
voltage gives a current flow of 35 am-
peres. The rate of feed of the wires 
is two to three yards per minute. 

The air pressure of 50 lb. per sq. in. 
is generally used, but is not closely 
limited as in the case where the wires 
are melted by a gas flame. This per-
mits of more finely spraying the metal 
and insuring a better bond between the 
object and its coating. Aluminum or 

FUELS FOR HIGH COMPRES-
SION ENGINES 

IN a recent paper by E. W. Dean and Clarence Netzer, publicity has been 
given to an important series of trials 
by various government agencies and the 
Delco Laboratories to determine the re-
lation between the nature of the fuel 
employed in an internal combustion 
engine and the maximum compression 
ratio that can be used without inter-
fering with smooth operation. The 
Delco Laboratories carried on their first 
experiments with an air-cooled engine 
adapted for operation on kerosene, and 
found that the use of compression ra-
tios above a certain value caused what 
was described as "the kerosene knock" 
or "pinking." With proper selection 
of fuel this "knock" could be avoided. 
It was this "knock" which at the time 
caused the general conviction that the 
compression ratios of airplane engine 
should be limited to the proportions 
of 5.4 times atmospheric pressure. 

A similar process of selection was ap-

slight tendency to knock under any 8.2 
to 1 compression ratio. 
On a Liberty 12 a mixture of 70% 

of cyclohexane and 30% of benzene,. 
give with a compression ratio of 7.2 
favorable results both on the block and 
in the air, with perfectly smooth runs. 
Altitude laboratory tests showed a de-
cided increase in power at all levels. 
Since one of the main points in aviation. 
engine design is the employment of 
high compression ratios to keep down 
engine weight, the above results are 
very valuable and the chemist has 
shown the engineer a way out of some 
difficulties, which has much promise. 

Much attention has been excited in recent 
years by calcium cyanimide, the basis for 
the fixation of atmospheric nitrogen. Now 
comes the statement that it can be used ill 
case hardening steel and iron. The Shimer 
process uses melted alkali and alkaline earth 
chlorides, to which are added 5% of the 
calcium cyanimide. The cyanimide is at 
once acted on and a sort of effervescence 
takes place, which is advantageous in se-
curing a good mixing of the fused material, 
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Fig. 10. Vtagrams snowing met noa o I operating the Aitcnen Reversing Rudder by screw and nut mechanism actuated by a handwheel 

copper sprayed on glass under an air 
pressure of 80 lb. per sq. in. cannot be 
removed without detaching smaller or 
larger glass splinters. Microscopic ex-
amination has shown that the glass at 
the points of contact is raised to the 
melting temperature and intimately 
unites with the coating. It is essential 
in this connection that the metal par-
ticles be absolutely pure and the tem-
perature at contact high. It is said 
to be possible to coat readily inflamma-
ble materials such as wood, paper and 
even celluloid with metal by this proc-
rss, without it catching fire. 

plied to aviation engine fuels. The 
chemical properties of the fuels were 
obviously more important than the 
physical properties of the fluid. Ac-
cordingly, samples of gasoline were ob-
tained from different varieties of crude 
petroleum; various types of synthetic 
gasolines were obtained. Benzol, alco-
hol, and cyclohexane were other fuels 
employed. Tests were conducted in a 
single cylinder Liberty engine, in which 
compression ratios could be varied from 
5.3 to 1 up to 8.2 to 1. The final result 
of the investigation was that "hecter" 
benzol, alcohol and a special alcohol-
benzol-gasoline mixture showed only a 

although there is involved a loss of tin' 
cyanimide. The iron to be case hardened 
is immersed in the bath. The bath is 
cheaper than corresponding cyanide baths, 
and is free from the intensely poisonous 
effects of the same. 

The preservation of chloride of lime, cal-
cium hypochlorite, is greatly improved by 
drying it. Various agents have been tried, 
among the best were dry sodium hydrate 
and basic calcium chloride. Phosphoric an-
hydride and sulphuric acid were not so good. 
Only a little of the chlorine of the calcium 
hypochlorite was lost in the drying. The 
trade name of the compound is bleaching 
powder, and its value lies in its content of 
chlorine available for bleaching so that its 
preservation from losing this haloid is all 
important. 

• 
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Adjusting Planetary Transmission 

THE Planetary Transmission used 
on the Ford automobile is clearly 
outlined in part section at Fig. 1, 

the various adjustments and operating 
pedals are shown at Fig. 2, and a view 
showing its location relative to the fly-
wheel of the engine is also shown at 
Fig. 2. The various adjustments are also 
clearly outlined. The operation is very 
simple and positive, there being three 
groups of planetary pinions P-1, P and 

Fig. 1. Sectional view of Ford transmission 

K. Gear P-1 meshes with gear D, which 
is keyed to a driven member attached 
to the drum C. The drive gear F is 
mounted on the end of a bushing which 
is riveted to the brake drum D. The 
dear L is attached to the brake drum 
B. The clutch is a multiple disc type 
normally held in engagement by a coil 
spring. 

Three brake bands are used for this 
transmission, the one that constricts 
around the drum C is the foot brake 
and acts to retard movements of the 
car regardless of whether any of the 
other clutches are engaged. Tighten-
ing a. band around drum B produces a 
slow speed. When the band is tight-
ened around the drum V or that nearest 
the flywheel, a reverse motion is ob-
tained. To apply either the slow speed 
or reverse band, it is necessary to break 
the direct driving connection by releas-
ing the clutch spring tension and allow-
ing one set of clutch discs to move in-
dependently of the other set. One set 
of the clutch plates is carried by the 
clutch case C which is keyed to gear D. 
The other set is carried by a clutch disc 
carrier which is supported by an exten-
sion of the engine crankshaft and pre-
vented from turning by a set screw 
passing through the clutch disc carrier 
hub into the shaft. The adjustment of 
the Ford clutch is a very simple opera-
tion, this consisting of releasing the set 
screws in the clutch fingers by pulling 
out the split pin that acts as a lock and 

turning the adjusting screws. The 
slow speed adjustment is at the side 
of the gear case, and may be reached 
without removing the cover plate of the 
transmission which is necessary to ad-
just either the reverse clutch band or 
the foot brake band. 
The chief trouble with a planetary 

transmission results from slipping 
clutch bands. In all cases these are 
provided with adjustments that can be 
tightened in event of wear of the fric-
tion linings up to a certain point. When 
the friction material wears thin, new 
brake lining must be riveted to the 
clutch bands. Care must be taken when 
making adjustments not to tighten any 
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planetary transmission is usually 
caused by excessive wear in the gearing 
or in the bushings of the drums. Slip-
ping of the high speed clutch may be 
easily remedied by making compensa-
tion for wear by the methods of adjust-
ment previously described. When tak-
ing down a planetary transmission, it 
is important to note the condition of the 
bushings on which the planetary pinion 
groups rotate. If these are worn or if 
the pins supporting them become re-
duced in size, the gears will rattle when 
in use and the transmission will be 
noisy on low and reverse speeds and 
when in neutral position, though it will 
be silent in action on the high speed. 

, Magneto Contact 
, Transmission Cover 

Reverse Pedal Shalt 
tot Transmission Band Spring 
Reverse Adjusting Nut 
Slow Speed Shaft 
Slow Speed Adjusting Nut 
Slow Speed Adjusting Screw 
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Driving Pinte-

Clutch SprIng 

Fig. 2. Phantom view of Ford transmission at top shows operating pedals and 
leverage. The view below shows brakebands and high speed clutch adjuçtment 

of the bands too much, as if these bind 
on the drum they encircle, it will pro-
duce friction which results in heating 
and wearing away of the brake lining 
and will also decrease the efficiency of 
power transmission. Noisy action of a 

The brake drum surfaces often be-
come grooved and these may be deep 
enough as to seriously reduce the 
strength of the brake drum. Where 
this condition is noted, new brake 
drums must be provided. 

• 
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REMOVING KEYS ON a number of cars of early vin-
tage, such as the double-cylinder 

Maxwell and on many small marine en-
gines, the flywheel is held on the crank-
shaft by means of jib-keys. When it is 
desired to remove the flywheel, as it is 
sometimes necessary to withdraw the 
crankshaft from the engine-base when 
rebushing the bearing, difficulty is 
sometimes experienced in removing the 
key. A very effective method of ac-
complishing this is shown in accom-
paning illustration. The key extractor 
or puller is forged of steel as indicated, 
having two hooks at the ends formed on 
curves of different radii. The one hav-
ing the more gradual curve is used first 
to start the key while- the one having 
more abrupt curve is employed for with-
drawing it. When the key puller is 
placed between the head of the key and 
the hub of the flywheel a cam action is 
obtained by which the pressure of the 
hammer blows on the other end of the 
key puller is increased many times and 
the key started. If the key is rusted in 
place or if it has not been removed for 
a long time it may be found desirable 
to heat the end of the shaft with a blow 
torch or to soak the rusted parts with 
kerosene. 

Special Forged Tool for driving out keys 

Another simple and easily made ap-
pliance for removing keys that have 
rusted into place is also shown. This 
device consists of a large bolt the head 
end of which has been heated and flat-
tened, a hole drilled through it and filed 
to receive the head of the key. A piece 
of bar iron is used to screw the nut 
against, this being held from the fly-
wheel by spacers of pipe, steel shaft or 
metal blocks. Before using this puller. 
the key may be heated as recommended 
above and tapped on the head and sides 

sharply with a hammer for a time in an 
endeavor to break the rust bond. When 
the nut is screwed down so there is ten-
sion on the bolt, the end of the bolt can 
be given several sharp hammer blows 
which may expedite removal of the key. 

An easily made key puller 

FAULTS IN WIRING 

IN the two wire system every wire, 
connector and socket must be in-
sulated from the car and should 

not be in metallic contact at any point 
except at the terminal. It is impera-
tive that all wires be insulated from 
each other and the car frame except at 
points where permanent connections are 
made. All connections should be sol-
dered to insure positive contact, held 
securely by means of cleats of insulat-
ing material and must be mounted in 
such a way that there is no possibility 
of sharp metal corners or edges wear-
ing through the insulation and causing 
grounds or short circuits. 

All wiring should be protected from 
the rotting action of grease, oil and 
water, and when the wiring is run 
where these substances are apt to ac-
cumulate the regular insulation should 
be supplemented by a conduit of in-
sulating material such as circular loom 
or fiber tubing, or armored cable should 
be used. All wire should be so in-
stalled that there is no danger of inter-
ference between them and operating 
rods and levers. The abrasion of these 
members will wear through the insula-
tion and result in short circuits. Brass 
or copper terminal connections should 
be used at all points and no connection 
should be made by winding as the 
strands may bridge across the terminal 
or to some metal part and cause a short 
circuit or ground. Special care should 
be taken with the connections in the 
lamps and other points. By the term 

"short circuit" electricians mean that 
two wires of opposite polarity are in 
metallic contact. Under such con-
ditions the storage battery will be dis-
charging and there will be no lights 
at the lamps. A short circuit may 
occur at any point in the wiring sys-
tem, but is usually found at terminals 
that have been carelessly made or by 
worn insulation on wires. 
A short circuit will be indicated by 

the position of the amperemeter pointer. 
Always note the position of the index 
hand of that instrument when the car 
is stopped. With the engine at a 
standstill and no lamps burning the 
hand should point to zero. If it does 
not the amperemeter is either out of 
calibration or there is a leak of current 
from the battery at some point in the 
wiring. To ascertain if the ampere-
meter is correct, uncouple one of the 
battery terminals of the lighting sys-
tem. Obviously, if the hand swings 
to zero, the trouble is leakage of cur-
rent, which should be immedaitely cor-
rected after the trouble is located. If 
the index does not point to zero when 
the battery terminal is disconnected the 
instrument is out of calibration and 
while this does not affect the operation 

Causes of fiickering or inoperative lamp 

of the system it should be taken into 
account when reading the amperemeter. 

If the engine backfires when the ig-
nition is interrupted and it makes one 
or two revolutions in the reverse direc-
tion, the amperemeter pointer may be 
found at the extreme of the scale on 
the discharge side. This is caused by 
the circuit breaker contact being held 
closed and means a short circuit of the 
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battery through the generator winding. 
This must be corrected at once by mo-
mentarily disconnecting one of the gen-
erator wires or starting the engine. If 
the wires are removed from the gen-
erator for any reason, make sure that 
they are connected to the same terminals 
as they were originally. 

If the wires are reversed the ampere-
meter will indicate a dead short circuit 
by swinging to the extreme on the dis-
charge side of the scale when the en-
gine is started, and if this defective 
condition is not corrected the battery 
will be soon discharged. In case of a 
short circuit examine all of the wires 
connected to the battery terminals and 
to the lighting switch. 
Make sure that the insulation is per-

fect and that it has not been cut through 
at any point. Whenever any wires are 
removed from any of the units always 
mark the terminals and the wire so 
that they will be replaced exactly as 
they were originally. If a short circuit 
exists when all the switches are opened, 
if one takes off a battery terminal and 
makes and breaks contact between the 
wire and that member a small spark 
will be in evidence. If no sparking 
occurs, connect up the terminal to the 
battery and then with the engine at a 
standstill close the switches to the light-
ing circuit one at a time and watch 
the amperemeter closely, as each switch 
makes contact. If the pointer does not 
move far from zero it shows that the 
current consumption is normal; if, 
however, the pointer swings to the ex-
treme of the discharge scale it is evi-
dent that a short circuit exists some-
where in the circuit just brought into 
action. All the circuits can be tried 
in this manner one at a time. 

If the amperemeter indicates only a 
normal amount of current consumption 
for the various lighting circuits it is 
apparent that no further search is 
necessary. If, however, the needle in-
dicates a short circuit on one or more 
of the switch positions, examine the 
wires carefully for the circuits at fault, 
and if the trouble does not exist there 
it may be located in the lamp socket, 
the connector or the bulb itself. In 
case one or more lamps fail to burn 
the trouble is due to either a broken 
wire or a defective connection at the 
switch connectors, or lamp sockets or a 
bulb or fuse is burnt out. 

SPARKPLUG GAUGE FOR 
MOTORISTS 

A SIMPLE but useful attachment 
for the motorist's key-ring is 

shown in the accompanying illustra-
tion. It can be made of spring steel 
or hard brass, steel being preferred, 
however, since it can be hardened and 
tempered. It is made from a piece of 
stock about .050-in. thick, 1 long 
and %-in. wide. Before hardening, a 

3/16-inch hole is drilled in the end and 
the corners rounded off to make it 
easily inserted on a key-ring. The 
piece is then ground down to about .030 
inch thick for about half its length and 

Easily made spark plug gauge 

to about .010 inch thick for the re-
mainder. The thick end is used for 
setting the gap between the electrodes 
of the ignition spark-plug; the thin 
portion will be found useful when ad-
justing the clearance between the valve 
stems and adjusting nuts on valve-lift 
plungers. 

HOLDERS FOR TOOLS SUBSTANTIAL clips for holding 
oil cans, hammers and other tools 

may be made as illustrated in the ac-
companying drawing. Pliers are used 
to bend lengths of suitable wire to a 
"U" shape and a bend is made in both 
prongs. The ends are shaped to con-
form to the neck of the container, or to 

An easily made Wire Holder for tools 

the handle of the tools to be placed in 
them. A washer and a screw are used 
to secure the clip to the dash of the 
car, or the wall of the garage. Such 
clips are easily made and installed 
and are very useful in keeping tools, 
oil cans, shellac bottles, etc., off of the 
bench top and keeping them out of the 
way until wanted. 

OVERSIZE TIRE TABLES 

OVERSIZE tires, designed primar-
ily for exceptional and hard serv-

ice, have come into favor among owners 
of medium and large capacity passen-
ger cars, because of their extra strength, 
easier riding and longer mileage that 
may be expected from them. They are 
popular also because in the opinion of 

many owners they add to the appear-
ance of the car. 
Some users of oversize tires think 

that a tire with increased cross section 
diameter, but with no increase of dia-
meter measured through the hub from 
outer edge to outer edge of tire, is an 
oversize. This is a mistake. In other 
words, if the regular size tire is 34x4, 
the oversize is not 34x4 but 35x4. 
A tire manufacturer gives the follow-

ing table to show the proper regular 
and oversize tire for a given rim which 
is the same as the regular tire: 

Regular Tire Oversize Tire 
• 28x329x33/2 

30x3 31x372 
30x3 5/2 31x4 
32x3Y2 33x4 
32x4 33x43/2 
34x4 35x4Y2 
32x41A 33x5 
34x4 35x5 
.36x4 37x5 

Only the oversize tires in above list 
should be used to replace the regular 
size given because they have been de-
signed to fit the same rim sizes as the 
regular tires and can be applied in their 
place without straining the beads. It 
will be noticed that not only the tire 
width but also its diameter is increased 
over the regular size. 

CORRECTING FAULTY STEER-
ING NTER driving a Saxon Six for 

some time I became annoyed with 
the abnormal amount of slack in the 
steering gear which developed slowly 
and without any apparent cause. In-
spection showed that it was caused by 
a very little looseness in each joint, but 
there seemed to be no easy way to take 
it up. I finally decided to try a spring 
to pull on the wheels in one direction 
and this proved a complete success. The 
spring is a heavy coil 1" by 16" and is 
fastened under the front axle, one end 
on the steering rod and the other on the 
frame, so the wheels are pulled to the 
right. The tension must be adjusted 
for best operation. In driving, the 
wheel only needs to be kept steady, but 
in turning it will be found that the car 
responds quicker in either direction 
than without the spring.—LEo M. LA-
FARE. 

MAGNET RECHARGING 

THE permanent field magnets used 
on magnetos are easily recharged 

by inserting them in solenoids wound 
for a:current of 20 amperes at a poten-
tial of 6 volts so they can be coupled 
up to an automobile starting system 
battery of that voltage. The connec-
tion is made only for an instant as sev-
eral contacts of a second's duration are 
all that is needed and this will not in-
jure the battery. It is stated that a 
freshly charged tungsten steel magnet 
of a large magneto will lift in the neigh-
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borhood of 2Q,,114, psiopterily ener— 
gized. This may le tèsted by a siring 
balance attached to a suitable armature 
member. In some cases where ;the 
magnets are large, the pull may be as 
high as 30 lbs. 

TESTING MICA INSULATED 
SPARK PLUGS 

PLUGS using mica insulation are 
very deceptive as in many cases 

short circuits exist that cannot be de-
tected by the eye in daylight. A good 
way to test a suspected mica plug is to 
lay it on top of the cylinder after dark, 
taking care not to have the insulated 
terminal in contact with any metal 
parts except the high tension current 
lead. The engine is then run on the 
other cylinders and the inside of the 
spark plug watched to see if sparks 
jump between the insulator and the plug 
body, instead of between the points. 
If a short circuit exists, it will be easily 
detected by the minute sparks plainly 
evident in the darkness. It is some-
times possible to test a plug out in the 
daytime by shading it from the light 
in some manner, as with a black felt 
hat. 

ALUMINUM CYLINDER BLOCK 
CONSTRUCTION ONE of the contributions of aero-

nautical engineering to modern 
automobile engine construction is the 
use of aluminum for the cylinder blocks 
of automobile engines. There is also 
a growing realization of the advantages 
of the overhead valve placing, the actu-
ation of these members being either by 
means of cam shafts carried in the 
engine base and depressing the valves 
through the medium of rocker arms 
actuated by tappet rods or mounting 
the cam shaft directly over the cylinders 
and driving that member by means of 
bevel gearing. The former type of 
engine is shown at A in the accom-
panying illustraeon, while the newer 
construction in which an overhead cam 
shaft is used is shown at B. When 
aluminum is used as a cylinder block 
it is not sufficiently hard material to 
stand the constant wear due to the re-
ciprocation of the piston- in the cylin-
der. For this reason a liner of harder 
metal such as steel or cast iron is in-
terposed between the piston and the 
cylinder casting. There are two meth-
ods of using a liner of this type. The 
latest method developed; which is 
known as the "wet liner" type is shown 
at A. In this a cast iron member is 
machined in such a way that it has a 
flange at its upper end and is a close 
fit in the holes made to receive it at 
the upper and lower portions of the 
cylinder block. This cast iron liner is 
forced in place against a packing at 
the bottom and a water tight joint is 
formed at both top and bottom by the 
accurate fit of the liner. The reason 

that I is. callseLa ."yen type liner is. 
that the cooling water circulates di-
rectly around the cast iron walls. In 
the other construction, which is shown 
at B and which is known as the "dry 
liner" type, the sleeve is in the form 
of a thin steel tube which is pressed 
into the aluminum cylinder block and 

.o,f„wItt« o pass through. Ià thegek 
supply pipe is joined to the carburetor 
with an elbow, as shown in accompany-
ing illustration, the dirt or water is • 
apt to accumulate at the bend, resulting 
in erratic engine operation because the 
flow of gasoline is impeded and some-
times stopped altogether. 

Showing aluminum cylinder block construction metheids 

which is in contact with the aluminum 
casting its entire length. In this con-
struction the water does not come into 
direct contact with the steel liner, which • 
need not be very thick inasmuch as it 
is reinforced by the cylinder walls. 
Both of the engines shown are of re-
cent English development. 

SEDIMENT IN CARBURETOR 
FEED LINE 

DEGARDLESS of how carefully 
IX fuel is strained when filling the 
automobile or motor-boat tank, a small 
amount of impurities will be intro-
duced with the gasoline. The ordinary 
fuel filter using wire gauze screens 

Using a pipe tee as a sediment collector 

does not prevent small particles from 
reaching the carburetor. While a 
screen will retard lint or scale, it will 
permit particles of rust or small drops 

The method shown at B is an im-
provement. A tee-fitting is used in-
stead of an elbow and the open end is 
plugged with a standard pipe plug, or 
a W' petcock to serve as a drain. Im-
purities then collect in the bottom of the 
tee instead of flowing into the car-
buretor and constricting the fine pas-
sage. A piece of pipe 1" or 2" long, 
capped at the end, may be substituted 
for the pipe plug. This gives a larger 
sediment chamber. 

HIGH-SPEED SENSITIVE TAP-
PING DEVICES 

AFTER pointing out the necessity of 
endeavoring to counterbalance the 

cost of labor by increasing the speed of 
production and aiming at standardiza-
tion, a French writer describes a roller-
bearing tapstock friction clutch, suit-
able for taking the usual taper shank 
sensitive chuck. A male cone comes 
in contact with a female cone under 
pressure of the tap, and forms the fric-
tion clutch to transmit the power of the 
latter. The female cone is also conical 
externally and carries on it five bearing 
rollers, which, when the hole is tapped, 
engage on an internal cone ring made 
all in one piece, with the first-mentioned 
male cone, thereby reversing the direc-
tion of rotation and releasing the tap 
It is claimed that the use of this device 
will result in a great saving of operat-
ing time. 
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Design and Construction of Model Locomotives 
By Henry Greenly 

Member Institute of Locomotive Engineers, England 

AFTER having settled the design of 
the cylinder for a model loco-
motive the most important item 

for consideration is the valve gear. 
The older American locomotive had its 
valves usually operated by a form of 
Stephenson link motion, the eccentrics 
for which were placed inside the frames. 
The expansion links were attached to a 
rocker and the motion thereby trans-
mitted outside the frames to the slide 
valves on top of the cylinders. The more 
modern practice is to employ Walsh-
acert's Bakers' or some other form of 
radial valve gear which is entirely out-
side the frames and wheels, and it is 
with a view to the use of such a gear 
that the cylinders already described 
were designed. 

Walschaert's gear is by far the most 
widely used but in a small model it 
becomes rather complicated and requires 
quite a number of rather delicate parts. 
In a working model such are to be 
avoided and to provide ample wearing 
surfaces in all joints, the writer has de-
vised a form of radial valve gear which 
has given excellent results in trials 
which have been made during the last 
ten years. The gear is one which em-
ploys Hackworth's tilting slide shaft, an 
arrangement invented in 1842, and sub-
sequently adopted in Joy's, Bremmes' 
and many other forms of radial valve 
gear. A further advantage of the 
writers' motion in a model is that the 
provisions of "advance" (i. e. the lap 
and lead function of the slide valve) 
can be effected by a much smaller num-
ber of pieces than those required by 
Walschaert's gear and at the same time 
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the external appearance of the model 
fitted with the gear is, to a casual ob-
server, not radically different to Wal-
schaert's as usually applied to examples 
of the latest American locomotive prac-
tice. The gear is similar in its action 
to the primitive radial gear illustrated 
in Figs. 1 and 2 herewith. The ver-
tical component of the movement of the 
crank is converted into a horizontal mo-
tion by a tilting slide. The timing of 
the horizontal movement of the valve 
is therefore at 90° to the horizontal 
movement of the piston and in this way 
the gear reproduces the action of the 
eccentric, as employed in an ordinary 
stationary steam engine, but provides 
a simple means of reversing. The slide 
is tilted in an opposite direction to re-
verse the motion. The tilting slide 
shaft has a suitable die block which 
forms a common joint for both the 
vibrating link (VL) and the valve rod 
(VR). It is also obvious that by alter-
ing the angle of the slide the valve 
movement can be modified in respect to 
both tuning and amplitude. Although 
not shown in the diagrams, it will 
readily be seen that no horizontal move-
ment to the valve will take place if the 
slide is placed in a truly vertical posi-
tion. The diagrams Figs. 1 and 2 show 
the relative position of the valve with 
the big end of the connecting rod on 
top and bottom centres, in "forward" 
and "reverse" positions of the gear. 
While the arrangement shown in Figs. 
1 and 2 explains the fundamental ac-
tion of the gear, it does not represent a 
practical form. The point on the con-
necting rod from which the motion is 
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derived (point A, or B, in Fig. 1) 
moves in an elliptical path and one 
would expect that by connecting this 
point to a slide block in a slide of the 
form shown that the four positions, 
mid-left, top-centre, mid-right, and bot-
tom centre, would be reproduced in the 
position of the slide block in its slide, 
as shown in Fig. 3. Due to the effects 
of angularity in the vibrating link 
(VL) which connects the block to the 
connecting rod this is not so. If the 
mid-left and mid-right positions are 
arranged to come right, i. e. to coincide 
with a position of the slide block in the 
centre of the slide as shown in Fig. 4, 
then, due to the angularity of the 
vibrating link, the top and bottom posi-
tion will be reproduced equally in 
the manner indicated by the respective 
dimensions of P and W in Fig. 4. 

Especially where a valve with lap 
and lead functions is required some 
form of correcting gear is necessary to 
neutralize the disturbing effects of this 
angtilarity. There are many examples, 
the two best known being those of 
David Joy invented about 1884. Joy's 
gear had a considerable vogue some 
two or three decades ago but now only 
exists on various inside-connected en-
gines such as built by the British model 
maker has been superseded by the 
writer's form of corrected gear. This 
gear can be applied to models of out-
side cylinder locomotives the drawings 
herewith (Figs. 5 and 6) showing its 
adaptation to a "half-inch" scale model 
such as outlined in the previous article 
on cylinders. 
The gear looks like Walschaert's 
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FIG.5 F I G.6 
Figs. 1 and 2. Diagram of primitive form of radial valve gear in forward and reverse positions. Fig. 5. Greenly's connected radial valve gear 

for 2W' gauge. It is shown on dead center position. Fig. 6. Greenly radial valve gear shown in bottom center position 
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valve gear and makes use of the girder 
frame so common to modern American 
engines using the latter valve motion. 
The valve gear provides for the cor-

rection of the angularity of the vibrat-
ing link (VL) by arranging the latter 
on a separate swing link (a miniature 
connecting rod), this link (SL) taking 
its motion from the crank pin (CP). 
Instead of being fixed to the crosshead 
the other end is supported by a link 
which swings from a fixed pivot (P) 
on the girder frame. This link is called 
the correcting link (CL in the drawings 
Figs. 5 and 6), and its function is to 
lift the swing link the exact amount 
required to neutralize the angularity of 
the vibrating link. This it does with 
mathematical accuracy and any reader 
can stud); its action quite easily by rig-
ging up a few pieces of stiff paste board 
to act as links with some drawing pins 
as hinge joints. While such accuracy 
is necessary the proportions of the links 
are not absolutely fixed except in their 
relation to each other, and can be varied 
considerably to suit other considerations 
which may arise in the arrangement of 
the valve gear. 
The lap and lead functions of a 

slide valve are absent in very small 
working models but independently of 

ideas of the economy obtained by 
the expansion of the steam it will be 
found that engines with cylinders above 
half an inch in diameter work very 
much faster if the valve has a small 
amount of lap with, of course, an "ad-
vance" commensurate with this lap. 

Lead is not necessary until cylinders 

approach 1Y2 ins, diameter and even 
then only in the case of high-revolution 
model steam engines such as used for 
the direct driving of dynamos. Lap 
and advance also reduce 'excessive cyl-
inder condensation which is one of 
the characteristic failings of working 
models. 

In a radial valve gear the horizontal 
component of the motion of the crank 
is employed to give advance to the 
valve. Lap is, of course, of no use 
without advance and in Walschaerts' 
motion the advance is obtained by a 
separate rigging, viz., a vibrating link 
operated from the crosshead. 
The fundamentals of this motion is 

illustrated in the primitive form of gear 
shown in Fig. 7. The valve rod is not 
pivoted to the vibrating link at its joint 
with the slide in the slide block, but 
at a point above this joint. The selec-
tion of this point for a given stroke of 
piston will depend on the lap added to 
the valve. This lap is indicated by 
the blackened portion of the valve in 
the sketch and is approximately (not 
more than) half of the dimension A. 
This dimension is, of course, a function 
of the proportions of the vibrating link 
as exemplified by dimensions X and V. 
So much for the principles of the gear. 
In the next article the writer intends 
to show in detail the practical applica-
tion and the dimensions of the parts 
standard valve gear, component, suit-
able for in. gauge models. Any 
difficulties he will be pleased to clear 
up if the perplexed reader will put them 
before the Editor in the ordinary way. 
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Fig. 3. Theoretical diagram of action of simple form of radial gear. Fig. 4. Showing 
She disturbing effects of angularity of rods on valve opening. Fig. 7. Diagram showing 

obtaining "advance" in a radial valve gear 

PLATINOID THIS alloy is a kind of German 
silver, with an addition of 1 to 2 

per cent. of tungsten. The latter, in the 
form of phosphor-tungsten, is first 
melted together with a certain quantity 
of copper, the nickel is next added, then 
the zinc, and finally the remainder of 
copper. In order to remove the phos-
phorus and a potion of the tungsten, 
both of which separate dross, the re-
sulting compound is several times re-
melted. Finally an alloy of a beautiful 
white color is obtained, which, when 
polished closely resembles silver, and 
retains its lustre for a long time. Plati-
noid has the properties of German 
silver in a pre-eminent degree. It shows 
great resistance, which remains quite 
constant at different temperatures, and 
is about times greater than that of 
German silver. 

AMALGAM OF LIPOWITZ'S 
METAL THIS amalgam is prepared as fol-

lows: Melt in a dish, cadmium, 
3 parts; tin, 4; bismuth, 15, and lead, 
8, and add to the melted alloy 2 parts 
of mercury previously heated to about 
212° F. Amalgamation takes place 
readily and smoothly. After the intro-
duction of the mercury irmnediateiy 
take the dish from the fire and stir the 
liquid mass until it solidifies. While 
Lipowitz's alloy becomes soft at 140° F. 
and melts at 150° F., the amalgam 
melts at about 143.5° F. This amal-
gam may be used for the manufacture 
of small, hollow statuettes and busts, 
which can be readily gilded or bronzed 
by the galvanic process. 

Small statuettes are readily made by 
preparing a hollow mold of plaster of 
Paris and after uniformly heating it to 
about 140° F. pouring in the melted 
amalgam. The mold is then swung to 
and fro, this being continued until the 
amalgam is solidified. After cooling 
the mold is taken apart and the seams 
trimmed with a sharp knife. The 
operation may also be modified by plac-
ing the mold upon a rapidly revolving 
disk and pouring in the melted amal-
gam in a thin stream. By the centri-
fugal force developed the melted metal 
is hurled against the sides of the mold, 
and in this manner statuettes of consid-
erable size can be cast. 

NEW WAY OF ANNEALING 
STEEL 

HEAT the piece as slowly as pos-
sible, and when at a low red 

heat put it between two pieces of dry 
board and screw them up tight in a 
vise. The steel burns its way into the 
boards, and, on coming together around 
it, they form a practically air-tight 
charcoal-bed. When it cools off the 
steel is apt to be found thoroughly an-
nealed. 
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A 2500-Watt Step-down Transformer for 
Arc Welding 

T. HIS transformer was built for a 
theatrical outfit and is capable of 
delivering a very high amperage 

at the secondary terminals. Numerous 
experiments can be performed with the 
use of this transformer which are very 
startling to the layman and the device 
will also prove useful in the laboratory 
.as a source of low-potential, high-
amperage current. 

For the core of the transformer we 
will need about 140 strips of soft black 
iron (stovepipe iron) of about .017 inch 
thickness and 1 y¡ inches wide and 5 
inches long, and also about 140 pieces 
1% inches wide by 8 inches long. 
There should be enough of each size to 
make a stack of 254 inches high. They 
should be cut accurately to size and all 
rough edges removed. For the best re-
sults, each piece of iron should be given 
a coat of varnish or shellac as this will 
cut down losses through hysteresis and 
increase the general efficiency of the 
machine. 

While the pieces for the core are dry-
ing, a form may be made for assembling 
the core by taking a board about 8 x 11 
inches and nailing a block exactly 
..3X3 x s»i by about 172 inches thick in 
the center of it. When the core is built 
up to 1 in. in height and pressed 
tightly together, it can be drilled with 
.3/16 in. holes as shown for rivets. The 
rivets should be made of 'copper wire 
(No. 5 bare) and the holes should be 
countersunk at each end so the rivets 
will be flush with the surface. The 
four rivets marked AAAA should not 
be put in now as the end will have to 
be removed to put on the coils. The 
-eight legs should be made and one put 
at each corner (top and bottom) as the 
corners are riveted together. 

The end of the core may now be 
taken out and laid aside and the other 
two legs of the core should be well in-
sulated with either oiled cambric (em-
pire cloth) or friction tape to a thick-
ness of % inch. It would be well to 
file off the rough edges of. the core be-
fore applying the insulation to avoid 
cutting it. 
A winding form for the coils should 

now be made of wood 172 inches square 
with two end blocks on it as shown. If 
a lathe can be used it is much quicker 
than hand winding, but if a lathe is 
not available .round ends must be made 
on the form so it can be run in wooden 
bearings of some sort. A block 7% 
inches long by 6 inches wide is nailed 
to the bench and two uprights with 1 
inch holes 3 inches from the bottom 
are nailed to the ends of the 7 inch 

By E. F. Tuttle, Jr. 

block. These serve as the bearings and 
a handle is fastened to the form to com-
plete the job. 

Both the primary and secondary are 
wound with No. 15 D.C.C. wire and 
about 15 pounds will be needed. A 
strip of cotton tape about 72 inch wide 
and 16 inches long is laid along each 
side of the form and tied with a string 
down into the corners at the ends and 
then a layer of rather heavy paper is 
put on and the winding placed over 
this. Start at the left hand end, leave 
about 8 inches at the end and wind 90 
turns which should come to proper po-
sition at the other end. If it does not, 
the end block will have to be moved to 
the correct place. Then put on a layer 
of empire cloth and continue the wind-

The completed welding transformer 

ing back to the other end. This is con-
tinued until there are four layers in all 
wound on the leg of the transformer. 
This completes one of the primaries. 

Four layers of empire cloth should 
now be wound on after which the core 
is ready for part of the secondary wind-
ing. This consists of four layers of 90 
turns each of number 15 D.C.C. wire, 
each layer starting at the left hand end 
of the form and being wound in the 
same direction as the primary. The 
winding is discontinued at the right 
hand end. Each end of the wire is left 
about 8 inches long and the four at 
each end of the form are connected to-
gether. There is no need of putting 
empire cloth between the different lay-
ers of the secondary, but two layers 
should be put over the outside and the 
ends of the four tapes brought together 
and tied. The coil may now be re-
moved from the form by taking off one 
of the ends and well taped lengthwise 
through the hole with strips of empire 
cloth or bias oiled cambric. Do not 
use friction tape for this as it will not 
allow the coil to slip over the core with-
out considerable trouble. 

Wind another primary and secondary 
just the same as this one, being sure to 
start at the left hand end with both and 
to have just 90 turns of wire in each 
layer. 

After these windings have been fin-
ished, one is slipped over each long leg 
of the core so the primary terminals 
will be at opposite ends. The top of 
the transformer should now be made 
from 74 or 5/16 fiber, or, better still, 
Bakelite. The larger holes in it are 
h inch and the smaller ones 3/16 inch. 
The four h inch holes marked A are 
for fastening the top to the upper legs 
and holes BB and CC are for the sec-
ondary and primary terminals respec-
tively. The D. P. D. T. switches will 
be needed and should be obtained before 
drilling the other holes, D and E. 
These holes are correct for a "Bryant 
5190" switch. After putting in the end 
of the core and riveting on all the legs, 
and putting on our top we are ready for 
our connections. These are shown in 
the top view and allow us the following 
changes in voltage and amperage with 
the different positions of the switches. 

....... 7d:' 71 k.. 

P4 C/7 VW) j a h 
Series Series 720: 80 27 45 
Series Parallel 720: 90 1372 180 
Parallel Series 360:180 55 90 
Parallel Parallel 360: 90 2772 180 

These figures are for full load and on 
a dead short at the terminals. This 
condition should always be avoided, 
however, and the transformer used only 
with some sort of regulating device; a 
rheostat or impedance. 
Mark one coil number one and the 

other number two and mark the inside 
and outside ends of all wires. Join the 
4 secondary ends at each end of each 
secondary and connect them as follows: 

Inside primary eo. 1 to con-
nection No. 3. 

Outside primary No. 1 to con-
nection No. 2. 

Inside primary No. 2 to con-
nection No. 1. 

Outside primary No. 2 to con-
nection No. 4. 

Run a single No. 5 wire from No. 5 to 
No. 6. Now run a double No. 15 wire 
from terminal No. 13 to connection No. 
1 and another double wire from ter-
minal No. 14 to connection No. 2. 
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The terminals No. 13 and No. 14 
are located at holes CC and should be 
capable of carrying 25 amperes. The 
terminals No. 15 and No. 16 are for 
the secondary circuit and should carry 
180 to 200 amperes. They may be of 
any style desired but I find that the 
brass storage battery connections are 
very good and as cheap as any. If 
these terminals do not make a good 
contact or are too small they will cause 
trouble by heating. 
The inside wires of secondary No. 1 

go to switch connection No. 9. 
The outside wires of secondary No. 1 

go to switch connection No. 8. 
The inside wires of secondary No. 2 

go to switch connection No. 7. 
The outside wires of secondary No. 2 

go to switch connection No. 10. 
Run 4 No. 15 wires from No. 7 to No. 
16 and 4 No. 15 wires from .No. 8 to 
No. 15 and 4 number 15 wires from No. 
11 to No. 12. 
The switches should be marked "Pri-

mary" and "Secondary" and on the 
fiber cross piece of the switch is stamped 
"Series" and "Parallel" as shown. 
These switches should not be opened 
while carrying current—especially the 
secondary switch as it carries such a 
heavy load that it will arc and burn the 
contacts. 
A couple of flexible electric cords 

; Series Series ' 

.1 10 20 70 80 1, 

17 19 

03 04 
Primary Secondary 

50 100 16 

118 20 --- 'C) 
14  

15 

So 60 110 120 e 
Parallel Parallel 

TOP VIEW 

SIDE VIEW. WITH SWITCHES IN PLACE 

each about 6 or 8 feet long and about 
No. 6 or 8 gauge may be fitted with 
terminals to fit No. 15 and No. 16 on 
one end of each and on the other end 
soldered to a brass screw about 3.8 inch 
diameter by X inch long to which may 
be fastened suitable clamps for holding 
carbons for an arc or even nails and 
iron rods up to 5/16 inch diameter to 
be welded. In welding, the pieces 
should be put together before the cur-
rent is turned on and the current turned 
off before moving apart. 

In using the connections for 13 or 
27Y2 the terminals may be held in the 
bare hands if they are not gripped too 
tightly and an arc 1 inch long between 
carbons 5/8 inch in diameter may be 
held between the hands. The 133/2 
volts is best for welding and 27Y2 best 
for the arc owing to the high resistance 
of the carbons. Copper and iron wires 
may be melted with this outfit but a 
pan should be placed under the wire 
to catch the molten metal. 

Also by sprinkling metal filings along 
in a ridge on a brick or other non-com-
bustible article and connecting a wire 
to each end the filing may be welded 
together into one solid piece. 

This transformer is designed for 110 
volts and 60 cycle current such as is 
used for house lighting but heavier 
fuses should be put in than are ordi-
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narily used as the transformer takes 23 
amperes on full load. 

REMOTE CONTROL FOR LARGE 
SEARCHLIGHTS 

ARECENT copy of the General 
Electric Review contains a very 

interesting discussion concerning large 
searchlights and their use for military 
purposes. It has been found very diffi-
cult for the operator of a large light to 
train the light on the object to be illu-
minated owing to the dazzling effect 
the light has on his eyes. The only 
remedy for this condition is remote con-
trol and experiments are being con-
ducted along this line. In the case of 
remote control the operator is stationed 
at least 500 feet from the searchlight 
and at this distance he is not affected 
by the beam. The control is brought 
about by placing the field of the operat-
ing motor across a certain portion of a 
rheostat. By means of a dial switch, 
the armature may be connected to the 
center point of the rheostat or to a point 
either to the right or left of it. This 
will depend entirely upon the direction 
of rotation. 

It is possible that such a plan could 
also be used on battleships as the same 
trouble is had in training the light on 
distant objects. 
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Complete Enclosure for Passengers the 
Feature of New Airplanes 

AMARKED feature of the recent 
Aeronautical Exhibits at Chicago 
and New York is the trend noted 

in airplane design away 
from the types intended for 
military use to those that 
have been designed recently 
with an appeal to those who 
can use airplanes for com-
mercial requirements. One 
of the largest machines at 
the shows and one that at-
tracted considerable atten-
tion is the Curtiss Eagle, 
which is provided with three 
engines, all of which drive 
tractor screws. The ma-
chine weighs about 7,500 

The Curtiss Eagle, a distinctive 
three-engine passenger carrier 

Curtiss Oriole provides for two 
passengers in forward cockpit 

pounds and has a useful 
load of over a ton. The en-
gines are the six-cylinder 
type of 150 horsepower 
each. The feature that im-
presses the -aviator is the 
large size of the machine 
and the relatively low ca-
pacity of the motor power 
provided, which means con-
siderably higher transpor-
tation efficiency than is 
usually attained by aircraft. 
The completely çnclosed and 
well arranged cockpit pro-
vides accommodations for 
pilots and passengers. The 
engine mountings are direct-
ly on the lower wing and 
special care is taken in stream-lining the 
outboard motors. The motor, mounted 

The Avro 

on front of the fuselage is, of course, 
very thoroughly stream-lined. The fusel-
age is a two-ply veneer construction. 

biplane, an English type that was widely used for training 
purposes in Europe 

1 nterior of Curtiss Eagle cabin, showing dual contro! and 
accommodations 

passenger 

There are two wheels used on either 
side, these being placed in tandem with 
axles supported by a strong, bridge-like 

truss. The chassis is com-
posed of steel tubing which 
has been faired to reduce 
resistance. The span of the 
machine is sixty-one feet, 
length thirty-seven feet and 
the height twelve feet four 
inches. It provides accom-
modations for eight passen-
gers and is equipped with a 
dual Dep control system. 
Another attractive Curtiss 
exhibit was the Ot iole 
machine which provides ac-
commodations for two pas-

sengers and a pilot. 

The passengers sit side 
by side in a roomy cockpit 
and are protected by well-
designed wind shields. The 
pilot has his own cockpit 
placed back of the pas-
senger compartment. The 
fuselage is built up of 
veneer and is an exception-
ally well stream-lined mono-
coque form. The engine is 
a six-cylinder type and de-
velops 150 horsepower. 
The machines shown by 

the Dayton - Wright Com-
pany were very good exam-
ples of the modern method 
of enclosing the passengers 

The landing chassis is exceptionally in a light, but well-protected cabin. 
substantial and is original in design. ,Two models were shown, one of which 
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was known as the cabin cruiser, which 
is provided with a twelve-cylinder Lib-
erty engine. The other model, which 
was of smaller capacity, is provided 
with the Hispano-Suiza motor and is 
known as the aerial limousine. The 
Avro three Place Biplane shown is a 
modified form of the type that was 
used in such large quantities for train-
ing pilots in Europe by both the Ameri-
can and English air 
forces. This ma-
chine was noted for 
its reliability, ease c4 
control and strength. 
The engine is a one 
hundred and ten 
horsepower, Le 
Rohne rotary, readi-
ly accessible for in-
spection on account 
of its mountings. 
This was the only 
machine shown that 
had a combined skid 
and wheel landing 
gear. It is surpris-
ing that this con-
struction is not built 
to a greater extent 
because a well-
braced skid of this 
type acts to prevent 
nosing over on a 
rough landing and 
the rear end of the 
skid can be used to 
exert a powerful 
braking action on 
the ground to retard 
the speed of the 
machine when land-
ing. 

Among the other aircraft shown that 
created considerable interest were the 
Curtiss Sea Gull Flying Boat type, 
which was very similar to the M. F. 
boats used for training Navy aviators 
during the war. The Aeromarine Fly-
ing Yacht also received its share of 
attention, especially as the passengers 
and pilots are totally enclosed in a 
cabin provided with transparent pyra-

Two Dayton-Wright commercial models. Limousine model at top and cabin emit,. 
below. In these passengers and pilot are completely protected 

lin windows. The pilot can open the 
windows in front of his seat if vision 
or control is impaired for any reason 
by their remaining closed. The engine 
is the Aeromarine, six-cylinder, verti-
cal type, rated at one hundred and 
thirty horsepower. 
The Goodyear Company had an in-

teresting exhibit known as the "Pony 
Blimp," a small dirigible balloon pro-

viding accommoda-
tions for a pilot and 
passenger. This is 
a non-frigid airship 
of 35,000 al. ft. ca-
pacity, 95 ft. long, 
28 ft. diameter and 
40 ft. overall height. 
It is the smallest 
craft of its kind in 
existence and is in-
teresting because it 
seems to be the 
smallest size prac-
ticable for the car-
rying of two passen-
gers. Fitted with an 
Ace 40 hp. engine. 
the craft has a high 
speed of 40 m.p.h. 
and a full speed en-
durance of 10 hrs 
The disposable lift 
(crew, fuel and bal-
last) is 800 lbs 
The envelope ie• 
notable for it> 
blunt form, the 
streamline ratio, 3. 
to 1, marked a de-
rided departure 

t Cunt on page 4211 

General view of exhibits at Chicago Aero Show, with Curtiss Eagle in foreground and "Pony" Blimp in center of the hall 
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THE accompanying illustration 
shows a number of new fittings 

that will be found of value by motor 
boat owners because they are simple in 
construction and serve a really useful 
purpose. The wrench shown at A is a 
simple device that will be found ex-
ceptionally useful for screwing up 
grease cups and for reaching into nor-
mally inaccessible places to open or 
close drain or relief cocks. It is of 
substantial construction and requires 
no adjustment. Because of its peculiar 
shape it will fit grease cups of any type 
as shown in illustration and either Tee 
or L handle pet cocks. 

Leaky gasoline is a source of fire 
risk in a motor boat because it is apt to 
collect in the bilge and may become 
ignited from an electric spark or other 
causes. The gasoline cock shown at B 
is of very good construction and can-
not leak on account of having a closed 
bottom and packed stem. The ordi-
nary drain or shut-off cock construc-
tion is such that the spigot goes right 
through the body, and if it becomes 
loose, the gasoline may leak even if the 
valve is in a closed position. The con-
struction shown has a ground spigot 
which is kept seated by a substantial 
spring and as a further safeguard a 
stuffing-box or packing nut is pro-
vided to close the space around the 
stem and make it gasoline tight. 
When the gasoline or oil tank or 

water tanks of a cruiser are placed 
low down in the boat so that the 
liquids will not flow, it is neces-
sary to use pressure feed. The air 
pump and pressure gage shown at 
C should be useful in this connec-
tion. Both units are mounted on a 
plate intended to be attached to the 
bulkhead. When suf-
ficient pressure has 
been pumped up by 
the pump, a turn of 
the pump handle 
prevents the escape 
of air and the gage 
registers th e pres-
. sure at all times. A 
,vent, operative by 
turning t h e pump 
handle, is also pro-
vided. The tank 
shut-off valve shown 
at D includes a 
combination of a needle valve with a 
wire gauze strainer in one fitting. It 
is made throughout of bronze and can 
easily be installed in any gasoline tank. 

(Operating Lever Motor; 

POWER DRIVEN SKIFF WITH 
NOVEL PROPELLER ARRANGE-

MENT 

Pr HE suggestion given in accom-
panying diagram is a useful one 

for those who operate boats in shallow 

New Fittings For Motor Boats 
tegral member with the supporting 
piece that carries the stern bearing. A 
double universally jointed driving 
shaft is used and the rear bearing for 
the propeller shaft is also hinged so 
that it can assume the required posi-
tion due to the change of shaft angle 
when the mechanism is raised and when 
the propeller is pushed down into the 
water. The general construction of 
the mechanism is clearly shown in 
drawing, as is the location of the power 
plant and the operating lever. 

Some new fittings of value to motor boat 
071.1riers 

water, or who desire a light craft that 
could be hauled out on the beach when 
not in use. A light, double ended 
power-driven skiff that is reasonably 

Propeller.-

Shaft Bearing./ 

Screw.' 

Propeller Shaft 

Guard 

Propeller Shaft 

...**-Guard 

SHRINKAGE OF VENEER FROM 
BOILED AND STEAMED 

LOGS 

CORDING to present practice, 
A C.  logs which are to be cut into 
veneer are either steamed or soaked in 
hot or boiling water for several hours 
to soften the wood. The claim is some-
times made that the veneer from boiled 
logs is likely to shrink and swell less 
with changing moisture content than 
the veneer from steamed logs. This 
point was made the subject of investi-
gation by the Forest Products Labora-
tory at a plant using both methods of 

preparing the logs. Thirty sheets 
  of 1/12-inch rotary-cut birch ve-

neer, 60 inches square, were se-
lected from about six Idgs pre-
pared in each way. The sheets 
were carefully measured, passed 
through a textile drier, and meas-
ured again. 
The average moisture content of 

the boiled veneer and that of the 
steamed before drying were prac-
tically the same, being 64.8 and 
65.5 per cent, respectively. The 
  average moisture 

Diagrams showing method of operating disappearing propeller so boat can be hauled 
out on the beach without damaging propulsive machinery 

seaworthy is depicted. The arrange-
ment of the propulsive mechanism is 
such that the shaft and its propeller 
may raise up within the hull of the 
boat, leaving nothing projecting below 
the keel that may be damaged by con-
tact with the beach or with obstructions 
in the water. The speed of the boat 
may be controlled to a reasonable de-
gree by regulating the depth of immer-
sion of the propeller. As will be seen, 
the propeller protecting shoe is an in-

content for both 
kinds after passing 
through the drier 
was 10 per cent, and 
the moisture contents 
of all dried sheets 
were between 7 and 
13 per cent. The 
shrinkage caused by 
drying was found to 
be the same for both 
kinds of veneer. 
When the dried 

' sheets were resoaked, 
they expanded to their original dimen-
sions, and when subjected to a second 
drying they shrank as uniformly as 
before. 

Although these tests were very crude, 
they indicate that the shrinkage of ve-
neer from boiled and steamed logs is 
practically the same. The variation is 
no greater than is found between pieces 
from different logs which have under-
gone the same treatment. 
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Models Made by a Reader 
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THE models pictured on this page 
are the work of Mr. George R. 

Aitken. Those interested in the con-

struction of historical models will enjoy 
looking at the pictures of the Atlantic, 
"Puffing Billy," "The Rocket," and 

Robert Fulton's Clermont. 

III 1111.11.1.111111111111111111 

A model of a modern passenger locomotive built by Mr. 
Aitken. This is a distinct contrast to the early types 
pictured on this page. The horizontal engine shown at 
the right is complete in every detail, including governor 

Above is shown the fa-
mous old locomotive 
"Puffing Billy," which. 
was built in 1813 by 
Timothy Hackworth, a 
blacksmith, f o r the 
Wylana Railway, En-
gland. The center bot-
tom shows Robert Ful-
ton's "Clermont," which 
made its famous trip 
up the Hudson in 1807 

A well executed model of the Atlantic which was 
placed in service on the Baltimore & Ohio in the 
year 1832. The original of this now historical loco-
motive was built by Davis & Gartner of York, Pa. 

MIL ,:. 

-See-

"The Rocket," whiCh 
was put into operation 
in the year 1815 by 
George Stephenson. 
This was the first en-
gine in which the pow-
er was given to the 
wheels by direct trans-

mission 
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Standardization of Gauge Design 

IN order to produce parts that are  in-
terchangeable in large quantities, 
the question of standardization of 

gauges has been found a very essential 
problem to contend with, a great many 
factories already having established 
their own standards for jig and fixture 
work, but the subject of gauging had 

not been given as much consideration 
In order to show just what has been ac-
complished in standardization of 
gauges this manuscript has been com-
piled. 

Snap Gauges 

I will tirst consider the snap gauge. 
which is one of the simplest of gauges. 
Fig. 1 shows a set of standards for snap 
gauges which are very satisfactory for 
small work, gauging up to four inches 
in length. They are made of a good 
grade of carbon steel, carbonized, hard-
ened and ground. They have been de-
signed with the idea of departing from 
the old idea of putting many gauges 
onto one piece of steel, there being one 

gauge to a piece and this with a maxi-
mum and a minimum step. 
When several gauges are to be used 

By Walter J. Oldroyd 
Supt. of Equipment, Springfield Armory 

on one operation, several of these snaps 
are put onto a loose-leaf binder ring 
and a drop of solder on the joint will 
make the ring solid, and should it be 
required to correct the gauges, the ring 
is quickly opened. Each gauge on the 
ring should be given the same identifi-
cation number with a letter following 
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lengths but the shape of the bar may be 
changed to suit conditions and the span 
of the gauge. The gauges in Fig. I are 
not suitable for gauging round work 
over one inch in diameter, but are sat-
isfactory for the length of work up to 
four inches. To furnish a snap for di-
ameters from one inch up to four inches 
the gauges shown in Fig. III are used. 
The capacity of each gauge varies by 
five-eighths inch and they are made of 
steel forgings with the blocks and plug 
set in. 

A design of built-up gauge which has 
many advantages is illustrated in Fig: 
IV. As will be seen from the illustra-
tion it is made in two parts, the upper 
portion is a simple piece of carbon steel 
ground and the other portion of the 
gauge has the steps machined and 
ground one step on each end. The two 
parts of this gauge are held together by 
means of two fluster head screws. 
While this gauge is often used up to 
two and a half inches, yet its greatest 
usefulness is on smaller openings, such 
as up to one-quarter inch, where grind-
ing the opening in a gauge of the de-
sign shown in Fig. I is not practical. 
This type of gauge also has a distinct 
advantage over the ordinary snap gauge 
in that it may be taken down at any 
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to indicate the order in which it is to 
be used in gauging the work. There is 
plenty of space on these gauges to mark 
the component name and the operation 
number as well as any other markings 
that the system might require. 
The illustration at Fig. II shows a 

form of built-up gauge for use in gaug-
ing work more than four inches long. 
The end blocks are the same for all 

time when the steps become worn and 
by simply regrinding it can be put back 
in its original shape again and this 
process may be followed for an indefi-
nite period of time or until the parts 
are too light to be of any practical use, 
which, of course, would be a very long 
time. It will be noted that these gauges 
are chamfered on the minimum side 
and provided with a radius on the 
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maximum side. In this way a man soon 
becomes used to the gauge and does not 
pay constant attention to the numerals 
identifying the size. 

Plug gauges, while simple in con-
struction, may be made to a variety of 
designs and constructions, but one that 
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seems to have met all the requirements 
of practicability, simplicity and neat-
ness is shown in Fig. IV. The handle, 
which is knurled, is finished complete, 
except for the flat for marking, in an 
automatic screw machine and can be 
made of any cheap stock that works 
well at a rapid speed. The plugs like-
wise are made up in quantity lots and 
fitted to the handle and pinned to the 
handle by a straight pin as required. 

Flush Pin Gauges 

Flush pin gauges and bushings are 
made up and carried in stock with the 
upper end of the bushings left un-
ground until assembled into the gauge. 
Flush pin gauges are built up to meet 
conditions of irregular shape, etc. These 
flush pin gauges have often been teed 

in connection with snap-gauge frames, 
where for lack of space a two-step 
gauge could not be used, instead of 
making two single-step gauges. These 
flush pins are made in three sizes, one-
eighth inch, one-quarter inch and three-
eighths inch, and cover the require-
ments of nearly all cases where flush 
pin gauges are required. The two larger 
sizes, shown in Fig. VI, are the mort 
often used. 

Flush pin depth gauges for hand us( 
in gauging the depth of holes, slots and 
the like is shown in Fig. VII. Thi-
gauge is made of four parts, the body i-
cold-rolled steel carbonized, hardened. 

and ground on the ends only. The bot-
tom end is larger than the handle or 
knurled end in order to secure a sub-
stantial base while using the gauge. 
The plunger is of tool steel hardened 
and ground, the projecting end is made 
to whatever length is required and quite 
often has to be flattened on the sides 
to meet individual conditions. The 
plunger is held in place by means of a 
small drill rod pin. The plunger is flat-
tened to allow about one-sixty-fourth 

Swing Finger Gauges 
Flush pin gauges are not always sat-

isfactory for certain cuts where the 
clearance has to be provided between 
the gauging points and the work while 
putting the work into and taking it out 
of the gauging fixture. Swing finger 
gauges are used in such cases, in fact 
I prefer them to the flush pin gauge. 
The standard for these swing finger 
gauges is shown in Fig. VIII. It will 
be noted that the length of the wearing 
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excess movement of the plunger each 
side of the two limits. A spring is pro-
vided inside the body to always force 
the plunger outward. 
I do not consider flush pin gauges 

practical where the limits are very close 
unless a straight-edge is used in con-
junction with them, about .004 inch is 
about as small as is practical for finger-
nail feel. 

surface of the "go" radius is greater 
than the "not go" radius. This greater 
wearing surface is to provide for the 
swing coming in contact with the work 
to be gauged, while the "not go" swing 
should never pass by anyway. The 
handle portion is reduced in thickness 
a little and knurled on both sides to 
provide a grip for the operator. These 
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swings are made of a good grade of 
machine steel carbonized, hardened and 
ground. 
The studs upon which these swings 

are mounted are shown in Fig. IX. 
They are made of machined steel car-
bonized and the portion upon which 
the swing bears is hardened and 

small slot for the pointer to pass 
through and over that is a small piece 
of glass which is held in place by means 
of a sheet steel cap riveted to the cover, 
this makes the mechanism entirely 
dustproof. Gauges of this design have 
a wide range of usefulness in connec-
tion with the gauging of gun work. 
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ground. The swing fingers are held 
onto the studs by means of cold-rolled 
steel screws pack hardened and are 
shown in Fig. X. 

Indicator Gauges 
A very handy gauge for testing the 

alignment of one cut in relation to an-
other cut already taken is the indicator 
gauge shown in Fig. XI. In this gauge 
"A" is the base, made of 40 per cent 
carbon steel carbonized, hardened and 
ground on the bottom and ends as indi-
cated by the "f" marks. "B" is a tool-
steel plunger hardened and ground and 
comes in contact with the surface to be 
gauged, while the ground surface on 
the front end of the base slides against 
a straight-edge which is in line with the 
surface on the part from which we wish 
to gauge the alignment of the surface 
upon which the plunger "B" makes a 
sliding contact. 
The plunger "B" runs in hardened 

and ground bushings which are made 
of tool steel and held forward by means 
of a spring C attached to a pin D in 
the plunger. In the forward end of the 
plunger is a slot into which sets the arm 
E, which is pivoted on the stud F 
screwed into the base A. The other end 
of the arm E is forked. On the stud J 
is a pointer H, projecting from the bot-
tom of which is a pin G and the other 
end, which is the pointer, projects 
through a slot in the cover. By this 
combination of levers the movement of 
the plunger is magnified forty times. A 
cover K is screwed to the base and has 
graduations for the indicator point, 
each graduation representing 1/1000 of 
an inch. 
The only opening in the cover is the 

SULZER DIESEL ENGINE 
er HE type of Diesel engine intro-

duced by Messrs. Sulzer Bros. in 
Switzerland is now being manufactured 
in other European countries under li-
cense from the inventors. Units vary-
ing in size from 150 to 2,000 h.p. are 
being built on the single-acting, two-
stroke cycle principle, as recently in-
troduced, of which more than 270,000 
h.p. have already been supplied. The 
advantages claimed are: (1) Reduc-
tion in the number of valves arranged 
in the combustion chamber and exposed 
to high pressure and temperature. (2) 
A simple and strong design of cylinder 
head. (3) A rapid and safe method 

of cooling the piston. (4) A simple 
form of reversing gear and (5) Safety 
appliances for preventing false manipu-
lation. 
The exhaust ports consist of openings 

in the lower end of the cylinder wall 
which, during the greater part of the 
stroke are kept closed by the piston, 
although partly controlled by an equi-
librium lifting valve. The spent gases 
are first allowed to escape when the 
further travel of the piston connects the 
cylinder with the atmosphere and per-
mits air to enter the scavenging. The 
exhaust ports are fully closed when the 
exhaust ports are fully closed when the 
crank is in its central position of the 
return stroke, compression commences 
and fuel oil is injected through a valve 
in the cylinder cover. Continued com-
pression ignites the charge and the 
working stroke occupies a quarter of a 
revolution, after which the ports are 
again uncovered for the exhaust. The 
two cycles are thus completed in a single 
revolution, the four quarters forming 
respectively the working, scavenging, 
compression and ignition stroke. The 
cooling arrangement for the piston con-

sists of a jet of water which impinges 
on the front end and escapes through a 
telescopic tube which keeps tight with-
out stuffing boxes. 

Persistent sulphation which is indi-
cated by a greenish deposit on a bat-
tery terminal is due to a break in the 
sealing compound that allows the acid 
to climb the binding post and attack 
the terminal. This break can be sealed 
by softening the compound. A blow 
torch lamp is good for this, but care 
must be exercised not to melt the lead 
straps or terminal posts. The battery 
should be removed from the car to avoid 
the danger of fire. 
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LONG-DISTANCE TRANSMIS-
SION LINES 

W HAT will be one of the longest 
transmission lines is now in the 

course of construction. This will ex-
tend from the city of Winnipeg to 
Portage la Prairie, Canada. The line 
is to extend a distance of 60 miles and 
will have towers made of steel. Alum-
inum wire of No. 0 gauge is being used 
on the first circuit which is to carry 
5,000 kilowatts at 66,000 volts with a 
3 per cent drop in voltage at the desti-
nation. Plans are now being laid for 
the installation of a second circuit. 

DETECTING UNDER-WATER 
SOUNDS ELECTRICALLY AMETHOD of detecting sound in 
water has been perfected. This is 

one of many different systems that have 
been proposed during the past five 
years. The present system seems to 
possess more than usual merit. The 
present method, which was developed 
during the last days of the war, makes 
it possible to fix the source of dis-
turbance with great accuracy. 
A number of submerged "hydro-

phones" are laid a few miles apart at 
the proper distance from the shore. 
These are all connected to a central 
station which is provided with a very 
sensitive galvanometer that records 
the slightest disturbance. The gal-
vanometers are made to record the dis-
turbances upon a moving photographic 
film. Normally, the record on the photo-
graphic film is in a perfectly straight 
line. When a sound wave strikes one 
of the submerged phones, a variation of 
the galvanometer current takes place 
and a record of the sound is produced 
upon the moving film. By the proper 
measuring of the difference in time be-
tween the arrival of the various signals 
on the galvanometers, the almost exact 
location of the disturbance can be cal-
culated. 

ELECTRIC TREATMENT OF 
SEEDS 

AVERY novel method of treating 
seeds has been perfected recently. 

An electrolyte of sodium nitrate is 
placed in a vat or cell equipped with 
iron electrodes. The orignátors of this 
system claim that the yield is consider-
ably increased when wheat, barley or 
oats are subjected to this treatment. It 
is said that 500 farmers have become 
interested in this method and that the 
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by a very thin film of shellac. Thus 
each tiny particle acts a lamination. 

work is being carried on to some extent. 
After the seeds are treated in the way 
described above, they are placed in a 
kiln and dried. The entire treatment 
must be gone through about two months 
before the seeds are planted. 

ELECTRICAL GAS MASK 

THE electrical precipitation of gas-
eous substances has been applied 

to the gas mask in place of charcoal. 
In the new mask a small induction coil 
is used to condense the fumes or gases. 
The new electrical gas mask has been 
reduced in weight by two pounds and 
is said to be much more comfortable 
than the old type. The electrical mask 
has not been developed to a state of per-
fection, but it has shown very promising 
results. 

A NATURAL INSULATING SUB-
STANCE 

KELP is now being used as a source 
of insulating compound in Aus-

tralia. After the first treatment, the 
kelp is pressed into shape under hy-
draulic pressure and then treated with 
formalin. The finished product can be 
turned on a lathe and is capable of 
taking a very high finish. The kelp is 
available in tremendous quantities 
along the Australian and Tasmanian 
shores. 

NEW METHOD OF MAKING 
IRON CORES TO CUT DOWN 

HYSTERSIS LOSSES 

IRON cores used in radio apparatus are generally made with the greatest 
number of laminations possible. These 
laminations are always insulated from 
one another with a thin layer of shellac 
which further cuts down the losses. 
A new method of making iron cores 

has recently been devised which is a 
distinct step forward. The iron used 
is produced electrolytically to insure 
great purity. The iron produced in 
this way is then pulverized to a fine-
ness that will permit of its individual 
particles passing through a screen with 
two hundred meshes to the square inch. 
The iron powder is then thoroughly 
mixed with shellac and pressed into 
shape under a hydraulic press. In the 
case of small high-frequency coils four 
or five iron rings of this nature are 
used to build up the core. Engineers 
have found that this still further de-
creases the losses. 

Each of the iron particles forming 
the core are insulated from one another 

A NEW TELEPHONE 
TRANSMITTER 

THE present type of telephone trans-
mitter has a number of disadvan-

tages. One of the worst is its inability 
to accurately transmit certain parts of 
speech. The new transmitter is built on 
the principle of an electric condenser. 
The impinging sound waves of the 
voice changes the capacity of the circuit 
by causing one plate of the condenser 
to vibrate. This variation changes the 
current value of the circuit and causes 
speech to be transmitted to the distant 
receiver which is the same as that ordi-
narily used. The new transmitter has 
been found to transmit all parts of 
speech almost perfectly. 
A further development along this 

line is the use of a carbon or micro-
phonic attachment with the condenser-
transmitter. This transmits all parts of 
speech with great perfection and gives 
a louder indication at the receiver. 

Both of these transmitters are now 
in a state of development and as far as 
experimentation has gone very good re-
sults have been produced. 

THE UNITED STATES TELE-
PHONE INDUSTRY 

COME figures recently issued by the 
L) Bureau of Census give some very 
interesting information concerning the 
extent of the telephone industry in the 
United States. According to the Bu-
reau, there are over 53,000 separate 
systems and lines in the country. This 
also includes many private lines. These 
53,000 lines involve nearly 29,000,000 
miles of wire. This amount of wire is 
sufficient to reach around the earth at 
the Equator 1,150 times. About 11,-
700,000 telephones are connected to-
gether by this great network of cop-
per wire. It is said that nearly twenty-
two billion telephone messages were 
handled in the United States during the 
year 1917. This stupendous figure 
means that every man, woman and 
child in the country called on the tele-
phone 220 times during the course of 
the year. About 262,000 were em-
ployed in the industry during 1917. 
About 65 per cent of these were women. 
Year by year the telephone messages 

in the United States increase tre-
mendously. Next year will exceed the 
figures given above. 
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TO MAKE STEEL SO SOFT THAT 
IT CAN BE WORKED LIKE 

COPPER 

PULVERIZE beef bones, mix them 
with equal parts of loan and calves' 

hair and stir the mixture into a thick 
paste with water. Apply a coat of 
this to the steel and place it in a cruci-
ble, cover this with another, fasten the 
two together with wire and close the 
joint hermetically with clay. Then 
place the crucible in the fire and heat 
it slowly. When taken from the fire 
let it cool by placing it in ashes. On 
opening the crucible the steel will be 

found so soft that it can be engraved 
like copper. 

ANNEALING OF BRONZE 

THIS process is especially em-
ployed in the preparation of alloys 

for cymbals, tam-tams, bells, etc. 
These alloys themselves are brittle, and 
the instruments cast from them be-
come soft and sonorous only by im-
mersing them while still hot, in cold 
water, then hammering and then finally 
again heating and slowly cooling. 
While steel requires hardness by 
quenching, a copper-tin alloy has the 
remarkable property of becoming sensi-
bly softer and more ductile when quick-
ly cooled, and this property is made use 
of by heating the alloy to a dark red, 
or, in case of thin objects, to the melting 
point of lead, and immersing in water. 
The alloy thus treated can be worked 
under the hammer and stretched with-
out cracking or breaking. 

TO HARDEN COPPER AMONG the latest methods resorted 
to for hardening copper is that ot 

melting together and stirring until thor-
oughly incorporated, copper from 1 to 
6 per cent of manganese oxide. The 
othér ingredients for bronze and other 
alloys may then be added. The cop-
per thus becomes homogeneous, harder 
and tougher. 

ZINC AMALGAM 

ZINC amalgam is formed by mixing. 
and triturating zinc filings with 

mercury at a heat somewhat below the 
boiling point of the latter. It is usually 
prepared by pouring mercury into zinc 
at the temperature at which the latter 
is just kept in a fused state. Care 
must be taken to keep the liquid stirred 
and to add the mercury slowly and in 
as fine a stream as possible. 

The A merican Society of Experimental 
Engineers 

WHO'S WHO IN THE A. S. E. E. 
DWIGHT SWAIN SIMPSON, 

M. M. E.—" By Himself" 

THE gentleman so austerely pic-
tured is not as old as he looks, 
having been born in the wilds of 

Michigan (Muskegon) in the Spring of 
1883. The family silver spoon had 
been mislaid at the time, so he held a 
kit of tools in his hands. 

At an early age he was transplanted 
to Minnesota and succeeded in reaching 
the University. rducation (so called) 
was completed at Cornell University, in 
Mechanical Engineering and the School 
of Naval Architecture. 

During this time every moment that 
could be stolen from the halls of learn-
ing was spent on the lakes and rivers of 
the wildest parts of the continent. It 
is his boast that in all the hundreds of 
miles of wilderness traveled he never cut 
himself with an axe but once and was 
lost but once for three days. Not really 

lost, you know—just didn't know where 
he was. 
Some months in the general shops of 

a little logging railroad (pattern maker, 
foundryman, blacksmith, machinist, 
boiler maker and engineer—all in one 
fcr $20.00 per) gave valuable expe-
rience that is often called upon to-day. 

After escaping from college with the 
degree of Master of Mechanical En-
gineering, numerous shipyards were 
graced by the presence of our hero, 
serving in any and many capacities 
from fitter's helper to chief draftsman. 
Then a year as consulting engineer and 
naval architect in Philadelphia drove 
him back to the quiet of riveting ham-
mers and the shipyards saw him again. 

In 1914, when general manager of 
the Essington Shipbuilding Co., he re-

tired from active life because of ill 
health, and until cured by the great 
war spent a long time doing nothing. 

Then, as head of the newly organ-
ized firm of Palmer-Simpson Corpora-
tion, he began a strenuous two years of 
struggle against the Huns, the U. S. 
Navy Department and its inspectors in a 
more or less successful attempt to build 
flying boats and seaplanes. "A mistake 
may cost a brave man's life" was the 
oft-repeated slogan in those days, and 
although it was necessary to train many 
green men in this new work, no coroner 
has yet indicted the Palmer-Simpson 
Corporation. 

In a careless moment of his youth 
this prodigy had his "bumps" felt by 
a man calling himself a phrenologist, 
who allowed that the subject could write 
things. The bump that caused the de-
cision had been made recently by a 
baseball, but that baseball is a great 
factor in American life is proved by 
the fact that some editors have for a 
long time been good enough to agree 
with that old fakir and the typewriter 
has been busy at odd times for many 
years. Camping, canoeing, woodcraft. 
yacht building and handling, engineer-
ing topics and shopwork have been the 
subjects that from time to time have en-
gaged his literary talents. 

In order to have something to write 
about it was occasionally necessary to 
do things, and a little shop grew up 
in the home. As no man is a prophet 
in his own country, however, the shop 
was confined to the vicinity of the coal 
bin or some equally useless place until 
recently it was moved to a little factory 
building with the dignity of an office 
all its own. In its new form "The Ex-
perimenter's Shop" is becoming so well 
known that we can close this history 
right here. 

To conclude this laudatory sketch we 
can do no better than to make use of 
that form which has become so well 
and widely known during the war. 

Nationality—American (four genera-
tions on this continent). 

Father—Canadian, naturalized. 
Mother—American. 

Color—White. 

Married—Once. 
Dependents—Two (wife and small 

daughter). 

Calls himself a naval architect and 
engineer. • 

Sings a sort of barytone. 
Plays no musical instrument (used 

to, but hasn't the time). And, like the 
well-known Rajah of Bong, thinks "He 
can do almost any old thing." 
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Motor Sleds fo 

MOTORING enthusiasts cannot 
be prevented from enjoying 
themselves by inclement 

weather and a large number of interest-
ing motor bobs have been built, using 
small gasoline engines for power. A 
number of designers utilize the propul-
sive thrust of air propellers and attain 
good speeds over ice or hard snow. 
An interesting adaptation of a Smith 

motor wheel to a sled is shown in ac-
companying illustrations. Two flexible 
flyers are fastened together by a board 
about eight feet long, the first sled being 

; The Aero Sled de-

, picted at the right 

uses a very corn 

pact power plant or 

double opposed 

, form and a suitable 

i aerial propeller, the I 

entire outfit being 

; suited for boat pro-

pulsion also 

The motor bob 

shown above is 

made of a board, 

two sleds and a 

motor wheel for 

power 

............,„ 

r Winter Sport 
held by a King bolt so that it may be 
used as a guide sled. A set of handle 
bars from an old bicycle were cut off 
and fastened to the plank so the opera-
tor could install the motor speed regu-
lating levers. The speed of the engine 
is controlled by a throttle on one of the 
bars and there is also an exhaust valve 
lifter so the motor may be easily started. 
As shown in the side view, the motor 
wheel is attached to the rear sled by 
three one-half-inch bolts which firmly 
hold the wheel retaining bracket to the 
board fastened to the rear sled. As in 

bicycle practice, the wheel clamp is 
hinged to permit the wheel to play up 
and down and allow for road surface 
irregularities. Several men can be car-
ried by this outfit. The steering is 
easily accomplished by means of a foot 
bar attached to the front sled. It is 
claimed that this outfit is capable of a 
speed. of thirty miles per hour over hard 
snow or icy streets. 

The general details of the construc-
tion of the types depicted should be 
clearly grasped by any one who might 
desire to duplicate any of the outfits 
shown. 

The craft shown be-

low is capable of a 

speed of sixty miles 

1 per hour and is 

powered with a 

standard motorcycle 

engine driving an air 
propeller. The out-

fit is home-made 

How the motor 

wheel and its 

control members 
are installed to 

push a bob sled 

at good speed 
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Compressed Air Motor for Model 
Airplane Propulsion 

By H. C. Ellis 

FOR the past few years builders 
of model airplanes (particularly 
scale models) have been looking 

forward to some source of power other 
than rubber band motors. The advan-
tages of the compressed air engine are 
numerous. In doing away with the 
rubber motor it gives the model air-
plane a still higher position in aero-
nautical research. Scale models which 
hitherto could only fly about 100 feet, 
will now, equipped with an air motor, 
easily attain the 500 to 800 feet mark. 
The mass of the motor and tank is 
small and compact, so that models can 
be constructed after scale of man-carry-
ing aeroplanes. 

Compressed air operated power plant suitable for model airplanes 

The motor shown in accompanying 
illustration is constructed as light as 
possible. Steel, bronze and aluminum 
are the only metals used. All necessary 
joints are screwed or silver soldered. 
The motor is what is known as the 
rotary type, that is the entire motor 
rotates around the crank shaft, which 
remains stationary. The cylinders of 
the motor are turned from a solid piece 
of steel. Pistons are of aluminum, 
lapped into the cylinders to insure a 
good fit. The connecting rods are of 
bronze and are carefully fitted to insure 
smooth running. The crankcase is of 
aluminum carefully machined to insure 
perfect alignment. The crankshaft is 

turned from a solid piece of steel rod. 
The complete engine, without tank and 
propeller, weighs but 272 ounces. The 
piston stroke is W' and the cylinder 
bore Y2". The engine attains a speed 
of 1400 rev, per minute. The propeller 
used is 12" diameter and 21" pitch and 
gives a thrust of 1 lb. 
The air tank shown in the illustra-

tion is 14" long and 572" in diameter. 
It is constructed of sheet bronze, wound 
around a suitable mandrel, riveted and 
then soldered. The ends or caps are 
then put on, -these being of the same 
material. They are riveted and sol-
dered same as the seams in the tank. 
In the rear end there is a suitable 

tire valve for attaching the foot pump. 
With a tire pump the air is com-

pressed in the tank or container to a 
pressure of 150 lbs. Then the pump is 
removed and the model is made ready 
for flight. Through opening the throttle 
on the air container, the motor will 
start to run and turn the propeller for 
30 to 60 seconds. Models that can be 
successfully flown by this motor can 
weigh empty up to 172 lbs. and have a 
span of 4 to 6 feet. Many instructive 
and interesting models may be operated 
by the above motor. Some of these are 
to be described in coming issues of 
EVERYDAY. ENGINEERING MAGAZINE. 

A curious discussion has been going on in 
one of our contemporaries on the subject 
of the effect of motion east or west along 
the equator on the weight of a body so 
moving. If a body is motionless on the 
equator its weight is diminished by cen-
trifugal force; if it were to move westward 
at the rate of the earth's rotation, it would 
be unaffected by that force and would lose 
weight. If it went eastward, it would add 
its motion to that of the earth and the 
centrifugal force would be increased and the 
weight correspondingly diminished. It is 
calculated that a motion of sixty miles an 
hour would change its weight one twenty-
fifth of one per cent. 

Housekeepers have long been familiar with 
glass baking dishes and cooking vessels 
which resist heat. Now the same kind of 
glass is being offered to chemists for use 
in the laboratory, as beakers, flasks and the 
like. Quartz ignition trays and capsules have 
been in use by chemists for some years, and 
the high price of platinum renders them 
particularly acceptable. 
Totem poles can now be bought by the 

foot. In British Columbia the Haida In-
dians of Masset, sell them for $1.50 and 
$2.00 per foot. Considerable care must be 
exercised in packing them for transport. It 
is said that they are decaying and other-
wise depreciating. 

VARIATION OF HORSEPOWER 
WITH ALTITUDE AND COM-

PRESSION RATIO 

THE results outlined below were ob-
tained at the Altitude Laboratory 

of the Bureau of Standards. In this, 
the engine under test is installed in a 
concrete chamber, having insulated 
walls, and from which the air may be 
partially exhausted by means of a 
blower, thus reducing the barometric 
pressure within the chamber to a point 
corresponding to the pressure at any 
desired altitude. At the same time the 
temperature may be regulated during 
the test by passing the air, as it enters 
the chamber over a series of refriger-
ating coils. The power of the engine 
is absorbed by an electric dynamometer 
placed outside the chamber and con-
nected to the engine by a shaft and 
coupling. 
The engine used in the experiments 

was a 150 horsepower eight-cylinder 
Hispano-Suiza, furnished with three 
sets of pistons, giving compression ra-
tios of 4.7, 5.3, 6.2. The Claudel Car-
buretor was adjusted by hand to give 
the maximum power for each run. The 
results are based on an engine speed 
of 1,500 r.p.m., and the horsepowers 
were corrected, in the earlier tests to 
0°C., while in the latter ones they were 
corrected to standard temperatures, cor-
responding to the barometric pressures 
at which the tests were made. The ac-
tual temperatures at which the tests 
were made are not given. The tests 
were made at four barometric pressures, 
which were adopted as standards • for 
comparing the results of different tests. 
These pressures corresponded to heights 
of approximately 5,500, 11,500, 19,200, 
and 29,600 ft., as calculated from the 
• formula h=62900 log„ /6/P, ob-
tained from the Smithsonian Tables for 
1907. 
The general conclusion drawn from 

the results is that the gain in power due 
to increase in compression does not 
bear a constant relation to the total 
power of the engine at different alti-
tudes, but is greater at high than at low 
altitudes. The gain in horsepower due 
to a high compression ratio of 6.2 as 
against 5.3 amounts to 2.8 per cent at 
5,000 feet, while it increases to nearly 
5.8 per cent. at 30,000 feet. Likewise 
the decrease in horsepower due to the 
low compression ratio of 4.7, as against 
5.3, while only 3.3 per cent. at 5,000 
ft., amounts to about 7.3 per cent. at 
30,000 ft. 

It is pointed out that any comparison 
of absolute horsepowers for the different 
compression ratios may be misleading, 
as the engine conditions, such as fit of 
piston and rings, condition of valves, 
etc., were not the same in each case. 
This, however, should not affect the 
manner in which the power varies with 
barometric pressure for a given com-
pression ratio. 
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A Practical Small Airplane 
ERICA'S smallest flying craft AM 
—the "Butterfly" monoplane of 
the L.W.F. Engineering Cor-

poration, took the air in a successful 
trial flight at College Point, Long 
Island, the afternoon 
of February 18. It 
fulfilled all of the 
predictions made for 
it after wind tunnel 
tests of a model. The 
Butterfly, a veritable 
aerial flivver, will 
make its bow to the 
public at the Aero-
nautical Show of the 
Manufacturers Air-
craft Association in 
the Seventy-first 
Regiment Armory, 
New York, March 6 
to 13. It will be put 
on a quantity pro-
duction basis and it 
is said it will sell for 
$2,500. 
The two cylinder opposed motor with 

which it is engined, started on a half 
spin of the propeller and the plane 
rolled across the snow. It gathered 
speed rapidly and went into the air 
at about seventy - five 
feet from the starting 
point. Pilot Foote sailed 
off toward the sound 
made a wide turn, came 
back to the field and 
landed. The plane 
stopped within sixty 
feet of the point at 
which its wheels first 
touched the ground. Ad-
ditional trial flights 
will be made for speed 
gasoline consumption 
and climbing ability 
before the exposition. 
Laboratory tests give 
the plane a maximum 
speed of 72 miles per 
hour and a minimum 
without losing altitude 
of 22 miles. 
The"Butterfly" 

weighs 595 pounds— 
two strong men can lift 
it from the ground. It 
is only twenty-nine feet 
and nine inches wide 
and nineteen feet long. 
The motor is smaller 
and weighs less than 
the motors in even the lowest powered 
automobiles, yet it develops 68 to 70 
horsepower. The maximum carrying 
capacity is 383 pounds. The Butter-
fly was designed to satisfy the de-
sires of sportsmen for a machine of 
low first cost, low operating expenses 

The Butterfly Monoplane. An L. W. F. type that has made successful flights 

and low garage cost. Its wings 
ailerons and tail surfaces are detach-
able and many of the parts are inter-
changeable. The specifications of both 
motor and airplane are appended. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
L.W.F. Cato Motor 

(Power Plant of the "Butterfly") 
Type-2 cylinder horizontally op-

posed, 4-cycle, air cooled, valve in head. 

Swept Volume—one cylinder 117.88 
Cu. in. 

Total Volume Including Clearance 
Volume-152.97 cu. in. 

Compression Ratio-4.33 to 1. 
Piston Displace-

ment-235.62 cu. in. 

FILL HOLES IN 
TIRE CASINGS 
PROMPTLY 

tell E motorist 
1 does not realize 

the great increase in 
tire mileage made 
possible by prompt 
attention to the many 
cuts and bruises to 
the tire tread which 
are apt to be ne-
glected because they 
do not cause defla-
tion. Water and 
sand works in be-
tween the plies 

through the cuts, causing sand blisters 
which in turn usually result in a "blow-
out." For general use of motorists and 
in small shops a combination vul-
canizer which is composed of a large 

hollow cast-iron body 
filled with water and 
heated with a spirit 
lamp, is marketed. In 
this the curved face and 
the flat face may be 
used simultaneously 
and an inner tube 
patched at the same 
time that the outer cas-
ing is being treated. As 
very complete instruc-
tions are furnished with 
these small vulcanizers, 
any motorist may be-
come familiar with 
their use without much 
difficulty. In some vul-
canizers, the heat is 
furnished by electricity 
passing through resist-
ance coils imbedded in 
the device and are sim-
ilar to an electric flat 
iron in action. In vul-
canizing, the most im-
portant precaution is to 
maintain a proper tem-
perature. Too great a 
degree of heat will burn 
the rubber, while a 

proper cure cannot be effected if tem-
perature is too low. The temperatures 
recommended for vulcanizing vary from 
250 to 375 degree F. The lower de-
gree of heat is used in working material 
previously cured, while the higher 
temperature is best for new rubber. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
MODEL "L" 
"BUTTERFLY" 

General Dimensions: 
Wing span   
Depth of wing chord   
Height overall   
Length overall   

Areas: 
Ailerons (each)   
Wings (without ailerons)  
Elevators (each)   
Rudder   
Stabilizer   
Fin   
Wing Curve   

Weights and Loading: 
Net weight of machine (empty)   
Gross weight   
Useful load   
Loading per sq. ft  
Weight per H.P.  

Motor: 
Cato, air cooled  

Performance: 
Speed, maximum horizontal flight   
Speed, minimum horizontal flight   
Climbing speed   
Radius of action (full throttle)   

29' 9" 
84" 

5' 10" 
19' 

10.5 sq. ft. 
166.0 sq. ft. 

6.5 sq. ft. 
6.5 sq. ft. 
6.0 sq. ft. 
3.75 sq. ft. 
Cato No. 4 

595 pounds 
918 " 
383 " 

4.9 " 
13.5 " 

68-70 H. P. 

72 M. P. H. 
22 M. P. H. 

4,800 ft. in 10 min 
6 hours 

Horse Power-72 at 1825 R.P.M. 
Cooling—Air. 
Bore-5 inches. 
Stroke-6 inches. 
Total Weight ready to mn-154 

pounds. 
Area of Piston Head-19.635 sq. in. 
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The Construction of a Chanute Glider 

PART I. 
HERE is perhaps little need for 
any lengthy description of the 
historical machines from which 

the glider shown in the accompanying 
illustrations has been evolved. By this, 
I do not mean to imply that the sketches 
show any great advancements of my 
own on the original machines of the 
apparatus designed years ago by the 
late Octave Chanute, that great and re-
vered pioneer in the art of flying who 

Fig. 1. Chanutes first glider was a multiplane form 

carried the credit of devising the first 
powerless airplane of the biplane type 
—a machine with two superimposed 
planes or surfaces, one above the other. 

Chanute's first glider or powerless 
airplane was a modified Lilienthal 
(Germany's Wright) type monoplane 
with a tail, later he built a quadniplane 
with tail, see Fig. 1, each deck divided 
at its center longitudinally both in main 
and tail planes. Later he abandoned 
this and came to the conclusion that 
two main surfaces superimposed were 
nearly all that was required and a bi-
plane with cruciform tail, one vertical 
and one horizontal, was the result. The 
machine appears to have had but a 
single outrigger spar (the member con-
necting the tail surfaces with the main 
supporting surfaces) to carry the tail 
and here I think the machine could 
have been improved upon. No landing 
skids were provided, nor yet any sort 
of supports on which to rest the glider 
upon the ground. Such details as these 
I have introduced in the glider herein 
dealt with. 

In Fig. 2 is illustrated the rear view 
of the glider in the air with the pilot 
• on board". It may appear from the 
drawing that he does not look real corn-

By Percy Pierce 
Late First Lieutenant, U. S. Air Service • 

fortable, but it may be taken for granted 
that he is, the bolsters by which he 
is supported under the arms, being nice-
ly padded. The pilot is placed fairly 
close to the leading edge of the main 
planes, and with the center of gravity 
about on. level with or a little below, 
the lower plane. Extending backward 
on a level with the center of gravity of 
the whole are two outriggers to carry 
the tail, and from beneath these, near 
their rear ends, are two skids curving 

downward and backward. Between 
these skids and the outriggers fabric 
is stretched to serve as vertical tail 
vanes, by means of which the head of 
the machine is kept well up to the wind. 

Fig. 2. Rear view of Pierce biplane glider in flight 

No Elevatorièeeded 

It will be noticed that no elevator (a 
movable surface to glide the machine 
upward or downward) is arranged for, 
but could easily be rigged up. How-

ever, I do not consider, and have never 
found it necessary, to use an elevator 
in this type of glider, since it is so easy 
to move the center of gravity of the 
machine by moving the body longi-
tudinally, a small amount of swing to 
the pilot's legs either backward or for-
ward being sufficient to control the ma-
chine. The correct angle of the tail 
plane—which, by the way, should be 
negative to the main planes—can be 
adjusted by means of the turnbuckles 
showing in the side elevation drawing. 
Fig. 3, the flexibility of the outriggers 
permitting this. 

Stabilizing Flaps Provided 

With regard to the lateral balance, 
this can either be accomplished by the 
movement of the pilot's legs from one 
side or to the other or by the movement 
of the center of pressure—caused by 
the actuation of the control cord to the 
ailerons shown in the plan and side 
elevations in Fig. 3. If ailerons are 
used they can be pivoted on the two 
outermost struts on the trailing edge 
of the planes at each end. These are 
merely flaps, ,and hang vertical when 
the machine is not in flight. When in 
use they make the same angle of inci-
dence (the angle at which the planes 
advance through the air to give lift) as 
the main planes for normal flight, being 

restrained at that angle by the tension 

of the control cord. If they require 

to be operated for correcting an unde-

sirable list or for the purpose of steer-

ing, their action is as follows: 
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Supposing the glider assumes a cant 
over to the left—that is, with the right-
hand side higher than the other, the 
right-hand flap would be pulled down, 
thus disturbing the air currents between 
the right-hand ends of the planes and 
so rob them of their lift. At the same 
time the flap puts a brake on the rising 
side. The consequence is the left-hand 
side commences to travel fas-
ter relatively to the wind 
velocity, with the result that 
the left-hand side rises to the 
normal level. If flaps are 
not used the center of gravity 
is then moved by swinging 
the legs over toward the high 
side—which in this case is 
the right-hand side. Restor-
ing the glider to its normal 
position as with the use of 
the flaps will be the result. 
If it is desired to steer the 
machine, say, to the right, 
the right-hand flap is pulled 
down; this produces a list to 
the right, the effort of which 
is to cause the left side to rise and the 
machine to swing round on the air 
banking. 
The control cord is attached to the 

center ribs of the flaps and passes 
through eyes on the rear spar of the 
lower plane, meeting in the center of 

Fig. 4. The hinge coupling for the plane cellules 

Fig. 5. Rib curve for main planes 

the machine in a handle placed im-
mediately in front of the pilot, as shown 
in the plan view, Fig. 3. 

Main Planes in Section 

It will be seen from the drawing last 
mentioned that the ends of the main 
planes are arranged to be made in sec-
tions, a length of seven feet at each end 
being removable en bloc, complete with 
struts, flaps, bracing wires, etc. This 
will be found a very great advantage 
indeed when the question of storage for 
the glider comes up for consideration; 
it also means that the glider can be 
built in a much smaller workshop than 
would be the case were the planes each 
in one length of 22 feet. 
The arrangement for coupling up the 

sections is shown in Fig. 4. It is sim-
ply a pair of hinged plates, the two 
halves of the hinge being united by a 
stout split-pin passing through the eyes 
in the plates. One of these hinges is 
screwed and bolted in the manner 
shown on each of the two main spars 
of the planes—one-half on the spar of 
the end section and the other on the 
center section; they should be put on the 

underneath side of the planes. Owing 
to the fact that the ribs are screwed to 
the underside of the spars, the hinges 
will have to pass over the two ribs at 
the ends of the two united sections; it 
two cases on full-sized power machines. 
will therefore be necessary to glue on 
to the spars some packing-up strips of 
equal thickness to the ribs. 

This method of attaching the sections 
has been found quite simple and per-
fectly efficient in practice; in fact, I 
have used it on much larger planes than 
those on the glider herein described— 
To detach an end section after using 
the machine, it is only necessary to 

undo the four bracing wires by means 
of the motorcycle spoke turnbuckles, 
draw the four split pins, and the end 
is off. 

Main Plane Curve and Construction 

In Fig. 5, I have drawn the form 
of the main planes in section; the maxi-
mum versed sine is 1 4 in. at 18 in. 
from the leading edge. All the ribs, 
after cutting and planing to size— 
which, by the way, is 5/2 in. by in. in 
section—should be steamed and bent 
over a templet, being afterward set 
carefully to a full size drawing copied 
from Fig. 5. The ribs and spars may 
all be of spruce or clean straight-
grained pine. By spruce, I mean, of 
course, silver or Oregon spruce, not the 
common white variety. The trailing 
edge of the planes are wired as shown 
in Fig. 6. This should be No. 20 
gauge music wire. Each rib is notched 
slightly across it,s end to receive the 
wire, which is then bound in place by a 
few turns of fine soft iron wire, pass-
ing it through a hole bored about 
half an inch from the end of the 
rib. Before finishing off the main 

wire on the rib ends, it will be necessary 
to introduce short struts as shown in 
Fig. 6; these serve to transfer the pull 
of the wire to the main spar and gen-
erally distribute the stresses through 
the structure of the planes. To ter-
minate the wire, it should be bound into 
a notch in the rib in the same way as 
was done all along in the other ribs, 

and then bent sharply round 
the end of the plane and cut 
off about 94 in. from the 
bend; this length is then 
bound into the end, or rather 
side, of the rib. When one 
end has been made off, the 
wire should be pulled fairly 
taut and the other end fin-
ished, then all the binding 
gone over with a soldering 
iron. 

(To be continued) 

MATERIAL IN AN 
AIRPLANE THERE is a surprising 

amount of material of 
various kinds necessary to build an air-
plane of the conventional type. Ma-
terials involving metals of various kinds 
include the following: 
Nails   4,326 
Screws   3,377 
Steel Stampings  921 
Forgings   798 
Turnbuckles   276 
Wire   3,262 feet 
Aluminum 65 pounds 

The various kinds of wooden mate-
rial mount up as follows: 
Spruce   244 feet 
Pine   58 feet 
Ash   31 feet 
Hickory   feet 

Other materials necessary for the fin-
ished plane are: 
Veneer   57 sq. ft. 
Varnish   11 gallons 
Dope   59 gallons 
Rubber shock absorber 
cords. 34 feet 

Linen   201 sq. yds. 
This list of material is exclusive of 

everything necessary for the engine 
alone and is used in a well-known 
make of biplane tractor of about 40 
feet spread built for training purposes 
during the war and now used in a mod-
ified form for many commercial pur-
poses. 

Two-thirds of the cobalt of the world is 
produced from the mines of Cobalt, On-
tario, and at that it is only a by-product. 
One hundred and fifty-five tons of nickel, 
337 tons of cobalt, 2,592 tons of arsenic are 
the annual production of the district along 
with over 19 millions ounces of silver. 

In Shanghai, China, a trackless trolley is 
credited with the transportation of about 
WI million passengers in the year 1918. It 
has been in operation for four years. 
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• A WELL-DESIGNED VISE 

ANEW vise possessing many new 
features of a practical nature is 

shown in the photographs. This type 
of vise is made in several different sizes 
suitable for different classes of work. 

Each vise is provided with a projected 
edge by means of which it can be 
clamped tightly to a drill press table, 
lathe face plate or milling machine. 
This is a feature that has not been in-
cluded on ordinary vises. The edge 
also makes it possible to mount the 
vise on its side: The edges are milled 
perfectly accurate. By the use of an 
especially patented clamp, the moving 
jaw of the vise can be rapidly ad-

justed and finally tightened by a few 
turns of the screw at the back. 
The vise is also manufactured on a 

swivel base accurately graduated from 
1 to 360 degrees. This particular type 
has been developed entirely for ma-
chine use. It embodies the same ad-
justing clamp as the plain type. 
The smaller sizes of these vises are 

admirably adapted to small shop use. 

AN EASILY CONSTRUCTED 
SOLDERING STAND 

ASTAND like the one described, 
comes in very handy for hard 

soldering, annealing and similar op-
erations in conjunction with a blow 

a torch. 
The pan is an obi frying pan drilled 

through the center to accommodate a 
supporting rod. Instead of sawing off 
the handle it should be bent up, this 

making a convenient support for the 
blow torch when not in use. The rod 
is anywhere from 34 to Y2  in. in diam-
eter and is threaded at both ends. The 
feet or legs are bent as shown from 
some 1 in. width heavy gauge iron and 
drilled to hold the rod. Both pan and 
feet are fastened to the rod with nuts, 

as per drawing. The completed stand 
should be about three feet high or ad-
justed to the height of the builder. 
The pan should be filled with sand, 

gravel, etc. The brick, shown in the 
drawing, is used to support work while 
soldering. 
The builder may easily fill in any 

other details to suit himself, bearing in 
mind, however, that rigidity is of prime 
importance.—W. G. Voss. 

TOOL BOX OR DRAWER 
HANDLE 

UITE often the "handy-man" has 
‘," occasion to use a hinged handle 
on a tool box or drawer, but in most 
cases, if he goes to the hardware or 

furniture store, they will show him 
either the fancy stamped brass handles 
for dressers, or he will find heavy 
handles, such as used on trunks and 
heavy tool boxes or chests, and it then 
devolves upon him to make a handle 
of the proper shape and size to go with 
the thing that he is building. Below 
is given a sketch of a handle that is 

easily made, that is plain, and that 
will look well wherever used. The 
stock for making the handle should be 
square, the size depending on the size 
of handle wanted. The material should 
be able to stand a right angle bend 
without cracking. The two uprights 
are made of stock preferably slightly 
larger. A hole is drilled in the base. 
This hole is then tapped for a bolt to 
hold it to the box or drawer. A hole 
is drilled in the side of this upright, 
as indicated, and into this hole the 
rounded end of the handle proper is 
placed, so that the handle will lie down 
out of the way when not in use. 
The above handle is very easily 

made, and if the work is carefully done, 
a very neat appearing handle will be 
the result. — FRANK A. SAHBAUM. 

SAVING OLD DRILLS 

NEVER throw away a drill, be-
cause of a broken tang. Re-

member a drill is valuable, for it can 
be easily fixed and used once more, 
although this is not generally known. 

Like all real solutions, the idea is 
simple when once explained. 

Simply grind the broken tang to the 
shape shown at A and make a socket 

r.  

to suit drills of such nature. One 
socket will accommodate all sizes of 
drills, merely make the size of the next 
tang a standard size. 

Considerable money can be saved by 
adopting this idea.—J. H. MOORE 

SAFETY WEDGES FOR A 
SLEDGE MANY an accident has been caused 

by the head of a sledge-hammer 
flying off, and any scheme to stop such 
a danger is worth adopting. The solu-
tion is very simple and effective. 

---B 

IA 4e< 

Detail of P. 
Make two steel tapered wedges A 

(see detail view) and place on each 
side of C as shown on the sketch. 
These wedges should be slightly longer 
than the head of the hammer B. Now 
drill a hole through the shaft of the 
hammer and wedges, after which put 
the pin D in place.—J. H. MOORE. 
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CARE OF A SLIDE RULE 

A SLIDE rule, even though it will 
stand rough usage, requires in-

telligent care if reliable and consistent 
results are to be obtained. At frequent 
intervals the A, B,. C and D scales 
should be checked against each other, 
and the sliding portion should fit snug-
ly between the guides. The fit between 
slide and guides will vary with the 
weather, that is, whether it is dry or 
moist, since the wooden part of the 
rule absorbs moisture. 

In case of a new rule, it will be 
found very easy to get it "broke in", 
if the guides of the rule are sprinkled 
with talcum powder and the slide 
worked back and forth several times. 

If the glass runner is attached to 
metal blocks which serve as guides or 
slides, the glass is easily broken if the 
rule is dropped or severely jarred. To 
overcome this difficulty, place a piece 
of very thin paper between the metal 
blocks and the glass, and between 
screw-heads and glass. This makes a 
cushion between the glass and the 
metal, and it is surprising how much 
longer the glass will last when so pro-
tected. The paper should be trimmed 
off along the edges of the metal guides, 
and around the screw-heads. If so 
protected, the rule will need a new 
glass only at very infrequent intervals. 
—FRANK A. SAHBAUM. 

BUFFING AND POLISHING WAX 

OCCASION arose where some buff-
ing and polishing was to be done 

on a polishing wheel, but no polishing 
wax or buffing wax, as ordinarily used, 
was. at hand. The writer, attempted to 
make a wax to meet the emergency by 
melting some paraffine, and then add-
ing powdered pumice stone, till the 
paraffine was very thick and sluggish. 
The mass was then allowed to cool, 
after constant stirring. When quite 
hard, this was rubbed on the polishing 
wheel and very good results were ob-
tained in the way of a finish. It takes 
more of this material to do a given 
amount of polishing than of the regu-
lar wax, but this was well suited in 
case of an emergency. 

Several different qualities of this 
might be made, by making a mixture of 
fine emery dust and paraffine, and by 
mixing rotten-stone or some other pol 
ishing powder and paraffine. Which 
of these materials would be used would 
depend on the finish required and on 
the rate of polishing, for it is evident 
that the emery would do the work more 
rapidly, although it would not give the 
gloss that a finer grade abrasive would 
give.—FRANK A. SAHBAUM. 

USE OF SOLDERING 
A DENT in a closed metal cylinder 

can be repaired by first soldering 
a small strip of metal to it. By this 

means the dent can be pulled out and 
the solder that holds the strip melted 
off. 

OPTICAL APPARATUS FOR 
TESTING SCREW THREADS 

OPTICAL methods are coming into 
use more and more in the field of 

mechanical measurement. By optical 
means an accuracy can be obtained that 
cannot be approached by any other 
method. The wonderful Johanssan 
blocks that are accurate to the hundred-
thousandths part of an inch are pro-
duced by the aid of optical measuring 
instruments. In fact, this system is so 
perfectly accurate that precision blocks 

The complete projecting apparatus together with flu, tolerance chart 

have been made with an accuracy of 
.000001 inch. • 
The optical method of testing screw 

' threads rapidly has recehtly been in-
troduced and is coming into wide use 
in all of the large manufacturing estab-
lishments in the country. Its advan-
tages over the conventional gauge sys-
tem are numerous. Great accuracy and 
greater speed are probably the most 
important factors. 

In the case of testing screw threads, 
the profile shadow of the screw is 
thrown upon a small screen known as a 

The profile of a screw upon the tolerance 
chart is shown 

tolerance chart by means of an espe-
cially constructed projector. The pro-
file of one thread at a time is projected 
and the screw can be revolved so that 
its entire thread may be inspected. The 
screw is held in an especially designed 
holder as shown. This is so made that 
any inaccuracy in the lead of the screw 
will be evident upon the screen. 

One of the photographs shows the 
projected profile of a screw with a cor-
rect lead. The zone between the dotted 
lines represents the limit of tolerance. 
The screw shown in the photograph is 
just at the limit of tolerance. If it was 
just a trifle smaller it would be neces-
sary to reject it. Any profile that ex-
tends above the upper dotted lines rep-
resents a screw with too great a diam-
eter. This system tells at a mere glance 
what is impossible to determine by the 
sense of feeling. The method is abso-
lutely unfailing and unlike the gauge 
system it can be depended upon. 

The projected screw is magnified 200 
times and all of the irregularities of the 
surface are plainly visible. The toler-

ance zone is so measured off that it will 
indicate a tolerance of .004 inch at a 
magnification of 200 diameters. 
When the apparatus is set up it is 

necessary to employ a standard gauge 
to set the screen the proper distance 
from the projector. Adjusting handles 
are provided on the screen so that it 
can be brought to the proper position. 
A perfectly dark room is by no means 

necessary for the operation of the screw 
testing machine. A moderately lighted 
room does nicely. 

Placing a screw in holder for testing 

Mr. James Hartness, the inventor of 
the optical method of testing screw 
threads, claims that the present system 
of gauging, as outlined in the previous 
lines, will eventually reject all lead 
errors in screws of minimum diameter. 
The conventional system of gauging 
permits a larger lead error in the 
smaller screws than is tolerated in the 
larger screws. 
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Our Readers' Workshops Page 
HE shop pictured on this page 
is owned and operated by Mr. 
H. Willhagen, who has derived 

no end of benefit and pleasure from 
his equipment. He had added to his 
shop from time to time until it is now 
very complete. Mr. Willhagen's de-
scription follows: 

"I use my workshop as an aid to my 
hobby and incidentally I make quite a 
bit of money working in 
my spare time for my 
friends who see my work 
and who want something 
done which they are un-
able to do on account of 
lacking shop facilities. 
This work keeps me very 
busy at times, but on the 
other hand it adds con-
siderably to my income. 
My bench, which is six 
feet long, has drawers in 
it and is provided with a 
quick-action vise at one 
end and a vise for metal 

work at the other end. 
One end of the bench is 
used for metal work and 
the other for wood work. 
From an old gas stove and 
bread toaster I made a 
very serviceable furnace 
which is used in heating 
soldering coppers and 
glue. Aside from this the 
shop ' is provided with 
fourteen planes of all 
shapes and sizes for match-
ing boards, beading, etc. 
A multitude of dies and 
taps are on hand ranging from 2-52 to 
9/16. Drills from the very smallest to 
ei in. are also provided. I have ream-
ers from X4 to 7/16; also two Morse 
taper reamers. I have a rip saw, cross 
cut, coping and back saw. I also have 
a key-hole saw, hack saw and a power 
driven rip saw. Some time ago I made 
a table out of 2 x 4's and an old saw 
spindle. I am able to cut grooves on 

this device and also use it largely for 
cross-cut work. 

"Paints and varnishes of all shades, 
colors and hues are on hand and this is 
considered to be a very important part 
of the shop equipment. Carving chisels, 
gouges and clamps of all sizes make 
the wood working part of the shop very 
complete. 

"Cigar boxes full of screws, nails. 

bolts, nuts, washers and 'junk' (as we 
call it) are stored under the benches 
where they are very accessible. 
"Some of the work I have done in 

spare time has brought me good returns. 
In one instance I was paid $5.00 for a 
medicine cabinet. I have made a num-
ber of Kiddie Cars for my own little 
girls. A total of six lamps have been 
made in my little shop. I have re-

cently added an old lathe which will 
be used especially for turning long 
lamp posts. 
"The lathe shown in one of the 

photographs was made by me and it is 
very serviceable. I had a friend turn 
the spindle and all of the pattern work 
and assembly was done by myself. I 
have a face plate fixed up for a disc 
grinder and sander which is a very use-

ful piece of equipment. The 
lathe parts include buffing 
wheels, grinding wheels, 
chucks, saws and centers. I 
also have a set of dogs and a 
cross feed for light metal 
work. It is my intention to 
install a good screw-cutting 
lathe before long. The lathe 
I have at the present time is 
run both by foot and gas en-
gine power. The gas engine 
power plant, which is part of 
the shop, is illustrated in one 
of the photographs. 
-I have made four boats, 

one of which was praised 
very highly by my friends 
who saw it. Two of these 
crafts were made from direc-
tions that appeared in. 
EVERYDAY ENGINEERING 
MAGAZINE. It was through 
the magazine that I turned 
my attention to model con-
struction. Before long I in-
tend to start building a small 
flash steamboat. 

"I have obtained much 
  pleasure from working in my 

small shop and I must say 
that it has put me where I am today. 
When I started to read your little 
five-cent magazine I was a %tither' ma-
chine hand working for 50 cents per 
hour. Today I am a pattern maker 
getting 85 cents per hour and was re-
cently offered $1.20 per hour. I have 
had six wage increases during the last 
few years and this I attribute to my 
little shop." 
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THE JUNIOR 
EXPERIMENTER 

B Range Loose Couplers 
Beginners Will Have No Trouble in Building 200- to 600-meter 

Couplers if They Follow This Data 

C" AN you suggest a type of 
loose coupler for 200-meter 
work ?" This question is often 

asked in letters from the radio experi-
menters. Since the query requires an 
answer too long to put in a letter, it has 
been made the subject of this article, 
that the problem can be cleared up once 
for all. Specifications are given here 
for a B range type, that is, one which 
tunes from 200 to 600 meters. 
The dimensions of the primary coil 

depend upon the antenna capacity, as 
it is not intended that a primary vari-
able condenser be used, nor is it neces-
sary. This capacity value will vary 
according to the dimensions of the 
antenna, but we will consider here the 
three standard types known as the 
Short, Long, and Super Range aerials, 
of 0.0002, 0.0004, and 0.0005 mfd. 
respectively. These were taken up at 
length in the November - December, 
1919, issue. 
While there are any number of ways 

to build loose couplers, we shall con-
sider only those with single layer wind-
ings, having the secondary slide into 
the primary. Below is a table showing 
the dimensions of the primary for a 
loose coupler to give a B range, operat-
ing on any of the three standard 
antennas. 

ductance are required with a 0.0005 
mfd. maximum condenser. A two-point 
switch is all that is needed. 

0.0005 mfd. Condenser— 
Diam. Length 
3 ins. lh ins. No. 24S.S.C. 42 

Tap “ in. 

0.001 mfd. Condenser-
3 ins. 13/16 in. 

Either a crystal detector or audion 
can be used with a loose coupler of this 
type, according to the range required. 

Secondary Coil, B Range 

Wire Turns per in. 

No. 24S.S.C. 

The advantage of the 0.001 mfd. 
condenser is that no adjustment of the 
secondary coil is needed, all the tuning 
being done with the variable condenser. 

If the secondary is to slide in and 
out of the primary, wooden discs can be 
fastened inside the ends of the second-
ary tube, to take the supporting rods. 
It is advisable to use two Xi in. brass 
rods, mounting them on small wooden 
blocks secured to the base of the loose 
coupler. 
The method of making connections 

to the secondary winding should be 
considered carefully, as high resistance 
in this circuit greatly reduces the 
strength of the signals. One way is to 
use the suporting rods for connections. 
If this is done, brass tubes, 58 in. inside 
diameter, should be put in the holes in 
the wooden coil discs, and the wires 
soldered to the tubes. Thus a sufficient 

Primary Coil, B Range 
Short Range Antenna— 

Diam. Length 
3Va ins. 2 ins. 

Long Range Antenna— 
W 2 ins. 114 ins. 

Super Range An  enfla— 
ins. 1 in. 

Wire Turns per in. 
No. 24S.S.C. 42 

No. 24S.S.C. 42 

No. 24S.S.C. 42 

Sliders or switches can be used to vary 
the inductance, according to the plans 
of the builder. If the slider is care-
fully made, it will be satisfactory. Taps 
should be taken off every second or 
third turn, if a switch is employed. 
The size of the secondary coil de-

pends upon the variable condenser con-
nected across it. As can be seen from 
the table below, two variations of in-

Inductance 
600,000 cms 

300,000 cms. 

250,000 cms. 

area is in contact between the tubes and 
rods to give a good connection. 

Another way is to bring out flexible 
leads from the coil. When this is not 
done correctly, the leads soon break off 
at the connections. If, however, at both 
ends, the wires are run from the joints 
through small screw eyes placed 72 in. 
away, the bending strain does not come 
directly at the joints, but is distributed. 

42 

Inductance 
250,000 cms. 

120,000 cms. 

Diagrams of various types are given 
in Radio Hook-ups, to which the reader 
is referred. 

TESTING A. C. RECTIFICATION 

A CLEVER method for testing the 
rectification of alternating current 

has been suggested by Mr. H. B. Trom-
bly, of Pasadena, Cal. 
When a horseshoe magnet is held 

near a lamp operating on alternating 
current, the filament vibrates rapidly. 
However, if a rectifier, of the type using 
only one-half of the cycle, is connected 
to the supply, the output of the rectifier 
will be in the form of a pulsating direct 
current, the other half of the cycle being 
cut out. 

Consequently, a magnet held near a 
lamp carrying the rectified current 
should cause the filament to vibrate at 
one-half the speed first obtained. 

CUTTING BAKELITE 

OCCASIONALLY it is necessary in 
cutting out a piece of bakelite to 

remove quite a little of the material, but 
not enough that a saw can be used. A 
spoke shave, well sharpened, is an ex-
cellent tool for such work, as it makes a 
clean cut and removes the bakelite much 
faster than is possible with even a very 
coarse file. The latter is not good be-
cause it breaks the edges of the piece. 

Don't try to polish bakelite—rub it 
down with a piece of No. 2 sandpaper, 
making the strokes all in the same 
direction and clear across the piece. 
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The Chemistry of the Common 
By Henry L. Havens 

IR HUMPHREY DAVY first 
prepared metallic sodium from 
sodium hydroxide in the year 

1807. Previous to the date of its prep-
aration by him, sodium hydroxide was 
regarded as a chemical element and the 
decomposition of the compound sur-
prised the scientific world at the time. 
The chemical experimenter can very 
easily reproduce this classical experi-
ment by carefully examining the dia-
gram. The surface between the sodium 
hydroxide is kept well moistened with 
water and as the process continues the 
mercury will become thoroughly im-
pregnated with metallic sodium. In 
this way the sodium is prevented from 
_reacting with the water. 

Sodium is one of the most abundant 
elements on the earth. It appears 
chiefly in the form of the chloride. It 
has been calculated that the ocean con-
tains over 4,500,000 cubic miles of 
saline substances. A number of other 
sodium compounds also appear in na-
ture, the more important being sodium 
carbonate (Na,CO3), sodium bicar-
bonate (NaHCO3), sodium nitrate 
(NaNO3), cryolite (Na8A1Fc), and 
borax (Na,B.07). A number of sili-
cates also appear in nature. 

Sodium is a soft, pinkish-silver 
metal that tarnish or oxidizes immedi-
ately upon exposure to the air. It has 
a melting point of 97.6 deg. and boils 
at the temperature of 878 deg. The 
vapor passing off from boiling sodium 
is very active. Exhaustive experiments 
tend to prove that sodium has a molar 
weight of 23, which is exactly the same 
as its combining weight. The great 
activity of sodium vapor makes it ex-
tremely difficult to obtain the molar 
weight, but results tend to prove that 
it is very close to, if not, 23. 
A very interesting experiment can 

be performed with sodium by dissolv-
ing a freshly cut piece of metal in am-
hydrous ammonia. The change is pure-
ly a physical one; a new compound is 
not formed. A solution of sodium is 
produced and this solution conducts 
electricity in much the same way as a 
metal. Upon the evaporation of the an-
hydrous ammonia pure metallic sodi-
um is left as a residue. Sodium is also 
soluble in mercury as has been men-
tioned before. It was this fact that 
made Sir Humphrey Davy's experi-
ment successful. Sodium - mercury 
amalagam is used largely in commerce 
in places where pure sodium would be 
objectionable owing to its extreme 
chemical activity. 
When sodium is brought directly into 

PART 1 
Sodium 

contact with water a very vigorous 
chemical reaction takes place. The 
products of the action are sodium 
hydroxide and hydrogen as will be seen 
by the equation: Na H20 = NaOH 
-I- H. The escaping hydrogen from a 
small piece of sodium in contact with 
water will cause the sodium to skip 
about the surface rapidly. If a large 
piece of sodium is brought in contact 
with water the heat of the reaction is 
sufficient to ignite the hydrogen and a 
violent explosion will occur. Amateur 
chemists are cautioned not to try this 
experiment as sodium hydroxide is 
liable to be blown into the eyes which 
would in all probability destroy the 
sight. Upon the completion of the re-
action of sodium with water, the sodium 
hydroxide can be obtained by evaporat-
ing the solution to dryness. 
When sodium is heated in air it 

quietly burns with a yellow flame. The 
only way sodium can be preserved for 
a great length of time is by placing it 
in a perfectly air-tight receptacle such 
as a tin can with the cover soldered on. 

Mercury., %Sodium Hydroxide + 

'Carbon Block 

It can also be preserved indefinitely by 
immersing it in petroleum which ex-
cludes the presence of air. 

Sodium is so soft and pliable that it 
can be easily cut with a knife. When 
mixed with other metals that have a 
low melting point it assists in the for-
mation of an alloy with a very low 
melting point. 

Sodium Compounds 

One of the most common compounds 
of sodium is its chloride (NaC1). This 
can be prepared by the interaction of 
moist chlorine and the element. It has 
been found that perfectly dry chlorine 
gas will not react with sodium at any 
temperature up to the melting point of 
the latter. The action of the water 
seems to be catalytic in every respect. 
By neutralizing sodium hydroxide with 
hydrochloric acid the chloride can be 
obtained by evaporating the solution to 
dryness. 

Sodium chloride is nearly as soluable 
in cold water as in hot water. At 0° 
100 parts of water is capable of dis-
solving 35.74 parts of sodium. At 

Metals 

107 °, which is the point of saturation, 
the water is only capable of dissolving 
39.65 parts of the chloride. 
Sodium chloride crystals do not con-

tain any water of crystallization in a 
true sense. They do, however, enclose 
a certain amount of water which causes 
the crystals to explode when heated. 

Sodium monoxide (Na2O) is pre-
pared by adding metallic sodium to 
sodium nitrate according to the equa-
tion. 
2 NaNO2+ 6Na -= 4Na20 N, 
Sodium monoxide is a decidedly gray 

compound which reacts violently with 
water, causing the formation of the 
hydroxide (NaOH). 
Sodium peroxide (Na202) is pro-

duced by heating metallic sodium in an 
excess of air freed from carbon diox-
ide. The resulting compound is a 
white powder about 93% pure. It re-
acts violently with water, forming 
sodium hydroxide and hydrogen perox-
ide (H202). Upon formation, the 
hydrogen peroxide breaks down rapidly 
into H20 and free oxygen. The free 
oxygen is immediately available when 
the water comes in contact with the 
sodium peroxide. This makes sodium 
peroxide an abundant source of free 
oxygen and it is used largely in com-
merce as an oxidizing agent. In most 
cases a small quantity of some copper 
compound is placed in the commercial 
sodium peroxide which acts as a cata-
lytic agent for the decomposition of the 
hydrogen peroxide. Sometimes sodium 
peroxide appears on the market in 
a fused condition under the name 
"oxone." 

Pure metallic sodium can be pro-
duced in the laboratory by heating the 
peroxide with carbon. This results in 
the formation of sodium carbonate and 
metallic sodium. The temperature 
necessary for this reaction is between 
350° and 400°. 
Sodium carbonate (Na,CO3) is found 

in nature to a considerable extent. A 
number of lakes in the United States 
contain sodium carbonate which is ob-
tained by solar evaporation. A double 
salt of the carbonate and the bicarbo-
nate is produced (Na2CO,NaHCO22 
H02). These salts can be very readily 
changed to the simple carbonate by 
heating. Previous to the recovery of 
sodium carbonate from natural lakes, 
it was obtained from the ash of sea 
plants. 
The Solvay Process for the prepara-

tion of sodium bicarbonate consists of 
saturating a solution of ammonical 
brine with carbon dioxide (CO2). As 

(Continued on page 427) 
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The Bignoll-Jones Concrete 
Pile 

The pile, designated from the names of 
the originators, is made of reinforced con-
crete. The reinforcement is shown in dotted 
lines in the cut. The reinforcing can be 
distributed as desired; the feature of the 
structure to which attention is to be di-
rected is the jetting arrangements for sink-
ing it. At the partly pointed end of the pile 
is a funnel-shaped shoe, with a 1 1/16 inch 
nozzle. At its upper end the opening of the 
nozzle expands so as to be large enough to 
receive a 5-inch pipe. This pipe is fixed in 
the axis of the pile, and seats itself prac-
tically water-tight in the nozzle. Concentric 
with it there is a smaller pipe, 2 inches in 

The Bignoll-Jones Concrete Pile in Pillars for supports and sheet piling for 
caisson work 

diameter, which also seats itself water-tight 
in the nozzle. Thus the larger pipe is cut 
off from connection with the bottom open-
ing of the nozzle. 
From the larger pipe small pipes are car-

ried horizontally out to the surface of the 
pile; they are fitted with upwardly directed 
openings. Each pipe has its own independent 
water connection. The smaller pipe passes 
through a water-tight packing at the top of 
the 5-inch pipe. 
To sink the pile water at a pressure of 

150 lbs. to the square inch is forced into the 
larger pipe whence it escapes through the 
lateral jets, which may be from X to X 
inch in diameter. Simultaneously a second 
stream of water at much higher pressure is 
forced into the central pipe; the pressure 
may be from 200 to 300 lbs. to the square 
inch. The pile sinks very rapidly, one case 
is cited where it sank at a rate just exceed-
ing one foot per minute. The lateral streams 
of water are said to remove the spoil and 
to lubricate the passage through the soil. 
The sheet piling is quite interesting. It is 

built on the same lines, is reinforced, and its 

cross-section is such that the piles interlock, 
somewhat like tongued and grooved planks. 
It will be noticed that in the sheet-piling 
the lateral jets are set in recesses so as to 
provide a smooth exterior surface, or better, 
one free from projections. In the elevation 
of the piling, the location of the lateral 
jets can be seen. The spacing is closer near 
the bottom, where there is the most work 
to be done. 

This system of piling, sheet and plain 
piling has been extensively used on the Chi-
cago, Burlington and Quincy R. R., under 
thc direction of E. Bignoll, the superin-
tendent of the road. It is in use by the 
dock department of this city also. 
When the pile has sunk to the required 

depth, and this it does without any blow, 

as it is pure jet-sinking, the smaller pipe is 
removed. If thought desirable the larger 
pipe is filled with concrete. As it is held 
by the concrete it is quite impossible to 
successfully remove it. It may be taken as 
a contribution to the reinforcing. The fact 
that the lateral jets are turned upwards is 
an important feature as it makes them many 
times more efficient than if they were di-
rected horizontally outward. The cuts show 
the various sections and elevations of the 
two kinds of piles described. 

The heating phenomena of large steel in-
gots has been recently investigated. A 24-
inch ingot it was determined may be at a 
temperature of 2370° at the surface and in 
the interior 2287°. After fifteen minutes' 
cooling the surface temperature was 2125° 
and the interior at the center 2280°. All 
temperatures were Fahrenheit. It shows 
how steel is strained in the heating and 
cooling phases. Chrome steel was noted as 
being particularly tender. 

The combustion, spontaneous probably, of 
coal in bunkers, has given much trouble in 

the past. In Dortmund, Germany, to pre-
vent it coal is stored in steel bunkers, which 
are kept filled with carbonic acid gas. The 
bottom doors and any openings below the 
top are closed gas- and air-tight. The upper 
openings do not need such careful sealing, 
on account of the high specific gravity of 
the gas. A certain amount of gas is lost 
when coal is withdrawn, but it is not ex-
pensive and is easily replaced. The par-
ticular bunkers are of 2,500 tons capacity. 

A short note on the Pointolite lamp, an 
English product of the Ediswan Company 
has been published. The lamp was orig-
inally exhibited some years ago. It is a 
bulb lamp, with tungsten terminals within 
the bulb, between which an arc is main-
tained. A sort of deflector at the top and 
within the bulb acts to prevent blackening 
of the interior of the bulb. A lamp was 
shown at the November 25, 1919, seance of 
the British Illuminating Engineering Society 
of 4,000 candle-power. The efficiency is very 
high, 0.42 watts to the candle. Its life is 
short, only 250 hours, but it is hoped to 
increase this. The lamp has been made 
with a quartz bulb to give ultra-violet light. 

Steam tenders are a well known feature of 
present day engineering practise. The South-
ern Railroad has utilized old engines for the 
purpose. The boilers are taken off so as to 
leave only the subframe or chassis, with the 
engine and connections. The steaming ca-
pacity of the regular engine is increased by 
the use of fire-brick arches and feed-water 
heater so that it can generate steam for its 
own engine and for that on the tender frame. 
The cylinders on the tender are bushed or 
lined so as to reduce their diameter by an 
inch. Steam tenders have been used on the 
compound Mallet engines on the Erie road 
and also in England. 

The utilization of kelp, a kind of seaweed, 
for the production of potassium products 
and also for iodine and ammonia is being 
carried on on the coast of California. The 
kelp is cut about four feet under the surface 
of the sea, is retorted, incinerated and the 
ash, which is properly kelp, although the 
name is applied to the seaweed itself, is 
lixiviated and treated so as to give its 
products. The kelp industry in Europe is 
of very old origin and is one of the classic 
operations of industrial chemistry. 

The discovery of pitchblende is reported 
from the Nipissing region in Canada. This 
is the second report of the finding of a 
radium ore in Canada, since the Ontario 
government offered a reward of $25,000 for 
the discovery of a source of radium in the 
Ontario province. It has recently been cal-
culated that radium contains over two mil-
lion times the energy in an equal weight of 
tri-nitro-toluol. 

It has been estimated that an average 
American family spends $24 per annum on 
light. This is about the same that a similar 
family would spend a hundred years ago, 
but the family of to-day gets twenty times 
as much light for the same money. 

M. Georges Charpy in a paper presented 
to the French Academy of Science developed 
the theory that the cause of the fracture of 
rails on railways was the production of 
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minute surface cracks; these as they in-
creased brought about the destruction of the 
rails. To overcome this he proposed to sur-
face anneal the rails in situ. A welding 
acetylene flame is to be moved along the 
rail as it lies on the sleepers, and its rate 
of travel is to be such as to give just the 
requisite amount of heat to soften the sur-
face and deprive it of its tendency to form 
these minute cracks. He thinks it possible 
that the life of rails might be doubled by 
this treatment. 

In France a vast project has been out-
lined to utilize the water power of the Rhone, 
the Rhine and of the Pyrenees. Water from 
glaciers and snow-clad mountains, forming 
waterfalls and harnessed by engineers to 
servile power production has long been 
termed "white coal", and now that its black 
sister is failing, the government proposes to 
establish a great number of power stations 
and to distribute the power of waterfalls 
by electric lines to the smallest towns and 
even to farm-houses. Private enterprise in 
this direction is to be encouraged by sub-
sidies, and anyone owning a water power 
site is to be required to utilize it. At the 
same time the use of heavy oil for fuel is 
being fostered by the French government. 

To remove titanium compounds from the 
hearths of blast furnaces the injection of 
powdered iron oxide has been successfully 
tried. It is blown in through the tuyeres; 
it produces no chilling effect but on the 
contrary as it oxidizes the titanium com-
pounds tend to increase the heat. 

A method of obtaining day-light effects 
from incandescent lights has been introduced 
in which the lighting is done entirely by 
reflection from a surface covered with a 
mixture of colors in checker-board pattern. 
The lower part of the bulb is screened so 
that there is no direct light received from it. 
The modern high efficiency incandescent 
electric lamps enable reflection to be used 
advantageously; a few years ago it was 
quite out of the question to get economical 
results, or even satisfactory ones, by indirect 
lighting. 

By the use of a thermopile in the focus 
of a fourteen-inch parabolic reflector, whose 
current was detected by a D'Arsonval gal-
vanometer, it was found that the heat from 
a man at the distance of 600 feet could be 
detected. It was designed for use in war 
to detect the approach of the enemy in night 
operations. It is also suggested as being 
applicable to short-range signalling. 

In the year 1819 the steamship Savannah 
crossed the Atlantic. This is credited as the 
first steam passage across the ocean, and a 
century later, in 1919, the passage was first 
made by the air route, by aeroplane and 
by dirigible. 

In war the usefulness of heliographic sig-
nalling was impaired by its visibility. The 
same applies to the same method carried 
out with electric light. Messrs. Bell and 
Mercadier employing electric light screened 
the visible rays with a black screen and 
transmitted the messages with the invisible 
rays, which were received by a thermo-elec-
tric battery. Messages could be transmitted 
over twelve miles. 

Considerable attention is now being given 
to the production of silk from spiders. The 
Paraguay Indians, it is said, made tissues 
from the spider's thread, and similar accounts 
are given of China and Africa. At the close 
of the nineteenth century an English in-
vestigator, Rolt, drew the thread or filament 
directly from the spider, winding it directly 
upon a reel. In twelve hours he got between 
three and four miles of thread from 22 
spiders. The spider of Madagascar, the 
Halabe, is the only really available arachnid 

known at present. It is a huge creature, 
and active work is being done on the island 
at Tamarive, where it is very numerous, 
in the production of silk from the living 
spiders. An instance is cited of the reeling 
off from 10 living spiders of some 400 yards 
of thread at one operation. Twisted and 
doubled it gave a 24-fibre thread. In prac-
tise the spiders are subjected to the opera-
tion once in ten days, and they survive four 
or five operations. They need the tropical 
climate; there is no chance of naturalizing 
them in France. 

The Laparmentier Ship 
We illustrate a new type of ship, of French 

invention, due to the Laparmentier brothers. 
The ship is almost a twin-hull ship, but the 
hulls are so interconnected and built to-
gether that the result is a single hull. The 
original inspiration was due undoubtedly in 
great part to the submarine menace—the 
Laparmentier ship is supposed to be almost 
non-sinkable by a single torpedo. 
The construction is perfectly clear from 

the cut. There are two parallel cylinders, 
which constitute the freight carrying part. 
These are connected by a curved bottom, 
extending from cylinder to cylinder, and by 
a corresponding deck. At the point of near-

knots with a reduced cargo of only 2400 
tons. 

It is claimed that there is a saving of 30 
per cent, of steel in these vessels, that the 
time of construction is much less than for 
the usual type of ocean carrier, and that the 
cost is much less. Owing to their light 
draught, reduced by pumping out any water 
from the central compartment, the ships 
can ascend rivers. It is calculated that the 
7300-ton ship could go up the Seine as far 
as Rouen, and the 1200-ton ship could go 
up the Rhine to Strassburg. 
Quite a strong point is made of the ca-

pacity of the ballast compartment between 
the two cylinders. In a sea-way heavy bal-
lasting may be imperative, while the enter-
ing a harbor will be facilitated by reduction 
of draught. In the case of some harbors 
the harbor or pilotage dues are based on 
depth, so that in many cases there is an 
economy to be effected by reduction of depth 
of water required by the ship. 
A ship built on this system is approaching 

completion at New Orleans. The cylinders 
are 20 feet in diameter, and as it is an oil-
burning ship, the fuel oil is to be carried in 
the space between the hulls. There are 
eight transverse bulkheads, dividing cylin-
ders and intervening compartment. The 

The Laparmentier twin hull steel ship construction 

est approach the cylinders are several feet 
apart, the distance depending on the size of 
the ship. The central portion, between the 
two hulls, is used for water ballast. Ac-
cording to weather and load conditions the 
ship is ballasted, or the space between the 
hulls is left quite empty. The water-ballast 
space is fitted with bulkheads to restrain 
the motion of the water-ballast. At the same 
time every bulkhead may be taken as an 
element of additional safety, in the case of 
the central rompartment, in case of strik-
ing a mine or even a rock. 
The cylindrical portions are the freight-

carrying divisions. These also it was pro-
posed to bulkhead, with complete divisions, 
without doors. If close enough a torpedo 
would do much damage, but there would 
always be an excellent chance of the ship 
surviving. A single torpedo could hardly 
damage both cylinders, especially as they 
are separated by a considerable space, the 
ballast compartment. 
Bow and stern are worked to shape, as 

in the case of any ship; our section only 
shows the cross-section as it is amidships. 
The main feature of the larger 7300-ton type 
are:—Length overall, 393 ft. 8 in.; greatest 
beam, 55 ft. 9 in.; depth to deck in center, 
28 ft.; draught in salt water, 19 ft. 6 in.; 
carrying capacity at this draught, including 
coal, oil, and provisions, 7300 tons; volume 
of holds, approximately 316,000 cubic feet. 
With 2500 horsepower a speed of 9 knots 
is obtained on 19 ft. 6 in. draught and 11 

ship is 328 ft. 4 in. overall, 46 ft. 5 in. wide, 
and is to draw 16 ft. 2 in. It has a 700 h.p. 
triple expansion engine, with boilers in the 
cylindrical hulls. 

In France there are four works making 
radium. Basing the production on the weight 
of the metal in the salts manufactured, they 
are credited with the production of 18 
grams, about 275 grains, per annum. On 
the same basis the price just before the war 
was about $50,000 per grain. It is now 
about $60,000. One works making meso-
thorium, produces a little over 30 grains in 
a year. A radio-active gas is also produced 
and caught from springs. The United States 
is France's most serious rival; from the 
mineral, Carnotite, uranium vanadate, over 
400 grains are produced annually. France 
is hoping to get radium ores from her colo-
nies, especially from Madagascar. In 1918 
Portugal produced 75 grains. England and 
Italy are all producers. 

The Germans during the war planted 
quantities of barley in the vicinity of Ver-
dun. On investigation it proved that the 
grain was of such superior quality that the 
French authorities proposed to keep the 
crop, or a part of it, for seed. 

Recent investigations have shown that 
there are one million of acres of coal lands 
in British Columbia. They are situated in 
the southwest region. 
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RAD I 
TELEPH ONE AND 
TELEGRAPH APPARATUS 

Construction of a Portable Receiver, B-C Wavelength Range 
This 200- to 2,000-meter Portable Set Is Also Well Adapted to Stationary Use 

By M. B. Sleeper 

APRACTICAL portable receiving 
set for field work or use in the 
country is not one that fits in the 

hip pocket, nor one which requires a 
small cart to trundle it along. In the 
first place, the electrical circuits must 
be designed; then they must be worked 
out in instruments which will withstand 

Fig. 1. The complete receiver, ready for use at the laboratory. For portable work, it is fitted into a carrying case 

use; these instruments must be grouped 
properly in a small space; and, of 
course, the arrangement must provide 
an easy method of control. 

REQUIREMENTS OF ELECTRIC DESIGN 
The Signal Corps of our Army used 

portable type apparatus almost exclus-
ively during the war. One lesson that 
they must have learned is that one port-
able set cannot be designed for too 
broad a range of conditions if it is to 
operate at maximum efficiency under 

any one set of conditions. Signal Corps 
apparatus fell down alarmingly in the 
field because it was intended to do a 
little of everything and actually accom-
plished not much of anything. 

In other words, the first thing to do 
as a preliminary to building a portable 
set, or any set, for that matter, is to 

decide exactly how few things it can 
do, yet meet the essential requirements. 
Ideas in this respect will vary widely. 
However, an average has been struck 
in the set described in this article. 

Dependability is an important factor 
in any portable equipment, since in the 
field, laboratory facilities are lacking. 
Therefore, an audion detector was 
chosen for the foregoing reason and for 
its sensitivity. 
Tuning circuits were the next con-

sideration. Loose couplers meant extra 

coils, moving parts, additional space, 
and more difficult tuning than with a 
directly coupled circuit. These factors 
were responsible for the decision to use 
the latter. Moreover, sharp tuning was 
not of great importance. 
The necessity for highest efficiency 

under the limitations called for high 

frequency cable on the inductance, with 
a banked winding to conserve space. 
To get the sharpest tuning, it was de-
cided to use a variable condenser with 
a small number of taps on the coil. 
Experimenters who have used cable 
realize the difficulties of cleaning the 
separate wires to make soldered con-
nections. 

Before anything could be done on the 
coil or condenser, it was necessary to 
determine the size antenna to be used 
and its approximate capacity. This 
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Fig. 3. Using the jig for laying out a panel 

factor varies according to the situation 
in the field. For general work it seemed 
best to have a 75 ft. single wire 20 ft. 
high, with a 75 ft. length of annuncia-
tor wire laid on the ground under the 
antenna wire for the earth connection. 
This is better than metal rods driven 
into the ground, as the use of the latter 
means that a mallet must be included 
in the equipment, while the annunciator 
wire can be rolled off on a small spool. 
The capacity of such an antenna 

was 0.0001 mfd. circuits. 
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Fig. 2. Showing some of the con-
structional details of the set, all 
wired except for the batteries. Note 
the slotted links which allow an ad-
justment of the spaces between the 

panels. 

The flexible connection to the mov-
ing condenser plates permits a varia-
tion of the tension of the bearing 
screw, by means of which the plates 
are kept from turning, even tho they 
are not counterbalanced. 

The simplicity of the circuits can be 
judged by the small amount of wiring 
required to connect the instruments. 

When this photograph was taken, 
supporting brackets had been fitted 
to the panels so that the set could be 
used for work in the station. These 
are removed and the set fitted into 
a carrying case when it is taken out 
for experiments in the field. 

While thinking of these points it was 
necessary to keep in mind the wave-
length range. A B-C range, 200-600, 
600-2,000 meters, covered experi-
mental and the most important com-
mercial stations. 

Here, then, was the first data on 
which the electrical circuits were de-
signed. 

MECHANICAL DESIGN 
Weight and space had to be kept 

down to make the set light enough to 
be carried comfortably. The instru-
ments outlined already were of such 
design and number that their weight 
was small. As a matter of fact, the 
weights were as follows: 

Receiving instruments 3.25 lbs. 
Carrying case  1.50 
Telephone receivers  0.75 
Storage batteries   4.00 
B battery.  1.00 
Antenna and ground 

wires   2.25 

o 

Total weight 12.50 lbs. 
To carry the instruments it was de-

&led to have two 5 x 5 in. panels, and 
three 5 x in. panels, all 3/8 in. 
thick. It can be seen from the photo-
graphs that they were used in this way: 
5 x 5 in. Panels-

1 inductance coil 
1 variable condenser 

5 x in. Panels-

1 audion and grid condenser 
1 rheostat 
1 telephone and B battery con-

nection 
This arrangement left an opening 

into which a box was built on the side 
of the carrying case, in which a screw-
driver, pair of pliers, and short lengths 
of wire were kept. The case is not 
shown here, as brackets were fitted to 
the panels to support them vertically. 
The set, however, can be used as well 
in a horizontal position. 

Since there were no amplifying cir-
cuits, the arrangement of the separate 
panels were not of great importance. 

INDUCTANCE PANEL 
To minimize space and weight, it 

was decided to have a 0.0005 mfd. con-
denser in shunt with the tuning in-
ductance. The G.A. Standardized type 
was chosen because the minimum ca-
pacity was practically zero, and the 
maximum 0.0006 mfd. (See EVERY-
DAY ENGINEERING, February, 1920, for 
calibration curve.) 

This condenser, in shunt with the 
antenna of 0.0001 mfd., give a capacity 
range from 0.0001 to 0.0007 mfd. 
Then the inductance steps, to cover 200 
to 2,000 meters, were: 

Capacity 0.0001 to 0.0007 mfd. 
90,000 cms.-179 to 473 meters 

400,000 cms.-377 to 997 meters 
1,800,000 cms.-800 to 2,116 meters 

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111I 
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The mounted socket and 
denser 

Fig. 6. grid con-

A little figuring showed that with a 
three-bank winding of 3 x 16 No. 38 
D.S.C. high frequency cable, 18 turns 
per inch, on a tube 3 ins, in diameter, 

Fig. 4. Looking down on the completed condenser and inductance panels 

the tapping points were: 
90,000 ans., 22 turns 

400,000 cms., 57 turns 
1,800,000 cms., 157 turns 

The length from the start of the 
winding to the taps were: 

90,000 cms., 0.40 in. 
400,000 cms., 1.05 in. 

1,800,000 cms., 2.90 ins. 

When the coil was mounted, the zero 
end was put at the left, looking at the 
front of the panel, so that, to increase 
the inductance, the switch was turned 
clockwise. 
When the coil was wound, the panel 

was laid out and all holes drilled be-
fore anything was assembled. Fig. 3 
shows a very useful fixture made to 
insure the accurate location of the holes 
at the corners. A sheet of No. 30 sheet 
brass was carefully marked with a 5 in. 
square, and punch marks made M in. 
in from the sides at the corners. When 
the panels were laid out it was only 
necessary to clamp the brass sheet on a 
panel and punch the centers. This was 
important, for, otherwise, the panels 
would not have fitted together properly. 
. The coil mounting was very simple. 
Two lengths of brass tubing 3/16 in. in-
side diameter and Yt in. long were cut 
up and placed on 8-32 machine screws 
which go from the front of the panel 
to the coil. Washers were put on the 
screws inside and outside the tube so 
that the brass tubing and the nuts 
would not cut in. 

Other details can be seen from the 
illustrations. 

CONDENSER PANEL 
Fig. 4 shows the condenser mounting. 

To secure the condenser to the panel, 
the screws were removed which orig-

inally held the upper end plates to the 
fixed plates, and longer ones substi-
tuted, so that they could be put in the 
front of the panel. Washers were used 
to separate the rear of the panel and 
the top of the end plate. 

Connections were made to the mov-
able plates by a thin brass strip soldered 
to the bearing set screw. The other 

Hg. 5. A side view of the rheostat with the 
connection panel linked on 

side was soldered to one of the screws 
holding the fixed plates. 
An A. H. Corwin dial, slightly modi-

fied, was put on the shaft. A hole 
3/16 in. in diameter was drilled part 
way from the back toward the front, 
in. deep. Then the hole was continued 
with a No. 26 drill, and countersunk at 

the front of the handle. The condenser 
is made with a hole in the end of the 
shaft threaded 6-32. When a 6-32 
screw was put in the handle and turned 
into the shaft, it drew on the handle, 
clamping it securely. The depth of 
hole must be determined accurately so 
that the handle will not go on too far 
before it is stopped at the smaller hole. 
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The unusual strength and perma-
nence of the design of this type makes 
it particularly well suited to portable 
work. 

RHEOSTAT PANEL 
A departure from the usual rheostat 

was employed in this set, principally 
because the porcelain base type was too 
large for a panel ins. wide. The 
resistance element was simply No. 24 
s.s.c. copper wire wound on a tube 3 
ins, in diameter. The coil was 13.4 ins. 
long. To make it non-inductive, the 
direction of winding was reversed every 
34 in. 
A spring washer was put on the shaft 

of the adjusting handle, with a nut 
soldered to the shaft to keep a tension 
on the handle. Two more nuts held a 
brass contact which, at the maximum 
resistance end of the coil, slipped off 
the winding and opened the circuit. 

SOCKET PANEL 
The atidion mounting and grid con-

denser were put on a 5 x 2Y2 in. panel. 
Any type of socket could have been 
used, but the one shown was employed 
because it had been made up already. 
Two small angles of 34 x 1/16 in. brass 
strip held it to the panel. 

Connections to the filament were 
made by Fahnestock clips put on the 
screws which held the tube contacts. 
The plate contact was wired to another 
clip, and the grid to one side of the 
condenser. 
The condenser was made up of five 

sheets of No. 30 brass, 13/2 ins, long 
and 1 in. wide, separated by paraffined 
paper. Two small bakelite plates 
secured the condenser in position. 

CONNECTION PANEL 
Fahnestock clips were mounted at 

the front of the connection panel to take 
the telephone cord tips. Another pair 
at the rear were for the B battery. 

This section is shown clearly in Figs. 
1 and 2. 

BATTERIES 
Obviously, it was not practical to use 

a 5-lb. Navy size B battery with this 
set. The small Signal Corps type gave 
results entirely satisfactory and saved 
4 lbs. in weight. 
Two 2-volt 10-ampere-hour Porox 

storage cells were decided upon, as their 
weight, filled, was only 2 lbs. each. 
The dimensions of the batteries shown 
in Fig. 1 were ins, long, ins. 
wide, and 434 ins, high over the bind-
ing posts. These cells operated the 
audion for 9 hours at a charge, and 
have stood up so that they promise to 
last indefinitely. 

CONNECTIONS 
The wiring of the audion plate and 

filament circuits were of the usual sort. 
With a Marconi or VT1, no adjustment 
of the plate voltage was needed, operat-
ing the tube on a 22.5 volt battery. 

Looking at the rear' of the set, the 
antenna was connected to the right-
hand post wired to the coil, the ground 
to the condenser post at the left; then 
a wire was run from the left condenser 
post to the left of the coil, and the right 

condenser post to the right of the coil. 
Finally, a wire from the grid was run 
to the antenna connection, and one 
from the filament to the ground post. 
Any further information regarding 

this set will be supplied upon request. 

Two New Instruments 

ATEN-STEP inductance has been 
brought out particularly for ex-

perimenters who are working with new 
circuits. The advantage of this type of 
inductance shown in the accompany-

ing illustration is that, while it is easy 
to couple it to any other coils by placing 
it in their proximity, it is portable and 
easy to set up for various purposes. 
The maximum inductance is 254 milli-
henrys. 

The case is of oak, carrying an en-
graved bakelite panel. The dead end 
switch eliminates losses due to the con-
nected unused turns. The panel meas-
ures 6 x 6 inches, a size sufficiently 
small to be readily used in many ways 
around the laboratory. 
When this inductance is used with a 

variable condenser of 0.001 mfd. maxi-
mum capacity, the wave length is from 
1,000 to 30,000 meters. 

This inductance is the product of the 
Clapp Eastham Company. 

Compactness of design is a feature of 
the Clapp Eastham two-step amplifier. 
Particular attention has been given to 

the location of the various instruments 
with the view of eliminating feed back 
effects. 
An innovation is the provision for a 

C Battery by means of which the 
strength of amplification and the qual-
ity of reproduction can be greatly im-
proved. Only volts are required. 
This set, however, operates very well 
without the C Battery. 
Two rheostats are provided for the 

control of the filaments. A telephone 
type switch is also mounted on the panel 
to allow a change from one to two steps 
of amplification. 
The oak case carries a panel 7 x 7 

inches on which all the parts are 
mounted. 

AN ADJUSTABLE PLATE 
BATTERY 

THE Richter and Byrne Company 
has brought out an innovation in 

the plate battery design, in the form of 
a plug and socket adjustment incorpor-
ated in the block battery. 
Tubular rivets are soldered to the 

negative or zinc sides of the individual 
cells, the tops of which are just flush 
with the sealing compound. Connec-
tion can be made to any cell by means 
of a plug which fits the rivets. If con-
nections to the points of a battery switch 
are desired, several plugs can be in-
serted and soldered to the switch. 
An advantage of this construction is 

that, if one cell gives out, it can be short 

circuited. In this way, the remaining 
cells can be used still. If voltages 

greater than 22.5 are required, one of 
these batteries can be put in series with 
a non-adjustable type. 
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The Radio 

AT a recent dinner where a number 
of radio men were present, there 
was a well-known financial ex-

pert from the Wall Street district of 
New York. The subject of conversa-
tion turned to radio magazines and the 
articles they contain. With the pon-
derous manner of one who attaches 
great weight to his own conclusions, the 
financier explained that in a short time 
the magazines would go out of business. 
"The reason is simple," he told us. "In 
a year or so, all the phases of radio will 
have been so exhaustively treated that 
there will be nothing more to write 
about." 

You will not take this seriously, but 
the man spoke with great conviction. 
When the developments of the last year, 
the year of 1919, are considered, it is 
evident that the radio field is moving 
with an ever increasing speed that indi-
cates no possibility of reduction. Com-
mercial expansion has been held in 
check by the peculiar attitude of the 
Navy Department, but the experimental 
field has broadened beyond the expecta-
tions of the manufacturers and dealers 
in equipment. 

ONE of the Government officials in 
New York recently stated that he 

estimates the number of radio experi-
menters owning sending and receiving, 
or only receiving stations in this coun-
try to be over 200,000. In no other 
pursuit is there one-half of this number 
actively engaged in experimenting on 
the development of a single art. To be 
sure, this figure includes men of all 
ages and degrees of proficiency, but the 
possible results from such concerted 
effort promise an unlimited expansion 
of the radio field. It seems very doubt-
ful that, with any army of 200,000 men 
working on the development and exten-
sion of wireless, the magazines will run 
out of material for articles. 

The estimate of the number of radio 
experimenters in the United States 
offers interesting contemplation to the 
manufacturers and dealers. Neglecting 
the expensive stations equipped with 
transmitting apparatus, and the many 
elaborate receivers with their amplifiers 
and other high priced instruments, let 
us put an average value of thirty dol-
lars on each station. This shows an 
investment in experimental outfits of 
$6,000,000. 

If 200,000 experimenters is a high 
figure—the origin was an authorative 
source—the valuation of thirty dollars 
is low, so that the investment estimate 
is not far wrong. The more important 
consideration, however, is the amount 
spent yearly. 

No one who owns a station is satis-
fied with it longer than it takes to plan 

Deparfment 
something new. In the course of a 
year, the most restricted purchaser 
spends twenty-five dollars. At the low-
est figure, this shows $5,000,000 worth 
of radio business a year. 

W HILE we are on this subject, 
there are two other things which 

should be brought to the attention of 
radio experimenters. There was a com-
pany, back in the old days, whose slo-
gan was, "An antenna on every house-
top." That condition has never been 
reached, but it is a good ambition. 
Some of you Relay Leaguers may not 
enjoy the prospect, but, if necessity is 
still the mother of invention, it is not 
too much to expect that, when the time 
comes, or as it approaches, interference 
will be overcome. 

What are you doing to increase the 
number of stations? Are you interest-
ing your friends, helping them through 
the difficulties which are always encoun-
tered at the start? A true experimenter 
is also concerned with the expansion of 
the art, and not confined entirely to his 
own work. 

Another thing: Radio Experimenters 
who have come here from the smaller 
cities say, "We have several excellent 
stations in our town, but the people 
who own them are so secretive about 
their apparatus and circuits. They get 
something good, and then won't let any-
one know about it." 

This is obviously the wrong attitude. 
If we are going to work for the good of 
the art, we must have a free exchange 
of ideas. The man who keeps his ex-
periments secret is not doing his share. 
It sometimes happens, too, that the 
mystery is only for effect. 

AN interesting controversy has been 
..started in one of the contemporary 
magazines on the question of transmit-
ter spark frequency for 200-meter work. 
Some operators of extensive experience 
claim that a set working on a low note 
can transmit farther than a 500-cycle 
outfit. The conclusions were based, 
however, on personal opinion which 
exact science has so often set aside. To 
say that high notes are not good for 
long distance because one has never 
heard strong, high pitched signals is 
like claiming that 500 meters is a poor 
operating wave-length because one has 
not heard anyone going on that wave. 
With a given transformer operating 

on 60 cycles, the output is varied when 
adjustments are made to change the 
spark frequency. Because there are 
only two or three makes of transformers 
on which any sort of data can be 
obtained, exact information on this 
subject is not available. However, we 
expect to give next month some quanti-

tative results obtained with the Acme 
transformer. 

At the receiving end there is some 
indisputable evidence of the superiority 
of the high note. Measurements have 
been made of the audibility of signals 
of different frequencies, with a given 
input in watts. This test shows a max-
imum audibility at 800 cycles. In ad-
dition, high notes are easier to read 
through static and low pitched inter-
ference. Other opinions on this subject 
will be welcomed. 

INQUIRIES have been coming in 
from experimenters who want to 

purchase Audiotrons and Western 
Electric VT Vs. The impression has 
been spread about that the only vacuum 
tube which has been purchased lawfully 
is the Marconi VT. 

It appears impossible to make any 
statements regarding the vacuum tube 
situation in general which will hold 
good for more than a month or two at a 
time, but here are at least some estab-
lished facts. 

The Marconi Company, in attempt-
ing to obtain entire control over the 
manufacture and sale of tubes, found 
that, by any means they might employ, 
they could not convince the courts that 
a Fleming valve was an amplifier or 
oscillator. Judge Mayer of New York, 
well known for his opinions which so 
sharply conflict with those of radio ex-
perimenters and engineers, did go so 
far as to say: 

"Stripped of technical phraseology, 
what Fleming did was to take the well-
known hot and cold electrode incandes-
cent electric lamp of Edison and use it 
as a detector of radio signals. No one 
had disclosed, nor even intimated, the 
possibility of this use of a device then 
long known in another art." 
No one begrudges the Marconi Com-

pany their Fleming valve, for no ex-
perimenter would swap a good crystal 
for it. The claims involved in the suit, 
during the course of which the state-
ment quoted above was made, were 
numbers 1 and 37, which read: 

"1. The combination of a vacuous 
vessel; two conductors adjacent to, but 
not touching each other in the vessel; 
means for heating one of the conduc-
tors, and a circuit outside the vessel 
connecting the two conductors." 

"37. At a receiving station in a sys-
tem of wireless telegraphy employing 
electrical oscillations of high frequency 
a detector comprising a vacuous vessel, 
two conductors adjacent to, but not 
touching each other in the vessel; means 
for heating one of the conductors; a 
circuit outside of the vessel connecting 
the two conductors; means for detecting 
a continuous current in this circuit, and 
means for impressing upon the circuit 
the received oscillations." 
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Claim 1 describes the Edison device, 
and would be void if not limited in its 
use. Therefore, the following dis-
claimer was filed: 
"To the combination of elements set 

forth in Claims 1 to 6, inclusive, and 
10 to 15, inclusive, respectively, of said 
Letters Patent, except as the same are 
used in connection with high frequency 
alternating electric currents or oscilla-
tions of the order employed in Hertzian 
wave transmission, and to the words in 
the specification: 'Whether of low fre-
quency or' at page 2, lines 32 and 33; 
'either' at page 2, line 98; and 'or low 
frequency alternating currents of,' at 
page 2, lines 98 and 99." 

This patent and disclaimer, No. 
803,684, dated November 7, 1905, can 
be obtained from the Commissioner of 
Patents, Washington, D. C., for ten 
cents in cash. 

Claim 37 limits the Fleming valve 
use as a radio detector. It does not 
cover the amplifier or oscillion, nor can 
the Fleming valve operate as such. 

All this means that three-element 
tubes, although they may be excellent 
detectors or oscillators, if licensed for 
use as audio frequency amplifiers, can 
be sold and bought when also licensed 
to use the third element, the grid. 

Winding Toroidal Coils 

F
4 XPERIMENTERS are gener-

ally ready to try anything once. 
  However, they have shown very 
little interest in the toroidal coil, possi-
bly because of the difficulty in obtain-
ing cores or the trouble of winding. 

In the February 1919 issue, formulas 
for the inductance of a torus were given, 
although very little was said about this 
type of coil. In form, the core is in the 
shape of a doughnut or ring, the cross 
section of which may be round or 
rectangular. The wire, as shown in the 

primary and secondary inductances. of 
a receiver. Then, with dead end 
switches, there is no loss whatever due 
to currents set up in unused coils. A 
separate set of ordinary coupling coils 
can be made for the coupling between 
the two circuits. 

Inductance of a torus of circular 
section; that is, of a doughnut shape, 
is given by the formula 
L = 12.57 n2 (2.54 — 

V6.4SR2 — 2.54 a) 
where L = inductance in cros., 

Using the needle to wind a torus 

illustration, is wound around the ring. 
The particular advantage of the torus 

is that there is no external magnetic 
field. When two ordinary coils are 
connected in series and placed close to-
gether, the effective inductance also in-
cludes the mutual inductance, as shown 
by the familiar formula 

L = L2 L2 + 2M 
or 
L L, + L2 — 2M 

To reduce the mutual inductance, M, 
to zero, the coils must be put at right 
angles to each other or widely separated. 
Toroidal coils, however, can be stacked 
up on top of each other, yet because 
the mutual inductance is zero, the effect 
inductance is simply the sum of the in-
dividual inductances. 

In this way, individual tori can be 
made for the separate steps of the 

n = total number of turns, 
R = the average radius of the 

torus, measured from the 
center of the ring, to the 
center of the cross sec-
tion, in ins., 

and a = radius of the circular cross 
section, in ins. 

> A coil of rectangular cross section 
has an inductance 

r2 
L = 11.7 n2h log 10 — 

I-, 
where L = inductance in cms., 

n = total number of turns, 
h= height of cross section, 

measured at right angles 
to the plane of the torus, 
in ins., 

= inner radius of the torus, 
. in ins., 

and r, = outer radius of the torus, 
in ins. 

Maximum inductance is obtained by 
making the coil of large cross section 
and as small inside diameter as possi-
ble. More than one layer can be used, 
but the formulas given above become 
slightly inaccurate for such a winding. 
The method employed in making 

these coils can be understood from the 
illustration. First, the wire is put on 
a needle, simply a wooden strip notched 
at the ends. This is passed through 
the center of the torus as the turns are 
put on. Care must be taken to keep 
the turns in the directions of radii, 
putting them close together on the in-
side, and spacing them slightly on the 
outside of the core. 

A WELL MADE LIGHTNING 
SWITCH IN response to a previous article point-

ing out the necessity of proper in-
sulation for a lightning switch, Mr. 
W. A. Parks sent in the photograph 
reproduced here. 

Instead of depending upon the in-
ferior insulation of a slate base, he 
has mounted his switch on heavy pil-
lars. These, in addition to being of 
electrose, providing a high grade of 
insulation, greatly reduce the leakage 
path from the antenna to the ground. 

Experimenters should bear in mind 
that insulation at this point is as im-
portant as at the antenna or lead-in. 

NOTICE AN error was made in a formula on 
page 318 of the February issue, in 

the article on the measurement of the 
natural period of an antenna. The 
equation, at the bottom of the page, 
which read: 

K = 
ti t2 

ti - t2 

should have been 
Á 2 

K   
t, — ti 

The effective range for a condenser 
with a 100 degree scale is usually taken 
as 5 to 95 degrees, or, with a 180 de-
gree scale, 10 to 170 degrees. 
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A Radio Frequency Amplifier Without 
Transformers 

High Efficiency and Freedom From Limiting Resonance Effects are 
Characteristic of this Amplifier Which Also Cuts Down Interference 

AL L things considered the tuned 
impedance coupling is the most 
satisfactory for experimental ra-

die frequency amplifiers. The principle 
of this arrangement is illustrated in 
Fig. 1, and a complete circuit for the 
apparatus to be described is given in 
Fig. 2. 

It can be seen that a condenser and 
inductance are connected in parallel 
across the plate and filament of the 
amplifier tube, and across the grid and 
filament of the detector tube. It is well 
known that, in a series circuit, the im-
pedance is zero when the circuit is 
tuned to resonance with the alternating 

AMPLIFIER 

1111111  

Fig. 1. 

DETECTOR 

A simplified circuit of the amplifier 

The necessity for tuning the coupling 
circuit is an advantage in that inter-
ference is reduced, but, when several 
stages of radio frequency amplification 

AMPLIFIER 

and particularly at long wave-lengths is 
easier to make function at maximum 
efficiency. If well made, this amplifier 
should produce nearly as loud signals 

Fig. 2. 
current flowing through it. In a 
parallel circuit, such as that in Fig. 1, 
the impedance at resonance is infinite. 
At the same time, the direct current 

resistance through the inductance is 
only 3 or 4 ohms, so that the full volt-
age of the battery is applied to the 
plate. 

COUPLING 

 1 Z.  

  DETECTOR 
II- 1 

Complete connections for the radio frequency 
are employed, the tuning of so many 
circuits makes it impractical. 

However, this single step radio fre-
quency amplifier has several distinct 
advantages. In the first place, it is 
cheaper than a single step audio fre-
quency amplifier, containing only a coil 
and 0.0005 mfd. variable condenser, 

amplifier 
as the usual audio frequency trans-
former coupled type. 

Using only one step, this set is better 
than the resistance coupled type, which 
requires an extra potential battery, or 
the straight impedance and transformer 
coupled amplifiers which have such 
resonance effects that they must be de-

Fig. 3. There is nothing difficult about the construction of this set 
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signed for a limited range of wave-
lengths, and cannot be made readily by 
experimenters. 

CONSTRUCTION OF THE AMPLIFIER 

The set described in this article is 
for the B-C wave-length range, that is, 
from 200 to 2,000 meters. (See page 
116, EVERYDAY ENGINEERING, Novem-

• ber, 1919.) Fig. 3 shows the front of 
panel, with the inductance and con-

rod, slotted at one end and threaded at 
the other. In the slot, a piece of No. 30 
brass sheet is soldered and filed down 
at an angle corresponding to the bev-
elled edge of the dial. 

For this particular condenser, the 
knob is made with a hole drilled part 
way through it of a diameter to take the 
shaft. Then a smaller hole is made 
the rest of the way to take a 6-32 screw 
which is threaded into the end of the 

Fig. 4. A side view of the instruments. No wiring is shown 

denser controls, and Figs. 4 and 5 the shaft. In this way, the handle is held 
side and rear views, securely in place. 

THE CONDENSER 

Any condenser of 0.0005 mfd. maxi-
mum capacity can be used, although 
one of the General Apparatus type is 
indicated here. A Corwin dial, fas-
tened to the panel by means of two 
small machine screws is well suited as 
an indicator. 
The pointer is simply a 38 in. brass 

THE, INDUCTANCE 

The inductance is clearly shown in 
the accompanying illustrations. It is 
made up of a two-bank winding of 10 
in. No. 38 high frequency cable, on a 
tube 372 in. in diameter, and 254 in. 
long. Looking at the panel from the 
rear the coil is started h in. from the 
right-hand end, and is tapped at the 

27th and 58th turns, ending at 135 
turns. This makes the coil 1.5 ins. 
long, with the taps 0.3 and 0.65 in. 
respectively from the start. 

Care must be taken that the turns 
are wound closely enough to give the 
required number in the given space, as 
errors in this respect will change the 
inductance coil. Forty-five turns per 
inch were allowed for the 10 in. No. 38 
double silk covered cable. Single silk 
covering is not good, for with such 
slight protection over the fine enameled 
wires, they are too liable to be damaged. 
The inductance at the three steps, 

when the coil is carefully wound, is 
120,000, 500,000, and 2,000,000 ans. 
This gives a wave-length range, with a 
condenser of 0.0001 to 0.0005 mfd. of 

Tap 1. 200 to 460 meters 
Tap 2. 420 to 940 meters 
Tap 3. 840 to 1,885 meters 

As a matter of fact, the G. A. Stan-
dardized condenser has a maximum 
capacity of 0.0006 mfd., bringing the 
maximum wave-length up to 2,000 
meters. By adding another section on 
the coil, the wave-length with 0.0005 
mfd. could have been brought up to 
2,000 meters, but this shortcoming did 
not seem to warrant the additional wire 
required. 

CONNECTIONS 

Four Fahnestock clips are provided 
for connection to the other circuits. As 
shown in Fig. 2, the condenser and coil 
are joined in parallel, and wires run 
from each side to two of the terminals. 
One set of binding posts go to the plate 
and filament of the amplifier tube, and 
the other set to the grid and filament of 
the detector tube. 

OPERATION 

There are two ways to use this am-
plifier. The first requires at least an 

o 

k41-61= 

o 

o 
Fig. 5. A condenser and inductance are the only instruments needed 
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approximate idea of the wave-length 
adjustments of the primary and sec-
ondary tuning circuits. Then, at vari-
ous settings of these circuits, the ampli-
fier can be quickly tuned to the same 
wave-length. 

This probably sounds worse than it 
really is, for, with only three taps on 
the inductance, the amplifier is easy to 
tune. If the amplifier is to be used 
for 200-meter traffic only, the induct-
ance can be reduced to only 27 turns. 
In that case, only the variable con-
denser will need adjusting. 

The other method, used only when 
signals with the detector alone can be 
heard but are too faint to read, is to 
have a switch by which the secondary 
circuit can be connected directly to the 
detector for standby work, or to the 
amplifier for copying. This simplifies 
the amplifier tuning, for with the 
primary and secondary already ad-
justed, it is an easy matter to tune the 
amplifier to the other circuits. 

This is a most interesting equipment, 
as well as being equal to, or more 
efficient than a one-step audio frequency 
amplifier. 

• Making an Auchon 
W HILE it is possible, of course, to 

buy as good an audion socket as 
can be made, the pleasure of experi-
menting is in doing the work yourself. 
This socket also possesses the advan-
tage that it can be set up on a large 
panel with any other apparatus, de-
pending upon the way it is to be used. 
For an amplifier, two or three sockets 
can be put on one plate as is done in 
the Western Electric set described in the 
June, 1919, issue. 

This socket was made from a strip of 
aluminum- 1-5/16 in. wide and 1/16 in. 
thick. A wooden rod, 14 in. in diam-
eter, was turned up, and the aluminum 
strip bent around it to form the socket 
tube as shown in the illustration. An 
aluminum or brass tube 1r8 in. inside 
will do just as well, but when this 
socket was made only the sheet stock 
was available. The bending process 
took time and patience, because it had 
to be perfectly round. After shaping the 
tube around the wooden rod, it was cut 
off to the proper length. This made the 
sheet easier to handle than if it had 
been cut to length first. 
With the tube completed, four legs 

were cut at one end, A in. wide and 
5/32 in. long. These were to be used 
as mounting legs in fastening the tube 
to the base. If a solid tube is used, the 
legs can be cut in the same way. 
The base shown in the illustrations 

was cut from bakelite 38 in. thick, 23/2 

• 
Socket 

ins, long, and 2 ins. wide. At the cen-
ter of the piece a circle was described 
5/16 in. in diameter and four holes 
3/16 in. in diameter were drilled 90° 
apart, to allow the contact pins to pass 
through to the contacts on the underside 
of the base. Another set of holes 38 in. 
in diameter were drilled in the base to 
take the legs on the socket tube. 
The shape of the contacts can be seen 

from the illustration of the underside. 
They were of No. 30 spring brass, all 

filed to shape at the same time. At the 
ends they were bent up so that connec-
tions could be soldered to them. Capac-
ity and leakage was reduced by this 
method of shaping the contacts. When 
this socket was made the mounting legs 
came directly under the contacts. The 
result therefor would have been that 
the tube would have short circuited the 
contacts when the audion was removed. 
Accordingly, the contacts were bent so 
that, in the normal position, they could 
not touch the ends of the legs. 
With the contacts ready to be put in 

place, the tube legs were put through 
the holes in the base and peined over. 
Fastening on the contacts completed the 
socket except for the slot to take the pin 
on the side of the audion base. This 
was filed down, between two of the con-
tact holes, until the bottom of the slot 
was X; in. above the top of the base, 
then over to the side for A in. 

If the audion is to be mounted ver-

tically on a vertical panel, two brass an-
gle pieces can be made of brass strip 
1/16 in. thick and V8 in. wide. The 
angles can be secured to the panel by 
machine screws, and to the socket by 
two of the screws which hold the con-
tacts. For mounting to a horizontal 
panel, holes can be drilled through the 
base. In this case it is necessary to have 
the base held up at least 34 in. because 
the pins on the audion push the contacts 
downward. 

AUDIOTRON SOCKET ADAPTER 
use of the tubular audion 

1. has called for a socket adapter by 
which they can be used in the regular 
four-contact sockets. This need is sup-
plied by the Radio Electric Company. 
The new adapter is shown here. 

It is made up of a tube of insulating 
material, carrying at the bottom a disc 
in which four contact pins are set. The 
audion is set in the tube, and the upper 

wires,from either filament and the plate, 
are fastened to the posts at the top. The 
other filament and the grid wires are 
put through a hole in the disc, and 
secured to nuts on the contact pins. A 
slot in the tube makes it possible to 
observe the brilliancy of the filament. 
At the side is a pin which engages in 
the slot of the socket. 
This makes an excellent adapter, for 

the connections are easy to put on, and 
the audion is well protected by the up-
right tube. Sufficient ventilation is pro-
vided by the observation slot and the 
open upper end to take care of any 
tendency to overheat. Wires from the 
upper binding posts are soldered to the 
pins at the bottom, preventing any loss 
from loose joints. 
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Radio Buzzer Construction 
A Development Which Combines Some Features of the Buzzer, 

Spark Coil and Transformer 

B
UZZER transmitters have been 
widely used in the American 
and foreign armies, demon-

strating ihe practicability of this sort 
of equipment. There are many differ-
ent kinds of buzzers, good, bad, and in-
different, with special limitations for 
the experimenter who builds his own 
equipment. 
The type described in this article 

might be called a closed core spark 
coil, for, unlike the ordinary buzzer, it 
has a primary and secondary winding. 
It is intended that this buzzer will 
work on 6 volts, the current drawn 
varying with the adjustment of the vi-
brator. 

For such an output, the transmitting 
range is much greater than that ob-
tained from a spark coil, as the ef-
ficiency is much higher. The voltage 
is low, however, so that a very small 
oscillation transformer can be used, 
and less provision for insulating is re-
quired. 

Illustrations of the buzzer and vi-
brator or condenser are given with this 
article, with a diagram of connections 
at Fig. 2. Essentially, the buzzer is 
made up of an almost closed core, car-
rying a primary and secondary wind-
ing. When the core is magnetized, it 
tends to draw in the armature of the 
vibrator to close the opening in the 
magnetic circuit. 
An adjustable paper condenser is 

connected across the break. Experi-
menters do not always realize that the 
condenser exercises a control upon the 
output of the instrument. By making 
this feature adjustable the proper ca-
pacity can be selected for maximum 
radiation. 

Other instruments to be used with 
the buzzer should be the same as used 
on other transmitters. 

former laminations are used, about 
0.010 to 0.015 in. thick. 
When the core has been assembled, 

it should be clamped between two 
boards and the armature slot filed out. 
Three holes are shown for screws to se-
cure the core to the panel. This helps 
to keep the laminations tight. They 
should be wrapped with tape also, to 
make the core solid. 

9 

G 

 o  

S 

Fig. 2. Wiring of the buzzer and condenser 

The Core 

The dimensions of the core are 34 
ins. long, 24 ins, wide, and Y2 in. 
square in cross section. This core is 
made with built up strips in the man-
ner of transformers. Regular trans-

An additional wrapping, 3/32 in. 
thick, preferably of Empire cloth, 
should be put around the leg which 
carries the winding. 
PRIMARY AND SECONDARY COILS 
Ninety turns of No. 24 S.S.C. wire 

Fig. 3. Details of the adjustable condenser which reduces sparking at the contacts 
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9g. 1. Front, rear, side, and sectional views of the transmitting buzzer 
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are required for the primary coil. The 
secondary is wound in slots turned in 
a block of wood 234 ins, long and 2 ins. 
in diameter. Each slot is 34 in. wide 
and 7/16 in. deep, allowing about 
3,300 turns of No. 36 enameled wire 
per section. 
The hole through the wooden sup-

port is 1 in. in diameter. This gives 
a clearance sufficient to allow it to slip 
over the primary coil. 
When completed, the secondary 

should be put for one minute in boiling 
paraffin. If left too long, the wires 
will become expanded and loose. 

THE VIBRATOR 

Because flat spring steel is so diffi-
cult to obtain, the armature is mounted 
on a short piece of drill rod, X; in. in 
diameter. The rod is held by two posts 
with clamping screws. A third post, 
drilled out with a 3/16 in. hole, is 
fitted with a screw and locknut, by 
means of which the vibration of the 
rod can be adjusted. 
The armature is a piece of annealed 

steel Y8 in. long by 3/2 in. square filed 
down at the end to form a 60° point. 
The drill rod is threaded into it and 
headed over, to keep it tight. 
As an added precaution, a screw is 

put from the top and turned tightly on 
the rod. Then it is cut off, and a small 
silver disc, cut from a ten-cent piece, 

soldered to the top for a contact. 
The vibrator screw bridge is made 

of h by 1/16 in. brass strip, bent as 
shown. An 8-32 screw, also carrying 
a silver contact, completes the vibrator. 

ADJUSTABLE CONDENSER 

The condenser is made of 30 tinfoil 
or copperfoil sheets 4 ins, long and 2 
ins, wide, separated by paraffined 
paper. One set of 15 plates are con-
nected together to form one side of the 
condenser. Taps are run from the 
other side to the switch to give steps 
of 6, 8, 10, 12, and 15 plates. 
The completed condenser is clamped 

between two bakelite plates 4Y2 ins. 
long, 3 ins, wide, and X; in. thick, sup-
ported by four screws, and held from 
the panel by 1-in, lengths of brass 
tubing 3/16 in. inside diameter. 
An easy way to make the connecting 

sector is to lay out the shape on a 
piece of No. 24 gauge brass. When 
the small holes have been drilled, the 
sheet should be clamped against a piece 
of wood, and, working against this 
wood, the slots can be sawed easily. 
The sector on which the switch con-

tacts work can be bent from a length 
of brass rod 3/16 in. square. 

Fig. 2 gives a diagram of connec-
tions. Dimensions not given can be 
determined from the scale given in 
Fig. 1. 

Commercial Stations 
Released by the Government 

BY Presidential Proclamation, com-
mercial stations were returned, 
on March 1st, 1920, to their for-

mer owners, and the regulation of these 
stations was again put in the sands 
of the Department of Commerce. In 
other words, so far as commercial sta-
tions are concerned, the situation is the 
same as when the laws of 1912 were 
put into effect. 

In the opinion of Government offi-
cials, however, matters are not the same, 
for, it is maintained, the Naval stations 
are not brought by the proclamation 
under the laws of 1912. If this is so 
—the point is not admitted by com-
munication interests—the commercial 
stations are not on the old time basis, 
for the Naval stations can still handle 
private messages. 

Interest in the circumstances was 
greatly enhanced by the March meeting 
of the Institute of Radio Engineers, di-
rectly following the effective date of the 
proclamation, at which Mr. Hogan, in 
his presidential address, took up the 
subject of radio legislation. 

His paper was on the laws of 1912 
as a basis of coming regulation, point-
ing out the defects and advantages of 
those laws and the need for new ones 
in keeping with the advance of the art. 
These points were also backed up by 

the majority of answers to a question-
naire sent out to members of the In-
stitute. 

Government control of radio was not 
dwelled upon at length because the 
opinions of radio engineers are over-
whelmingly against it. Only the Navy 
Department is called upon to justify 
its attitude in this respect. Experi-
menters will be interested to know that 
Mr. Hogan advocated the extension of 
amateur wavelengths to 250 meters. 

Dr. Goldsmith, discussing the paper, 
pointed out the difficulties under which 
the Radio Inspectors have been work-
ing. An appropriation of $45,000 
previously supported the Inspection 
Offices which are charged not only with 
the regulation and licensing of stations, 
but the examination of operators. In 
1919, the amount was increased to 
$65,000, yet it was specified that this 
increase should not be used to raise 
the salaries of the men. Unless steps 
are taken quickly to remedy conditions, 
the appropriation for the coming year 
will be only $60,000. Admiral Bullard 
stated during a discussion of this point, 
that the Navy has taken in approxi-
mately $800,000 for radio messages 
transmitted. 

Before the meeting was called to 
order, the presence of Admiral Bullard 

caused much comment, for it was as-
sumed that he would present the Gov-
ernment's side of the subjects brought 
up in the paper. Nor did he disap-
point the members. It seemed, that 
when Admiral Bullard mounted the 
platform, that the representatives of 
commercial interests were to be given 
an oral thrashing, but it was immedi-
ately apparent that the heavy jaw and 
the positive manner were attributes of 
a man who could go more than half 
way to meet the criticism so steadily 
directed at the Navy Department. It 
was also significant to find that he did 
not concur with the views of Secretary 
Daniels, who has consistently advo-
cated Government monopoly in this 
field. 
At the same time he felt that the 

Navy had not been accorded fair credit 
for their accomplishments. Communi-
cation had been established with Eng-
land, Norway, France, Germany, 
Italy, Russia, China, and Japan. 
Thousands of words of press news have 
been sent out that the foreign papers 
might obtain American news with the 
American viewpoint. Radio compass 
stations along the coast have been tre-
mendous aids to shipping and in sev-
eral instances averted what would have 
been inevitable disaster if the ships had 
not been informed of their bearings. 
He seemed a little unfair in his criti-

cisms of commercial companies which 
were not able to keep up the Navy's 
work when the stations were turned 
back, although the published propa-
ganda from some directions did prom-
ise such improved results upon release 
of their stations that his stand may 
have been well taken. 
Admiral Bullard did not neglect the 

interests of the experimenters, and 
seemed to think that the 250-meter limit 
may come as a result of furture legis-
lation. 
Above all, he was pleased to find 

that the Institute has taken an interest 
in radio regulation. He advocated the 
establishment of a Radio Commission 
as suggested by Mr. Hogan. 

Mr. Simon, among other things, pro-
posed the licensing of receiving sta-
tions to establish their location officially 
as a protection against the erection of 
transmitters, where a remote control 
system is used. 

It seems, too, that the registration 
of experimental receiving stations 
should be required, to provide the Gov-
ernment, in time of need, with in-
formation as to the available radio 
men in the United States. 

Copies of Mr. Hogan's paper and 
the discussion should be obtained by 
every radio experimenter, as this ma-
terial, when published, will be found 
tremendously interesting and important 
to private individuals as well as the 
commercial companies. 
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Benzol-Alcohol Fuel Mixtures for Internal 
Combustion Engines 

IN England, where gasoline sells for fifty cents a gallon in normal times, 
or one hundred per cent more than 

the average price in this country, en-
gineers have sought to use benzol, which 
is said to be adaptable to the present 
type of motors without change, and in 
cases where it has been used as much 
power is obtained as with gasoline. 
This material is a by-product incidental 
to the manufacture of illuminating gas 
and coke, and while it was formerly dis-
tilled from coal-tar and obtained only 
in small quantities, improved methods 
make it possible to produce about three 
gallons from every ton of coal changed 
into coke or gas. The former material 
was at one time produced by a process 
which permitted the gas to escape, but 
at the present time this is retained and 
condensed to form benzol. The crude 
product is a foul-smelling liquid which 
has about the same consistency and 
color as heavy ale. When subjected to 
a refining process the dirty liquid is 
converted to one that is about the same 
color as water. 

Benzol is not so volatile as gasoline, 
but it is claimed that a motor may be 
started without difficulty with this fuel 
supplied to a carburetor of ordinary 
construction. Owing to the greater 
number of heat units it contains, it is 
said it will develop more power than 
gasoline, and as it will not evaporate 
so readily it does not become stale or 
heavy by the vaporization of the lighter 
constituents. A disadvantage incidental 
to its use has been that owing to it be-
ing richer in carbon than gasoline it 
would deposit more of this substance on 
the piston head and interior of the com-
ubstion chamber. While this may be 
true of a poorly refined benzol and when 
mixture proportions are not correct, it 
applies equally well when low grades of 
gasoline are used and when the mixture 
of gasoline vapor and air supplied the 
cylinders is too rich. 

Considerable experimenting with al-
cohol has been done by French and Ger-
man engineers, and there are many 
points to be considered in its favor when 
discussing its value as a fuel. Alcohol, 
instead of being derived from natural 
mineral deposits, which become more 
and more depleted as the demands in-
crease, is derived from various plants 
and vegetables and is the one fuel that 
can be produced in quantities that could 
be augmented as the demand for it in-
creased. The vegetable substances 
which are distilled to make alcohol are 
reproduced each cycle of seasons, and 

By Kenneth Alton 

in tropical countries there is no cessa-
tion to the growth of the vegetation. 
The raw materials from which alcohol 
may be manufactured are found in all 
parts of the earth. It is derived from 
any substance which contains either 
starch or sugar, and it can profitably be 
produced from fruits, grains, and vege-
tables. It may be made from beets, 
sugar-cane, rice, barley, rye, corn, 
wheat, or potatoes, and decaying fruit 
or other refuse, which could not be 
utilized otherwise, may be subjected to 
a process of distillation and alcohol de-
rived therefrom. 

Alcohol differs materially from gaso-
line, and as it is less volatile it requires 
more heat to vaporize it. Alcohol vapor 
can be compressed to a greater degree 
than the vapors of gasoline, and as the 
heat units liberated from a fuel vary 
with the degree of compression even 
though alcohol gives out less heat when 
burned under the same conditions, 
higher efficiency may be obtained by 
compressing the alcohol vapor to a 
higher degree. While this substance 
has been used for a decade or more 
abroad, in engines designed especially 
for its use, it is not been applied with 
any degree of economy in motors de-
signed for use with gasoline. 
A motor constructed for use with al-

cohol must use a higher degree of com-
pression than a gasoline motor, and a 
form of carburetor which will heat the 
mixture before it is taken into the cyl-
inder should be used. An engine de-
signed for gasoline will use twice as 
much alcohol as it does gasoline to de-
velop the same amount of energy, though 
in a special motor the same amount of 
power will be obtained as when equal 
quantities of gasoline are burned in the 
conventional engine. One of the dis-
advantages of alcohol that is shared in 
common with kerosene is that it is dif-
ficult to start an engine when cold, as 
alcohol is not very volatile unless 
heated. 
The amount of air necessary for com-

plete combustion is roughly estimated 
at one-third that needed with gasoline. 
Twice the amount of compression be-
fore ignition can be used with alcohol 
vapor. The range of explosive mixture 
proportions of alcohol and air is much 
greater than that possible with gasoline 
and air. Various authorities have 
stated that a compression of one hun-
dred and fifty pounds per square inch 
is possible with alcohol, but it is doubt-
ful if automobile engines will ever be 
built using such high degrees of corn-

pression unless remands for extremely 
economical operation will result in the 
development of Diesel engine types 
which use much higher compression 
pressure than this because only air is 
compressed by the main engine piston 
and there cannot be any danger of pre-
ignition as when a gaseous mixture is 
compressed too much. 

Taylor-White Process.—A process 
has been developed with a view of per-
mitting one to use alcohol in engines 
of present design with no change except 
a special form of vaporizer. In this the 
alcohol vapor is passed through cal-
cium carbide before it enters the cylin-
der. The water which is present in 
commercial alcohol and which lowers 
its efficiency as a fuel is absorbed by the 
carbide and the resulting chemical ac-
tion liberates acetylene gas. This is 
very inflammable and increases the ex-
plosive value of the alcohol vapor. 
When the alcohol-acetylene combina-
tion is used, to obtain the same thermal 
efficiency as with gasoline gas, it is 
necessary to add water to the alcohol 
until a solution containing seventeen 
per cent water and eighty-three per 
cent alcohol is obtained. 

This is no great disadvantage, as 
water costs nothing to speak of, and the 
increase in the bulk of the fuel nearly 
pays for the carbide. It is estimated 
that one pound of carbide is used per 
gallon of liquid. As the market price 
of carbide in lots of one hundred pounds 
or more is but six to eight cents per 
pound, the only objection that can be 
advanced to the process is the increased 
complication of the vaporizing appli-
ance. The combination of alcohol and 
acetylene has proved efficient on motors 
employing compressions as low as sixty 
pounds to the square inch and running 
as high as two thousand revolutions per 
minute, but when used alone the slow 
burning qualities of alcohol vapor have 
made it most efficient on slow-speed 
high-compression motors. 

Alcohol used for fuel purposes must 
be rendered unfit for drinking by mix-
ing substances with it which are not 
palatable, but which do not interfere 
with its use as a fuel. When so treated 
the substance is called denatured alco-
hol. Among the substances which may 
be mixed with the ethyl alcohol are 
wood alcohol, benzine, and benzol, and 
various distillates of crude petroleum. 
Chemists contend that it is better to use 
a hydrocarbon, such as benzol, than the 
wood alcohol, as a denaturizing sub-

(Continued on page 446) 
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COMPLETE ENCLOSURE FOR 
PASSENGERS THE FEATURE 

OF NEW AIRPLANES 
(Continued from page 387) 

from the usual design, but which is 
entirely justifiable where, as compact-
ness, simplicity in rigging and the pos-
sibility of using the airship as a free 
balloon are desired. 
The car, also well streamlined, is a 

mahogany veneer construction, semi-
monocoque type, being built up of bulk-
heads and veneer planking, which in-
sures strength and lightness combined. 
Single control is provided with a slid-
ing wheel for altitude steering which 
permits the pilot to control with either 
right or left hand, or in the center, as 
he may desire. Directional control is 
by means of a foot bar. The car is 
thoroughly equipped with all necessary 
instruments for navigation. 

There has been no radical develop-
ments in the basic design of airplanes 
as the rules establishing design seem 
to be fairly well-established at the 
present time. The provisions made for 
the comfort and protection of the pas-
sengers in order to render flying more 
pleasurable than it is in the unpro-
tected cockpits of the military type ma-
chines, show a disposition on the part 
of aircraft manufacturers to cater to 
the public and supply aircraft that can 
be used for passenger carrying aerial 
routes. 
HEAT TREATMENT FOR STEEL 

(Continued from page 369) 
reamer or cutter is to be used in the 
lathe or drill press there is no more 
suitable or efficient steel for the pur-
pose than tungsten. 

In this connection, it will not be 
amiss to say that while some steel mak-
ers advise the use of water in grinding 
tools made of high speed steel, and 
others advise the use of a dry wheel, 
the writer has, in years of experience, 
noted that the best results are obtained 
by using a moderately coarse wheel dry. 
Never, when grinding, dip the tool in 
water, if it is purple with frictional 
heat it will not affect the tool at all, 
provided it is not dipped in water, but 
as soon as water touches a piece of 
tungsten steel when hot, checking or 
cracking will start rendering the tool 
unreliable. If you do use water, flood 
the wheel and do not permit the tool 
to get warmer than you can bear on 
your hand. 

In conclusion, always remember that 
steel of any kind is at its best only 
when hardened clear through, and 
weakest when in the soft or annealed 
state. The drawback reduces strain 
and brittleness without materially 
weakening the steel, and is the safety 
valve of the treating process. 

A 220,000-volt transmission line, over 100 
miles long, to transmit one and a half mil-
lion kilowatts of power is in contemplation. 

"He Deposits $500 a Month !" 
"See that man at the Receiving Teller's window? That's Billy 

King, Manager for Browning Company. Every month he comes 
in and deposits $500. I've been watching Billy for a long time— 
take almost as much interest in him as I do in my own boy. 

"Three years ago he started at Browning's at $15 a week. 
Married, had one child, couldn't save a cent. One day he came 
in here desperate—wanted to borrow a hundred dollars— wife 
was sick. 

"I said, 'Billy, I'm going to give you something worth more than 
a loan—some good advice—and if you'll follow it I'll let you have 
the hundred, too. You don't want to work for $15 a week all your 
life, do you?' Of course he didn't. 'Well,' I said, 'there's a way to 
climb out of your job to something better. Take up a course with 
the International Correspondence Schools in the work you want to 
advance in, and put in some of your evenings getting special train-
ing. The Schools will do wonders for you—I know, we've got 
several I. C. S. boys here in the bank.' 

"That very night Billy wrote to Scranton and a few days later he 
had started studying at home. Why, in a few months he had 
doubled his salary! Next thing I knew he was put in charge of his 
department, and two months ago they made him Manager. And 
he's making real money. Owns his own home, has quite a little 
property beside, and he's a regular at that window every month. 
It just shows what a man can do in a little spare time." 

Employers are begging for men 
with ambition, men who really want 
to get ahead in the world and are 
willing to prove it by training them-
selves in spare time to do some one 
thing well. 

Prove that you are that kind of a 
man! The International Correspond-
ence Schools are ready and anxious 
to help you prepare for something 
better if you'll simply give them the 
chance. More than two million men 
and women in the last 28 years have 
taken the I. C. S. route to more 
money. Over 100,000 others are get-
ting ready in the same way right now. 

Is there any reason why you should 
let others climb over you when you 
have the same chance they have? 
Surely the least you can do is to find 
out just what there is in this proposi-
tion for you. Here is all we ask: 
Without cost, without obligating 
yourself in any way, simply mark 
and mail this coupon. 

OUT HERE •••. FNTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS 
Box 6072•BSCRANTON, PA. 

Explain, without obligating me, how I can qualify for 
the position, or in the subjec , belore which 1 mark X. 

'ELECTRICAL ENGINEER 
Electrician 
Electric Wiring 
Electric Lighting 
Electric Car Running 
Heavy Electric Traction 
Electrical Drafteman 
Eleetrie Illsehine Designer 
Telegraph Expert 
Practical Telephony 
MECHANICAL ENGINEElt 
Mechanical Draftsman 
Toolmaker 
Ship Draftsman 
Machine Shop Practice 
Gas Engineer 
CIVIL ENGINEER 
Surveying and Mapping 
MINE FOREWN Olt ENWIt 
ARCHITECT 
Arehiteetorai Draftsman 
PLUMBING AND HEATING 
Sheet Metal Worker 
Navigator 

Name  

Present 
Occupation 

Street 
and No  

1
011EMICAL ENGINEER 
SALESMANSHIP 
ADVERTISING MAN 
Show Card Writer 
Outdoor Sign Painter 
RAILROADER 

• ILLUSTRATOR 
DESIGNER 
BUSINESS IIA SAGES F:NT 
Private Secretary 
BOOKKEEPER 
Stenographer and Tvelat 
Cert. Pub. Accountant 
Traffic Management 
Commercial Law 
GOOD ENGLISH 
Common School Sulderis 
CIVIL SERVICE 
Railway Mail Clerk 
STATIONARY ENGINEER 
Textile 0 or Supt. 
AGRICVI.TURE Ë Spaniel. 
Poultryltaltlog Frenen 
Automobiles Italia. 

7-21. -le 

City  

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE 
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LEARN WIRELESS AT HOME 
The Demand 

for 
Wireless Operators 

Far Exceeds 
The Supply 

The N. Y. Wireless Institute will make you an operator—AT HOME—in your spare time—quickly, 
easily and thoroughly. No previous training or experience required. Our Home Study Course has 
been prepared by Radio Experts. Experts able to impart their practical and technical knowledge 
to YOU in an easy to understand way. The graded lessons mailed you will prove so fascinating 
that you will be eager for the next one. The instruments furnished free, will make it as easy to 
learn the Code as it was to learn to talk. All you will have to do, is to listen. 

BIG SALARIES 
Wireless operators receive excellent salaries ranging from $125 to $200 a month and it is only a 
stepping stone to better positions. There is practically no limit to your earning power. Men who 
but yesterday were Wireless Operators are now holding position as Radio Engineers, Radio In-
spectors, Radio Salesmen at salaries up to $5000 a year. 

Travel The World Over 

A Wireless Operator can visit all parts of the world and 
receive fine pay and maintenance at the same time. Do you 
refer a steady position without travel? There are many 
opportunities at the numerous land stations or with the Corn. 
mercial Wireless or with the Steamship Companies. 

FREE Instruments and Text Books 
We furnish free to all students, during the course, the wonder-
ful receiving and sending set exactly as produced in the illus-
tration. This set is not loaned but given to all students coni• 
pleting the Course. 

The Transmitter shown is the celebrated Omisigraph used by 
several Departments of the U. S. Government and by the 
leading Universities, Colleges, Technical and Telegraph This wonderful Set for learning the Code furnished free with our Course 
Schools throughout the U. S. and Canada. Start the Omnigraph, place the phone to your ear and this remarkable invention will send you 
Wireless Messages, the same as though you were receiving them, through the air, from a Wi reless Station hundreds of miles away. 
When you apply for your license, the U. S. Government will test you with the OmnigraPh—the same model Omnigraph as we furnish to 
our student& Ask any U. S. Radio Inspector to verify this. 

FREE Post-Graduate Course 
A one month's Post-Graduate Course, if you so desire, at one of the 
largest Wireless Schools in N. Y. City. New York—the Wonder City 
—the largest port in the World and the Headquarters of every leading 
Wireless and Steamship Company. 

Easy Payments 
A small payment down will enroll you. We will make the payments so 
easy that anyone ambitious to enter the fastest growing profession— 
Wireless—may do so. 

Send for FREE Booklet 
Without obligating you in any way, send for our booklet "How to become 
an Expert Wireless Operator"—it is free. Mail the coupon attached, or 
postal or letter—but do it to-ekty. 

.1. • • •••.•• 

1 

THE N. Y. WIRELESS INSTITUTE 
Dept. 21, 258 Broadway, New York City 

Send me free of charge, your booklet "How to become an Expert 
Wireless Operator," containing full particulars of your Course 
including your Free Instrument offer. 

Name   

Address   

City or Town State  

96-Page Book Catalogue Sent Free 
W E have just issued a 96-page Book Catalogue listing about 2,500 of the most 

recent Scientific and Technical books. This is all the more welcome by reason 
of the fact that both the publishing and importing of books have been very much 
upset by the war, and many books can only be supplied with great difficulty. 
This catalogue will be sent to any address in the world, free on request. 

Manuscripts Considered for Publication 
The Book Publishing Department of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN will be glad to give an 

examination of any manuscript of Scientific or Technical nature. Submit as much of matter 
as possible, including illustrative material. There was never a better field for books of this 
nature than at the present time. 

Scientific - American Publishing Company 
Woolworth Building 235 Broadway, New York 

HOW TO 
1722E.R.ITA;Ne n 

BLUE PRINT 
DRAWINGS 

.• e +la ,111,.n 

EDI ftTIONAL INSTITUTE 

What Every Mechanic Should Thoroughly Know 
This hook points out the stumbling blocks for mechanics to avoid iii acquiring 
complete undepitandIng, as well as to show you HOW TO GO AT the reading 

of a blue print drawing. 

kAcry phase of the seventy subjects is gone into In detail, so that any averam quail can master with hut little study. Every mint Is clearly brought out with 
millelent sketches to describe each of the actual blue print drawing examples. 
lit fact, the illustrations are practically self explanatory. 
Every mechanic needs this book, be his experience in mechanics limited or 

lime Read the following comment from a man who passes on from 50 to 500 
Moe prints a day. 

.‘1 never thought there was so much to know 
In the reading of a blue print drawing." 

WM. P. CONWAY, Planning Dept. Mgr.. 
U. S. Rubber Co.'s Mach. Shop 

This hook contains the most vital and practical information on the subject 
of blue print reading, and is the beat and safest investment you can make 
Send for a copy to-day before you forget. YOU CANNOT LOSE, YOUlt 
MONEY REFUNDED IF NOT SATISFIED. 

PRICE:—Post paid U. S., $2.00; Canada, $2.12: Foreign. $2.25. 
169 pages—Size 5 x 7,/g inches, 

Handsomely bound In cloth 228 illustrations 
54 months In the making. 

EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTE, 134 Rowland Bldg., Detroit, Michigan 

DISCOVER YOUR TALENTS 
What are you best fitted for? Why drift from job to 
jolt? Why experiment with your future? Let an 
expert psychologist tell you the right vocation in 
life for YOU. Personal analysis by Dr. S. S. George, 
former U. S. Army psychologist, will help you to 
know your mind and what career you are most suited 
for in life. Send for Booklet —B." Phone Schuyler5969 

THE VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE INSTITUTE 
Room 27. 2255 B'way. (8Ist St.), New York. N. Y. 

High Frequency Cable--(I,itz) 
10-38, 20-38, 2-16-38, 3-16-38 individual 
wires enameled, D.S. over all. Grey 
Cardboard Tubes, Bakelite. and Rubber 
Panels. Radio Call 1JF. Write for cir-
cular on Honeycomb Coil Mounting. 
Wholesale and retail. 

A. T. HOVEY 
61 Belvidere St., near Mechanics Bldg. 
Boston, 17, Mass. Open Evenings 

4rei"' 
DUCK'S No. 

264 Pages 

aEtilde cWIirr ieclessal tilatalog 

JUST OFF THE PRESS 

175 Page. of Wirelesa 
Instrum•nts 

t Any radio amateur will tell you 
there is no catalog to take its 
place, and that it is a Beacon 

Light to guide you in the selection of 
your apparatus. 

THIS UNRIVALLED CATALOG MAILED 
TO ANYONE UPON RECEIPT OF I2c IN 
STAMPS OR COIN, which may be de-
ducted on first dollar purchase. 

Great coat of catalog and low prices 
prohibit distribution otherwise 

-- -- — --- --- --- — — --
What This Big Catalog Contains 

175 pp. Wireless Ap-
paratus for Com-
mercial a n d Ex-
perimental use; 

10 pp. Raw Material; 
2 pp. Transformers; 
9 pp. Auto and Stg. 
Batteries ; 

8pp. Telegraph 
Instruments; 

42 pp. Motors and 
Dynamos; 

8 pp. Flashlights; 
2 pp. Medical Bat-
temes; 

3 pp. Ammeters and 
Voltmeters; 

20 pp. Electrical and 
Mechanical Books 

1 THE WILLIAM B. DUCK CO. I 
244-246 Superior Street, Toledo, Ohio 

SEND FOR OUR CATALOG 
OF BEST, PRACTICAL BOOKS 

IT'S FREE 
N. W. HENLEY PUBLISHING CO. 

2 West 45th Street, New York 

Piet St' mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING M AGAZINE 
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Do You' Know These Wireless Facts? 
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Radio Now A Stepping 

Stone To Big Business. 

+.1 

THE past four years have developed 
many revolutionary changes in world 

affairs—kingdoms have vanished to give way to new and greater democra-
cies—millions of men have left their former homes on farms to seek new and larger fields of 
work in busy cities—electricity and machinery have accomplished tasks heretofore deemed 
impossible—and as one reflects over these past four years one quickly realizes that today we 
are living in practically a new age and must adjust ourselves to new conditions. 

That Wireless is a stepping stone 
to the shipping business, the im-
port and export business, the 
electrical apparatus manufactur-
ing business, the Consular ser-
vice, the railroad business, Civil 
Service, etc. 

That at a recent convention of 
leading American and foreign 
manufacturers Radio was formal-
ly accepted to replace cable trans-
mission for export and import 
business. 

That in addition to two thousand 
ships recently built, the shipping 
program for the near future calls 
for approximately thirty-five hun-
dred more Merchant Marine ves-
sels, each of which must carry 
from three to five government 
licensed Radio operators. 

Do you know what the successful 
experiment with wireless by the 
Delaware, Lackawanna and West-
ern Railroads and Canadian 
Pacific may mean later on. 

That recently five hundred aero-
planes, equipped with modern 
wireless apparatus, were turned 

ver to the Aerial Postal System 
to extend their work, each neces-
sitating a wireless operator. 

That commercial wireless tele-
phone communication has been 
established between America and 
England by the Marconi Com-
pany, from Halifax, N. S. and 
Liverpool, England. 

That about seventy-five new fac• 
tories were recently built for the 
manufacture of Radio Apparatus 
and that these require the service 
of Radio Mechanics, Electricians 
and Designers. 

That Radio Operators are now 
thoroughly organized and that the 
United Radio Telegraphers' As-
sociation, with headquarters in 
New York City, is opening 
branch offices in all large Ameri-
can cities, where operators can 
find immediate employment. 

That the average beginners pay 
for wireless operators is now 
about $225 a month and that 
Radio Operators in some branches 
receive as high as $5,000 per 
year. 

WIRELESS HERE TO STAY 
Every day old methods are giving way to new but of all the 
marked changes which have recently taken place perhaps the great-
est is the progress made in the development of Wireless Telegra-
phy and Telephony. As a quicker and cheaper means of world 
wide communication it is already supplanting the telegraph and 
long distance telephone in many instances, and with its gradual 
establishment as an important business factor in world industries. 
Wireless bids fair to soon take its place as the most widely used 
means of communication of all nations. One of the strongest 
arguments presented against the recent proposed government pur-
chase of the Telephone and Telegraph systems was that of Con-
qressman Steenerson, of Minnesota, who said that all the telephone 
and telegraph wires would soon be ready for the scrap heap if the 
present program of wireless communication is carried out. In this 
new and uncrowded field of work hundreds of responsible posi-
tions now await any ambitious young man or woman. 

FREE BOOK A special illustrated booklet. entitled "Wireless The 
Opportunity of Today" has been prepared which ex-

plains tn detail the many opportunities now open to those trained in this 
line of work, the handsome salaries paid and the bright future for those 
who go into this work now. It also explains how you can learn this 
subject at home during spare time, within a few weeks, and how this 
institution, the first and foremost in America, has trained hundreds of 
nien and women to do this work. Write for it today. It is FREE. 
Sign the coupon and mall it at once to 

THE NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE 
Dept. 177, 14th and U Sts., N. W. Washington, D. C. 

I .1 so • • .1 um as mu as • ad 

National Radio Institute, 
Dept. 177, 14th and U Sts., N. W. 

Washington, D. C. 

Print your name and 
address clearly 

send nie, free of charge, your booklet, "Wireless The Opportunity of Today" 
with full particulars regarding your famous ten weeks' home study course 
in Wireless Telegraphy, your special Wireless instrument offer and how 
t may secure your course in Modern Radio Telephony without extra charge. 

Name   

Address  

rite  
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EXPERIMENTERS! 

FOR RESULTS USE 

TRIODE 
(TRADE MARK) 

VACUUM TUBES 
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY '7ºº EACH POSTPAID 

FOR DETECTORS OR AMPLIFIERS. 

WILL FIT ANY STANDARD FOUR PRONG SOCKET 

TRIODE apparatus also includes Eaton Oscillators, 
Two Step Amplifiers, Vacuum Tube Sockets, Grid 
Leaks, and Audio Frequency Amplifying Transformers. 
When ordering radio apparatus specify TRIODE to 
insure receiving only apparatus and appliances supplied 
by the Wireless Specialty Apparatus Co. Catalog will 
be sent on receipt of 25c in stamps. 

WIRELESS SPECIALTY APPARATUS CO. 
BOSTON, U. S. A. 

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE 
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current. 

AMATEURS ATTENTION ! 
Send over25 Miles on D.C. 
Here at last is real "commercial type" radio apparatus designed for low power direct 

New transmitting records are in store for you. Take advantage of this special 
introductory offer and save $7.50. 

THE "AMRAD" INDUC-
TION COIL 

6 Volt or 32 Volt 

is almoA an exact duplicate of the U. S. 
Signal Corps coil used in trench service during 
the war. It has bakelite insulation through-
out. Its secondary, wound in 29 sections. 
produces 50.000 voila. Rated at 100 watts this 
coil has an output about 100 per cent. greater 
than the average 2 inch coil. The vibrator is rugged, steady and non-sticking 
and designed to give a spark frequency equivalent to 100 cycles which means 
maximum transmitting range on short wave lengths. The 12 volt roll is 
intended especially for use on farm lighting circuits. When ordered separately 
this type is $1 extra. To get maximum results with the 6 volt roil a heavy 
6 volt obrase battery is the best and most economical sour, nf current 

Price, 6-volt type 

The "AMRAD" 
QUENCHED GAP 
Special Induction 

Coil Type 
All your power on one 

sharp wave and a clear. 
bell-like note at every tap 
of the key will make 
other amateurs in your 
state sit up and take 
notice. The Amr ad 
Quenched Gap, carefully 

operated, yields the secret of long-range transmitting on low power. 
This special gap is identical in design to the heavy 11/2  kw, and 1 kw. 
Antrad Quenched Gaps now being installed in long distance amateur 
stations. Net only will this special quenched gap make your trans-
mitter as efficient, for its power, as the more costly equipment but 
you will be able to send more messages without interfering with other 
stations. For the first time In tile history of amateur radio every 
induction roil transmitter can now be tuned to comply with Govern-
ment decrement regulations. The Amrad Quenched Gap is the secret. 

  $28.50 Price, Induction Coil Type • • • $12.50 
Special Introductory Offer 

If you have had limited power at your disposal and inefficient apparatus or 
if you are waiting to be introduced to the fascination of sending radio mes-
sages over into the next county or state here is your chance to get the two 
most important pieces of transmitting apparatus at an actual saving of $7.50. 

"Amrad" Induction Coil, regular price . . . $28.50 
"Amrad" Quenched Gap, 6 6 4 12.50  

$41.00 
• • • 

Special Price for the Double Buy, $33.50 
Either 32-volt or 6-volt coil may be chosen 

How to Order Show this advertisement to your dealer and ask him to order one of these 
combinations for you. If you have no radio dealer in your vicinity send us 

check or money order for $5 and we will ship direct to you by parcel post C. O. D., the balance plus postage. 
Act promptly, as the standard Signal Corps parts which we secured from the Government were only sufficient 
to make up a limited number of sets. If you are not ready to buy and want further information send for 
free Bulletin P which contains complete description and operating directions. 

Write at once for short-term trade discount on this combination. Dealers' Opportunity No better opportunity to introduce apparatus of such high quality 
›tich low prices will ever be had again. The offer is made especially to introduce our rapidly growing 

line of "commercial type" radio apparatus. 
Address all communications to New York office 

AMERICAN RADIO AND RESEARCH CORPORATION 
15 Park Row Factory at Medford Hillside, Mass. New York 

• 

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING M AGAZINE 
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Two Famous 

RADISCO 
SPECIALTIES 

RADISCO COILS 
conceded by several well-known Radio Men to be far superior 
to any similar type of Inductances. Made in seventeen sizes, 
tapped and plain. Wave length range from 200 to 20,000 me-
ters. Priced from 60c to $4.85. Plentiful supply in stock at all 
Radisco Agencies. 

RADISCO BETTER "B" BATTERY 
is made according to Government specifications in two (2) 
sizes: 31/4  x 2 x 21/2" and 6V2 x 4 x 3". A first class 15 cell; 5 
group battery; VARIABLE VOLTAGE (Pat. App. for) is a 
special feature of this battery which enables you to provide critical voltage regulation for your 
vacuum tube by means of a switch connection with cells, taps of which have been taken off. 
Very economical and convenient. If one cell goes bad just test each group of 3 cells and short 
circuit the bad one. Price: Small size $1.40. Large size $2.40. At any agency—or if ordered 
by mail include postage for 2 pounds on small size and 5 pounds on large size. 

RADISCO AGENTS carry only apparatus of proven merit. Look for the Radisco trade mark 
on all parts you buy and be sure of getting efficient apparatus. 

Below are listed a few of the reliable firms who carry the RADISCO COILS, Better "B" Bat-
teries, and are our Agents for all other standard apparatus of merit. 

NUMREM CELLS 
9 

OADOPtYPENINGCCA19,,, 

Cit Lt 

PADISCO 22 5 c 

"'" • APPARATUS • 

BETTER "B" BATTERY 

RADIO DISTRIBUTING CO 

NEWARK NEW JERSEY 

COMMUNICATE YOUR WANTS TO THEM • 

ALBANY, N. Y. 
E. L. Long, 
21 Magnolia Terrace. 

ATLANTIC CITY, N. J. 
Independent Radio Supply Co., 
118 So. New Jersey Ave. 

BEINVILLE, QUEBEC, CANADA 
Canadian Radio Mfg. Co. 

BOSTON, MASS. 
Atlantic Radio Co., 
34 Batterymarch St. 

BROOKLYN, N. Y. 
Kelly & Phillips Electric 
312 Flatbush Avenue. 

BRONX, NEW YORK CITY 
Amateur Wireless Equipment Co., 
1390 Prospect Ave. 

CHICAGO, ILL. 
Chicago Radio Laboratories, 
1316 Carmen Ave. 

EUREKA, ILL. 
Klaus Radio Apparatus. 

HAMPTON, N. H. 
DeLancey Felch & Co. 

LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 
The Wireless Shop, 
511 W. Washington St. 

McKEESPORT, PA. 
K. & L. Electric Co. 
427 Olive Street. 

NEW ORLEANS, LA. 
L. A. Rose, 
4323 Magnolia Street. 

Co. NEWARK, N. J. 
A. H. Corwin 44c. Co., 
4 West Park Street. 

NEWCASTLE, PA. 
Pennsylvania Wireless Mfg. Co., 
507 Florence Ave. 
"BHA .' 

PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
Philadelphia School of Wireless 

Telegraphy, 
Broad and Cherry Streets. 

PROVIDENCE, R. I. 
Rhode Island Elec. Equip. Co., 
45 Washington Street. 

PITTSBURG, PA. 
Radio Electric Co., 
4521 Forbes Street. 

SCRANTON, PA. 
Shotton Radio Mfg. Co. 
P. 0. Box 3 
Branch 8 Kingsbury St., 
Jamestown, N. Y. 

SPRINGFIELD, MASS. 
Electric Service Co., 
585 Armory Street. 

TORONTO, ONT., CAN. 
The Vimy Supply Co., 
585 College Street. 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 
National Radio Supply Co., 
1405 U Street, N. W. 

WICHITA, KANSAS. 
The Cosradio Co., 
1725 Fairmount Ave. 

If none of the above agencies are in your vicinity, communicate with 

RADIO DISTRIBUTING COMPANY : Newark, New Jersey 

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE 
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CHEMISTRY OF THE COMMON 

METALS 

(Continued from page 405) 

the process of saturation continues so-
u dium bicarbonate separates out until 

2/3 of it has been transformed. The 
remaining compounds, carbon dioxide, 
ammonia and water, combine to form a 

• solution of ammonium bicarbonate as 
is shown by the following equation: 
CO, + NH3 H,0 = NH4 HCO3. 
This product reacts with the sodium 
chloride to produce the bicarbonate 
which precipitates. The ammonium 
chloride remains in solution. The ac-
tion is very well illustrated by the fol-
lowing equation: 
NH,HCO, NaC1 NaHCO, 

NH,C1. 
The bicarbonate is taken off, washed 
and heated to change it to the carbonate: 
2HNaHCO,=Na,CO3±CO2±H,0 
Sodium nitrate (NaNO„) is found 

in great quantities in Chile. The 
natural product contains sodium chlo-
ride, and the nitrate and perchlorate of 
potassium are also present in consider-
able amounts. 
Sodium nitrate is extremely soluble 

in water and is very deliquescent. Great 
quantities of it are used in the manu-
facture of nitric and sulphuric acids. 
Probably its chief use is as a fertilizer, 
imparting its life-giving nitrogen to the 
soil. 

Sodium nitrate (NaNO2) is pro-
duced by heating sodium nitrate with 
lead. The following equation fully 
describes the nature of the reaction 
which takes place: 
NaNO3 ± Pb = NaNO, Pb0 

The resulting compound (NaNO2) is 
very soluble in pure water. It has 
found considerable use in the produc-
tion of organic dyes. 
Sodium sulphate occurs in nature in 

the anhydrous state. It has been known 
in the deca-hydrate form (Na,S0, 
1011,0) since the seventeenth century. 
Sodium sulphate is also known as a 
heptahydrate (Na,S0,711,0). 
The preparation of sodium acid sul-

phate can be brought about by the ac-
tion of sulphuric acid on the neutral 
sulphates. This substance, when heated 
loses its water and is converted into 
pyrosulphate (Na, S, Of). If the tem-
perature is carried beyond a certain 
point the pyrosulphate breaks up into 
sulphur trioxide and the normal sul-
phate. Solutions of sodium acid sul-
phate effect acid reactions. This is 
because of the dissociation of the HSO, 

ion into H and SO,— 
Sodium sulphite (Na, SO, 7H0,0) 

can be prepared by dividing a solution 
of sodium bicarbonate into equal parts, 
saturating one with sulphur dioxide. 
This will result in the formation of 
carbon dioxide and acid sodium sul-
phate according to the following equa-

• tion: 

A GOOD W A VEM ETER 
AT A MODERATE PRICE 

is ac curate, simple and 
rugged. Comprises a port-
able oak case 53/4 " x 81/4" 
x6 1/2 " with hinged cover, 
bakelite panel, balanced 
condenser, buzzer, detector, 
switch, binding posts, and 
two 2-unit inductance wind-
ings, range 200 to 2000 
meters. 

Price $27.50 

These meters are in stock for 
immediate delivery, and are 
carried in stock by most 
good dealers. 

TYPE B. Q. WAVEMETER 
Bulletins Z and F sent for 4c Stamps list our complete line of high grade, moderately priced 
apparatus for the radio laboratory. Bulletin R lista the Cambridge Rectifier for Storage 
Battery Charging. 

CLAPP-EASTHAM CO., 131 Main Street, Cambridge, Mass. 

Up— Down or Sideways 
No matter how you want to 
look at "Ace" instruments, 
they are ideal for an up-to-
date radio installation. 

Doctor "ACE' has tonic for 
weak signals that give them 
some kick and on transmit-
ting apparatus he sure has 
the dope. Better get ac-
quainted with "Doc". 

You may pay more, but you 
can't buy better. 

The Precision Equipment Company Inc. 
Manufacturing Engineers 

2437 Glbert Ave., Dept. B Cincinnati, Ohio 

YOU CAN USE AUDIO TRONS IN YOUR RADIO 
SET, WITHOUT CHANGING THE SOCKETS IF YOU HAVE A 

Radio Electric Audiotron Adapters are the 
logical means for using tubular audions in 
standard apparatus ,equipped with four-point 
sockets. The superiority of this adapter is 
evident in the simplicity of construction and 
protection afforded the vacuum tube. 

AUDIOTRON ADAPTER, $1.50, Shipping weight 1 lb. 
The Radio Electric Company carries a complete line of 
Bunnell, Radisco, Murdock, Clapp-Eastham Radio 
Apparatus, Federal and De Forest Instruments. Special 
equipment made to order. Pittsburgh experimenters are 
invited to visit our retail store. A 10c stamp will 
bring our catalog. 

RADIO ELECTRIC COMPANY 4614 HENRY ST., E. E. 
PITTSBURGH, PA. (Continued on page 429) 
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Wireless Receiving Ban Raised 
MESCO WIRELESS PRACTICE SET 

The Practice Bet comprises a regular telegraph 
key, without circuit breaker, a special high pitch 
buzzer, one cell Red Seal Dry Battery, and four 
feet of green covered flexible cord. 
The key and buzzer are mounted on a highly 

finished wood base, and three nickel plated 
binding posta are so connected that the set may 
be used for five different purposes. 
Lint No. Price 
342 Telegraph Practice Bet, with Battery 

and Cord  $3.24 

Weighs 4 lbs. packed. 
Price does not include postage. 

MESCO COMBINATION PRACTICE SET 
For Learning the Morse and Continental Visual end Audible Codes 

This outfit is the only reliable instrument 
which will enable students to become proficient 
operators In the U. S. Naval Service, because it 
is equipped with a buzzer and miniature lamp 
enabling the user to master both the visual and 
audible signals quickly. 

1.1st No. 52—Practice Set with Red Seal 
Battery and Cord  $4.05 

Weighs 4 lbs. packed. 

Price does not Include posta. 

MESCO RADIO BUZZER 

type All connecting wires liable 
essential in order to maintain • 
emmtency in operation. 

Diameter 2 in height 1% in. lbe cap is attached to the base by • bayonet joint. 

List No. 
55 liesoo Radio Buzzer 

Tine buzzer maintain. • constant note and is recommended as an 
exciter for checking wavemeters where pure note and ample energy 
are required. 

It 'milldam of practically a closed circuit field of low reluctance. 
having a steel armature to which le riveted a stray supporting • 
movable contact. The armature tension is adjustable by means of a 
screw with • milled head large enough to be easily and permanently 
adjusted with the fingers. The stationary contact Is adjusted by 
means of a similar screw. The magnet coils are connected in series 
with • total D. C. resistance of 9.9 ehms. Shunted &mom these coils 
is • resistance having • D. C. value of S ohms. This shunt 
eliminates all sparking such as occurs at the break on ordinary radio 
buzzers and the anew saved thereby is transferred into any oscil-
lating circuit connected to It, the result being that this buzzer as 
constructed radiates five times more energy than any other misting 

to be broken are eliminated. Contacts are of genuine platinum, which Is 
constant note. The parts are mounted on • Condensate base to insure 

Price 

82.00 

We carry a large and complete line of Standard Wireless Material recognized 
by experts as such with competent experienced wireless attendant. in charge 

Send for the New Edition of Our Catalog K28 
It Is pocket else. contains 204 Pages, with over 1,000 Illustrations, and describes ln plain, clear language 

all about Belle, Push Buttons, Batteries. Telephone and WIreleee Telegraph Material, Electric Toys. Burglar 
and Fire Alarms Contrivances. Electric Call Bells, Electric Alarm Clocks. Medical Batteries, Motor Boat 
Horns, Electrically Heated Apparatus, Battery Connectors, Switches, Battery Gauges. Whet«. Telegraph 
Instruments, Ignition Supplier etc 

Manhattan Electrical Supply Co., Inc. 
NEW YORK: 17 l'art Place BRANCHES: 110 W. 42nd St., 127 W. 125th el 

CHICAGO: 114 a Wells St. 8T. L01718: 1106 Pine St. Ban Francisco °Moe: 604 Mission St. 

WILCOX PANEL SWITCHES 
TYPE 101 

A beautiful and efficient standardized switch for gen-
eral use Furnished in two sizes. 
1" Radius. Brass finish...AIM Nickel finish ....50e 
1./." Radius. Brass finish... .500 Nickel finish. ..Me 

TYPE 102 (Illustrated) 
A compound switch especially suitable for the primary 
of loose couplers. 1.4" outside radius. 
Brass finish   51.10 Nickel finish  $1.25 VARIOMETER PARTS 

Turned from hardwood Set as shown con-
doting stator (two pane), rotor and form 
for winding coils Postpaid $2.50 

Size of stator 5%» sq. 
Other sizes made to order 

SET NO. TWO contains all parts for the 
variometer including the above and knob. 
scale, pointer, shaft, binding posts, wire and 
instructions for assembly Postpaid $5.00 

BUILD YOUR OWN APPARATUS 

Our standardized parts and materials make 
it easy to build efficient apparatus that is 
beautiful and uniform In appearance. 
NEW LOOSE LEAP CATALOG READY 

Sent for five cents in stamps. 

The Wilcox Laboratories 
Lansing Dept. D Michigan 

MERACO 
EQUIPMENT 

YOUR OPPORTUNITY 
To introduce the quality of MERACO B Bat-
teries, we are offering them at $1.00, postpaid, 
for one month only. This offer closes at mid-
night, April 1st, after which they will be $1.20. 
These batteries give 22.5 volts, with guar-

anteed full amperage. 

Buy WHILE YOU CAN at This Price 
Here Are a Few Other Meraco Offers: 
Hard rubber, %. 3/16, 14, %, 1,4 in., $1 111 

per lb. 
Bakelite, grade xx, natural, $2.90 per lb.. 

black, $3.00 per lb. 
Flexible rubber tubing to slip over lead.4. 

ee per foot; $3.50 per 100 ft. 
Note: Postaxe must be Included, as extremely le, 

prices prohibit shipment otherwise 

MERCURY RADIO APPLIANCE CO. 
672-A Broadway, Brooklyn, N. Y. 

SCIENTIFIC 
ELECTROTECHNICAL 
EDUCAT I ON 

"Bridges the (lap" between the Electrician 
and the Electrical Engineer. No matter 
what your previous education, the way is 
open to YOUI 
By advanced and practical methods em-
ployed in the extensive laboratories, draft-
ing-rooms, class-rooms and work-shops of 
the School of Engineering of Milwaukee 
you can quickly and thoroughly train to 
become an Electrotechnician. and later all 

Electrical Engineer with B.S. Degree. 

INSTITUTE OF ELECTROTECHNICS 
A Junior Division for 8th Grade Gradu-
ates and a Senior Division for students will: 
2 years high school, require 18 months each 
for completion. A good position in the 
Electrical or Industrial field awaits you 
upon your graduation, or you may enter the 
College of Electrical Engineering and se-
cure your B. S. Degree in 3 years. 

NEW TERM OPENS APRIL lat. 
"Earn While You Learn" system assists 
you with your living expenses while at 
school, and assures you splendid practical 
experience. 

1Vrite NOW for full details and latest 
catalog. Mention age and education. 

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING OF MILWAUKEE 

171-373 Broadway Milwaukee, Wis. 

RADIO APPARATUS 

on INSTALLMENT PLAN 
Full partlaulars and the /IVA BULLETIN seek month 
sent on receipt of ten cents—starupe sr spin. 

J. DONALD VANDERCOOK 
LOMBARD Box 442 ILLINOIS 

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE 
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Crystal Detector. Type WI-t26A 

'4( 

The Quality Mark 

THE Crystal Detector illus-
trated above is the smallest 

and most efficient crystal detector 
on the market and is not to be con-
fused with other detectors of simi-
lar appearance but of inferior make. 

Our type WI-126A Detector is entirely dust and moisture proof and is de-
signed to retain its adjustment under all circumstances. The galena crystal 
supplied is made of specially selected ore tested at the mine by our inspector 
and again tested in our laboratories after assembly in the detector stand; 
extreme sensitivity is thereby assured. 
As in all our other products, the materials, workmanship and finish of this 
instrument are of the finest grade obtainable. 
Overall dimensions: 27,1" x 374" x 372". Weight: 8 oz. 

Price $4.50 
Write for our illustrated catalog 3B-7 on Crystal Detectors. 

WIRELESS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY 
Radio Engineers, Manufacturers and Distributors 

47 West Street New York, U. S. A. 

IN 
W HEN you buy a Radio Trans-

former, you should see that you get 
one that draws full rated power under 
the conditions at which it will be used. 

If you order a KW Transformer 
for 200 meter work, it should draw 500 
Watts from the line, using a condenser 
under .01 MF. 

A Wattmeter is necessary to measure 
the power, and most amateurs can get 
the use of one for this purpose. Instru-
ments can be rented in most of the large 
cities, or any High School student could 
arrange to use the one at the Physical 
Laboratory of the School. 

With a Wattmeter and Ammeter, the power factor can also be obtained, 
which is the WATTS divided by the product of AMPERES and VOLTS. 
This figure should not be below .70. 

Many amateurs have Transformers which are rated as 1 KW or 1 K.V.A., 
and which only draw 400 to 600 Watts—actually /2 KW Transformers. 

The ACME Radio Transformers have a high power factor and high 
efficiency, and will draw full rated power from a line of proper voltage and 
frequency using a condenser of .007 M.F. and spark gap frequency of 700 
to 800 per second. 

Price List as per Bulletin. 

lllll 11111111111111111110 lllll 1111111111111111111101111111111 lllll 11111 lllllllllllll 

ACME APPARATUS COMPANY 
24 Windsor Street, Cambridge 39, Mass. 

CHEMISTRY OF THE COMMON 
METALS 

(Continued from page 427) 
Na., CO, + H,0 + 2S0, =2Na 
HÉ0, + CO,. 

When this reaction is completed the 
remaining part of the sodium bicar-
bonate solution is added, which results 
in the formation of carbon dioxide and 
the neutral sulphate. 
Na, CO, +2Na HSO, 2 Na, 
SO, H» + CO,. 
Sodium sulphide (NaS,) is usually 

prepared by the reduction of the sul-
phate with carbon. The reaction has 
to be carried out at high temperature. 
The compound, when dissolved in 
water, has a decidedly alkaline reaction. 
The thiosulphate of sodium (Na,S, 

0.511,0) is produced by boiling a 
solution of the sulphate with sulphur. 
One of the most important uses of this 
salt is in the fixing of photograph 
plates and films. Since the develop-
ment of the motion picture industry, 
the consumption of sodium thiosulphate 
has increased greatly. 

Three sodium phosphates are known: 
monosodium phosphate (NaH,PO4), 
disodium phosphate (Na,HPO4), and 
trisodium phosphate (Na,PO4). The 
disodium phosphate is probably the 
most important salt. It can be prepared 
by neutralizing a solution of phosphoric 
acid with either sodium hydroxide or 
carbonate. This salt is extremely solu-
able and effervescep very easily. 

Sodium silicate (Na,Si0„) is a com-
pound well known under the name of 
"water glass." It is prepared by fus-
ing together silicon dioxide and sodium 
carbonate. This compound is a thick, 
syrup like liquid. 
Sodium cyanide is made by first 

passing ammonia over metallic sodium. 
This results in the formation of sodium 
amide: 
2Na + 2NH, 2NaNH, + H,. 

The product of this reaction is brought 
into contact with charcoal heated to dull 
redness. The following reaction takes 
place: 

NaNH, + C = NaCN + H,. 
Like most of the cyanides, that of 
sodium is extremely poisonous. 

Sodium imparts a yellow color to a 
Bunsen flame. By the use of the spec-
troscope, as little as .0000000003 grin. 
of sodium can be detected. 

Electric furnaces for melting alloys em-
ploy as heating element a trough filled with 
granulated material forming a resistance. 
The troughs last four months, their granular 
filling only two weeks. They are in use in 
Sheffield, England, and range from 40 to 
1,000 kilowatts capacity; a favorite size is 
105 kilowatts. The latter is a hand-tilting 
round furnace. Three hundred to 350 kilo-
watt hours are expended in melting a ton of 
scrap brass. One 500 kilowatt furnace has 
a hearth capacity of three tons of aluminum 
or nine tons of brass. The loss in metal 
is very small, and a large furnace will melt 
a ton a day for each 5 kilowatts capacity. 

1 lease mcnlion EVERYDAY ENGINEERING M AGAZINE 
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VACUUM TUBES REPAIRED 
We repair the filaments and other elements in all types of vacuum tubes and guarantee them to operate 
equally as well as a new tube. In most cases they operate better. We produce wonderful oscillators, 

detectors and amplifiers. 

MARCONI VT MOORHEAD TUBES 
DE FOREST VT WESTERN ELECTRIC 

REPAIRED AT FOUR DOLLARS AND FIFTY CENTS EACH 

ELECTRON RELAYS OSCILLAUDIONS 
and all tubular types. 

REPAIRED AT FOUR DOLLARS EACH 

All foreign-made receiving tubes repaired at SIX FIFTY and power tubes, depending upon size. 
WE HAVE PURCHASED A LARGE QUANTITY OF BURNED OUT MARCONI VTs AND ELECTRON 

RELAYS, WHICH WE OFFER FOR SALE AT FIVE DOLLARS. 
REMEMBER THESE TUBES ARE GUARANTEED GOOD AS NEW. 

Dealers write us. 

VACUUM TUBE REPAIR CO. 
511 Perry Building OAKLAND, CAL. 

MORE THAN A STORE 
At F. D. Pitts Company you will find an exposition of 
radio and experimenter's' supplies from the foremost 
manufacturers of the country. No other store has such 
a complete line of equipment, nowhere else is such an 
opportunity to choose from the products of Clapp-East-
ham, Grebe, De Forest, General Radio, etc. A feature 

which will appeal to experimenters is that we keep things in stock! What other stores 
do not keep, you can get at Pitts'. 
SEND 4 CENTS FOR OUR CATALOG. IT HAS JUST COME FROM THE PRESS. 

COME IN AND SEE FOR YOURSELF 

F. D. PITTS, Dept. F. 12 Park Sq., Boston, Mass. 

"POROX" 
"Trade Mark" 

High grade Batteries made up in 
single transparent Celluloid and 
Pyralin cells for model and radio 
work. 

Special Batteries made to order 
also duplicating of foreign bat-
teries. 

Prices on request. 

ALBERT MULLER 
8758 Queens Boulevard 

Jamaica, Long Island, N. Y. 

EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE 
2 WEST 45th STREET 

You may enter my subscription to 
MAGAZINE for years at $2. 

foreign, $2.50). Please let this start with 
(Date of issue) 

issue. I enclose $ , and according to your special offer 
send me copy of book checked off. 

Name   

NEW YORK CITY 

EVERYDAY ENGINEERING 

00 per year (Canada, $2.25; 

the  

Street   

City   

State   

TEAR OFF AND MAIL THIS NOW 

EVERYDAY ENGINEERING 
SERIES OF HANDBOOKS 
Check off title desired here 

HOME MECHANIC'S 1 
WORKSHOP COMPANION 

2 HINTS AND TIPS FOR 
AUTOMOBILISTS 

3 
HOW TO MAKE AND 
USE A SMALL CHEMICAL 
LABORATORY 

SOLDERING AND 4 
BRAZING 

5 RADIO HOOK-UPS 

DESIGN DATA FOR RADIO 
6 TRANSMITTERS AND 

RECEIVERS 

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING M AGAZINE 
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3 inch Dial only  75 cents 
Postpaid 

3 inch Dial with Knob mounted...$1.30 
Postpaid 

RADIO MEN 
Make your apparatus up to 
date. Indicating dials now 
available at a reasonable 
price. 
Made of fine black polished composi-
tion with radial lines and figures ac-
curately engraved and filled with 
brilliant white. Diameter of dial is 3 
inches and they are 3/16 inch thick. 
Bevelled edge. 
We can furnish dial alone or with fine 
Bakelite Knob mounted. This knob has a 
set screw to clamp shaft of instrument to 
which dial is to be applied. 
If your dealer cannot supply you send us his 
name with your order. Immediate deliveries 

NEW CATALOG JUST OUT, ready for distribution at once. 30 pages of real, 
live, up to the minute illustrations, NEWS and descriptions of all standard Radio 
parts, including the above Indicating Dial. 

Sent anywhere upon receipt of 10c. 

For sale at all Radisco Agencies and by 

A. H. Corwin & Co. 
4 West Park Street Newark, N. J. 

Licensed by De Forest 

AUDIOTRON 
The Original Tubular Vacuum Amplifier 

The AudioTron vacuum tube is now manufactured and sold as a genuine 
audion licensed under DeForest Patents Nos 841387 and 879532 to be 
used only for amplification in radio communication and only for experi-
mental and amateur purposes and only in audio frequency circuits. 
The AudioTron has a double filament of special thorium tungsten and 

the operating life is over 2000 hours. No special socket is required. The 
electrical and mechanical dimensions result in a heavy plate current and 
corresponding signal strength. Plate voltage under 40. Our guarantee 
insures satisfaction. 

PRICE $6.00 EACH 
If your local dealer cannot supply you we will ship postpaid when cash 

accompanies order. 
The AudioTron Exclusive Guaranty: Each and every AudioTron is 

guaranteed to arrive in good condition and to prove fully satisfactory. 
Replacement of unsatisfactory tubes will be made free of charge. 

AudioTron Audio-Frequency Transformer $7.00 
Laminated closed core, two coil type 

DEALERS :—Write for our attractive trade Proposition. 

AUDIOTRON SALES CO., Lick Bldg., San Francisco, Calif. 

"Ask Anyone Who 
Has Used It" 

"Light and Sensitive, The Mechanical 
Construction is Good, and they Look 
Very Neat." (Name on Request.) 
This extract from the letter of a satis-
fied patron is in line with what they 

BR ANDES WIRELESS 
HEADSET 

Superior Type, 2000 ohms. 

Transatlantic Type 
SIO 

Naves Type 

Test out Brands" Wireless 
TRIAL Receivers against any other 
OFFER make. Test them for ft *Se 

Sven's", clearness and die 
tance. 1f within te» days you're not 
only satisfied but enthusiastic over 
them—back comes your money without 
a question. Prove for yourself the 
fine quality, the "matched tone." The 
two diaphragms, toned exactly alike, 
strengthen the signals and prevent 
blurring. Used by many U. S. Gov-
ernment experts and experts abroad; 
by colleges and technical schools; and 
by professionals and amateurs every-
where. 

SEND 4c FOR CATALOGUE M 

C. BRANDES, 32 union Square, 
INC. Room in New York 

MIRELEsS RECEIVER SPECIALISTS 

ri 
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FOUR 
NEW BOOKS 
WIRELESS EXPERIMENTERS 

will be interested in this NEW BOOK 

SELENIUM CELLS. Design, construction and 
use of the various makes. Illustrated with draw-
ings and half-tones. 80 pages, 71/2 x 5 In., cloth 
$1.50. 

AUTOMOTIVE MAGNETO IGNI-
TION, Its principles and applications, by 
MICH. E. TOEPEL. Second Edition, re-
vised and enlarged. Profusely illustrated. 

Limp Cloth, $2.00 

AERONAUTICAL ENGINES, by F. 
J. KEN. Second Edition, revised and en-
larged, 96 pages, 48 diagrams, 29 page 
plates and 5 folding plates. Cloth, $2.60. 

LATEST MAGIC, The New Book, by 
PROF. HOFFMANN (Angelo Lewis), Sec-
ond Edition revised, fully illustrated, 
handsomely bound in cloth—gilt. $2.00. 

Spon & Chamberlain 
122 E. Liberty St. New York City 

IiIIIMIIIIIMIIIIIM11111111111111111111111111•111•111111111111111111111111111111111alk 

SEE 
Special Subscription Offer 

on pages 436 and 437 

Valuable Books on Radio' Automobiles' 
Chemistry and Mechanics given FREE. 

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE 
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Useful Books 
Complete Practical Machinist 

by Joshua Rose 
One of the best-known books on machine shop 

work. now in its twentieth edition, and written 
for the practical workman in the language of 
the workshop. It gives full practical instructions 
on the use of all kinds of metal-working tools, 
both hand and machine, and tells how the work 
should be properly done. It covers lathe work, 
vise work, drills and drilling, taps and dies, 
hardening and tempering, the making and use 
of tools, tool grinding, marking out work, machine 
tools, etc. Throughout the entire classic the ex-
planations are as clean-cut as the tools they 
describe, and the earnest mechanic or machinist 
seeking greater efficiency will be helped toward 
using both head and hands to better advantage. 
No machinist's library is complete without this 
volume. 

647 Pages. 432 Illustrations 

Price $3.00 

Metal Worker's Handy-Book of Recipes 
and Processes 

By William T. Brannt 
This volume is a valuable work of reference 

and instruction for all engaged in the working 
of metals. It is a collection of formulas and 
practical manipulations for the working of all the 
metals and alloys including the decoration and 
beautifying of articles manufactured from them. 
The utmost pains have been taken to insure the 
accuracy and efficiency of the recipes so that 
with ordinary care as to quantities and manipu-
lation the results may be implicitly relied upon. 

It treats on alloys and amalgams; hardening, 
tempering, annealing; bronzing and coloring; 
casting and founding; cements; cleansing, grind-
ing, pickling, polishing; decorating, enameling, 
engraving, etching; electro -plating, brasing, cop-
pering, galvanizing, gilding, nickeling, silvering, 
tinning, etc.; fluxes and lutes, lacquers, paints 
and varnishes; solders and soldering; welding and 
welding compounds. To the new edition has been 
added several new chapters on die-casting, ther-
mit and oxyacetylene welding, etc. 

582 Pages. 82 Illustrations 

Price $3.00 

Techno-Chemical Receipt Book 
Edited with Additions by 

Wm. T. Brannt and Wm. H. Wahl 
This well-known Receipt Book is a mine of ac-

curate information that everyone may work to 
great advantage. It is encyclopedic in range, yet 
gives only the best formulas for each prepara-
tion or operation, and thorough tests by com-
petent men guarantee their intrinsic merit. 
A compact and reliable collection of approved 

receipts and processes, containing thousands of 
receipts covering the latest, most important and 
most useful discoveries in chemical technology 
and their application in the useful arte and in-
dustries. It is indispensable to every practical 
man and contains 500 pages, closely printed, 
giving an immense amount of matter on a great 
variety of subjects. Every care has been taken 
to select the very best receipts of each kind and 
there are few persons, no matter in what busi-
ness or trade they may be engaged, who will not 
and in this volume something of use and benefit to 
them. The library of the laboratory, factory or 
home is not complete without a copy of this handy 
and useful book of reference. 

518 Pages. 78 Illustrations 

Price $2.50 

Friction, Lubrication, Fats and Oils 
By Emil F. Dieterichs 

When we realize that it is no figure of speech, 
but a bald statement of fact, to say that lubrica-
tion alone keeps the wheels of industry turning, 
then we must look respectively upon this as a 
question of vital importance In this mechanical 
age. The author, himself a chemist and an in-
ventor and manufacturer of lubricants, wrote this 
manual for the mechanic and manufacturer of 
ordinary education, that the busiest man might 
learn the main facts of friction, the origin and 
charteristIce of fats and oils, their uses, their 
adulterations, their practical testing and the best 
ways to make them serve his own particular ends. 

Price $1.50 

Send for our new 48-page descriptive cata-
logue mailed free on request. 

HENRY CAREY BAIRD & CO., Inc. 
Publishers of Mechanical and Industrial Books 

OF SPECIAL INTEREST TO AMATEURS! 
We have a number of GENERAL RADIO CO. HOT WIRE AMMETERS 
range 0-2.5 amperes which were left on our hands at the termination 
of the war. These instruments are of the flush type, calibrated, and 
in good condition, exactly like a large number supplied by us to the 
U. S. Army Air Service. 

We also have a few ammeters of the sanie type. range 0-1 ampere, 
adapted to use in measuring the filament current of vacuum tubes or 
luw power transmitting sets. 

While they last. 65.00 will bring you either range, although our 
regular price is $io.00. 

Dealers write for our proposition 

GENERAL RADIO COMPANY CAMBRIDGE, MASS. 

THE STANDARD 
WHEREVER "B" BAT 
TERIES ARE USED 

STANDARD VT BATTERIES give you the service you 
expect, and the "VARIABLE STANDARD VT BATTERY" 
is unequalled in efficiency, convenience and fineness of 
variation. 
Used by leading manufacturers. Sold by the best 

dealers. 
Send for literature, and kindly mention your dealer's 

name. 

RICHTER & BYRNE, New York, Mfgrs. 
PACENT ELECTRIC CO., Inc. 

Sole Eastern Agents 
150 Nassau St. New York, N. Y. 

BEST MADE 

MAXIMUM 
OPERATI NG 

LIFE 

B BAIT 

+0 FOR CLEAR CLEAR RECEIVING 
THE SATISFACTORY 

B RGESS"13"BATTE ES 
SEVERAL SIZES 

Write for Catalogue 

BURGESS BATTERY COMPANY 
HARRIS TRUST BLDG. CHICAGO 

r Memorize Continental 
Code Almost Instantly 

My method is the short cut to success. 
Complete chart and full instructions, 
TWO DIMES. 

What They Say About It 
"Wish to tell you I was certainly glad I 
sent for your Chart. Before getting it did 
not know any of the Code, and today can 
transmit about ten words per minute." 

ROBERT ANCLEN, Detroit, Mich, 
(Local address on request.) 

DODGE, Box 100, Mamaroneck, N. Y. 

mol 
J. F. ARNOLD 

d
Loose Couplers 
Combinaiion Loose Coup-
ler Pans and accessories. 

Send 4e stamp for lit-
erature which is sure 
to interest you. 

2082 Lexington Av., N.Y. 
Established 1910 

BLUE PRINTS 
Laboratory Sim.  $0.10 
Violet Ray Machine  1.00 
Honeycomb Coils and Jigs  .50 
Wireless Circuits   1.00 
Loose Coupler   .50 
send for free blue print of an officient galena detector 
THE BARWICK RADIO SUPPLY CO. 

89 Britannia Ave. 
Hamilton, Ontario, Canada 

EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE SERVICE DEP'T 

Readers of this magazine are invited to write for any information relative to procurement of 
supplies, technical or practical books, tools, etc., they need to carry on their experimental 
work most efficiently. Our Service Dept. manager can render you valuable aid if you avail 
yourself of this privilege. Any information on subjects covered in our magazine will be 
given interested readers if available. All inquiries will receive prompt attention, and to 
insure proper service, the writer should enclose a stamped self-addressed envelope or 
postal card. 

ADDRESS—SERVICE DEPARTMENT 

EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE 
2 West 45th Street, New York City 

2 West 45th Street, New Yerk, N. Y. 

Please /fief/ 110/1 EVERYDAY ENGINEERING M AGAZINE 
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Copied in the Daytime 
on 90 foot Antenna with one DeForest -Honey Comb- Inductance 
Coil and one V. T. Freak work? Not at all! Try it yourself on 
your own Antenna. 
Here is The Formula: If fixed Grid Condenser is used, Grid leak must be 
adjusted very carefully. Wave length range, 7375 to 17,500 meters with 
average Antenna of .0007 adds. capacity. This circuit works equally well 
on short waves, regenerating the spark signals to a remarkable degree. 
Merely plug in a No. L-100 "Honey Comb" Coil in place of the No. L-I500 
and listen to the 600 meter traffic pound in. Wave length with No. L-I00 
Coil, 430 to 1010 meters. 

IMPORTANT NOTICE 
Our production of DeForest "Honey Comb" Inductance Coils has finally 
equalled the demand. From now on the genuine DeForest "Honey Comb" 
Coils can be supplied unmounted for 50 cents leas than the list prices for 
mounted Coils. 

Send for the DeForest Catalogue C. 
Contains complete details regarding "Honey Comb" Coils, and gives descriptions 'and 
prices on many articles of Receiving Apparatus, with valuable hook-ups and other 
information. Sent postpaid for 10 cents in stamps. Send for yours today. 

DE FOREST RADIO TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CO. 
Inventors and Manufacturers of Amateur and 
Commercial Radio Apparatus of Highest Grade 

1403 Sedgwick Avenue New York City 
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Send for 

HALCUN 
Radio Catalogue 

Full Line of 
Amateur Requirements 

Halcun Radio Co. 
San Francisco, Calif. 

Formerly Haller Cunningham 
Elec. Co. 

FREE APPARATUS!! 
You get a coupon valued at 50 
cents for every subscription you 
receive for "Pacific Radio News." 
These coupons are as good as 
cash when presented at radio sup-
ply stores. 

Your own subscription or exten-
sion of your present subscription 
will be credited with one coupon. 

Send for a copy of "Pacific Radio 
News" today and learn about the 
FAIR PLAY contest. 

15 cents per copy 
$1.50 per year. 

PACIFIC RADIO PUB. CO. 
50 Main St., San Francisco, Cal. 

YOU C ULD ':',1111i1111111 

Purchase Reliable, Efficient 

RADIO EQUIPMENT 
Guaranteed against mechanical and electrical imperfection— 
strictly high grade and up-to-date on a -Money-back-if-not-
satisfied- basis—would you not be enough interested to 
investigate further? 

Our new -Bulletin 14" now in preparation will list a complete line 
of Apparatus, Assembled Sets, Field Signal Sets, Radio Telephones, 
Independent Units, etc. It will be mailed upon receipt of 10 cents. 
This amount may be deducted from your first order of $1.00. 

ATLANTIC RADIO COMPANY 
34 Batterymarch St., Boston 9, Mass, 

LEARN WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY 
Fascinating and Educational Work—Big Salaries—Prepare Now 

The United States Shipping Board is making heavy demands upon usfor Dodge-tralnedwirdessoper-
ators. Travel all over the world, sec ore, f ree, unsurpassed living accommodations and earn a bigsalary. 

We Also Teach Morse (Wire) Telegraphy and Railway Accounting 
School established 45 years. Endorsed by wireless, railway and telegraph officials. tow 
rates. Students can earn living expenses while attending school. Catalog Free. Write Today. 

Dodge's Telegraph and Wireless Institute .1./rd St. Valparaiso, Indiana  

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE 
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AN ANNOUNCEMENT 

TRANSFORMER 
Type TXL-101 A 

Price $16.75 f.o.b. Factory 
A Standard Transformer modified and 
redesigned for amateur use. Coils are 
1/16" copper, edgewise wound on bake-
lite supports. Assembly secured to end 
plates by bakelite nuts. Secondary slides on 
bakellte rods. This elimination of metal 
throughout resulta in maximum efeciene. 
PRIMARY INDUCTANCE 12 micro henrys 
SECONDARY INDUCTANCE 40 micro 

henrys 
The Transformer Illustrated above is only 
one of many newly designed radio specialties 
which we have ready for you. Write us for 
descriptive bulletins which are being issued 
covering all International Radio Products. 
Address Department No. 21. 

INTERNATIONAL RADIO TELEGRAPH COMPANY 
326 BROADWAY NEW YORK CITY 

OF IMPORTANCE 

TO RADIOMEN 
A new organization selling high class apparatus in con-

junction with high class service has established its retail and 
mail order departments at 226 Fulton Street, New York City. 
Among the high class makes of apparatus which they sell, 
they are proud to list the INTERNATIONAL RADIO, 
DE FOREST, E. J. SIMON, COHEN, AMERICAN RADIO 
AND RESEARCH, WIRELESS EQUIPMENT, DORON 
BROS., RADIO SERVICE, RADISCO PRODUCTS. 

-Better Quality- B-Batteries—$1.25 for the 22 1/2 volt size 
—Audiotron Amplifiers, Audotron Adapters, absolutely guar-
anteed Galena crystals at 75c, and the best storage battery 
made in the world. 

The International Electric Catalogue is now in preparation. 

INTERNATIONAL ELECTRIC COMPANY 
226 FULTON STREET NEW YORK, N. Y. 

Dealers write for propositions 

RADIO AND ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTERS ARE SAVING: 
$2.50 (20' ) on each 6 V Storage Battery 
for which retail dealers ask $16.00 
$1.00 on every Vacuum Transmitter Tube. 
$2.50 on every Navy Type Telephone Set. 

You can save substantial amounts on radio, electrical apparatus, raw material 
or books. This applies to almost every electrical product advertised in this 
magazine. We buy direct at wholesale. You receive a share of this co-
operative buying. We manufacture nothing. Orders are made through the 
association from advertisements and manufacturers' catalogues. Hook-ups 
and like data is furnished free. Details by mail on request. 

MANUFACTURERS: 
Our radio department membership exceeds 1200, and is growing daily. We 
can move your stock. Submit quantity discount lists if you wish to avail 
yourself of this buying power. We want supply houses in several sections 
to deliver on telegraph order. 

MUTUAL PURCHASERS ASSOCIATION 
2-4 Stone Street NEW YORK CITY 21 Bridge Street 

Tel. Bowling Green Tel. Bowling Green 
4824-4829 6372 
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EVERYDAY SCIENCE NOTES 

Electrically welded joints in ships' plates 
have been recently tested in England with 
excellent results, as regards strength. They 
are from 90 to 95 per cent, as strong as 
the original plate, where rivetted joints are 
from 65 to 70 per cent. only. In elasticity 
they are so far inferior to rivetted joints, 
succumbing more quickly to bendings back 
and forth than do rivetted joints. A 5,000-
ton ship has about 450,000 rivets, a 9,500-
ton ship has about 650,000 rivets. In the 
displacing of these there would seem to be 
quite a field for electric welding, if it can 
be successfully done. Sometimes a badly 
driven rivet occasions a leak, and such a 
leak is regularly treated now by electric 
welding. The joints between ships' plates 
can be made quite flush by this process. 

A recent paper on the Sperry stabilizer 
for ships brought out some of the interest-
ing points of the apparatus. At one time 
there was apprehension that the stresses of 
the stabilizer might operate to strain the 
ship, but it has been determined that the 
strains incident to the rolling and pitching 
of a ship in a sea-way subjects it to four 
to six times the strains due to the stabilizer. 
It is possible to instantly throw the stabilizer 
in and out of action, as far as steadying 
the ship is concerned, and it is said that 
this gives a most impressive demonstration 
of the work done by it. When out of action 
in a heavy sea, it leaves the ship to roll and 
pitch with the waves and the effect of turn-
ing on the stabilizer operates to bring about 
an impressive silence, the creakings of the 
ship ceasing as the stabilizer comes into 
action. The ship, it is said, is steadied in 
her steering, and economizes on power, espe-
cially if she has bilge keels. Naturitlly there 
is not the same need of slowing down in 
bad weather, if a ship is well stabilized 
There is less water on deck in a head sea. 

It is calculated that the United States 
consumes nearly 75 per cent, of the pe-
troleum used in the world. The demand 
for petroleum is increasing; the ship pro-
gram calls for about half of the domestic 
supply. Internal combustion engines are 
said to furnish about two-thirds of the 
prime motive power of the world, and gaso-
line takes care of 95 per cent, of this. 

A power line operating at a potential of 
100,000 volts broke in Colorado, its loose 
ends separating some 200 yards or more. 
It was delivering 3,700 kilowatts at the 
time. The current found its way along 
and through the earth, and the irregularity 
in the action was only observed at the pow-
er house after seven hours had elapsed. It 
required three hours for the earth to cool 
off. The siliceous matter of the soil was 
melted in places into glass-like cones or ful-
gurites, similar to those produced by the 
lightning stroke. These were several inches 
deep, and were formed with their apexes 
down in the soil. 

A system of secret communication by ul-
tra-violet rays has been described, which 
was used during the war to communicate at 
sea, at distances of three or four miles. The 
ultra-violet rays of the Cooper-Hewitt lamp 
were employed, and were transmitted to a 
receiving fluorescent screen, coated with 
barium platinocyanide. A focussing system 
was a part of the apparatus. 

Georges Claude, the eminent French au-
thority on the liquefaction of gases and on 
low temperature work, has been working on 
the synthesis of ammonia from the atmos-
pheric nitrogen as the source of the nitrogen 
of the compound. He has used pressures 
as high as one thousand pounds to the square 
inch, with results exceeding those attained 
in the famous Haber process of Germany. 
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NOTES ON ALUMINUM ALLOYS 

Aluminum not alloyed with other 
metals is used for a great many ma-
chine parts and devices. The automo-

• bile industries are large users of 
aluminum castings, also the manu-
facturers of pneumatic vacuum clean-
ers. Commercially pure cast aluminum 

• has a tensile strength of 14,000 pounds 
per square inch, which is too low for 
any parts subjected to great stress as it 
is less than that of cast iron. In order 
to increase the strength of aluminum, it 
is alloyed with stronger metals. 
Aluminum bronze is an alloy of cop-
per with from 5 to 11 per cent of 
aluminum, which increase the tensile 
strength of the copper from 28,000 
pounds per square inch to an average 
of 85,000 to 100,000 pounds per square 
inch. Aluminum bronze is of a light 
yellow color, and is not as heavy as 
any of the ordinary bronzes. It has 
been used for automobile engine crank 
case and gear cases. 

In machining castings of aluminum 
and its alloys a difficulty is frequently 
encountered by reason of the chips be-
coming so firmly embedded between 
the teeth of milling cutters and tools 
that they cannot be removed with a stiff 
brush, and the machine has to be 
stopped for their removal. This neces-
sitates the use of a lubricant. Oil does 
not prove suitable, but soapy water 
gives good results, although it leaves 
a dull surface. A good cutting lubri-
cant is kerosene, which gives a bright 
finish when the cutting tools are prop-
erly ground and turpentine has been 
used to advantage also. The cutting 
edges of all tools should have sharp, 
square corners or edges, and there 
should be plenty of cutting relief or 
clearance. 

COLOR INDICATIONS OF HEAT 

To determine the color corresponding 
to various degrees of temperature in 
Fahrenheit degrees, the following table 
is given as being approximately ac-
curate. It may be of use to the 
mechanic who desires to obtain a known 
degree of heat in any work, such as 
smithing, heat treating, etc. 

Deg. Fahr. 
Lowest red, visible only in the dark 635 
Faint red  960 
Dull red 1290 
Brilliant red 1470 
Cherry red 1650 
Orange  2010 
Bright orange 2190 
White heat 2370 
Bright white heat 2550 
Dazzling white heat 2730 
Welding or scintillating heat 2800 

For very accurate heat treating work, 
as in hardening or tempering modern 
alloy steels, more accurate control of 
the heat is necessary and even the best 

• trained eye does not give satisfactory 
results so pyrometers are used. 

elhe , 
machinist says: 

"Sure I'm using them, the 
same as most of the men in 
the shop are doing. Some of the 
Starrett Tools in my kit, I bought 
when I was an apprentice. 

"Y'see, it's like this. We got the 
habit when we were kids. We saw the 
older men, the ones that were doing 
the finer work, preferred Starrett Tools 
because they knew they were accurate, 
and we copied after 'em —just like our 
kids are doing today. 

"How's that? No, I wouldn't go so far as 
to say that Starrett Tools by themselves will 
make a good machinist, but I'll say this— 
Starrett Tools will make it a lot easier for 
any machinist to do good work. 

"Yes, I've got one of their 'Starrett Data 
Books for Machinists,' and believe me, it 
saves a lot of time and mistakes. If I want. 
to know a decimal equivalent, a taper dimen-
sion, the speed of a milling cutter, or something 
about materials, I don't have to guess or ask 
— I just look in the book and find out. It 
set me back seventy-five cents at the hard-
ware store, but it, saved me a blame sight 
more than that in the first week." 

The L S. STARRETT COMPANY 
THE WORLD'S GREATEST TOOLMAKERS 

Manufacturers of Hack Saws Unexcelled 

ATHOL, MASS. 

The utility and convenience of Star-
rett Tools are second only to their 
accuracy. Catalog No. 21 "AI W' 
-:•,.t troll request 

Richardson's Polyphase Slide Rule 

; • 
has the regular A. B, C and D scale's; also a CI or 
Polyphase Scale, Logarithm, Sine and Tangent Scales. 
All graduations are printed on white coated steel from 
engine divided plates. These Scales are accurate and 
will retain their accuracy indefinitely. They aro not 
affected by acids, alkalies, water or grease. Length of 
tole 10". A 100 page Instruction Book, which teaches 
all there is to know about slide, rules, is sent with 
each order. 

Price of the Richardson's Polyphase Slide Rule, in 
case, with a 100-page Instruction Book, $2.00. 
An Ideal slide rule. It is low priced and an equal 

to any other rule in appearance, accuracy and dura-
bility. Be convinced. Your money will be promptly 
iefuncled if you are not satisfied. 
Send for our 40 page catalogue of supplies. It de-

scribes rules ranging from 60o to 810 each. Instructions 
in Logarithms and Trigonometry free with every catalogue. 

GILSON SLIDE RULE CO., Niks, Mich. 

42 980 

HAN DY 
THAT'S THE WORD TO DESCRIBE T1113 NEW 

utility chest—the handiest. sturdiest, chest for 
" garage or home use, for auto-mechanics, electricians, 
Plumbers, linemen. Its solid oak frame, rigidly 
held together by lock-cornered Joints—twice as 
strong as dove-tailing—insures tool safety against 
theft, rust, bangs, knocks 
or outdoor weather. Get 
the details about this 
cheat and the other 18 
Union sizes and styles. 
Write for Catalog, prices 
and name of nearest 
dealer and guarantee. 
If no dealer near you 
write for special offer. 
Union Tool Chest Co.. 
Inc. 34 81111 Street; 
$ Rochester, New York 

ca NTOO, CHESTS 
à WEBSTER'S NEW Whatever your question..— be it the pronunciation 
g_ of Bohsheviki: the spelling of a puzzling word: 
E- INTERNATIONAL the location of Zeebrugge. the meaning 
Ei 

a DICTIONARY EI `kruiggierlii!efacck 'Ziroillieg,ftranswereiner: 
G. & C. MERRIAM co.. SPRINGFIELD. MASS.  
Mabee semi rne spoci• 

me. P°8•3 and NAME  
FREE POCKET MAPS ' 

Per E. Eng. ADDRESS 

400,000 

2700 Pages = 
60001iii.e...1., 

Type mailer is equiroleal à 
lo that of a 15 Vol. Encyclopedia 

  :fill1111;111=111:1M111111011MI I i 
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Just Published 

The Everyday Engineering Handbooks 
The Experience and Knowledge of Experts Condensed and Simplified 
for the Handy Man—the Mechanic and the Radio Experimenter 

ILLUSTRATED BY SPECIAL DRAWINGS AND PHOTOGRAPHS 

HOME MECHANIC'S 
WORKSHOP COMPANION 

TELLS HOW TO DO MANY USEFUL 
ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL THINGS 
INCLUDING NUMEROUS SHOP KINKS 

e4Y 
ANDREW JACKSON JR. 

EVERYDAY ENGINEERING SERIES 
_NO RMANW.. 14 ENLEY_PUBLISHING _CO. 

2 WEST 45 TH. STREET. NEW YORK 

For the Handy Man in the 
Home or Shop 

There has always been a demand 
for a hand book of mechanical in-
struction that would help the average 
everyday man to do the many small 
jobs of repair work that are found 
around the home and shop. 

This treatise includes a compilation 
of useful suggestions that cannot fail 
to interest the handy man, and while 
it is not intended for mechanical ex-
perts or scientists, it will prove to be 
a veritable store of information for 
any one who desires to rig up a small 
shop where odd jobs can be carried 
on. 

The subject matter is divided in 
five parts as follows: 

Chapter 1—The Home Workshop 
and Its Equipment. Chapter 2— 
Special Tools and Shop Expedients. 
Chapter 3—Useful Home Appliances. 
Chapter 4—How to Do Things Elec-
trical. Chapter 5 — Helpful Recipes 
and Formulae. The illustrations are 
especially clear and all suggestions 
are further amplified or made more 
easy of comprehension by hundreds 
of thumb nail sketches made by the 
author. 

HINTS AND TIPS 
FOR 

AUTOMOBILIS TS 

MONEY SAVING HINTS ON CARE AND OPERATION 
ALSO LOCATION AND REPAIR OF ROADSIDE TROUBLES 

VICTOR W PAGE 

EVERYDAY ENGINEERING SERIES 
NORMAN W. HENLEY PUBLISHING CO 

2 WEST 45 TH STREET. NEW YORK 

For the Automobile Owner 
or Driver 

This volume is replete with inter-
esting facts compiled by an expert 
from a mass of information furnished 
by the Service Departments of lead-
ing automobile makers on operation, 
upkeep, lubrication, location of 
troubles and simple repairs of auto-
mobile parts. The instructions given 
are concise and to the point and no 
information that will help in the 
everyday operation of automobiles is 
omitted. 
The book is ideal for the busy man 

or woman who wants to know about 
car operation and upkeep because of 
the economies possible when an auto-
mobile is intelligently operated. It 
contains many money saving hints 
and a brier simple exposition of loca-
tion and remedy of roadside troubles 
apt to occur under ordinary operat-
ing conditions. 
The permit of logical presentation, 

the subject matter is divided into four 
chapters. Chapter 1 deals with the 
Control and Operation; Chapter 2, 
Systematic Inspection and Lubrica-
tion; Chapter 3, Power Plant and 
Auxiliary Groups; Chapter 4, Auto-
mobile Care and Maintenance Sug-
gestions. 

HOW TO MARE &USE A SMALL 
CHEMICAL LABORATORY 

AN INTRODUCTION TO TILE STUDY OF 
INORGANIC CHEMISTRY WITH DIRECTIONS 
FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF A SMALL LABORATORY 

'By 

RAYNOND FRANCIS YATES 

EVERYDAY ENGINEERING SERIES 
NORMAN W. HENLEY PUBLISHING CO. 

2 WEST 45 TH. STREET. NEW YORK 

For the Student Chemist 
and Experimenter 

The treatise covers all of the es-
sentials of elementary chemistry. The 
law of definite proportions, solutions, 
crystalloids, colloids, electrolysis, etc., 
are explained. The second part of 
the book is devoted to chemical and 
electro-chemical experiments. Only 
those experiments that will tend to 
broaden the readers' knowledge of 
chemis tr y in general have been 
chosen. 

The third part of the book describes 
the construction and fitting out of the 
home chemical laboratory. Direc-
tions for the construction of the many 
simple pieces of chemical apparatus 
are given. A chemical balance, ring 
stand, electric furnace, etc., are de-
scribed in detail, with working draw-
ings. The manipulation of chemical 
glassware is also treated. 

This book gives all the necessary 
information for a well-grounded un-
derstanding of chemistry. It will not 
only be a help, but an inspiration to 
study further into this fascinating 
realm of science. 

A SPECIAL OFFER TO READERS OF 
ANY ONE OF THE ABOVE VALUABLE BOOKS WILL BE 

TRY TO SEND US FOUR NEW SUBSCRIBERS—WITH YOUR 

Fill Out the Special Blank on Page 430 of this Issue. Check Off the Title Desired and Mail with Your Remittance to 
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Just Published 

Should be in Every Practical Man's Library 
All of these Books are written in Simple Non-technical Language and 
contain Information of Real Value on Subjects of Timely Interest 

RADIO BOOKS CONTAIN MANY WIRING DIAGRAMS 

SOLDERING &BRAZING 

A USEFUL HANDBOOK FOR MECHANICS 

RAYMOND FRANCIS YATES 

EVERYDAY ENGINEERING SERIES 
NOSIMTAN W. HENLEY PUBLISHING CO. 

2 WEST 45 TH. STREET. NEW YORK 

For the Mechanic and 
Model Maker 

This treatise gives all the necessary 
"kinks" that will enable one to ac-
complish successful soldering. If a 
mechanic has not succeeded in his 
soldering, this book may tell him just 
what he needs to produce good work 
—something that he may heretofore 
have forgotten. 

Hard soldering, for some reason, 
is not generally known. Hard solder-
ing, however, is very important and 
must be used in all cases where soft 
solder does not possess sufficient 
strength. Hard soldering and solders 
are thoroughly covered in the book. 
Nothing has been omitted that will 
enable the mechanic to apply hard 
solder successfully. 

Brazing and all of its important 
ramifications are treated in detail. 
Brazing, like hard soldering, is a pro-
cess little understood by many me-
chanics. The book "Soldering and 
Brazing" is divided in five parts as 
follows: Part I—Soft Soldering; Part 
II—Hard Soldering; Part III—Braz-
ing; Part IV—Heating Devices; Part 
V—Soldering Notes. 

RADIO HOOK-UPS 

A 5001E OF THE MOST ADVANCED CIRCUITS 
OF RECEIVERS AMPLIFIERS AND TRANSMITTERS 
POR DAMPED AND UNDAMPED WAVE WORK: 

'By 

M. B. SLEEPER 

EVERYDAY ENGINEERING SERIES 
NORMAN W. HENLEY PUBLISHING CO. 

2 WEST 45 TH. STREET, NEW YORK 

For the Radio Experimenter 
and Amateur 

In this book, the best circuits for 
different instruments and various pur-
poses have been carefully selected 
and grouped together. The result is a 
comprehensive summary of radio cir-
cuits for tuning coils, loose couplers, 
capacity coupling, variometers and 
other equipment for receiving long 
and short damped and undamped 
waves, damped, undamped and modu-
lated wave transmitters using buzzers, 
spark coils, transformers, arcs and 
vacuum tubes, telephone transmitters, 
laboratory oscillators, vacuum tube 
characteristic measuring circuit its, 
wave-meters, and audibility meters— 
in short, diagrams for every purpose. 

A special feature of this book is 
the explanations which accompany 
each circuit, giving constructon or 
operating details. Spaces are also 
provided for notes on the results ob-
tained with each diagram. This ar-
rangement, coupled with the skillful 
selection of the circuits, makes Radio 
Hook-ups an essential to every radio 
experimenter or operator. 

DESIGN DATA FOR RADIO 
TRANSMITTERS & RECEIVERS 

sIMPLE METHODS FOR DESIGNING APMRAIIIS 
ACCORDING ID ADVANCED AND APPROVED PRACTICE 

M B SLEEPER 

EVERYDAY ENGINEERING SERIES 
NORMAN W. HENLEY PUBLISHING CO 

2 WEST 45 TH STREET. NEW YORK 

For the Radio Engineer 
and Student 

Far from being a collection of for-
mulas, Design Data takes up in proper 
sequence the problems encountered in 
planning all types of receiving sets 
for short, medium, and long wave 
work, and spark coil, transformer, and 
vacuum tube transmitters operating 
in 200 meters. 

Where formulas are difficult, tables 
have been worked out so that values 
can be found without the use of 
mathematics. The few f ormulas 
given are so simple that any school 
boy can solve them. The subjects 
are so arranged that, having decided 
upon the type of receiver or trans-
mitter to be built, the reader can 
locate immediately the problems and 
solutions required. 

In Design Data, radio experiment-
ers are given such information, read-
ily accessible, as to make it possible 
for them to have modern and highly 
efficient equipment and to get the 
best possible results from the instru-
ments they make or buy. 

. EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE 
SENT FREE FOR EACH NEW OR RENEWAL SUBSCRIPTION 

OWN—SO WE CAN SEND YOU THE SET OF SIX BOOKS 

el EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE, 2 W. 45th ST., NEW YORK CITY 
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To the Man with an Idea 
I offer a comprehensive, ex-

perienced, efficient service for 
his prompt, legal protection and 
the development of his proposi-
tion. 

Send sketch, or model, and 
description, for advice as to cost, 
search through prior United 
States patents, etc. Preliminary 
advice gladly furnished without 
charge. 
My experience, and familiarity with 

various arts, frequently enable me to 
accurately advise clients as to prob. 
able patentability before they go to 
any expense. 

Booklet of valuable information and 
form for properly disclosing your idea, 
free on request. Writ,. today. 

RICHARD B. OWEN 
PATENT LAWYER 

144 Owen Building, Washington, D. C. 

Competent Patent Service 
By a Former Examining Official of the U. S. 

Patent Office 
NORMAN T. WHITAKER 

Lawyer and Engineer 

580 Whitaker Bldg. Washington, D. C. 
Branch Office, 87 Nassau St., New York City 

INQUIRIES INVITED 

PATE -721 
RECORD your Invonllon. before SIM application. bUOa ay y 
INVEN !tr. THE ATE11.0.1, 
Prompt, germinal ..t.m....e.....-::ro.th rneys il -at?larwr having 
mar twelve rears actual en visare. Reasonable [...-
war charges. R. P. FISHRURNE, 

921 McGill Bldg., Washington. D.C. 

Professional Assistance 
and Consultation 

We solicit the patronage of inventors 
and will give prompt, confidential 
service in the perfection of ideas. 
Complete drawings and plans pre-
pared. Specialists in steam and gas 
engine appliances. 

Correspondence Invited. 

Let Us Know Your Problem 

Bell Sr Hoyt 
1731 Broadway, New York, N. Y. 

UmakeIVI 
Outfit No. 8 Includes 10 

good toots, de-
signs, 3 ply wood, hardware, 
mechanical parts and every-
thing to make a $30 Toy Cir-

cus net Including Animal Wagon and Circus Wagon each 
drawn by two large jointed animals With Clown alders. 
19 Wild and Domestic Animals, kicking and Punning 
Donkeys with rids and other Circus Things. This set 
is a red hot Money Maker and several people can work 
with UmakeM No. 8 at the sanie time. Fine for families, 
toy clubs and schools. Send $10 for this set. Dealers 
buy Christmas toys now. 

W. R. PRICE. Inc.. Dept. 17. Umekeal Bldg.. 127 5th Ave.. N.Y. 

Small Steam Engines & 
Boilers, Gas & Gasoline En-
gines H.P. and U. 
Tanks, Pumps, Model Mak-
ers' Supplies. Get our big 
Catalogue, sent Postpaid 
for 15e (coin preferred) or 
Stamps. Refunded first 
order. 192 Pages, over 200 
illustrations. 

11/410DMIN ENGINE & SUPPLY CO. 
364 Monadnock Bldg., Chicago, Ill. 
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COAL GAS FOR TESTING pr-
GINES 

APROMINENT automobile maker 
uses city gas for testing and "run-

nining-in" engines in its testing depart-
ment. The company had constructed a 
special mixer which fits the inlet mani-
fold and takes the place of the carbure-
tor. This is shown herewith and will 
prove of value to any of our readers 
who contemplate using an automobile 
type engine for stationary power-plant 
purposes. The housing is a cast iron 
cylinder having a threaded boss on one 
side for attaching to the gas supply at 
A. Level with the gas inlet are two air 
ports, BB. Threaded into the bottom 
of the housing is a plug, the object of 
which is to rotate a sleeve immediately 
above it around in one direction or the 
other as may be required for the adjust-
ment; this sleeve is connected to the 
(breaded plug by two sliding keys (not 
,hown in drawing). 

Device for using coal gas for running 
gasoline motor 

Running through the plug is a rod 
threaded at the upper end which per-
mits of the sleeve being raised and low-
ered as may be required but which will 
not rotate it on account of the sliding 
keys that move up and down in corre-
sponding slots in the plug; the plug is 
locked in position by the screw C. 
When setting the mixer in testing an 
engine> the sleeve is first rotated by the 
plug to obtain the correct proportion of 
gas and air, usually to a position as 
shown in section AA. Note that the gas 
supply is considerably smaller than the 
amount of air allowed. When this ad-
justment is made the plug is locked by 
screw C. Then the speed of the motor 
can be regulated by raising or lowering 
the sleeve with the threaded rod run-
ning through the plug. This makes a 
very simple and inexpensive device 
which is entirely satisfactory. Besides 
saving on the cost of fuel, it does away 
with the fire-risk incidental to using 
gasoline in interior installations. 
The gas supply can be regulated by 

any form of shut-off valve and a rubber 
gas bag can be used to equalize the 
pressure. These bags look like a hot-
water bottle but have an inlet at one 
end and an outlet at the other. 

Genuine Armstrong 
Stocks and Dies I 

Great care should be exercised in 
the selection of stocks and dies. 
Work of quality demands quality 
tools. 

Genuine Armstrong Stocks and 
Dies are quality tools. Made of the 
highest quality of material and by 
expert workmen. They are de-
pendable and accurate tool» of 
constant service. 

Send direct to us if your dealer 
cannot supply you. 

D Mee Catalog ea Pitman 

The Armstrong Manufacturing Co. 
701 Knowlton Suet Bridgeport, Conn. 

PREVENT 
Put the 
where it 

( WASTE 
Grease 

is Needed 

THE BRIDGEPORT 
Center Thread Grease Cup 
This cup will squirt more grease than any 
cup of the same size made. 
Equip your machine, auto or boat with this 
new type of grease cup, one that does not 
leak, that cannot be cross-threaded and that 
forces the grease to the bearing points. 
The cleanest Grease Cup made. 

Send for Circular and Price List 

THE GARRISON COMPANY 
348 George St. Bridgeport, Conn. 

FOR THE PRACTICAL ELECTRICIAN 

Wiring a House 
By ilSaSisT PLATT. Shows a house already 
built; tells just how to start about wiring 
it; where to begin; what wire to use; how 
to run It according to insurance rules; in 
fact, just the infortnatiou you need. Direc-
0ons apply equally to a shop. Fourth 
edition. Price, 35 cents 

Electric Bells 
By M. B. SLEEP». A complete treatise 
for the practical worker in installing, oper-
ating and testing bon circuits, burglar 
alarms, thermostats and other apparatus 
used with electric bells. Both the electri-
cian and the experimenter will find in this 
book sew material which is entential Is 
their work. 124 pages. Fully Illustrated. 

Price, 60 agents 

NORMAN W. HENLEY PUBLISHING CO. 
Dosti El 2 West 45th Street, New York 

h. 
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New Foreign Auto Body Designs 

TWO very interesting types of motor 
car bodies are shown herewith, that 

at A being a touring body having a 
special compartment built around the 
rear seat in which the top is stored 
when it is not in use. The covers pro-
vided are easily removed when it is 
desired to raise the top. A new light 
metal body is shown at B. In this, air-
craft construction principles are incor-
porated, notably in the arrangement of 
the tubular metal framing and the use 

of tension brace wires fitted with spoke 
nipple ends to lend rigidity to the struc-
ture. The exterior panelling is of 
metal, as are the floor boards and run-
ning boards. The cushions and leather 
door covers are made up of separate 
units which can be easily attached to 
the framework and which can be re-
moved very easily when it is desired to 
clean these members or the body in-
terior. It is stated that this construc-
tion makes a very strong and light 
body for motor cars. 

Interesting new foreign automobile body designs 

5MM\NN‘MM1M111 \\111q mq‘o, • •• 

11,11111111110- • 
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COMPRESSED AIR AS A FIRE 
SCREEN 

A German technical paper treats of 
methods employed for screening fur-
naces. Workers who have frequently 
examined what is going on in the in-
tensely heated and glowing masses l suf-
ferk  much from the heat radiated and 
various devices have been tried for re-
lief. Hollow, water cooled furnace 
doors afford protection only when 
closed. Devices have been installed for 
drawing off the hot air in front of fur-
naces by centrifugal exhausters, the 

objection to these being that the workers 
are subjected to too great and sudden 
changes of temperature. The most ef-
fective arrangement is to fix imme-
diately behind the furnace door a nar-
row, oblong nozzle through which cold 
air is blown upward, thus interposing 
a screen of relatively cool air between 
door and furnace. This arrangement 
is to give, adequate protection to the 
worker, and has the incidental advan-
tage that when the doors of the furnace 
are opened the escape of flame is 
checked and the furnace interior tem-
perature is maintained more constant. 

Learn Drafting 
Employers everywhere are looking for skilled 

draftsmen. They are offering good salaries to 
start with splendid chances for advancement. 

Drafting offers exceptional opportunities to a 
young man because drafting itself not only com-
mands good pay, but it is the first step toward 
success in Mechanical or Structural Engineering 
or Architecture. And drafting is just the kind of 
work a boy likes to do. There is an easy delightful 
way in which you can learn right at home in spare 
time. For 28 years the rnternational Correspond-
ence Schools have been giving boys just the train-
ing they need for success in Drafting and more 
than 200 other subjects. Thousands of boys have 
stepped into good positions through I. C. S. help. 
but never were opportunities so great as now. 
Let the I. C. S. help you. Choose the work you 

like best in the coupon, then mark and mail it. 
This doesn't obligate you in the least and will bring 
you information that may start you on a success-
ful career. This is your chance. Don't let it slip 
by. Mark and mail this coupon now. 
— — TWO OUT MEINE 

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS 
BOX 60 73-B SCRANTON, PA. 

Explain, without obligating me, how I can quality for the 
position, or in the subject, before which I mark X. 

PMECHANICAL BRAS-Flee SALESMANSHIP 
STRUCTURAL DRAFTING ADVERTISING 
SHIP DRAFTING Show Card Writer 
ELECTRICAL DRAFTING Sign Painter 
ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTING ILLUSTRATING 
SHEET METAL DRAFTING Cartooning 
BOILERMAKER DRAFTINI1 BUSINESS MANAGEMENT 
BRIDGE DRAFTING Private Secretary 
MACHINE DESIGN BOOKKEEPER 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEER Stenographer and Triable 
Electric Lighting and Railway. Cert. Public Accountant 
Electric Wiring TRAFFIC MANAGER 
Telegraph Engineer Railway Accountant 
Telephone Work GOOD ENGLISH 
MECHANICAL ENGINEER Teacher 
Machine Shop Practice Cowman School Sableets 
Gm Engine Operating Mathematics 
CIVIL ENGINEER CIVIL SERVICE 
Surveying and Mapping Railway Mall Clerk 
STATIONARY ENGINEER AUTOMOBILE OPERATM 
Marine Engineer Auto Repairing 
ARCHITECT PLUMBING AND HEATING 
Contractor and Builder Textile Overeeer or Sept. 
Concrete Builder Navigation 'Tannish 
Structural Engineer AGRICULTURE rr 
CHEMIST Poultry Raising Itallan 

Name  

Present 
Occupation 

Sireet 
and No. 

City Stalo 

,-211-10 

HBB TTERYCHARGING 
PAYS BIG PROFITS 
You Can Make MOO to 5200 Clear Extra Profit 
Each Month—This HB 500 wntt outfit recharges 
1 to 8 6-volt batteries at once fry 10e to 150 each. 
Owner pays 75e to $1.50. Figure those profits! 
You can build a big, profitable busbies," ta bat-
tery charging. No mechanical knowledge re-
quired. Small investment—loni, easy termer 
1310 PROFITS. 
Small Cash Payment Puts Thus 
HE Outfit In Your Shop 
Balance on easy monthly terms. 
Profits easily carry PaYmeMILN. 
burnouts, no expansive renewals— 
stead,. dependable service, with 
BIG PROFITS. Absolute 
Money-Back Guarantee. 
Tear out this ad and mail 
TODAY for Information. 
HOBART BROTHERS COMPANY 
Boa 1E31 Troy, Ohio 

Sutowful Mfr.. &nee 189$ 

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE 
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This is not a Real Machine but a 
Wading River 4-Foot Scale Model NC-4 

With • Wading River 
outfit, you, too, ean 
build thla perfect ex-
talbition and experi-
mental model. It is 
equipped with eomplete 
eoutrolz, dummy Lib-

arty Engines, Paragon 
Propellers—every de-
tail a perfect repro-
duction of the original. 
It is easy to build with 
Wading River parts. 

BUILD AND FLY A MODEL NIEUPORT SCOUT BIPLANE 
You can make It from our complete unassembled outfits. What this builder says stands good 
with all ethen who build this perfect model, 

Feb. 9, 1919. 
Have had fine success with my Nieuport Biplane. It has flown 
181 feet. E. Waterhouse, 821 W. Mo. St., El Paso, Texas. 

SET OF II SCALE DRAWINGS OF BEST KNOWN MACHINES FOR $1.50 
This set includes the Nieuport monoplane, Blerlot, Curtiss Hydroplane, Antionette, Langley 
Tandem, German Taub°, Deperdusin, Wright biplane, White Racer, White Flyer, and Champion 
Racer. Send 5c for our latest catalogue containing illustrations of models of Curtis, J.N.4-B, 
S.P.A.D. Scout, De HavHand 4, Capronl Biplane, Handley I'age, Sopwith Triplan and others. 

WADING RIVER MANUFACTURING CO. 
672-D Broadway Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Send for This Book 
of Model Aeroplanes 
Tens how you ean build and fly mount*. re-
&toed-seals Models of real Aeroplanes; 131 
HAVILLAND Battle Plane, NC-4 and °them. 
You can build one rule. Bend 10e in stamps 
NOW and get this 411-page book. 
Plans fer Model Aeroplanes—NC-4, 
50e; DE HAVELLAND B•t tie 
Plane. Curtiss Military Tractm, 
Bleriot Monoplane, Nieuport Mono-
plane, Taube Monoplane. 315e each; 
Cecil Peo11 Champion Raiser, 234. 
Bend for Plans or Book Today. 
IDEAL AIRPLANE & 
SUPPLY COMPANY 

Making Model Aeroplane, Since 1911 
Cr. W. limns L Wooster Sis. 

New Yen 

Glide 
Plane 

Learn the principles of 
Aviation by flying our 
famous Glide "0" Plane, 
shipped complete ready 
to assemble and fly with 
illustrated flying instruc-
tions. PRICE 55 Cents 
POSTPAID IN U.S.A. 
Illustrated instructions from 
which you may carve an ac-
curate propeller complete with 
a sample propeller blank. 30 
Cents POSTPAID IN U.S.A. 

Both the above postpaid in U. S. 
A. 75 Cents. Send for our cat-
alogue D4. It is free. 

HEC Aeroplane Co. 
345 East 49th St., New York City 

Sen us your name an sa.,... or u n arma on 
regarding the Aviation and Airplane business. Find 
out about the many great opportunities now open and 
how we prepare you at home, during spare time, to 
qualify. Our new book "Opportunities in the Airplane 
Industry" also sent free If you answer at once. 

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF AVIATION 
Dept 7493 431 S. Dearborn St. CHICAGO 

Airplanes °urn" 34"" el J.N.-4 can 
be made complete ready to 
Cy from limalcali No. 17 
(price $3.00), which includes 

blueprints, wood, metals, rubber and special tools neces-
sary. Send for this set quick and Make Yams Making 
UmakeDI Flying Airplanes for tale. Hnormous demand. 
Profits big. Completed Plane sells at $10 and can be 
made in 6 hours from IlmakeM No. 17 Set. Ask about 
our 40 other OmakeM sets for making Airplanes, Toys, 
Novelties, Work Benches and praoUcal Screw Cutting and 
Milling Lathes, 
W. R. PRICE, inc., Dept. 17, Uma keM Bldg.. 127 8th Awe., N.Y 

AVIATION FREE 
Information 

UmakeM 

MODEL ENGINE CASTINGS 
For engines described in previous numbers of 
"Everyday Engineering." Castings made in 
Bronze or "Durallte." Model water pumps 
a Iso supplied. 

J. E. CARRINGTON 
49 So. Clinton St. East Orange, N. J. 

MIN UM` 
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1 A MAGAZINE DEVOTED TO AMATEUR WIRELESS 
11 officidi  Organ: American Radio Relay League 

; Radio Developments, Vacuum Tubes, 
Regenerative Receiving, Loop Aerials; 

' IjÎIÁ.41ft R(t erel ing;DHertrirust ‘fto°rTi es 
by The Old Man. All these and many 
more are included in QST. 

il.. SPECIAL TRIAL OFFER ' 

per copy. Introductory rate. 9-month.s 
Regular price $ 1.50 per y•éar. I 5 cents .. 

siibscription for $ I and attached coupon. 

1 PIN A DOLLAR BILL TO COUPON 
AND MAIL IT. TODAY ! 

RETL RN COUPON 

American Radio Relay League, 
Hartford, Conn. 

Enclosed find $ I ; please enter my trial subecrip-
tion to QST for 9 months. 

• 
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CI ST 

Address 
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COLLAPSIBLE FLOATS 

ADESCRIPTION of collapsible 
floats has appeared in a recent 

issue of L'Aerophile, this detailing an-
other interesting war development 
which the censor kept secret. Two or 
more floats of rubberized fabric are 
rolled up and stowed at any convenient 
place under the wings or fuselage, and 
these can be filled by means of a com-
pressed air apparatus in thirty seconds. 
The number of compressed air contain-
ers required is reduced by the addition 
of an injector which draws in external 
air to assist in the inflation process. 
The wheels of the chassis may be 

dropped off before alighting on the sea, 
but it would seem unnecessary to do 
this if the air bags were properly placed 
and proportioned. In addition a hydro-
vane is fitted to the chassis to prevent 
too great a shock to the inflated floats 
when they strike the water. 

These air-bag floats may have con-
siderable value for ship airplanes, al-
lowing land machines to be used in lieu 
of seaplanes, which of course are much 
less speedy for the same power. They 
may also prove useful in commercial 
single-engine land machines flying over 
country with large stretches of water, 
as they will permit of emergency land-
ings in case the motor fails without 
serious damage to either airplane or 
pilot. 

VARIABLE PITCH PROPELLERS 
ATE experiments with the variable 
pitch propeller indicate that it of-

fers practical possibilities both in this 
country and Europe. Such mechanism 
will always be viewed with a justified 
prejudice by the aeronautical engineer 
as well as the flier, who dread the in-
troduction of any additional mechanism 
to the airplane, no matter how simple it 
may appear to be. 

It is interesting to note that French 
engineers are considering another solu-
tion of the variable pitch propeller. A 
foreign designer proposes to have two 
two-bladed airscrews, one for taking off 
and climbing to 5,000 yards and the 
other for use at higher altitudes. The 
altitude screw will be free during the 
first part of the climb and be brought 
into service only as needed by a special 
clutch, thus converting the two-bladed 
screw into a four-bladed one at will. 
What will be done with the idle screw 
while climbing or at low altitudes so it 
will not increase the parasitic resistance 
or complicate matters must be guessed 
at until more details are available. 

Photographers use spring clothespins to 
suspend their films and prints with when 
drying. An ingenious proposal is to make 
a sort of replica of such clothespins out of 
a couple of pieces of cork and a rubber band, 
avoiding the use of any metal. Prints or 
films can be held by this and put into a 
rather deep bath for washing. The cork will 
keep them floating near the surface in the 
best possible position for quick washing, and 
the operation is considerably expedited. 

ENGINEERING MAGAZINE 
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The Greatest Book 
Ever Offered to the Public 
Henley's Twentieth Century Book of 

RECIPES, FORMULAS 
AND PROCESSES 

10,00
 0 Trade.  Secrets. 

Chemical Pcroiceasses 
Scientific Formula 

HOW TO MAKE EVERYTHING 
FOR THE HOME, THE FACTORY AND 

THE WORKSHOP. 

Antiseptics, Waterproofing, Lubricants, 
Rust Preventatives, Dyes, Filters, 
Cleaning Preparations, Enameling, 
Beverages, Inks, Adhesives, Polishes, 
Disinfectants, Flavorings, Cosmetics, 
Ceramics, etc., etc.; how to make fly 
paper; to color flowers artificially; to 
estimate weight of ice by measure-
ment; to make materials fireproof; 
to work with metals — aluminum, 
brass, etc.; to make anything and 
everything, from A to Z. 

THIS IS THE BOOK 
every one who seeks PRACTICAL, 
ACCURATE KNOWLEDGE and 
guidance in his everyday work 
MUST HAVE at his command. 

It is a money-maker and a money-
saver; it appeals to the young as 
well as to the old. Great business 
enterprises owe their success to the 
manufacture or sale of simple inven-
tions or compounds, usually the result 
of an experiment at home. One 
woman writes: "I am supporting my-
self and two small children from the 
sale of toilet articles I put up by fol-
lowing directions in your book." 
Profit by the knowledge that has 
made others successful. GET THIS 
BOOK TODAY. 

Price 
Delivered to any address 

Send for our catalogue of practical books 
including a description of above book. 

THE NORMAN W. HENLEY 
PUBLISHING COMPANY 
West 45th St., New York, N. Y. 

Book Review 
AIRPLANE DESIGN AND CONSTRUC-
TION, by Ottorino Pomilio. Published 
by the McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York. 
400 pages, 6 x 9 in.; 248 illustrations. 

Pomilio is a name well known in 
the aircraft industry, as the Pomilio 
Bros. developed an aircraft plant in 
Italy, which later was taken over by 
the Ansaldo interests after which they 
came to this country and organized the 
Pomilio Bros. Corporation. Previous to 
the signing of the Armistice, this firm 
completed a number of different air-
craft models which were submitted to 
the Government for tests. 
With a complete experience in the 

design and construction of airplanes, 
the author is well qualified to write on 
the subject. His book is a text of real 
engineering value dealing with the sub-
ject in an analytical way. The entire 
subject is treated in a complete and 
systematic manner. The author enu-
merates and defines the functions of 
each of the principal parts of an air-
plane, and considers the general laws 
of aerodynamics. In subsequent chap-
ters, he gives a detailed treatment of the 
individual parts and a discussion of 
the laws of flying. The engine is dealt 
with only from the airplane designer's 
point of view, and its design is not dis-
cussed. 
The text is divided into four parts, 

as follows: Part 1, Structure of the 
Airplane; Part 2, Elements of Aero-
dynamics; Part 3, Problems of Effi-
ciency; and Part 4, Design of the Air-
plane. While considerable use is nat-
urally made of mathematics, all of it 
is quite simple, and there seems to be 
no unnecessary mathematical treatment 
such as many engineering writers use 
for embellishment. There is much 
tabular material in the volume, relating 
to the properties of materials and other 
matters. The calculations are illus-
trated by examples of airplane design 
carefully worked out. English weights 
and measures are used instead of the 
usual metric system found in books of 
a foreign flavor. It is an authoritative 
and well written treatise that can be 
included in the library of anyone in-
terested in the engineering side of aero-
nautics. 

EARLE LIEDERMAN 

The Acme of Physical Perfection 

Radium gun sights for use in night work 
have been extensively made. They are so 
mounted on the gun that they can be pressed 
down out of the way in daytime. A glass 
tube one centimeter long and a little over 
a millimeter in diameter contains the lu-
minous compound, a mixture of the radium 
salt with zinc sulphide. 0.4 milligram of 
radium bromide is used for a gram of the 
zinc salt. The latter, it is stated, must be 
impure, although the nature of the impurity 
is not known. For the tubes soda glass 
proved to be the best, as it turned only 
amethyst in time, while potash glass turned 

  brownish. 
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What Would It 
Mean to You to 
Have Muscles 
Like These? 
It would mean tremendous strength, putting 

you in a class above your fellows. It would 
mean that you could outdo them in feats of 
strength and be a leader of men. It would 
mean a strong personality because of your 
commanding appearance, thereby assuring you 
of success in both the business and social 
world. It would mean added lung power, un-
limited vitality and perfect health; removing 
all fears of constipation, indigestion, etc., 
which undermine the average man and make 
him old long before his time. 

All These Things Are Yours 
I absolutely guarantee to do all this and 

more for you. I have found the short cut to 
physical perfection and applied it on my own 
body, proving its results. I have personally 
trained many of the world's strongest men by 
this same method. Why waste your time and 
money with old-time worthless methods? If 
you are desirous of being a real robust man. 
follow the path of those who have already 
made a success. Come now, get busy, for 
every day counts. 

Send for MY NEWFBOOK 
"Muscular Development" 

It tells the secret. Handsomely illustrated 
with 25 full-page photographs of myself and 
some of the world's best athletes whom I have 
trained. Also contains full particulars of 
my splendid offer to you. The valuable book 
and special offer will be sent on receipt of only 
10e. stamps or coin, to cover cost of wrapping 
and mailing. 

Don't miss this opportunity. Sit right down 
now and fill in the coupon. The sooner you 
get started on the road to health the easier 
it will be to reach perfect manhood. Don't 
drag along one day longer—mail the coupon 
to-dav 

EARLE E. LIEDERMAN 
Dept. 707, 203 Broadway, New York 

EARLE E. LIEDERMAN, 
...Dept 707, 203 Elroadway, N. Y. City. 
Dear Sir :—I enclose herewith 10e for which 

you are to send me without any obligation on 
my part whatever, a copy of your latest book 
"Muscular Development." (Please write or 
print plainly.) 

Name   

Address   

City  State   
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NEW MOTORS 
FACTORY GUARANTEED - ALL SIZES - IN ORIGINAL BOXES 

Your Opportunity 
Single Phase Motors 

li ycle„ 
InO0 It. 01 soli pilli•y 

14 N. %If,» reltLiiMseis.  $24 .50 

I / H. p.,111 d /11.11.rsl,Ittirt isi 2  $38 .50 

1/2 $46-50 

$67-50 

2 $108-50 
3 $1245° 
5 $164.50 

- 

---"*"" 

• 

To Buy New Guaranteed Electrical 
Apparatus of Standard Manufacture. 

Charging Generators Polyphase Motors 
Suitable for all lighting 

Battery Charging 
and Power Requirements. 

8 nth, IIutr- $16.50 
u set,. is my $21.00 
es me, i $24.50 
no $24.50 
It W I, is $38.50 
p1.0h.s $38.50 
le Nils. 11 Nip. $58.50 

"i7:1::arl:7:. $85.00 
WRITE FOR CATALOG. BARGAIN: IN MOTORS AND GENERATORS 

e and .1 h. A.C.. Sill e, 
60 c. 1750 R PM.. complete 

with base 1IIId pulley. 

H. P. $42. 5 ° 

H.P. • $59.50 

lice • $72.50 

111. P. • $84.50 

5 P' $102'50 

I H. P., high used, MIll 

1 ph... ..II• ya R.P.M. r it el 8 .50 

Battery Charging Outfits 
To opensie on.0. C.. (10 y le. single phase 

voltage as ..peritieol. 

1 4 SPECIA H. P.1' .I 
S.P.. I7M RPM. 

ComplelecentEst & pulley 

— bp 
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 

IWASHING MACHINE MOTORS 

9.75 
EACH 

Iitstass Ea. 5*1a ut St 

SHIPI'ING TERMS: O. by fermi 

MANUFACTURERS' DISTRIBUTER"  

CHAS. H. JOHNSTON, Box 10, West End, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

SHIP BY TRUCK 
Motor Cartage. 

One to Five-ton Trucks. 

Hauls made to any point in 
United States and Canada. 

Rates by hour, day or contract. 

W. H. SQUIRES 
1561 Woodward Avenue 

Detroit, Mich. 

A Necessity for 
Every Shop 

"The Samson No. 3 Bench Punch," mitt( a power-
ful leverage of 24 to 1, is intended for work be-
yond the capacity of the "Samson Hand 
Punches." and will punch holes from % 
to % in. in soft metal up to 12 Gauge. 
Extra sets punches and dies size 1,6. 3/16, 
%, 5/16, and % in. easily inserted 
and removed, (maximum punching 
capacky 3/16 in. through 12 gauge 
soft metal.) 

Equipped 
with 3-16-
inch Punch 
and Die un-
less Otherwise Specified.,F.O.B. Factory 

of Complete Line Sent on Request 

Price 

$1250 

The Machine Appliance Corporation 
351 Jay Street, Dept. Eng. BROOKLYN, N. Y. 

REWINDING A. C. MOTORS 
And all methods for connecting and reconnecting are 
clearly shown in the ELECTRICAL WORKERS 
FRIEND. 66 diagrams with detailed explanations 
solving every rewinding and reconnecting problem. 
Electricians and Experimenters will Ilnd this book 
exactly what the name implies "The Electrical 
Workers Friend." Price $4.00 Cash with order or 
(COD—U.S.A. on ly ) . 

HENRY F. BOSSHART 
P. 0. Box 68 Homewood Sta. Pittsburgh, Penna. 

EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE 
Is Now 20 Cents Per Copy 

SUBSCRIBE AND SAVE MONEY 

NEW PLUGS FOR OLD 
Your used Spark Plugs made 
new by our process. 

We clean and repair any 
Spark Plug. 

AGENTS wanted. 

SPARK PLUG SERVICE CO. 
6 Hendrie Ave. 

Detroit, Mich. 

CHEMIST AMAZING DISCOVERY 
"MOTOROL" 

ONE DOLLAR 25 to 40% more miles lier gal. 
POSTPAID 25 to 35% more power. 

Agents wanted. Starts your engine on a 
cold day instantly. 

Eliminates Carbon Deposits, 
less wear and tear on motor. 
AUTO PRODUCTS CO. 

Dept. 66 468 West 145th St., N. Y. 

$210 PROFIT IN 4 HOURS 
SELLING MIRACLE MOTOR-GAS 
That's what O. V. Darling, South Bend, Ind., 

made. 3e worth equals gallon gasoline. Prevents ear' 
bon, Motorists amazed, eager to buy, become steadi 
customers, More mileage, power, speed guaranteed. 

Excbsive Trritery. 3110% Front Agents everywhere 
coining money. Dave Isom, Boise, Idaho, wires: "Ship 
500 piteltaim. Made $60 yesterday". You should do as 
well Write or wire for territory today. 
C.A.B CO 343 Mermen Ream. V01-300. O.  

Big Profits 111 Battery Charbli9 
with the iii3 32-Battery ChaiOr 

Start Your Battery Busbies, NOW—Make $1511 te 
$350 Every Month 

NOW I. TOUP opportunity. Make $150 to $3511 Char 
Profit every month with this HB Charger. Recharges 
10e to 15o each. Owner part T5e to $1.50. ¡figure 
32 6-volt batteries, or equivalent. at one time Cost 
the profits. You can make 
BIO PROFITS and build 
m e.rnirrgubiztinner... Others are 

small Cosh Payment Wings You 
This Monoy-MolLor 

Balance on easy monthly terms. 
Profits easily oar for outfit. Abso-
lute Money Rack Duarantee. No 
espensive repairs or replacement». 
Rona 24 hours • dar Big. Mead& 
profitable Income. Write TODAY 
for frill ation. 
HOBART BROTHERS COMPANY 
Boa EE33 Troy, Ohlo, 

See.e.tful Min. Sine, Ins 

11!-1111 ) 

A PRACTICAL BLUE-PRINT 
PROTECTOR 

BLUE-PRINTS are always getting 
dirty, wet, greasy or torn while 

being handled by workmen using them. 
An inventive genius has designed a very 
practical blue-print protector of simple 
construction and low cost. A sheet of 
transparent sheeting—the same mate-
rial used for lights in auto curtains—is 
cut to desired size. A piece of light-
weight leather substitute is then cut 
about a half inch larger all around than 
the piece of sheeting. This extra half 
inch allows for a lap-over on all but the 
top side of the protector. A sewing 
machine stitches the lap down to the 
sheeting, forming a large flat pocket, 
open at the top for the insertion of the 
blue-prints. Both the transparent front 
and the coated fabric back are water-
proof and grease-proof. Dirt or grease 
may easily be wiped or washed off 
either without injury to the material. 
Both materials are flexible and the 
holder may be rolled up if desired in 
the same way an unprotected blue-print 
is usually handled by a workman. 

MAGNETIC METHOD OF TEST-
ING HARDNESS 

An engineering firm in England has 
developed a system for testing the 
physical qualities of steel after heat 
treatment by means of the magnetic 
method. The principle is that the 
magnetic retentivity of a steel is a func-
tion of its hardness. First a specimen 
(usually a turned piece 3 in. long by 
5/2 in. diameter) is heat treated as de-
sired. It is then teed for magnetic 
hardness by being placed inside a 
standard magnetizng coil, and a direct 
current from the mains connected to 
the coil for an instant which magne-
tizes the steel to saturation. The speci-
men is then removed from the coil and 
is placed in a small search coil, which 
is coupled to a Grassot fluxmeter. The 
specimen is then sharply removed from 
the ballistic coil and a reading is ob-
tained on the fluxmeter, which repre-
sents the hardness of the specimen. The 
scale of the fluxmeter is divided in 
terms of Maxwell-turns. With the 
search coil of correct design, the read-
ing is also given in terms of C. G. S. 
units. Soft steel has less retentivity 
than hardened material and the mag-
netic flux will vary with the hardness 
of the specimen, so by comparison with 
known standards, a suitable calibra-
tion permits of determining the effic-
iency of the heat treatment with con-
siderable precision. 

In a recent investigation it was found 
that 3,717 American locomotives had me-
chanical stokers. The engines burned 10 per 
cent. to 40 per cent, more coal than when 
hand-fed, but hauled more and developed 
a better engine performance. 

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE 
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SUBSTITUTE FOR PLATINUM 
CRUCIBLES 

A gold Palladium alloy, under the 
name of "Palau," has been put on the 
market by a firm in California and is 
offered as a substitute for the more ex-
pensive platinum-iridium alloy gener-
ally used by chemists. A crucible of 
this ware has been tested at the United 
States Bureau of Standards. The loss 
in weight on heating to 1,200 deg. C. 
is intermediate between that suffered by 
crucibles of platinum containing 0.6 
and 2.4 per cent iridium, respectively. 
The melting point of the alloy is 1,370 
deg. C. which corresponds to that of 
on alloy of 80 per cent gold and 20 per 
cent platinum. In resistance to most of 
the chemical reagents to the action of 
which such is ordinarily exposed, 
"Palau" compares very favorably with 
ordinary platinum ware. The one note-
worthy exception is fused alkali pyro-
sulphate, which attacks it much more 
than it does platinum. The ware is 
very promising as a substitute for plat-
inum for many laboratory purposes. 

ALLOY FOR FINE CASTINGS 

For making the finest quality of fine 
sand castings, such as used for models, 
tablets and ornamental work, the fol-
lowing mixture cannot be surpassed, 
and probably is unequaled: 
Copper   90 parts 
Tin    7 parts 
Zinc  2 parts 
Lead    1 part 

It is unnecessary to say that for such 
work it is unwise to use scrap metals, 
and only the best new metals should be 
employed. 

It is said that artificial graphite has 
particular advantages as a facing in 
making fine alloy castings. Its purity 
prevents it from slagging when the hot 
metal strikes it and a smooth skin re-
sults on the casting. 

NICKEL PLATING ALUMINUM 
BY A NEW PROCESS 

A METHOD of nickel plating aluminum 
is given in a French journal. Re-

markable results as regards adherence of 
the plating is claimed. The aluminum is 
cleaned by treatment with caustic soda so-
lution, then with milk of lime brushed on; 
it is next immersed for a few minutes in a 
0.2% solution of potassium cyanide and 
washed. A bath of 1,000 parts of an equal 
mixture of water and hydrochloric acid with 
1 part of iron dissolved in it is next em-
ployed. In this the aluminum is immersed 
until it shows colors due to the precipita-
tion of iron either metallic or as some com-
pound upon its surface. It is then washed 
and nickelled. The salt recommended is 
nickel chloride, instead of the sulphate gen-
erally employed. There is a deposit contain-
ing 0.25 to 0.50 gram of metallic iron to 
the square meter—a very minute quantity, 
and whose action is a mystery, although 
efforts have been made to determine the 
exact role played by the iron salt in the 
process. The plated metal can be bent 

• and heated without injury-up to the point, 
as regards the heating, when the aluminum 
melts. 

tri,)-,eftsteett‘Coder 

Earning $9 --Qin ours 
with nit Au\n'A‘ee\Coas‘ev 

d S olue_Qld Boxes  
A San Francisco boy turned the trick. Just 

before a big Frisco parade he loaded his Auto-
Wheel Coaster with a lot of empty wooden boxes. 
Then he started through the crowds. The people 
almost fought each other to buy boxes at 25c. each 
—to sit on. He handled 1,5 worth of stock at a 
time, fitting the boxes one inside the other. The 
Auto - Wheel carries 1000 pounds with ease. 

Do You Know the Story of Auto-Wheel Wagons? 
'We .AUTO-WHEEL, COASTER is an all-

round wagon for hauling and 
coasting. Tije CONVERTIBLE 
ROADSTER is two wagons in 
one. One minute it's a box 
wagon. Swing the sides up 
and you have a rater. 
Auto -Wheels are sturdy, easy 

to steer, last, good-looking. Roller 
Bearings. Dependable Brake. 

Acto' Wheel Magazine FREE. Get 
on mailing hat. Send names of three 
coaster dealers, telling which handles 
Auto-Wheel. We'll send Magazine 
and descriptive Booklet FREE. 

Organize Auto - Wheel Coaster 
Club. Write for plan of giving free 
cape to members, and special cap 
to Captain. Address 

BUFFALO SLED COMPANY, 
159 Szitenck St., N. Tonawanda, N. Y. 

In Canada: Preston, Ont. 

REAL INDOOR FOOTBALL 

Shipped Anywhere 
in United States 

A new game that gives 
you all the sport and 
thrill of a regular out-
door contest. 

The players must make 
their own choice of moves 
and direct the operation 
of their teams just as 
if they had live men on 
the field. 

Every point in the real 
game is covered and every 
move can be duplicated. 

The most exciting game 
on the market to-day. 
You'll never grow tired of 
it. Attractively put uP— 
o Rh full directions. 

$ 1 00 
A — postpaid 

Order today while they last 

UNIQUE GAME & TOY SERVICE 
1328 Broadway, New York City 

STUDY 

HUMAN 

NATURE I
MAKE PEOPLE LIKE YOU 
Get along better, make more 
money, develop a winning per-
solialitY, learn to know people 
as they are. Send 5 cents 
(stamps) for "PERSONAL 
l'OWER," a little book that 
points the way. Address 

PROGRESS LEAGUE, SIM Union Sq., N. Y. 

UmakeM 
Club You send $5 for 

instructions, de-
signa, blueprints then you 
Make UmakeM Money running 
UmakeM Community Shope or 

form your own UmakeM Club with the $5 outfit. You 
can make Blerlot, Curtiss, SW and other Flying Planes: 
also real Work Benches. Sewing Stands, Stationary Racks. 
Baskets, Book Troughs. Arks. gnus. Wagons. War Tanks. 
Action Toys, Does. BIrds, Squirrel», Elephants. Rabbi«, 
Goats, Toads, Giraffes, Detrick«, Numbers, Letter,, 19 
Jointed Animals. Doll Furniture and Doll Houses Prin-
cipal dealers buy al/ their laye and novelties now for Christmas Get 
your UmakeM ahop •tarted quirk and coin Pmake /4 None. 
W. R. PRICE. inc., Dept 17 Umalt•M Bldg 127 St h Ave.. N Y. 

arnt35É100aWee 
BECOME A PROFESSIONAL 
PHOTOGRAPHER 
Big opportunities NOW, 
Qualify for this fascinat-
ing profession. Thr•• 
months' course covers all 
branches: 

MOTIO PICTURE—COMMERCIAL—PORTRAI E 
Cameras and Materials furnished free 

Practical Instruction; modern equipment. Day or evening 
classes: easy terms. The School of Recognized Superi-
ority. Call or write for complete catalog No. II. 
N. Y. INSTITUTE of PHOTOGRAPHY 
141 W. 36th St., N. Y. 505 State SL, Bklya. 

10 Cents a Day Pays 
for This Syrnphonola 

Pia« all records, Victor, Columbia, Edison, Paths, 
Little Wonder, Emerson. Take a year to pay, after SO 
days' trial. Compare its tone for clearness, VolUrne, 
with more costly instruments. Return at our expense 
it it falls to make good. Ask today for the 
Beautifully Illustrated Symphonola Book FREE 
Shows this and other Symplanola styles sold on easy 
payments. 

Symphonola Records Get our "st of  t" 'at"' 
dance, ay. &ear 

sounding, full toned disc records. Playable ea any 
llonograph. 

Lerh-iir Ce. Desk SEE 320, Buffalo, N. Y. 

CLEARTONE PHONOGRAPHS 
$4.00 to $200.00 Retail 

Our Sundry Dept. offers Needles 39e per 
thousand, tn lots of 500,000. Motors $1.35 
to $14.75 each. Tone Arms and Reproducers 
$1.90 to $5.75 per set. Main Springs 20e to 
90e each. Records, Needles, Sapphire Point. 
and Parts at reasonable prices. 
Write for our 84-page catalogue, the only 
one of its kind in America, illustrating 33 
different styles of Talking Machines and 
over 500 different Phonographio Parts. 

LUCKY 13 PHONOGRAPH COMPANY 
Export Dept. 48M. E. 12th St., N. Y.,U.S.A. 

KON-VER-TER SOU AM 
The original KON•VER-TER slide 

rule Me over 8.000 graduations and 
over 1.800 letter. and figure., will 
handle anything In Arithmetic. Algae 
bra, Geometry or Trigonometry. le 5.4 
Inches in diameter and in me all over 
the world. Is much Wispier to °pent* 
than others of similar cooetructioa. 
Eventuelly you evill get Me ROM 
VER-TER- get it sow and Cave money. 
Plain Utility rules 81.00. Special De 
Luxe elute Ivory oelfulold $11.50. 
Leatherette eme Me extra. 

J. C. HAMILTON & CO.. 
Dept.F.7 Wau r St.. Boeton. U.S.A. 

MECHANICAL DRAWING 
Successfully taught by malt Learn to make and read 
drawings and become a Mechanical Draftsman. Tif LS 
ratite each lesson, pay as you go. No other 
Complete drawing outfit valued at 120.00 free Îl'entillri 
Course. One hundred blue-print lessons. Will assist 
you to secure good paying position 50£ Per 
when qualified. Send for particulars 
and sample lessons. Lesson 
ALBANY INSTITUTE MECHANICAL DRAWING 

Desk C. Lock Box 84. Albany. N. Y. 

$110 A Month To Start As 
Railway Traffic 

Inspector 

4 
ONLY THREE MONTI'S spare time study will 

equip you for responsible position with a good 
salary from the start. Railway Traffic In-

spectors advance rapidly—they work right with 
railway officials who are constantly seeking capa-
ble men. A pleasant position—you become broad-
minded—you travel and see country. expenses paid. 
S.B.T.I. Instruction is very interesting—it's easily 
assimilated. We arrange for position; no age limit. 

Those who started studying a few 
months ago fill positions today. 
and they're on the road to still 
further advancement, so write 
immediately for Booklet D 48 
before you turn this page. 
Steeled Brims Italian hulitelduttals 
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PUMPING WATER WITH A 

SPIRAL SPRING BELT 

W HAT the eminent British scien-
tists are pleased to call a "me-

chanical impertinence" has recently 
made its appearance in England, in the 
form of a unique pump which works 
by means of a spiral spring belt. The 
pump consists simply of a spiral spring 
belt, a grooved weight which turns with 
the bottom loop of the belt and holds the 
latter in place, and a driving crank and 
pulley for turning the belt. Despite this 
simple construction the pump is capable 
of lifting a thousand gallons of water 
per hour from a depth of 300 feet, even 
when worked only by hand, according 
to reports. The coil-like cable is sunk 
to any depth by a rotating weight 
Obeying the law of capillary at-
traction, the water lodges between the 
turns of the spiral spring and only 
falls out when it reaches the top of the 
pump.—Scientific American. 

Burnt earth or- burnt brick clay, which 
has passed through a one-inch sieve and 
been held by a one-quarter-inch sieve, has 
been found available in England for making 
concrete where broken stone was not to be 
had. In South America experiments have 
been carried out, in British Guiana, with 
ligno-concrete, which is concrete reinforced 
with wood strips in place of steel bars. A 
wood called green heart was used. It was 
employed in strips, two inches square and 
two by three inches. A twelve by twelve 
inch pile, reinforced by two of each size, a 
total of four strips, carried some two hun-
dred pounds more than a similar pile with 
five steel reinforcements, round in section 
and 4 inch in diameter. Neither was tested 
to destruction in this test. In another trial 
a beam with two by three inch reinforce-
ment collapsed under a load only 10 per cent. 
less than that required to break down a simi-
lar beam reinforced with inch steel bars. 
There were two of the steel bars of this 
size and only one of the green heart, the 
wooden one three by two inches. It was 
found that the wood should be soaked in 
water for at least twenty-four hours. 

Explosives, no longer needed for the de-
structive operations of war, are being made 
into fertilizers. All explosives contain the 
essential fertilizing element, nitrogen, and 
this is put into assimiltable form for the 
nourishment of plants. Ammonia products 
and nitric acid salts are mixed with powdered 
peat, and the final product analyzes well. 
The Italian government has been conduct-
ing the experiments, which promise to yield 
good results. 

An interesting method of determining the 
percentage of sulphur dioxide, which in so-
lution forms sulphurous acid, has been pub-
lished. The solution is treated with an ex-
cess of hydrogen dioxide; this converts the 
sulphurous acid into sulphuric acid. Dilute 
sulphuric acid is then added and the excess 
of undecomposed hydrogen dioxide is de-
termined by titration with manganese per-
manganate. 

The Illinois Central R. R. has tried a con-
crete gondola car, capable of carrying 50 
tons or more of coal. Its somewhat ex-
cessive weight of 53,600 lbs. it is thought 
can in future constructions be reduced to 
46,000 to 48,000 lbs. The Portland cement 
used was mixed with burnt shale. 

CAN YOU GET MORE FOR YOUR MONEY? 
WHAT 
IS 
$2.00 
WORTH 

A $2.00 subscription 

In twelve numbers of Everyday Engineering there is the 
equivalent of: 

2 BOOKS ON MODEL MAKING, WORTH $ 6.00 

1 BOOK ON AUTOMOBILES, WORTH  3.00 

1 BOOK ON AIRPLANES, WORTH  2.00 

2 BOOKS ON WIRELESS, WORTH  6.00 

3 BOOKS ON GENERAL EXPERIMENTS, WORTH  10.00 

to Everyday Engineering is equivalent to $27.00 worth of books 

Telegraph Pictures 
BY ELECTRICITY 

A complete set of two machine. 
of thin marvelous equipment for 
only $19.50. Instructive, ,yeti-
fying and useful. This pietnre 
of Preoldent Wilson was tele-
graphed by these machines. PI.. 
turc telegraphing Is the sousing 
science Write today. 
L J. LEISHMAN CO. Deo. I, Ogden, Utah 

SEND $1. TODAY 
For One Hundred Successful Circular Letters. No two 
copies alike. Letters that pulled business in 100 differ-
ent lines of business. This is not a book that tells 
"How to Write Letters." but gives the complete Copies 
of each letter. Worth their weight in gold. 
Special letters prepared on every subject, $5. each. Three 
follow-up letters, $15.00. 
These letters are endorsed by advertising agencies and 
the press. 

Established Reputation (25th Year) 
ROSENBLUM ADVERTISING EXPERT 

1482 Broadway, New York City 

CELLULOID 
SHEETING. PRINTING. MOULDING. 

TURNING, DIE CUTIING 
EXPERIMENTAL WOFtK, ETC. 

NAPIER BROWNING CO. 
105 W. 40th ST. NEW YORK CITY 

Small Investors Wanted 
To co-operate in recovery of $1.400,000 
cargo. Salvagealready accomplished 
by lisa Of LEAVITT DIVING ARMOR 
proves praelleatillity and big prollta 
lit future operations. 

For full particulars address 

Leavitt Deep Sea Salvage Co. Inc. 
Temple Bar Annex, Brooklyn, N. Y. 

- - - 

SCHNOTERS' 

SUSPENSORIES 
YOU can enjoy perfect 

comfort and freedom. 
Schnoter's Suspensories and 
Jock Straps have gained their 
wide-spread popularity by 

quality. wear, fit, and low price. 

At Drug Stores or sent direct $1.00 
Send for booklet of other styles and prices 

J. C. SCHNOTER CO. 
523 SIXTH AVE. Dekt. E N. Y. CITY 

Your Prospective Customers 
are listed in our Catalog of 99% guaranteed 
Mailing Lists. It also contains vital sug-
gestions how to advertise and sell profitably 
by mail. Counts and prices given on 9000 

You can produce sales or inquiries w ith 
personal letters. Many concerns all over 
U. S. are profitably using Sales Letter. 
we write. Send for free instructive 
booklet, "Yakut of Soles Lague," 

different national Lists, coveri ng all classes; 
tor instance, Farmers, Noodle Mfrs., Hard-) 
ware Dirs.. Zinc Mines, etc. This volua. 
Si, reference book free. Vi' rite for it. 

Send Them Sales Letters 

Ross-Gould 
linceil sit. Louis 

Prof. 
Henry 
Dickeon, 
Principal 

Dickson School of Memory, 1740 Hearst Bldg., Chicago, 

The Key 
To Success 

The secret of busi-
ness and social sue-
emu is the ability 
to remember. I can 
make your mind an infallible 
classified index from which you can 
nnnnnn ly select thoughts, facts, 
tigare,, names, fares. Enablee you 
to eiemen , develop self -raeotreir 
overcome bashfulnemt, think a parr 
feet. ed sssss an audience. Easy. Simple. 
The result cf 20 year.' experience de-

veloping memories t thousands. 

Write Today jiJ•„,!..'„¡e.:.'frkaledlinr.;y1'. 
righted Memory Test.'Ono how tr, obtain my 

I. [[it. ' How To Speak in Public. • 

Don't Wear 
a Truss 

Brooks' Appliance, the 
modern scientific Invention, 
the wonderful new discovery 
that relieves rupture, will be 
sent on trial. No obnoxious 
springs or pads. Mr . C. E. BROOKS 

Brooks' Rupture Appliance 
Has automatic Air Cushions, Binds and 

draws the broken parts together as you would 
a broken limb. No salves. No Iles. Durable, 
cheap. Sent on trial to prove it. Protected by 
U. S. patents. Catalog and measure blanks 
mailed free. Send name and address today. 

Seesaw Appliance Ce , 264A State St., Marshall, Miele. 

Mathematics Made Easy 
The Areaaoope--the Combination Triangle 
with a Brain—will multiply, divide, figure 
percentage and proportion, solve all problem, 
in trlit000metrY and geometry, draw eyrametrl. 

rule. Simple to operate. Also includes A 
cal figures. plot arcs, eta. Superior to an glide_ 

PABXNT T111...LNOLJ11. PROTRACTOR and 
TIMEX RULES. Used at Cogambla University. 
Wert Point, U. Si Aeronautic Schools, Xte. Only 
sae postpaid. Order today before you forget. 
Dept. U. L. J. LEISHMAH CO., Ogden, Utah 

DRAFTING 
Inventions and Ideas Developed! 

Mechanical, Electrical, Patent Office and 
Engineering Drawings of Every Deactiption. 

COMPETENT DRAFTSMENAT YOUR SERVICE 

A. G. HAGSTROM 
116 Nassau St New York Gib 

Telephone Bed man 4589 

PRICES 

Balbriggan SI 25 
Linen (Mesh) $1.50 
Fine Glove Silk 42.00 
Hoary Silk (Nosh) $2.00 

ALL 
SIZES 

One Extra 
Sack 

At your dealer, or sent porterml ois raffled of si•i.s 

A. R. CHISHOLM CO., New York, N. Y. 
Butte 597 1378 BROADWAY 

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE 
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en The Burgess BLUE BOOK will be Mailed, 
Postpaid, on Receipt of $1.00 

Bond dollar bill, weney ordo, or check. I 
guarantee satisfaction sr will roture your menu 
If you timide net te keep the beek after usina 
If for the days. 

Information and Write-ups on 
Electrical Subjects Supplied. 
Questions Answered.Problems 
Solved. Inventions Perfected. 

Burgess Engineering Co. 
Consulting Electrical Engineering 
YORKE BURGESS, President 

753 East 42nd St. Chicago, Ill. 

ELECTRICITY 
Taught by a Practical Man 
If you are interested in a HOME STUDY 
COURSE, which is really an Engineer-
ing Service, and well adapted to men 
who are engaged in the electrical in-
dustry, SEND FOR MY CATALOG. 
Superintendents, Chief Electricians and 
Foremen, who are interested fa th. wel-
fare of their men, ARE INTERESTED 
in what I have to offer. Students may 
discontinue at any time, if not satisfied, 
and their payments stop then. 
PRACTICAL MEN recommend this course. 
Seventy-five percent of my students are 
engaged Ln practical work and find my in-
struction well suited to their needs. 
Over 11 percent of my enrollment has been 
obtained from students. 
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en 

à Burgess Electrical School 
Y 0 Rig1 BURGESS,EA.. c s  Superintendent 

Chicago, Illinois 

The Burgess 
BLUE BOOK 
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For Practical Men and 
Electrical Students 

à 

à 

à 
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I have prepared a pocket-size note book espe-
cially for the practical man and these who are 
taking up the study of electricity. It comtales 
drawings and diagrams of electrical machinery 
and connections over two hundred formulas fer 
calculations, and problems worked out showing 
how the formulas are used. This data le taken 
from my personal note book, which was made 
while on aideront kinds of work, and It will be 
found of value te mayens 000000 d la the electrical 
business. 
The drawings of connections for electrical 
apparatus include Motor Starters and Start-
ing Boxes, Overload and Underload Release 
Boxes, Reversible Types, Elevator Control-
lers, Tank Controllers, Starters for Print-
ing Press Motors, Automatic Controllers, 
Variable Field Types, Controllers for Mine 
Locomotives, Street Car Controllers, Con-
nections for Reversing Switches, Motor and 
Dynamo Rules and Rules for Speed Regu-
lation. Also, Connections for Induction 
Motors and Starters, Delta and Star Con-
nections and Connections for Auto Trans-
formera, and Transformera for Lighting and 
Power Purposes. The drawings also show 
all kinds of lighting circuits, including spe-
cial contrais where Three and Four Way 
Switches are used. 
The work on Calculations consista of 

Simple Electrical Mathematics, Electrical 
Units, Electrical Connections, Calculating 
Unknown Resistances, Calculation of Cur-
rent in Branches of Parallel Circuits, How 
to Figure Weight of Wire, Wire Gauge 
Rules, Ohm's Law, Watt's Law, Information 
regarding Wire used for Electrical Pur-
poses, Wire Calculations, Wiring Calcula-
tions, Illumination Calculations, Shunt In-
struments and How to Calculate Resistance 
of Shunts, Power Calculations, Etticiency 
Calculations, Measuring Unknown Resist-
ances, Dynamo and Dynamo Troubles, Mo-
tors and Motor Troubles, and Calculating 
Size of Pulleys. 
Also Alternating Current Calculations ln 

finding Impedance, Reactance, Inductance, 
Frequency, Alternations, Speed of Alter-
nators and Motors, Number of Poles in 
Alternators or Motors, Conductance, Sus-
ceptance, Admittance, Angle of Lag and 
Power Factor, and formulas for use with 
Lino Transformera. 

This book 4. recommended by prosetiool 
men. It ite being oued in teclusioal 
Schools. Blectricol establishments farretek 
them to the& employees to «vo Ume. 
Industriel establiefoonents give Ment to 
their materner.. 

111 

STAMMER 

UmakeM 

tereliwn 

as. 

11141/04 

C OLD TOWN CANOE CO. 
(Mea  943 Fourth St. 

Old Town, Maine, U.S. A. 

15 

Every Stroke Counts 
Laze along in the alder shadows or shoot 

through swift water, an "Old Town Canoe" 
will obey every move of your paddle. Light 
as a bubble, graceful as a swan, but staunch 
as a scow. The "Sponson Model" is the 
safest canoe made—safer than most row 
boats. Write for catalog. 3000 canoes in 
stock. $67 up. At dealer's or factory. 

>RING 
ALBERT 

the national E joy smoke 
Our exclusive 
patented process 
cuts out bite and 
parch. IYou can be quickly cured, il you 

Send 10 cents coin or stamps for 70-page 
book on Stammering and Stuttering, "as 
Cause and Cure." It tells how I cured myself 
after stammering for 20 years. 
Benjamin N. Bogue, 906 Bogue BMg, Intlaaapois 

Lathe You make • Hierradeliorew 
Cutting and Miffing Lathe 
from UmakeM outfit No. 15 
which Includes all Castings 

and 12 dotait blueprinta. Complete outfit $25. Note 
following dimensions: Length ever all, 2 ft. 11 Ins.: 
Breadth. 12 1ns.: Approximate weight, 105 lbs.; Dimen-
sions of working surface of milling table, 4 ln' by 6 Ins. 
This lathe bu been designed to meet the wants of Model 
Makers who require a tool capable of very varied and ac-
curate work. It la self-acting and Serov Cutting. With 
It ail plain Sillín work ran be dose. na well u nuking It eus to do 
• crut mur borine jobs otherwme ver. difficult Addrees 
M.R.P./ME. Inc., Dent. 17, Umakaal Bide., 127 eth Ave..N.T. 

Nature's 
Lure 

The freedom of 
riding anywhere 

io yours if you own a Black 
Beauty.Thespeediest,class-
kmt bicycle you ever laid 
eyes on. 
We want to send pou this 

wonderful bicycle. Write for 
big, free catalog illustrating 
many styles. Pick out the on, 
that appeals to you. 
We ship at our risk. We 

pay freight. After examining 
it you pay a emall deposit. 
Then, send a dollar a week. 
No waiting to gave up. 

18 Exclusive Features 
Remember the Black 

Beauty is a mal bike. Chock 
full of "class." Graceful 
lines. Powerful steel con 
struction. Fascinating color 
combinations. 

Factory Wholesale Price 
You sa.* montes, by oui 

"direct-to-you" plan. 

Repair Kit, Tool Case 
andStand Free! Don't wait. 

Write for 
Catalog nowl 
Sundries Get our factory 

pricesfirst.Lowest 
anywhere. Tires, stands, 
horns, lampe, parts. etc. Sun-
dries Catalog sent free. 

Haverford Cycle Co. 
Established 24 Years 

Dept. 473 Philadelphie 

SAFETY RAZOR BLADES 
Safety Razor Blades, all makes sharpened with 

the "Minit Sharpner." Can be carried in the vest 
norket. 50e postpaid. 
Send 60e and get a Sharpener with a "Sait me" 

Airplane; fun and instruction for the kiddies. Air-
planes singly, 15c postpaid. 

OLDWELL MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
240 Broadway, Room Il, New York, N. Y. 

Big Money for Boys! 

e'e te41: 

(r4 

Lea -Fn 
EtEMICI 
There is a wonderful opportunity right 

now for boys who like electricity. Boys 
who are ambitious and will train them-
selves in spare ti me can step into positions 
just as soon as they are ready. Good sal-
aries are offered to start with splendid 
chances for rapid promotion. 

For 28 years the International Correspond-
ence Schools have been training boys for suc-
cess in electricity and over 200 other subjects. 
They will help you prepare right at home for 
a position in the line of electrical work you like 
best—or in any other work that appeals to you. 
Thousands of boys, through I. C. S. training, 
have stepped into fine jobs, but never were 
opportunities so great as now. 

Let the I. C. S. help you. Choose the work you like 
best in the coupon below, then mark and mail it today. 
This doesn't obligate you in the least, and it will bring 
you information that will start you on a successful 
career. This is your chance. Don't let it slip by. 
Mark and mail this coupon now. 
— — — ...Teal,1 OUT sen.  

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS 
BOX 6074-R SCRANTON, PA. 

Ii.teilhe°sUelétciti,gbéntirivh:ZICher:ntorte lilft! for the 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEER 
Electrici•n 
Electric Wiring 
Electric Lighting 
Electric Car Running 
Heavy Electric Traction 
Electrical Dreft•man 
Eleetrle Machine Designer 
Telegraph Expert 
Practical Telephony 
MECHANICAL ENGINEElt 
Mechanical Draftsman 
Ship Dreftemen 
Machine Shop Prectice 
Toolmaker 
Gois Engineer 
CIVIL ENGINEER 
Surveying and Mepping 
MINE FOREWS 
ARCHITECT 
Árahlteetoral 
PLUMBINti AND HEATING 
Sheet Meta Worker 
NevIgetor 

Name  

Present 
Occupation 

Street 
and No  

CIFIENICeL ENOralfEli 
SALESMANSHIP 
ADVERTISING MAN 
Window Trimmer 
Show Card Writer 
Outdoor Sign Pointer 
RAILROADER 
ILLUSTRATOR 
DESIGNER 
ItISiNESS MANMEMEST 
Private Secret...y 
BOOKKEEPER 
Si her, and Tentai 
Cert. Accountent 
Traffic Management 
Commerci•I Law 
GOOD ENGLISH 
STATIONARY ENGINEER 
CIVIL SERVICE 
Railway Mail Clerk 
Textile O,rr,nr or Sept. 
AGRICULTURE Saule\ 
ronitry Raider Erenell 
Autun/bila Italien 

City State 

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE 
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Benzol-Alcohol Fuel Mixtures 
(Continued from page 420) 

stance, because wood alcohol tends to 
produce acetone and other compounds 
which are of corrosive nature and which 
might corrode the metal parts of the cyl-
inder which were exposed to the effects 
+of a by-product resulting from incom-
plete combustion of such a vapor. 

Alcohol has the advantage in that the 
fire risk is less than with gasoline. The 
latter is a more volatile liquid than al-
cohol, and is more dangerous because it 
evaporates more readily. The flame of 
burning gasoline is one which radiates 
heat rapidly, whereas the alcohol flame 
does not radiate heat to such an extent. 
A mass of burning gasoline will gener-
ate sufficient heat to set objects at a 
considerable distance from it on fire. 
The heat from burning alcohol goes up-
ward and exists mostly in the hot gases 
evolved by the flame. A gasoline fire is 
spread by water, whereas burning alco-
hol may be extinguished by it. Gaso-
line is much lighter than water and 
floats on its surface, but alcohol is so 
nearly the same density that it will mix 
with the water. 

If one compares the chemical com-
position of alcohol and gasoline it will 
be found that it requires less air to burn 
a pint of alcohol than the same amount 
of gasoline. The oxygen contained in 
the alcohol tends to make combustion 
better, and there is practically no residue 
left in an engine burning alcohol gas. 
The exhaust from any of the petroleum 
distillates will smell strong and be 
smoky if an excess of fuel in proportion 
to air is in the mixture. The burned 
products of an alcohol mixture are not 
objectionable even if there is an excess 
of alcohol. These exhaust gases, be-
sides being more agreeable to the senses, 
are cooler and cleaner, and as they con-
tain a smaller proportion of free carbon 
less of this is deposited in the combus-
tion chamber and muffler. 
Among the conditions which are un-

favorable to the tise of alcohol and 
which militate against its use at the 
present time can be cited the present 
types of engines and carburetors, and 
the high price of denatured alcohol. 
While alcohol has not been extensively 
experimented with in this country, be-
cause the supply of gasoline at the pres-
ent time seems adequate, it is expected 
that, should there be a shortage of this 
use of alcohol in connection with pres-
ent-day forms of motors. Some authori-
ties contend that alcohol will be the fuel 
of the future, while others believe that 
kerosene is more adaptable for use in 
the hydrocarbon motor. 

Alcohol-Benzol Fuel.—According to 
reports, the Germany army automobiles 
were being run on a mixture of benzol 
and alcohol. As soon as Germany found 
herself cut off from outside supplies of 
gasoline a technical committee was ap-

pointed to find a substitute. Experi-
ments were carried out with a 1914 
Mercedes touring car equipped with an 
ordinary carburetor, when mixtures of 
alcohol and benzol were found to give 
satisfactory results. Summarized, the 
results obtained in these tests were as 
follows: 

Benzol 

1 
1 
1 
1 

part 1 part 
part 2 parts 
part 3 parts 
part 4 parts 
part 5 parts 

Benzol only 
Gasoline only 

Speed 
Alcohol Obtained 

M. p. h. 

42.2 
41 
39.1 
38.5 
36 
41.6 
43.49 

Miles on 
1 Liter 
of Fuel 

4.66 
4.4 
4.3 
4.1 
3.7 
3.79 
3.6 

A positive method of locking nuts on mechanism subject to vibration 

Calculating on the rates existing be-
fore the war, the benzol-alcohol mix-
ture is the cheapest fuel obtainable. 
One liter of gasoline costs 9 cents, ben-
zol 8.6 cents, and alcohol 8.2 cents. 
The cost per kilometer works out as 
follows: 

Cents 
Gasoline   0.0157 
Benzol     0.01362 
Alcohol-benzol, 50% .   0.0125 
Pure alcohol.   0.0167 

This shows that a 50 per cent. mix-
ture of alcohol and benzol is the most 
economical, and it is this fuel which 
has been used throughout the German 
motor transport service. The only in-
convenience experienced is the neces-
sity of a preliminary heating of the 
carburetor. Starting the motor is a 
difficult task, and on several occasions 
when the army has been retreating auto-
mobiles havé been abandoned on this 
account. This difficulty has been over-
come by fitting a secondary tank con-
taining a small quantity of gasoline or. 
ether. A three-way cock allows the 

supplementary tank to be put into con-
nection with the carburetor for start-
ing purposes. As soon as the motor is 
warm the reserve fuel is shut off and 
the alcohol-benzol mixture supplied to 
the motor. In case of a breakdown 
near the enemy's lines, or the loss of the 
main fuel through a bullet or piece of 
shell entering the tank, the reserve sup-
ply is used. This is able to take the 
vehicle ten or twelve miles, which is 
generally sufficient to remove it from 
the danger zone. 

NEW NUT LOCK 
erHE safety interlocking nut and bolt 
1. shown herewith is said to prevent 

stripping or wearing of threads, owing 
to the fact that the threads in the nut 
are always in perfect contact with the 
threads on the bolt and as no move-
ment of the nut is possible, the threads 
cannot wear. A permanent contact, ir-
respective of the thickness of the bolted 
elements, is obtained through a com-
bination bolt, washer and nut. The 
washer has two inner extending lugs 
that fit into grooves in the bolt. It is 
locked to the nut by upsetting a por-
tion of the washer into one of the 
grooves on the nut. The bolt, washer 
and nut remain locked in contact with 
the bolted elements, and the nut will 
not loosen after the metal of the washer 
has been forced into the groove with a 
cape chisel. The nut is unlocked by 
driving the metal down out of the nut 
groove with the same tools. 

In Finland it is calculated that there is 
three million horsepower in its waterfalls, 
of which a little over one-third can be 
utilized. There are 79 waterfalls included in 
this calculation. At present only 150,000 
horsepower are utilized. 
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SIMPLE GAUGE FOR MEASUR-

ING COMPRESSION 

ONE of the most common causes of 
lost power in an automobile is 

that the force of the explosion pressure 
depends upon compression pressure be-
fore the gas is ignited. If the compres-
sion is 80 pounds, the explosive force 
acting against the piston top and im-
parting power to it will be about 400 
pounds per square inch. If worn pis-
ton rings or leaky valves allow gas to 
escape when the piston is rising on its 
compression stroke, the resulting de-
crease to 50 or 60 pounds means a re-
duction of explosive pressure to about 
300 pounds per square inch. Besides 
this diminution in pressure there is a 

Lead or 
Babbin 

"Tire Valve 
ÉS fern 

Spark Plug 
Body-

Cylinder 

'e ,Press—• e 
sage 

_Spark Plug 
'Adapter 

Vcrive 
\ Cap 

Simple compression gauge 

loss due to further leakage through the 
faulty retaining members. A simple 
compression pressure indicating gauge 
may be made by taking an old spark 
plug body, from which the porcelain 
has been removed and fit in a valve 
from a discarded inner tube by pour-
ing melted babbit or solder in to fill the 
space between the spark plug shell and 
the valve. When the metal has set, the 
valve is found to be firmly imbedded 
in the soft metal. The spark plug is 
removed from the cylinder to be tested 
and the combination plug body and 
valve stem put in its place. As the 
engine is turned over briskly by either 
the hand-crank or self-starter by an 
assistant, or the engine run slowly on 
the other cylinders, a tire pressure re-
cording gauge held against the valve 
will record the compression pressure 
just as it does air pressure inside a 
tire. If the pressure is low on all 
cylinders it is a good indication that 
the entire engine needs attention. 

A new power development at Niagara is 
now in process of execution. A canal con-
nects with the Welland River 4,/2 miles 
from its mouth. The flow of the river is 
to be reversed in direction so as to feed the 
water of the Niagara River into the upper 
end of the canal. This is located some dis-
tance above the falls. The canal, nine miles 
in length, runs to the lower end of the lower 
Niagara River, ending about a mile from 
Lake Ontario. Three hundred and five 
feet head are obtained, instead of from 
136 to 165 feet as in the present installa-
tions. Each cubic foot of water per second 
gives 30 horsepower. The present rate is 
only 14 horsepower. The work is all on the 
Canadian side. At Niagara 605,000 horse-
power are now used; it is claimed that 
420,000 more can be taken without impair-
ing the beauty of the falls. 

NEW ALUMINUM ALLOY 

A French engineer has patented an 
alloy of aluminum for which is claimed 
the possibilty of being cast as easily as 
the usual alloys and also worked, or 
tempered in the same way as steel. For 
the preparation of this metal, it is said 
a preliminary alloy is prepared contain-
ing cobalt, nickel, tungsten, silver, mag-
nesium, and aluminum. About 10 per 
cent of this alloy is incorporated with 
90 per cent of aluminum to make the 
new compound which is somewhat 
heavier than the simple metal and also 
stronger. 

KEEPING OIL FROM MOTOR 

ARMATURE 

THE use of ball bearings in electric 
motors and generators is a feature 

that has many advantages providing 
the installation is properly made. The 
accompanying illustration shows how 
the bearing housing may be made so the 
oil will not run out along the armature 
shaft and damage the windings or cause 
commutator trouble. The use of packing 
grooves will insure the retention of most 
of the lubricant in the bearing housing 
and any that does seep through will be 
thrown off centrifugally by the oil 
slinger and will run out of the housing 
through the drain passage cored in the 
end plate casting. 

Retention 
Cap Screw--

87/18earing 
Inner Race--

OH Drain , 
Passage- - 

,—Packing Grooves 

I r---011 

/ /Slinger 

/—Shaft 

Oil stinger to keep oil from injuring windings 

Concrete derrick cranes are reported from 
France. They weigh less than twice the 
weight of a corresponding steel crane. They 
are allowed 498 lbs. compression and owing 
to the reinforcement, 17,000 lbs. tensile 
strain. They are much cheaper than the 
steel structures. Another use of concrete is 
reported from Kingston, Jamaica. Mooring 
buoys have been successfully employed made 
of this material. They weigh five tons, are 
three inches thick, cylindrical in shape, with 
concave ends. A ton of ballast is needed 
to keep one upright. They cost f35 each, 
while steel buoys cost f75. 

An alloy steel, termed "stainless steel", 
containing 12 per cent. of chromium, has 
been found of value for valves of aeroplane 
engines. At a red heat it does not scale. 

TEMPERATURE 
INSTRUMENTS 

To standardise on TYCOS In-
dicating, Recording and Con-
trolling Temperature and 
Pressure Instruments means 
to in  efficiency, reduce 
wastage, and gain in economy 
in any line of idustrial en-
deavor. 
A few of the many instruments We 

make: 
Industrial Thermometers 
Capillary Recording Thermometers 
Self-Contained Recording Thermom-

eters 
Capillary Index Thermometers 
Thermo-electric Pyrometers 
Fery Radiation Thermometers 
Temperature Controlling Devices 
Time Controls 
Laboratory Engraved Stem Ther-
mometers 

Hygrometers (wet and dry bulb) 
Indicating and Recording Thermo-
graphs 

Coal Oil Testing Instruments 
Hydrometers 
Vacuum Gauges 
Aneroid Barometers 
Complete information on anv m‘tr "nett 

-----", or type øf if-13(1,11,1We on reçues! 

\ (BB-21 

, 

7erylor Instrumeni Companies' 
ROCHESTER. N.V. 

h,re's o 7.;con and rciplarlhermommer for e‘ery purpose 

Be a Draftsman! 
Make $30 to $75 a Week 
Your name and address on the coupon brings thin 
great Cyclopedia of Drawing without a penny down. 
l'ay only net shipping charges when books arrive. 
With these books and a low price "school set" of draw-
ing instruments, obtainable at any store, a man can 
become master of drawing and earn $30 to 5'76 weekly. 
LEARN AT HOME—Good paying positions open 
everywhere. Intense activity in manufacturmg, 
railroading, building, etc., calls for more draftsmen. 

Shipped on 7 Days' FREE Trial 

CYCLOPEDIA OF DRAWING 
4 Volumes. 1650 Pages. Thousands of Illustrations. 
Bound in genuine American morocco. Pages 536 x 
inches. Covers all branches of Drafting—Archi-
tecture, Electrical, Structural Steel, Sheet Metal, 
etc. Teaches pen-and-ink rendering, lettering, free-
hand, perspective, shades and ehadows, working 
shop drawings. machine design, etc., etc. 

50e a Week Only $2 a month if you keep the 
books. Coupon explains offer, 

good only within borders of U. S. and Canada. 
Free Membership in This Seeiety.—A Consulting 
Membership given tree with each set—worth $12.00. 

AMERICAN TECHNICAL SOCIETY 
Dept. D-353 Chicago 

AMERICAN 
TECHNICAL 
SOCIETY 
Dept si.353 

Chicago. U.S.A. 
Please send Cyclopedia 

of Drawing for 7 days ex-
amination, shipping charges col-

lect. I will send $2.80 within 
days and $2.00 a month until $14.80 

is paid, or notify you and bold books 
subject to your order. Title not to pass 
until fully paid. 

Name  

Address  

Reference  

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE 
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING COLUMNS 
Advertisements in these columns 5c per word, average 7 words to the line. To insert 
advertisement under proper classification copy should reach us nin later than the first of 
the month. 

Agents Wanted 
AGENTS. Signs for store and offices. Entirely new. 
$50-week easily made. Chicago Sign System I-326-
River St., Chicago. 

SCIENCE CREATES NEW AUTO WONDER; solves 
puzzling problem; no more rain or snow blurred wind-
shields; mystic cloth works like magic; deposita invisible 
chemical aim; one rub keeps glass clear 24 hours; one 
agent sold 5,000. Security Mfg. Co., Dept. 255, Toledo. 
Ohio. 

AGENTS—We want subscription agents in all high 
and manual training schools, colleges and technical 
institutions to take subscriptions to Everyday Engi-
'wring Magazine. All practical mechanical and sci-
entific men and students are interested in a paper of 
this kind. Send for our money making proposition. 
Circulation Manager, Everyday Engineering Magazine. 
2 West 45th Street, New York City. 

Automobile Accessories 
VULCANIZE RUBBER without heat or tools. Whirl-
wind seller to every Auto Owner. Further particulars 
free. Muscatine Agency, E402. Muscatine, Iowa, 

MORE Power, less fuel, no carbon. No Mystery, plain 
facts, results guaranteed. Write for booklet. No-Leak-0 
Piston Ring Company, Baltimore, Maryland. 

Aviation 

WANT TO SELL small, uncompleted airplane, with 
motor, or will exchange for motorcycle. BRUBAKER, 
522 East 78th St, New York, 

Blueprints 

SEND $1.50 FOR BLUEPRINT and instructions for 
building 20 x 5 foot Hydrofliver, 7 passenger. Some-
thing new. Very fast. Easy and cheap to build and 
operate. W. Olsen, 333 So. Dearborn St., Room 620, 
Chicago. 

Books 
NATURE LAWS married and engaged people should 
know. 50c prepaid. Central Company, 601 Ninth Ave.. 
New York. Book Lists Free. 
GAMBLING EXPOSED — Sensational book exposing 
secret systems, tricks, schemes and devices gamblers use 
with cards, slice, etc. You may need this book for your 
own protection. Particulars free. United Sales Co., 
Springfield, Ill. 
BOOKS ON SEX—For men and women. Catalogue 
free. United Sales Co., Springfield. Ill. 
BOOKS FOR MEN—Also "Classy" pictures. Cata-
logue free. United Sales Co., Springfield, Ill. 

BUSINESS MAN'S LIBRARY 
BOOKS DELIVERED FREE. Write today for Illus-
trated Guide to the Latest Books. Wesley Mills Co., 
Dept. A, 500 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y. 

Business Opportunities 
QUARTER FOR AGENTS RATE BOOK. ETC. on 
magazine subscriptions. Supplies furnished. Wilson 
Agency, Middletown, Ohio. 
USED CORRESPONDENCE COURSES BOUGHT AND 
SOLD. E. Moffett. Ruston, Louisiana. 
BIG MAIL 5c—Clever Stories, Rockland, Wisconsin.  
IN OZARKS—About 1000 kw. water, 192 acres with 
50 rich bottom, railway near, truck road, $7,500; terms. 
Guthrie & Son, Ozark, Arkansas. 
OPPORTUNITY FOR STUDENTS—Ambitious mea who 
are working their way through school can make money 
by representing this magazine and securing subscriptions 
for the best publication of its class. We will gladly tell 
you how. Circulation Manager, Everyday Engineering 
Magazine. 2 West 45th Street. New York City. 

Chemicals 
MICROSCOPES. Balances, Experimental Laboratories. 
Buy through our easy Payment Plan. No red tape. 
Write for Booklet 24-E. Chemical and apparatus sup-
plied for all Chemistry articles appearing In Everyday 
Engineering. Perform their experiments with our 
equipment. Lions Scientific Institute. Bausman Street, 
Mt. Oliver, Pittsburgh, Penna. 
EXPERIMENTERS—This Ad pays for itself because 
Everyday Engineering Readers are our regular cus-
tomers. Our chemicals, apparatus, and supplies outfit 
their laboratories. Why not yours? Ask for free 
price list and tree service card. Lions Scientific Insti-
tute. Mt. Oliver, Pittsburgh, Pa. 
EVERYTHING FOR THE AMATEUR CHEMIST—Price 
List free. George Ott, Reading, Pa. 
WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF SUPPLYING AMA. 
TEUR CHEMISTS. George Ott, Reading, Pa. 

Formulas 
EXPERT CHEMIST will furnish Formulas. Promises 
and Trade Secrets. All linee. Lists free. W. L. 
Cummings. Ph.D., 228-230 Gordon Ave., Syracuse, N. Y. 
MILLION TESTED FORMULAS. Trade Secrets. Pro-
cesses. Everything! Thousand pages. Cost? Only $2.00 
Postpaid. Can I find it/ Yes; and 999.999 others. 
Write us. J. Goodnow, Highland Ave., South Sudbury, 
Mass. 

For Sale 
FOR SALE—One I. C. S. Qualitative and Quantitative 
laboratory outfit; never used; cost $70.00; must sell. 
How much will you offer/ P. O. G., 429 Norway Ave., 
Trenton, New Jersey. 

Help Wanted 

MODEL MAKERS—Splendid opportunity in marine 
model shop for several young men who have decided 
taste and inclination In this line of work in both wood 
and metal. Write fully stating age, experience, where 
had, and wages expected. Address Model Maker, 
Everyday Engineering Magazine. 2 West 45th Street, 
New York, 

YOUNG MEN, wanting to learn drafting, write to 
H. Eagene, 2225 Kemper Lane, Cincinnati, Ohio, for 
valuable information and data. 

$100 TO $150 MONTH—Hundreds openings. U. H. Gov-
ernment positions. Men-women, 18 up. Experience 
unnecessary. List positions free. Write immediately. 
Franklin Institute, Dept. R-99, Rochester, N. Y. 

Instructions 

CRYSTAL GAZING—The craze. Bend self-addreased 
stamped envelope right now for free instructions. 
Zancig's. Box 558, Asbury Park, N. J. 

Inventors 
INVENTORS—Write for our free Illustrated guide book 
and Evidence of Conception Blank. Bend model or 
sketch and description of invention for our opinion of its 
patentable nature free. Highest References. Prompt 
>Service. Reasonable Terms. VICTOR J. EVANS á 
CO., 748 Ninth, Washington, D. C.  
INVENTORS. In all matters concerning Patents, The 
National Institute of Inventors, 118 Fulton St., New 
York City, a co-operative society of 2500 will help you 
protect, develop and market your inventions. Annual 
dues $10.00. Booklet on request.  
INVENTORS—We do experimental Model, Tool, Die 
and Jig work. Light manufacturing. Miller & O'Brien 
Mfg. Co.. North Saint Paul, Minn.  
INVENTORS—Ideas large or small wanted. Let me 
know what you have. All drawings returned in live 
days with offer for same if wanted. Your Ideas are 
money; don't wait. Box 13. North Sanford, N. Y.  
INVENTORS — I MAKE MODELS. Estimate free. 
Bennie Nortwed, Kellerton, Iowa.  
INVENTOR'S MANUAL, HOW TO MAKE A PATENT 
PAY is a work of special interest to inventors in per-
fecting their inventions, taking out their patents, and 
disposing of them. It is not in any sense a 
Patent Solicitor's circular nor a Patent Broker's adver-
tisement. No advertisements of any description appear 
in the work. It is a book containing a quarter of a cen-
tury's experience of • successful inventor, together with 
notes based upon the experiences of many other inventors. 
120 pages. Price $1.25 postpaid. The Norman W. 
Henley Publishing Co., 2 West 45th Street, New York. 

TWO VOLUMES on MECHANICAL MOVEMENTS by 
G. D. Iliac« are works every inventor should have for 
reference. If the thing you want has been invented. 
it is illustrated in these volumes. If It hasn't been 
invented, then you'll find in it the nearest things to 
what you want, some movement or device that will apply 
to your case, perhaps; or which will give you a key from 
which to work. No books ever published are of more 
real value to the inventor, draftsman or practical me-
chanic than this set of books. Price per volume each 
$3.00 prepaid. The Norman W. Henley Publishing Co., 
2 West 45th Street, New York.  

Male Help Wanted 
RAILWAY TRAFFIC INSPECTORS; $110.00 a month 
to start and expenses; travel if desired; unlimited ad-
vancement. No age limit. Three months home study. 
Situation arranged. Prepare for permanent position. 
Write for Booklet CM-36. STANDARD BUSINESS 
TRAINING INSTITUTE, Buffalo, N. T.  
FIREMEN. Brakemen, Baggagemen, 8140-8200; Colored 
Porters by Railroads everywhere. Experience unneces-
sary 898 Ry. Bureau, East St. Louis. Ill.  

Miscellaneous 
TOBACCO OR SNUFF HABIT cured or no pay. $1.00 
if cured. Remedy sent on triaL Superbe Co.. S. M.. 
Baltimore, Md.  
BREED Canaries—Profitable pastime. Particulars free. 
Bird Farm, Lynnhaven, Virginia.  
DETECTIVES EARN BIG MONEY. Travel. Experience 
Unnecessary. We train you. Particulars free. Write 
American Detective System. 1968 Broadway, N. Y.  

WRITE for newspapers and magazines. Big Day. Ex-
perience unnecessary, details free. Press Reporting Syn-
dicate, 534 Bt. Louis.  
MECHANICAL DRAFTING, all kinds; Inventions, 
Models Developed. E. C. Timlick, 4238-A, W. Easton, 
St. Louis, Mo.  
RADIO SET of Marvelous Efficiency. Blueprints. in-
structions, etc.; complete. $1.00. F. E. Webb, 327 West 
55th Street, New York.  
COMPLETE SET OF DRAWINGS of the Liberty 12 
engine. A United States Standardized Aircraft Engine. 
Giving all views with number of parts, names of parta 
and weights of parts. Mail $1.00. Dept. A.. Orean 
Publishing Co., 25 W. 42nd St.. New York City. 

Miscellaneous--(Continued) 
COLLECTORS' HUNDRED-PAGE MAGAZINE —Two 
issues, 10 cents. West Collectors' World. Superior, Neb. 

SHAWNEE, OKLAHOMA. a growing city, a good place 
to live. Write Board of Commerce, Shawnee, Okla. 

MECHANICS—You can easily get your fellow craftsmen 
to subscribe to Everyday Engineering Magazine, the beet 
mechanical and electrical paper published, and make 
some extra money. We want a reliable representative 
in every factory and have a good proposition. Circula-
tion Manager, Everyday Engineering Magazine, 2 West 
45th Street, New York City.  

Motion Picture Plays <9 Supplies  
$25-$300 paid anyone for ideas. suggestions suitable for 
photoplays. Experience unnecessary; complete outline 
Free. Producers League, 530 St Louis. Mo.  

Patents 
PATENTS. Booklet free. Highest references. Best re-
sults. Promptness assured. WATSON E. cor.emAN, 
Patent Lawyer, 624 F St., Washington, D. C.  
PATENTS —Herbert Jenner, Patent Attorney and 
Mechanical Expert. 622 F it.. Washington, D. C. I 
report if a patent can be had and its exact cost. Send 
for circular. 

PATENTS. Over 70 years' practice; all communications 
strictly confidential; handbook on patents free on request; 
special facilities for office consultations. Munn & Co.. 
Patent Attorneys, 641 Woolworth Building, New York. 
625 F Street, Washington, Tower Building, Chicago. 
Hobart Bldg., 582 Market Street, San Francisco, Calif. 

DON'T LOSE YOUR RIGHTS TO PATENT PROTEC-
TION—Before disclosing your invention to anyone send 
for blank form "Evidence of Conception" to be signed 
and witnessed. Form and information concerning patents 
free. Lancaster & Allwine, 237 Ouray Building, Wash-
ington, D. C., originators of the form "Evidence of 
Conception." 

PATENTS—Prompt, personal, efficient service by an 
attorney-at-law, skilled in all branches of Patent Prac-
tice. Over 12 years actual experience; full information 
upon request. B. P. Fishburne, 322 McGill Building, 
Washington, D. C. 

PATENTS—Fees in Installments. Frank T. Fuller. 
formerly Lieutenant. Engineers, Washington, D. C.  

PATENT WHAT YOU INVENT—It may be valuable. 
Write me. No attorney's fee until patent is allowed. 
Estab. 1882. "Inventor's Guide" FREE. Franklin B. 
Hough, 510 Loan & Trust Bldg., Washington, D. C.  

GET YOUR OWN PATENTS: Bave attorney's fees: in-
structions and advice tree. Carl Larsen Co.. Park Row 
Bldg., New York. 

Phonographs 
BUILD YOUR OWN PHONOGRAPH—Biz saving. Ws 
furnish parts and cabinets. Write today for free in-
structions. Associated Phonograph Supply Co.. Dept. V. 
Cincinnati, Ohio. 

Photography 
DO YOU TAKE PICTURES? Write for free sample ot 
otff big magazine showing how to make better pictures 
and earn money. American Photography, 466 Pope Build-
ing, Boeton, Mass. 

Pictures 
HIGH ART PHOTOGRAPHS— Beautiful Models In 
artistic poses. Suitable for Den and Clubroom decors.' 
tions or private collection. Send 10c for miniature 
samples, illustrated sheet and price list. United Sales 
Co.. Springfield. Ill.  

Real Estate 
OZARK Water Power, Timber, free range and fruit. 
Guthrie & Son, Ozark. Arkansas. 

Short Stories Wanted 
SHORT STORIES, Poems, Plays. Etc,, are wanted for 
publication. Literary Bureau, 166 Hannibal. Mo.  

Stamps 
APPROVALS 60% discount. Reference. please. Stamp. 
bought. Lang, 1433-3 59th, Cicero, Illinois.  
FREE PREMIUM with 4 Belgium German occupation. 
for 10e. Jos. Gallant, Hempstead. N. Y.  
FINEST BRITISH COLONIAL APPROVALS—PRICES 
VERY MODERATE. RIEDEL', SCHENECTADY. N.Y. 

STAMPS—SO VARIETIES — Transvaal, Brazil, Peru, 
Cuba, Mexico, etc., and Album, 10c: 60 different U. S., 
25e; 1,000 hinges, 10c; 1,000 mixed, 40e. List Free. 
I buy stamps. C. Stegmann, 5975 Cote Brilliant., St. 
Louis, Mo.  

Used Office Equipment 
ADDRESSOGRAPHS, Multigraphs, multicolors, folders. 
sealers and duplicators. Guaranteed. Office Device 
Company, 156 F North La Salle Chicago  

Wireless 
WIRELESS PARTS, PROMPT DELIVERY. Standard 
154" switch knob-lever complete 850. Switch points with 
screws 25e dozen. State panel thickness. Novotov Elec-
tric, Charlotte, N. C. 

Please mention EVERYDAY ENGINEERING MAGAZINE 



Let me 
work for you 

WORK for Kings and Queens. 
I work for the President of the 
United States. 

âwo ecv, Vue G'bevi,teete 
late 'emead. 

I work for the Surveyors 

and Engineers who make your 

big bridges and subways pos— 

sible. 
I have a Mathematical key-

board with the characters and 
symbols used in higher and 
lower Mathematics, and for 
il,ngineering, Mechanics, etc. 

I AM INVALUABLE TO THE 
STUDENT OF MATHEMATICS, ENG I - 
NEER I NG, CHEMI STRY, AND MED-
ICI NE, AS I CARRY THE CHAR-
ACTERS AND SYMBOLS IN EVERY 
PROFESSION—EVERY SCI ENC E. 

I "speak" every language, 
from Eskimo Indian to Kata 
Kana Japanese. 

I use "speak" advisedly, 

because I literally make your 
writing talk—as these sas-

pies of my work show. 

The above paragraphs were written on one Multiplex and 
give a very limited example of the work that can be done on 
this unique "writing machine"—the only "writing machine" 
in existence. Just examine the Multiplex and you'll find 
that it is as great an improvement over the ordinary type-
writer as the fountain pen is over the old-fashioned quill. 

Also an Aluminum 
PORTABLE Model 

For traveling— for 
Home. Weighs about 
11 lbs. Full capacity. 
Ask for special 

folder. 

The Hammond Typewriter Co. 
585A E. 69th Street New York City 

am the 

Heart 
of the 

Hammond 

ILTIPILIE% 
I-1 lb/440ND 

Standard "Writing Machine" 

Over 365 
Different Type-Sets 

Including All Languages to Select From 
Any one of which may be substituted in a few 

seconds:. "Just Turn the Knob" 

I have shown you a few proofs of my versatility in 
the various types in the column opposite. 
I think you will agree with me, when you see me, that 

no other typewriter can do what I do. 
No other typewriter can make your writing "TALK." 
No other typewriter can INSTANTLY change from 

one style of type, or from one language to another. 
Multiplex Hammond Reasons 

1. Variety of writing beyond the ordinary. 
2. All sorts of type and languages on ONE Multiplex. 
3. Automatically uniform type impressions without a culti-

vated touch. 
4. Permanently perfect alignment. 
5. Any width of paper, and writes cards flat without bending. 
6. I ar e type small type medium type—all on ONE Multiplex. 
. Aluminum Portable, travellers' and home model. 
There are more than sixteen (16) things I can do that can-

not be done on any other writing machine; and it will pay 
you to 

Mail the Coupon for FREE BOOKLET 
"How President Wilson Frightened the 

Lords at Midnight" 
\Ve will also send you our 

pamphlet, "People Who Count." 
Thousands of prominent men 
and women in all walks of 
life, and in all four corners 
of the globe, prefer and per-
sonally use the Multiplex. 
Nie this partial list: 
President Wilson 
Queen Alexandra of England 
King and Crown Prince of 
Sweden 

Caliph of Morocco 
King and Queen of Norway 
Cardinal Merry del Val 
Sir James Matthew Barrie 
Walt Mason 
Wallace Irwin 
William Dean Howells 
Bertha M. Clay 
John Kendrick Bangs 
Leigh Mitchell Hodges 
Prof. L. A. Loiseaux 
Etc., Etc. 

MAIL FOR FREE BOOKLETS 
1 HAMMOND TYPEWRITER COMPANY. 
1 585A East 69th St., New York City. 

Please send, entirely free and without obligation. the litera. 
I ture mentioned in your advertisement in Everyday Engineering  

Naine   

I Address   

ilecupatMn   

MO' 



MOTORS 
ENGINE PARTS 
CARBURETORS • 
VALVES 

LUBRICATION 

Automobile $50 
Repairman AWeek 

Expert $ 
Chauffeur AWeek 

Garaeg—$150 
Owner AWeeit 

Take Your Choice of 
These Big Paying Jobs 
THOUSANDS of men like you are wanted to fill these big-paying jobs in the 

automobile engineering field. Thousands of places are open, too, for chauffeurs and garage 
managers. It's easy to get one of these good jobs and to prerr.re yourself to hold it. You don't 

have to go to school. You don't. have to serve an apprenticeship. Spare time only is needed. These 
great automobile books will teach you ever3' ' -^" r,z4rd to know. Fifteen of the greatest engineers 
and experts in the business wrote them in simple language that anybody can understand. 

Auto Books 
6 Volumes Shipped Free 
Just off the press—the 1920 model—an up-to-the-minute six-volume 
library on Automobile Engineering, covering the construct ion, care ànd 
repair of pleasure cars, motor trucks and motorcycles. Packed full of 
advance information on Lighting Systems, Garage Design and Equip-
ment, Welding and other repair methods. Contains everything that a 
mechanic or an engineer or a motorcyclist or the owner or prospective 
owner of a motor car ought to know. Anybody can understand them. 
Tastefully bound in American Morocco, flexible covers, gold stamped, 
2650 pages and 2300 illustrations, tables, blueprints and explanatory 
diagrams. A library that cost thousands of dollars to compile but thecomes to you 
free for 7 days' examination. Over 50,000 sets of previous editions have been sold. 

Only 7e a Day! 

Partial Contents 
Automobile Motors; Weld-
ing; Motor Construction 
and Repair; Carburetors 
and Settings; Valves, Cool-
ing; Lubrication; Fly-
Wheels; Clutch; Transmis-
sion; Final Drive; Steering 
Frames; Tires; Vulcaniz-
ing; Ignition; Starting and 
Lighting Systems; Shop 
Kinks; Commercial Ga-
rage; Design and Equip-
ment; F.lectrics; Storage 
Batteries; Care and Repair 
of Motorcycles; Commer-
cial Trucks; Gas Tractors. 

128 Blueprints of Electric 
Wiring Diagrams 

Not a cent to pay in advance. First you see the books in you own home or shop. Just mail 
coupon and pay express charges when books arrive. You can read them and study 
them for seven whole days before you decide whether you want to keep them or 
not. If you like the books, send only $2.80 in 7 days and $2 a month until the 
special introductory price of $21.80 has been paid. (Regular Price $30.) Along 

with the set goes a year's consulting membership in the American Technical Society. (Regular price $12.) This part of our offer will be withdrawn when 

the membership is filled. Mail the coupon without delay. 

Don't Send Money Now! 
Don't take our word for it. See the books without cost. Here is a 
chance for you to get a real man's job with a man's size pay. Don't 
waste a minute in sending the coupon. Put the coupon in the mails 
today. Send no money—just the coupon! 

American Technical Society, Dept. A-353 Chicago, Ill. 

FREE aamiriation Coupon 
American Technical Society. Dept. A..353 Chicago 

Please Send me the 6-volume set of Automobile Engineering for 7 days' examination  
shipping charges collect. If I decide to buy, I w ill send $2.8° within 7 days and the ha:- î 
ance at $2 a month until the $2.1.80 has been paid. Then you send me a receipt showing 
that the $30 set of books and the $12 Consulting Membership are mine and fully paid for. I 
If 1 think I can get along without the honks after days' trial, 1 will notify you to send 
for them at your expense. [Pleated 1:11 out all lines.) 

Name  

Address  

I City 
  State.. 

MIeau moo mom a. a. lam maim o• lo O cm. mule.. o 111. MI NM BMW .11 .1..1 MI 

Tan CAREY PRINTING CO. WC, 
NEW YORK 


